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#1

Terry Goodkind

“Each volume of the Sword of Truth proves more difficult 
to review than the last. There are only so many ways of 
heaping praise on a series that gets better and better.”  
—SFX 

The first in a series of novellas in which Terry Goodkind 
returns to his epic New York Times-bestselling Sword of 
Truth saga

From the internationally bestselling author of the Sword of 
Truth series comes a new Richard and Kahlan novella. “They 
are the monsters under the bed when you are little, the shape 
just caught out of the corner of your eye when you thought 
you were alone, the shadow of something in a dark corner that 
surprises you and then isn’t there. They stop you dead with a 
knot of unexpected terror in the pit of your stomach. We have 
all seen fleeting glimpses of them. Never long enough to see 
them as I saw them, but it was them. I recognized it the instant 
I saw it. We’ve all seen flashes of them, the dark shadow just 
out of sight. They could briefly terrify us before but never hurt 
us because they came from so far distant. They were never 
able to fully materialize in our world so we saw only tran-
sient glimpses of them, the shape of them if the light was just 
right, if the shadows were deep enough . . . if you were afraid 
enough. I think that the star shift has brought us closer to their 
realm so that they now have the power to step into our world 
and hurt us.” —Kahlan Amnell

Terry Goodkind is a #1 New York Times-bestselling author. His 
Sword of Truth series has sold over 20 million copies, and was 
adapted into the television show Legend of the Seeker. He writes 
thrillers as well as epic fantasy and lives in Henderson, Nevada. 

Fantasy • 160 Pages • 4.25 x 7 • 9781789541182 
Available • $13.95 (Can $18.95) • Cloth  
Rights: US & Canada • Head of Zeus Ltd
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TALES OF THE WEIRDTALES OF THE WEIRD

Doorway to Dilemma
Bewildering Tales of Dark Fantasy

H. G. Wells, Frank R. Stockton, Lord Dunsany and more

Between horror and fantasy lies a world in which the inexplicable remains unsolved and 
the rational mind is assailed by impossible questions. Welcome to the realm of Dark 
Fantasy, where safe answers are beyond reach and accounts of unanswerable dilemma 
find their home. Delving deep into the sub-genre, fiction expert Mike Ashley has gath-
ered an unsettling mixture of twisted tales, encounters with logic-defying creatures and 
nightmarish fables certain to perplex, beguile and of course, entertain. 

Mike Ashley is an internationally renowned expert on popular fiction of the 19th and 
20th century and the editor of two previous anthologies in this series: Glimpses of the 
Unknown: Lost Ghost Stories and From the Depths and Other Strange Tales of the Sea.

Classics/Horror • 272 Pages • 5.25 x 7.5 • 1 B/W Illustration  
9780712352635 • October • $15.95 (Can $20.95) • Trade Paper 
Rights: US & Canada • British Library Publishing

Also available:

9780712352369
$15.95 (Can $20.95)

Trade Paper

9780712352512
$15.95 (Can $20.95)

Trade Paper

Platform Edge
Uncanny Tales of the Railways

Howling down the tunnels comes a new collection showcasing the greatest stories of 
strange happenings on the tracks, many of which are republished here for the first 
time since their original departure

The Platform Edge is a collection of the greatest stories of strange happenings on the 
tracks. In this express service to the unknown, phantom passengers join the jostling of the 
daily commute, a subway car disappears into another dimension without a trace, while 
a tragic derailment on a lonely hillside in the Alps torments the locals with its horrifying 
nightly repetition. From the open railways of Europe and America to the pressing dark 
of the London Underground, The Platform Edge is the perfect traveling companion for 
unforgettable journeys into the supernatural.

Mike Ashley is an expert on popular fiction of the 19th and 20th centuries who has pub-
lished more than 100 books on the subject. His Tales of the Weird anthologies include 
Glimpses of the Unknown: Lost Ghost Stories and From the Depths and Other Strange 
Tales of the Sea.

Classics/Horror • 304 Pages • 6 x 8.5 • 1 B/W Illustration • 9780712352031 • September  
$15.95 (Can $20.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • British Library Publishing



Also available:

9780712352529
$15.95 (Can $20.95)

Trade Paper

9780712352819
$15.95 (Can $20.95)

Trade Paper

9780712352666
$15.95 (Can $20.95)

Trade Paper

TALES OF THE WEIRD

Face in the Glass
The Gothic Tales of Mary Elizabeth Braddon

Mary Elizabeth-Braddon

Fourteen dark tales from a popular novelist of the Victorian era

A young girl whose love for her fiance continues even after her death; a sinister old lady 
with claw-like hands who cares little for the qualities of her companions provided they 
are young and full of life; and a haunted mirror that foretells of approaching death for 
those who gaze into its depths. These are just some of the haunting tales gathered together 
in this macabre collection of short stories. Reissued in the Tales of the Weird series and 
introduced by British Library curator Greg Buzwell, The Face in the Glass is the first se-
lection of Mary Elizabeth Braddon’s supernatural short stories to be widely available in 
more than 100 years. By turns curious, sinister, haunting and terrifying, each tale explores 
the dark shadows beyond the rational world.

Mary Elizabeth Braddon (1835-1915) was a prominent and prolific Victorian novelist 
whose major works included Lady Audley’s Secret.

Classics/Horror • 352 Pages • 5.25 x 7.5 • 1 B/W Illustration  
9780712352086 • September • $15.95 (Can $20.95) • Trade Paper 
Rights: US & Canada • British Library Publishing

Weird Tales of William Hope Hodgson
William Hope-Hodgson

Edited by Xavier Aldana Reyes

A creepy collection of 10 unsettling horror stories from a master storyteller

The splash from something enormous resounds through the sea-fog. In the stillness of a 
dark room, some unspeakable evil is making its approach. . . Abandon the safety of the 
familiar with 10 nerve-wracking episodes of horror penned by master of atmosphere and 
suspense, William Hope Hodgson. From encounters with abominations at sea to fireside 
tales of otherworldly forces recounted by occult detective Carnacki, this new selection 
offers the most unsettling of Hodgson’s weird stories, guaranteed to terrorize the steeliest 
of constitutions.

William Hope Hodgson (1877-1918) was a key figure in British weird fiction, renowned 
for tales of horror and adventure at sea as well as his post-apocalyptic fantasy novel The 
Night Land. Following his death near Ypres during World War I, his stories continued 
to be published posthumously throughout the 20th century. Xavier Aldana Reyes is the 
editor of Horror: A Literary History.

Classics/Horror • 240 Pages • 6 x 8.25 • 9780712352338 • October 
$15.95 (Can $20.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • British Library Publishing
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BIOGRAPHIC

The Biographic series presents an entirely new way of looking at the lives of the world’s greatest thinkers and creatives. It 
takes the 50 defining facts, dates, thoughts, habits and achievements of each subject, and uses infographics to convey all of 

them in vivid snapshots. Timelines pinpoint significant dates and set them in the context and culture of their times. Dynamic 
maps locate biographical events alongside other points of interest. Character traits are illuminated by visual comparisons.

Also available:

9781781452929
$14.95 (Can $19.95)

Cloth

9781781453124
$14.95 (Can $19.95)

Cloth

9781781453155
$14.95 (Can $19.95)

Cloth

9781781453414
$14.95 (Can $19.95)

Cloth

9781781453278
$14.95 (Can $19.95)

Cloth

Biographic: Hemingway
Jamie Pumfrey

Most people know that Ernest Hemingway (1899–1961) was a towering figure of Amer-
ican literature, a Nobel and Pulitzer Prize winner and author of novels including The Sun 
Also Rises and The Old Man and the Sea. What, perhaps, they don’t know is that he 
was an ambulance driver in the World War I and suffered 227 shrapnel wounds; that he 
wrote 47 different endings to A Farewell to Arms; that he hunted great white sharks and 
German U-boats with a machine gun; and that he survived two plane crashes in 48 hours. 
Biographic: Hemingway presents an instant impression of his life, work and legacy, with 
an array of irresistible facts and figures converted into infographics to reveal the writer 
behind the words.

Jamie Pumfrey has worked in publishing for 10 years. 

Biography • 96 Pages • 5.75 x 8.25 • Four-color Interior • 9781781453438 • September 
$14.95 (Can $19.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Ammonite Press

Biographic: Dickens
Great Lives in Graphic Form

Michael Robb

Most people know that Charles Dickens (1812–1870) was one of the greatest novelists 
of the Victorian era, whose works include David Copperfield and Great Expectations. 
What, perhaps, they don’t know is that he invented more than 200 original words and 
phrases; that he always slept facing north, in an effort to battle insomnia; that he sent 
more than 14,000 letters in his lifetime; and that he kept a pet raven called Grip, which 
he had stuffed after its death. Biographic: Dickens presents an instant impression of his 
life, work and legacy, with an array of irresistible facts and figures converted into info-
graphics to reveal the writer behind the words.

Michael Robb has worked in bookselling and publishing for over 30 years.

Biography • 96 Pages • 5.75 x 8.25 • Four-color Interior • 9781781453643 • September  
$14.95 (Can $19.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Ammonite Press



The Austen Girls
The Story of Jane & Cassandra Austen, the Closest of Sisters

Helen Amy

Sisters Jane and Cassandra Austen were inseparable—but would Jane have become a 
novelist without Cassandra?

Jane and Cassandra Austen were the closest of sisters from early childhood. Jane looked up 
to and adored her older sister, who was devoted to her in return. The inseparable sisters sup-
ported each other through various emotional crises and family troubles. Most importantly, 
Cassandra supported and encouraged Jane in her writing. This book traces their relationship 
throughout Jane’s life and literary career, until Jane’s premature death at the age of 41. It also 
looks at Cassandra’s life after the loss of her sister. “I Jane Austen of the Parish of Chawton 
do . . . give and bequeath to my dearest Sister Cassandra Elizabeth every thing of which I 
may die possessed, or which may be hereafter due to me . . . I appoint my said dear Sister 
the Executrix of this my last Will & Testament.” Jane Austen, 27 April 1817. The bequest 
included the manuscripts of Jane’s unpublished and unfinished novels.

Helen Amy is the author of Jane Austen, Jane Austen’s England, and The Jane Austen Mar-
riage Manual.

Biography • 304 Pages • 6.25 x 9.25 • 9781445675862 • November 
$32.95 (Can $43.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Amberley Publishing

Playing Jane Austen
Parlour Plays for Drawing-Room Performance

Rosina Filippi

Stage directions for scenes from Northanger Abbey, Sense and Sensibility, Emma, and 
Pride and Prejudice, from the first person to adapt Austen’s novels for the stage

Playing Jane Austen is the original dramatization of Jane Austen’s work. The collection was 
first published in 1895 as Duologues and Scenes from the Novels of Jane Austen Arranged 
and Adapted for Drawing-Room Performance by Victorian feminist and actor Rosina Filip-
pi. Filippi adapted memorable scenes from Austen into one-act plays for performance, and 
along with stage directions and advice on the correct silks and muslins to wear, her parlor 
plays evoke the romance of Victorian drawing-room entertainment at its very best.

Rosina Filippi (1866–1930) was a progressive actor and director who was associated with 
many of the theatrical greats of her generation. In 1913 she established a People’s Theatre, to 
promote affordable theatre for all. Filippi was also an advocate for women’s rights.

Drama/Classics • 160 Pages • 6 x 8.25 • 14 B/W Illustrations • 9780712352239 • September  
$16.95 (Can $22.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • British Library Publishing

Alice’s Adventures Under Ground
The Original Manuscript

Lewis Carroll

A facsimile of the original manuscript, with commentary from a British Library curator

One “golden afternoon” in Oxford, in July 1862, the Reverend Charles Lutwidge Dodgson, 
accompanied three young sisters, Lorina, Alice, and Edith, on a boating trip. To keep the 
children amused, Dodgson, began to tell a tale about an inquisitive youngster called Alice, 
and her escapades in an underground world. Dodgson’s story, later revised and illustrated 
by John Tenniel, would go on to become one of the most famous and best-loved children’s 
books of all time—published as Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, under the pen name Lew-
is Carroll. However, the original tale—Alice’s Adventures Under Ground—remains less well-
known. In this facsimile edition of Dodgson’s manuscript—now one of the British Library’s 
most treasured possessions—with its accompanying commentary by former British Library 
curator Sally Brown, modern readers can enjoy the expressive story as it was first told.

Lewis Carroll’s most famous works are Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland (published in 
1865) and the sequel Alice Through the Looking-Glass.

Classics • 128 Pages • 4.75 x 7 • 7 B/W Photos, 42 Color Illustrations, Four-color Interior  
9780712352437 • Replaces: 9780712356008 • October • $22.95 (Can $30.95) • Cloth 
Rights: US & Canada • British Library Publishing
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The Complete Sherlock Holmes Collection
Arthur Conan Doyle

A definitive volume produced in partnership with The Sherlock Holmes Museum 

With a luxurious, foiled arlin cover and gilded page edgees, this deluxe and expansive edi-
tion, produced in association with The Sherlock Holmes Museum at 221B Baker Street, is 
the definitive collection for fans of the great detective. It contains all of Conan Doyle’s sto-
ries—four novels and a colossal 56 short stories—complete and unabridged, encompassing 
the entirety of the legendary author’s Sherlock Holmes work. When Sir Arthur Conan Doyle 
introduced the world to Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson in 1887’s A Study in Scarlet, a 
true icon of literature was born. Since then, their humble address at 221B Baker Street has 
become almost as famous as the great detective himself, with the incredible popularity of 
Sherlock Holmes’s adventures never wavering over the last 130 years.

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle created his most famous character, Sherlock Holmes, while working 
as a doctor and would go on to become a prolific author writing science fiction, historical 
novels, romances, plays and poetry as well as his ground-breaking detective adventures.

Classics • 1096 Pages • 6 x 9 • 40 B/W Illustrations • 9781911610243  
October • $39.95 • Cloth • Rights: US • Prion

More Rivals of Sherlock Holmes
Stories from the Golden Age of Gaslight Crime

Nick Rennison

A sequel to Rivals of Sherlock Holmes, uncovering yet more classic detective stories 
from the golden era of crime writing

Sherlock Holmes was not the only solver of crimes to patrol the gaslit streets of late Victorian 
and Edwardian London. The years between 1890 and 1914 were the heyday of the English 
(and American) story magazines and their pages were filled with platoons of private detec-
tives, police officers and eccentric criminologists. These were the rivals of Sherlock Holmes, 
and this second anthology of stories highlights 15 of them: Mr. Booth created by Herbert 
Keen, Max Carrados created by Ernest Bramah, Florence Cusack created by L. T. Meade and 
Robert Eustace John Dollar, “The Crime Doctor” created by E. W. Hornung, Dick Donovan 
created by J. E. Preston Muddock, Horace Dorrington created by Arthur Morrison, Martin 
Hewitt created by Arthur Morrison, Judith Lee created by Richard Marsh, Madelyn Mack 
created by Hugh Cosgro Weir, Lady Molly of Scotland Yard created by Baroness Orczy, 
Addington Peace created by Fletcher Robinson, Mark Poignand and Kala Persad created by 
Headon Hill, John Pym created by David Christie Murray, Christopher Quarles created by 
Percy Brebner, and John Thorndyke created by R. Austin Freeman.

Nick Rennison has written several Pocket Essential guides published by Oldcastle Books 
including Short History of the Polar Exploration, Roget, Freud and Robin Hood. He is 
also the author of The Bloomsbury Good Reading Guide to Crime Fiction, 100 Must-Read 
Crime Novels and Sherlock Holmes: An Unauthorised Biography. 

Mystery • 384 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9780857302601 • October • $18.95 (Can $24.95) 
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Oldcastle Books

Also available:

9781843447375
$18.95 (Can $24.95)

Trade Paper



Bookworm
A Memoir of Childhood Reading

Lucy Mangan

“To read Lucy Mangan’s memoir of growing up bookish is to be taken back to a time 
in life when reading wasn’t merely a gentle pleasure or mild obligation but an activity as 
essential as breathing. . . . I consumed Mangan’s beguiling book in the same feverish way 
that I once tore through The Borrowers or The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe.”  
—Guardian

A memoir of childhood reading that relives our best-beloved books, their extraordinary 
creators, and looks at the thousand subtle ways they shape our lives

When Lucy Mangan was little, stories were everything. They opened up different worlds and 
cast new light on this one. She was whisked away to Narnia, and Kirrin Island, and Won-
derland. She ventured down rabbit holes and womble burrows into midnight gardens and 
chocolate factories. With Charlotte’s Web she discovered Death and with Judy Blume it was 
Boys. No wonder she only left the house for her weekly trip to the library. In Bookworm, 
Lucy brings the favorite characters of our collective childhoods back to life and disinters a 
few forgotten treasures poignantly, wittily using them to tell her own story, that of a born, 
and unrepentant, bookworm.

Lucy Mangan is a columnist for Guardian Weekend magazine and Stylist, and the author of 
My Family and Other Disasters, The Reluctant Bride and Hopscotch and Handbags.

Memoir • 336 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 9781784709228 • September • $17.95 
Trade Paper • Rights: US • Penguin Random House UK

The Penguin Book Quiz
From The Very Hungry Caterpillar to Ulysses

James Walton

From Antony Beevor to Zadie Smith, The Very Hungry Caterpillar to Ulysses, this 
entertaining quiz tickles the fancy (and the brains) of light and heavy readers alike

Which Haruki Murakami novel shares its title with a Beatles song? In Roald Dahl’s Charlie 
and the Chocolate Factory, what is Charlie’s surname? What is heavy-drinking Rachel Wat-
son known as in the title of a 21st-century bestseller? And what do you get if you add the 
number of Bennet sisters in Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice to the number of Karamazov 
brothers in Fyodor Dostoevsky’s The Brothers Karamazov? With 400 questions covering 
books from literary classics to modern bestsellers, through iconic children’s books and books 
you say that you’ve read but really you haven’t, The Penguin BookQuiz is as appropriate 
for a making you look well-read at a party as it is for a book-loving family to read aloud 
from after dinner. Answers: Norwegian Wood, Bucket, The Girl on the Train, and Eight (five 
sisters, three brothers).

James Walton has written and hosted 17 series of BBC Radio’s books quiz, The Write Stuff. 
He is the author of Who Killed Iago?  and he reviews books for the New York Review of 
Books, Spectator, the Times,Guardian, and Daily Telegraph.

Games • 288 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 9780241986035 • January • $19.95 
Trade Paper • Rights: US • Penguin Random House UK
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Heart of Darkness
Joseph Conrad
Introduction by Tim Butcher

Adventure travel writer Tim Butcher provides a new introduction to a classic novel

Life on the river is brutal, and unknown threats lurk in the darkness; the silence of the jungle 
is broken only by the ominous sound of drumming. Marlow’s mission to captain a steamer 
upriver into the dense interior leads him into conflict with the others who haunt the forest. 
But his decision to hunt down the mysterious Mr. Kurtz, an ivory trader who is the subject 
of sinister rumors, leads him into more than just physical peril.

Joseph Conrad visited the Congo in 1889 and his experiences there inspired Heart of Dark-
ness. In 1894 he published his first novel, Almayer’s Folly and went on to write 19 more as 
well as many short stories, essays and a memoir. Tim Butcher is the author of Blood River, 
Chasing the Devil, and The Trigger. 

Classics • 176 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 9781784875305 • October • $17.95 
Trade Paper • Rights: US • Penguin Random House UK

Frankenstein
Mary Shelley
Introduction by Jeanette Winterson

A new edition of the classic science fiction horror novel, with an introduction by 
Jeanette Winterson

This edition includes an introduction by Jeanette Winterson and a cultural history of Fran-
kenstein’s monster. Victor Frankenstein’s story is one of ambition, murder and revenge. As 
a young scientist he pushed moral boundaries in order to cross the final frontier and create 
life. But his creation is a monster stitched together from grave-robbed body parts who has 
no place in the world, and his life can only lead to tragedy. Written when she was only 19, 
Shelley’s gothic tale is one of the greatest horror stories ever published.

Mary Shelley was inspired to write Frankenstein after Byron arranged a ghost story compe-
tition among friends. Jeanette Winterson is the multi-award-winning author of such books 
as Oranges Are Not the Only Fruit, Written on the Body, and Why Be Happy When You 
Could Be Normal?

Classics/Horror • 240 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 9781784875602 • September • $13.95 
 Trade Paper • Rights: US • Penguin Random House UK

The Divine Comedy
A New Translation

Dante Alighieri
Translated by Steve Ellis

“A tour de force, alive, immediate, energetic and very moving.” —A.S. Byatt on Steve 
Ellis’s Inferno translation

After Steve Ellis’s acclaimed translation of the Inferno over 25 years ago, his translation 
of the entire poem is now published here

The Divine Comedy is a vision of the afterlife, the three regions of Hell, Purgatory, and Par-
adise, through which the narrator must journey in order to better understand the workings 
of the universe, the love of God, and his place in the world. Poet and translator Steve Ellis 
translated the Inferno in 1994, and it was greeted with great acclaim. Now Ellis’s translation 
of the entire poem is published here for the first time, and Dante’s epic can be experienced 
afresh, the physicality and immediacy of Dante’s verse rendered in English as never before.

Dante Alighieri was born in Florence, Italy, circa 1265. During his time of exile Dante wrote 
the three poems which form The Divine Comedy. Stephen Ellis is a poet and translator.

Classics • 624 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 9781784871987 • September • $19.95 
Trade Paper • Rights: US • Penguin Random House UK



COLLINS CLASSROOM CLASSICS

These affordable, elegant editions each include an introduction and  
glossary to support students, written by an experienced teacher.

Jane Eyre
Charlotte Brontë

Classics • 656 Pages • 4.25 x 7 • 9780008325916 • October 
$4.99 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • HarperCollins UK

Great Expectations
Charles Dickens

Classics • 640 Pages • 4.25 x 7 • 9780008325909 • October 
$4.99 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • HarperCollins UK

The Sign of Four
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle

Classics/Mystery • 176 Pages • 4.37 x 7.01 • 9780008325954 
October • $4.99 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • HarperCollins UK

The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde
Robert Louis Stevenson

Classics • 112 Pages • 4.25 x 7 • 9780008325930 • October 
$4.99 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • HarperCollins UK

A Christmas Carol
Charles Dickens

Classics • 128 Pages • 4.25 x 7 • 9780008325961 • October 
$4.99 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • HarperCollins UK

Frankenstein
Mary Shelley

Classics • 304 Pages • 4.25 x 7 • 9780008325923 • October 
$4.99 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • HarperCollins UK

9

Pride and Prejudice
Jane Austen

Classics • 464 Pages • 4.37 x 7.01 • 9780008325947 • October 
$4.99 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • HarperCollins UK
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LEGEND CLASSICSLEGEND CLASSICS

Christmas Carol
Charles Dickens

Ebenezer Scrooge’s eerie encounters with a series of spectral visitors. Journeying with them 
through Christmases past, present, and future, he is ultimately transformed from an arro-
gant, obstinate, and insensitive miser to a generous, warmhearted, and caring human being.

Charles Dickens (1812—1870) was an English writer and social critic. He created some of 
the world’s best-known fictional characters and is regarded by many as the greatest novelist 
of the Victorian era. His works enjoyed unprecedented popularity during his lifetime, and 
by the 20th century critics and scholars had recognized him as a literary genius.

Classics/Seasonal • 128 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781789550597  
November • $15.95 (Can $20.95) • Trade Paper  
Rights: US, Canada, Australia & New Zealand • Legend Times Group

Also available:

9781787198302
$15.95 (Can $20.95)

Trade Paper

9781787198951
$12.95 (Can $16.95)

Trade Paper

9781787199804
$12.95 (Can $16.95)

Trade Paper

9781787198500
$12.95 (Can $16.95)

Trade Paper

Leaves of Grass
Walt Whitman

The poems of Leaves of Grass are loosely connected, with each representing Whitman’s celebra-
tion of his philosophy of life and humanity. This book is notable for its discussion of delight in 
sensual pleasures during a time when such candid displays were considered immoral.

Walter “Walt” Whitman (1819—1892) was an American poet, essayist, and journalist. A hu-
manist, he was a part of the transition between transcendentalism and realism, incorporating 
both views in his works.

Classics • 1660 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781789550658 • January • $15.95 (Can $20.95) 
Trade Paper • Rights: US, Canada, Australia & New Zealand • Legend Times Group
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The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy:  
The Complete Radio Series
Unabridged

Douglas Adams and Eoin Colfer

A brand new luxury box set features the well-loved BBC Radio productions of The Primary 
Phase, The Secondary Phase, The Tertiary Phase, The Quandary Phase, The Quintessential 
Phase, and The Hexagonal Phase, as well as a bonus CD, containing mind-bogglingly bril-
liant interviews with Douglas Adams, re-mastered original music and a special documentary 
Twenty Years of Hitchhiking. Grab a Pan-Galactic Gargle Blaster (or two) and strap yourself 
in for over 20 hours of classic adventure from the BBC.

Douglas Adams’s 1978 radio show The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy spawned a world-
wide phenomenon that includes five novels, a book of scripts, two LPs, a television series, a 
computer game and two stage plays. Simon Jones is a former professional cricketer.

Science Fiction • 19 discs • 20:30:00• 9781787534674 
September • $150.00 • CD • Rights: US • BBC Books

Good Omens
The BBC Radio 4 Dramatisation
Unabridged

Terry Pratchett and Neil Gaiman

A reissue of the successful BBC Radio adaptation of Terry Pratchett & Neil Gaiman’s cel-
ebrated apocalyptic comic novel, Good Omens, starring Peter Serafinowicz (Crowley) and 
Mark Heap (Aziraphale). According to the Nice and Accurate Prophecies of Agnes Nutter, 
Witch, the world will end on a Saturday. Next Saturday in fact. Just after Any Answers on 
Radio 4. Adapted, sound designed and co-directed by Dirk Maggs (Neverwhere, The Hitch-
hiker’s Guide to the Galaxy) this dramatization of Terry Pratchett and Neil Gaiman’s novel 
features a large cast including Peter Serafinowicz (Shaun of the Dead), Mark Heap (Spaced), 
Josie Lawrence and Paterson Joseph. Includes outtakes not heard on the radio.

Neil Gaiman is the New York Times-bestselling author of The Sandman, American Gods, 
and much more. Terry Pratchett is best known for his Discworld series.

Fantasy • 1 Page • 5.75 x 5.5 • 5 discs • 005:00:00 • 9781787535909 
September • $36.95 • CD • Rights: US • BBC Books

The Neapolitan Novels: My Brilliant Friend,  
The Story of a New Name, Those Who Leave and  
Those Who Stay, and The Story of the Lost Child
The Complete BBC Radio Collection
Unabridged

Elena Ferrante

These four full-cast BBC adaptations bring the streets of Naples vividly to life. From one of 
Italy’s most acclaimed authors, The Neapolitan Novels is an exploration of the friendship 
between Lila and Lena, two bright young girls who grew up in the tough, rough streets of 
post-war Naples. This is no normal friendship; it’s a friendship that loves, hurts, supports and 
destroys—and yet it is one that lasts a lifetime.

Elena Ferrante is the author of The Days of Abandonment, Troubling Love, The Lost Daugh-
ter, and the Neapolitan Quartet, which became global bestsellers and have been adapted into 
an HBO series. Anastasia Hille is an actor whose credits include Snow White & the Hunts-
man and A United Kingdom. Monica Dolan is an actor whose credits include A Very English 
Scandal and Call the Midwife. 

Fiction • 1 Page • 10 discs • 009:30:00 • 9781787535169 
September • $50.00 • CD • Rights: US • BBC Books
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DOCTOR WHO

The Faceless Ones
2nd Doctor Novelisation

Terrance Dicks

Summer, 1966: thousands of young people take their holidays with Chameleon Tours—and 
not one of them comes back. When the TARDIS lands at Gatwick Airport the Doctor is drawn 
into a web of intrigue and deception. Who is behind these abductions, and for what sinister 
purpose? Soon the Doctor and Jamie must face a desperate group of faceless aliens—the deadly 
Chameleons. An exciting novelization of a classic 1966 TV adventure. 

Terrance Dicks became full Script Editor of Doctor Who in 1968. Anneke Wills played the 
Doctor’s companion Polly. 

Science Fiction • 1 Page • 4.92 x 5.59 • 4 discs • 004:00:00 • 9781787535954  
September • $32.95 • CD • Rights: US • BBC Books

Doctor Who and the Armageddon Factor
Fourth Doctor Novelisation

Terrance Dicks

Some time ago the White Guardian set the Doctor an urgent task to find and reassemble the 
six segments of the Key to Time. The Doctor and Romana arrive on the planet Atrios in the 
middle of an atomic war. There they must find the last, most vital piece of the Key—but sinister 
dangers await them. A novelization of a 1978 TV serial.

Terrance Dicks worked on scripts for The Avengers as well as other series before becoming 
Assistant, and later full Script Editor of Doctor Who. John Leesonis the voice of K9. 

Science Fiction • 1 Page • 4.92 x 5.59 • 3 discs • 003:00:00 • 9781787535787 
September • $32.95 • CD • Rights: US • BBC Books

Ninth Doctor Novels: Volume 1
Unabridged

Justin Richards, Stephen Cole, and Jacqueline Rayner

Join the Doctor and Rose as they encounter faceless killers in 1920s London, get trapped in an 
alien prison camp, and discover something very sinister behind the latest video game craze. The 
stories are “The Clockwise Man” by Justin Richards, “The Monsters Inside” by Stephen Cole, 
and “Winner Takes All” by Jacqueline Rayner. Based in the hit BBC TV series.

Justin Richards is Creative Consultant to the BBC Books range of Doctor Who books, Stephen 
Cole has been the voice of a Dalek and an editor of the Doctor Who novels The Feast of the 
Drowned and The Art of Destruction. Jacqueline Rayner has written several other Doctor 
Who novels including Winner Takes All. Nicholas Briggs has provided several voices on the 
TV series, including Daleks, Cybermen, and Ice Warriors. Camille Coduri played Jackie Tyler. 

Science Fiction • 1 Page • 5.43 x 5.55 • 18 discs • 018:00:00 • 9781787535930  
September • $55.00 • CD • Rights: US • BBC Books

Warriors’ Gate
4th Doctor Novelisation
Unabridged

John Lydecker

The Doctor and his companions are trapped in E-Space in this novelization of a Fourth Doctor 
TV adventure. With K9 damaged by the Time Winds, the Doctor, Romana, and Adric explore 
the strange white eternity of the Gateway, where past, present, and future cross over. 

After writing for two seasons of Doctor Who, Stephen Gallagher was showrunner on NBC’s 
Crusoe and later joined ABC crime show The Forgotten as writer and co-executive producer. 
He has won British Fantasy and International Horror Guild Awards. Jon Culshaw is a member 
of the Dead Ringers comedy troupe. John Leeson is the voice of K9. 

Science Fiction • 1 Page • 5.43 x 5.55 • 5 discs • 04:30:00 • 9781787535213  
September • $32.95 • CD • Rights: US • BBC Books



No Fixed Line
#22

Dana Stabenow

“Stabenow is blessed with a rich prose style and a fine eye for detail. An outstanding 
series.” —Washington Post on the Kate Shugak series 

“Crime fiction doesn’t get much better than this.” —Booklist starred review of Less 
than a Treason

Richly nuanced, highly entertaining 21st Kate Shugak mystery. . . . The dialogue is 
smart, authentic, and reminiscent of Elmore Leonard.” —Publishers Weekly starred 
review of Less than a Treason

The 22nd entry in New York Times-bestselling author Dana Stabenow’s atmospheric 
Alaskan crime series

It is New Year’s Eve, nearly six weeks into an off-and-on blizzard that has locked Alaska 
down, effectively cutting it off from the outside world. But now there are reports of a plane 
down in the Quilak mountains. With the NTSB (National Transportation Safety Board—
responsible for investigating aviation incidents) unable to reach the crash site, ex-Trooper 
Jim Chopin is pulled out of retirement to try to identify the aircraft, collect the corpses, and 
determine why no flight has been reported missing. But Jim discovers survivors: two children 
who don’t speak a word of English. Meanwhile, PI Kate Shugak receives an unexpected and 
unwelcome accusation from beyond the grave, a charge that could change the face of the 
Park forever.

Dana Stabenow is the author of the bestselling Kate Shugak series, which includes Less than 
a Treason, Midnight Come Again, The Singing of the Dead, and Bad Blood. She has won the 
Edgar Award and the Nero Award, and in 2007 she was named Alaska Artist of the Year in 
the Governor’s Awards for the Arts and Humanities.

Mystery • 336 Pages • 5.5 x 9 • 9781788549110 • November 
$32.95 (Can $43.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Head of Zeus

Death of an Eye
#1

Dana Stabenow

“For those who like books with rich, idiosyncratic settings, engaging characters Strong 
Women and reasonably hot sex on occasion . . . let me recommend Dana Stabenow.” 
—Diana Gabaldon

A historical series debut from the author of the Edgar-award winning Kate Shugak 
novels

Alexandria, 47BCE: Cleopatra shares the throne with her brother Ptolemy under the auspic-
es of Julius Caesar, by whom Cleopatra is heavily pregnant with child. A shipment of new 
coin meant to reset the shaky Egyptian economy has been stolen, the Queen’s Eye has been 
murdered and Queen Cleopatra turns to childhood friend Tetisheri to find the missing ship-
ment and bring the murderer to justice.

Dana Stabenow is the author of the bestselling Kate Shugak series, which includes Midnight 
Come Again, The Singing of the Dead, and Bad Blood; and the Liam Campbell series. She 
has won the Edgar Award and the Nero Award for books in the Kate Shugak series, and in 
2007 she was named Alaska Artist of the Year in the Governor’s Awards for the Arts and 
Humanities. 

Mystery • 272 Pages • 5.75 x 9 • 9781788549219 • Replaces: 9781788549202 • September  
$15.95 (Can $20.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Head of Zeus
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Looking Good Dead
#2

“Rapid-fire suspense builds to a terrifying, graphic conclusion that leaves tantalizing 
room for future installments in the series.” —Publishers Weekly starred review

Tom Bryce did what any decent person would do. But within hours of picking up the CD that 
had been left behind on the train seat next to him, and attempting to return it to its murder, 
he is the sole witness to a vicious murder. Then his young family is threatened with their lives 
if he goes to the police. But supported by his wife, Kellie, he bravely makes a statement, to the 
murder inquiry team headed by Detective Superintendent Roy Grace, a man with demons of 
his own—including a missing wife—to contend with. And from that moment, the killing of 
the Bryce family becomes a mere formality—and a grisly attraction. Kellie and Tom’s deaths 
have already been posted on the internet. You can log in and see them on a website. They are 
looking good dead. 

544 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781509898831 • Replaces: 9781447262497 • September

Dead Simple
#1

“Achingly well plotted, with suspense that has no letup.” —Booklist

First in the multi-million-copy series starring the definitive Brighton detective, Roy Grace

It was meant to be a harmless stag-night prank. A few hours later, his friends are dead and 
Michael Harrison has disappeared. With only three days to the wedding, Detective Superin-
tendent Roy Grace—a man haunted by the shadow of his own missing wife—is contacted by 
Michael’s beautiful, distraught fiancée, Ashley Harper. Grace discovers that the one man who 
ought to know Michael Harrison’s whereabouts is saying nothing. But then, he has a lot to 
gain—more than anyone realizes. For one man’s disaster is another man’s fortune.

480 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781509898824 • Replaces: 9781447262480 • September

Dead at First Sight
#15

The newest DS Roy Grace thriller exposes the dark side of the internet

A man waits at a London airport for Ingrid Ostermann, the love of his life, to arrive. Across 
the Atlantic, a retired NYPD cop waits in a bar in Florida’s Key West for his first date with 
the lady who is, without question, his soulmate. The two men are about to discover they’ve 
been scammed out of almost every penny they have in the world—and that neither women 
exist. Meanwhile, a wealthy divorcée plunges, in suspicious circumstances, from an apart-
ment block in Munich. In the same week, DS Roy Grace is called to investigate the suicide of 
a woman in Brighton, that is clearly not what it seems. As his investigations continue, Roy 
Grace realizes he is looking at a global empire built on clever, cruel internet scams and the 
murder of anyone who threatens to expose them.

400 Pages • 5.12 x 7.76 • 9781509816415 • January

ROY GRACE MYSTERIES
Peter James

Peter James is the creator of the much-loved Detective Superintendent Roy Grace. He has 
won over 40 awards for his work and his books have been translated into 37 languages.

Mystery • $14.95 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • Pan Macmillan
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Dead Man’s Footsteps
#4

Amid the tragic unfolding mayhem of the morning of 9/11, failed Brighton businessman and 
ne’er-do-well Ronnie Wilson sees the chance of a lifeline: to shed his debts, disappear and 
reinvent himself in another country. Six years later the discovery of the skeletal remains of a 
woman’s body in a storm drain in Brighton leads Detective Superintendent Roy Grace on an 
enquiry spanning the globe, and into a desperate race against time to save the life of a woman 
being hunted down like an animal in the streets and alleys of Brighton.

592 Pages • 5.12 x 7.76 • 9781509898862 • Replaces: 9781447272649 • November

Dead Tomorrow
#5

The body of a missing teenager is dredged from the seabed off the Sussex coast, missing vital or-
gans. Soon after, two more bodies are found. Caitlin Beckett, a 15-year-old in Brighton, will die 
if she does not receive an urgent transplant. When the health system threatens to let her down 
her mother takes drastic action and goes to an online broker in black-market organs. As DS Roy 
Grace investigates, he unearths the trail of a gang of child traffickers operating from Eastern 
Europe. Soon Grace and his team will find themselves in a race against time to save the life of a 
young street kid, while a desperate mother will stop at nothing to save her daughter’s life.

672 Pages • 5.12 x 7.76 • 9781509898879 • Replaces: 9781447272656 • November

Not Dead Enough
#3

On the night Brian Bishop murdered his wife he was 60 miles away, asleep. At least that’s the 
way it looks to Detective Superintendent Roy Grace, who is called in to investigate the kinky 
slaying of beautiful socialite Katie Bishop. Grace soon starts coming to the conclusion that Bish-
op has performed the apparently impossible feat of being in two places at once. Has someone 
stolen his identity or is he simply a clever liar? As Grace digs deeper behind the façade of the 
Bishops’ outwardly respectable lives, it becomes clear that everything is not at all as it seemed. 

640 Pages • 5.12 x 7.76 • 9781509898848 • Replaces: 9781447262503 • September

Dead Like You
#6

The Metropole Hotel, Brighton: after a heady New Year’s Eve ball, a woman is brutally raped 
as she returns to her room. A week later, another woman is attacked. Both victims’ shoes are 
taken by the offender. DS Roy Grace soon realizes that these new cases bear remarkable simi-
larities to an unsolved series of crimes back in 1997. The perpetrator was dubbed “Shoe Man” 
and was believed to have raped five women before murdering his sixth victim and vanishing. 
Could this be a copycat, or has Shoe Man resurfaced? Soon Grace and his team will find them-
selves in a desperate race against the clock to identify and save the life of the new sixth victim.

656 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781509898855 • Replaces: 9781447272663 • November
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Wolves at the Door
Gunnar Staalesen
Translated by Don Bartlett

“This is a series with very sharp teeth.” —Ian Rankin

“A Norwegian Chandler.” —Jo Nesbø

In the next installment in the Varg Veum series by one of the fathers of Nordic Noir, the 
wolves are no longer in the dark, they are at his door—and they want vengeance

One dark January night a car drives at high speed towards PI Varg Veum, and comes very 
close to killing him. Veum is certain this is no accident, following so soon after the deaths of 
two jailed men who were convicted for their participation in a case of child pornography and 
sexual assault, crimes that Veum himself once stood wrongly accused of committing. While 
the guilty men were apparently killed accidentally, Varg suspects that there is something 
more sinister at play, and that he’s on the death list of someone still at large. Fearing for his 
life, Veum begins to investigate the old case, interviewing the victims of abuse and delving 
deeper into the brutal crimes, with shocking results. 

One of the fathers of the Nordic Noir genre, Gunnar Staalesen made his debut at the age of 
22 with Seasons of Innocence and in 1977 he published the first book in the Varg Veum se-
ries. His books have been published in 26 countries and sold over five million copies. Twelve 
film adaptations of his Varg Veum crime novels have appeared since 2007, with a further 
series currently being filmed. Staalesen has won three Golden Pistols (including the Prize of 
Honour) and the Petrona Award, and been shortlisted for the CWA Dagger.

Mystery • 276 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781912374410 • January • $15.95 (Can $20.95) 
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Orenda Books

The Courier
Kjell Ola Dahl
Translated by Don Bartlett

“Excellent . . . Fans of Scandinavian noir will be eager for Dahl’s next book.”  
—Publishers Weekly starred review of The Ice Swimmer

“Superb . . . The translator’s stripped-down, muscular prose is a plus.” —Publishers 
Weekly starred review of Faithless

A godfather of Nordic Noir takes on one of the most horrific periods of modern history, 
in an exceptional, shocking thriller

In 1942, Jewish courier Ester is betrayed, narrowly avoiding arrest by the Gestapo. In a 
great haste, she escapes to Sweden, saving herself. Her family in Oslo, however, is deported 
to Auschwitz. In Stockholm, Ester meets the resistance hero, Gerhard Falkum, who has left 
his little daughter and fled both the Germans and allegations that he murdered his wife, Åse, 
who helped Ester get to Sweden. Their burgeoning relationship ends abruptly when Falkum 
dies in a fire. And yet, 25 years later, Falkum shows up in Oslo. He wants to reconnect with 
his daughter. But where has he been, and what is the real reason for his return? Ester stum-
bles across information that forces her to revisit her war-time training to stay alive. 

One of the fathers of the Nordic Noir genre, Kjell Ola Dahl made his debut in 1993, and has 
since published 11 novels, including the Oslo Detectives series. In 2000 he won the Riverton 
Prize for The Last Fix and he won both the prestigious Brage and Riverton Prizes for The 
Courier in 2015. His work has been published in 14 countries.

Fiction • 276 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781912374434 • October • $15.95 (Can $20.95)  
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Orenda Books



Beton Rouge
#2

Simone Buchholz
Translated by Rachel Ward

“Buchholz’s homage to Raymond Chandler and Johnny Cash is affectionate and delib-
erate. Then there’s the interplay of author and translator . . . creating an all-female tour 
de force.” —Rosie Goldsmith, European Literature Network, on Blue Night

Following on from Blue Night comes the second in the Chastity Riley series of modern 
German noir

On a warm September morning, an unconscious man is found in a cage at the entrance to the 
offices of one of Germany’s biggest magazines. He’s soon identified as a manager of the com-
pany, and he’s been tortured. Three days later, another manager appears in a similar way. 
Chastity Riley and her new colleague Ivo Stepanovic are tasked with uncovering the truth 
behind the attacks, an investigation that leads to the dubious past shared by both victims. 
Traveling to the south of Germany, they step into the hothouse world of boarding schools, 
where secrets are currency, and monsters are bred. A smart, dark, probing thriller, full of all 
the hard-boiled poetry and acerbic wit of the very best noir, Beton Rouge is both a classic 
whodunit and a scintillating expose of society.

Simone Buchholz is the author of Blue Night, for which she won the Crime Cologne Award, 
and was runner-up for the German Crime Fiction Prize. The next in the Chastity Riley se-
ries, Beton Rouge, won the Radio Bremen Crime Fiction Award and Best Economic Crime 
Novel 2017.

Mystery • 276 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781912374595 • September 
$15.95 (Can $20.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Orenda Books

Changeling
#3

Matt Wesolowski

“Wesolowski skillfully draws readers into a story of increasing depth and force.”  
—Publishers Weekly on Hydra

“Matt Wesolowski is the next Stephen King.” —Antti Tuomainen, author, The Man 
Who Died

Third in the Six Stories series of chilling and unpredictable thrillers—six stories, which 
one is true? 

On Christmas Eve in 1988, seven-year-old Alfie Marsden vanished in the dark Wentshire 
Forest Pass, when his father, Sorrel, stopped the car to investigate a mysterious knocking 
sound. No trace of the child has ever been found. Alfie Marsden was declared officially dead 
in 1995. Elusive online journalist Scott King, whose Six Stories podcasts have become an 
internet sensation, investigates the disappearance, interviewing six witnesses, including Sor-
rel and his ex-partner, to try to find out what really happened that fateful night. Journeying 
through the trees of the Wentshire Forest—a place synonymous with strange sightings, and 
tales of hidden folk who dwell there, he talks to a company that tried and failed to build a 
development in the forest, and a psychic who claims to know what happened to the little 
boy. Intensely dark, deeply chilling and searingly thought provoking, Changeling is an up-to-
the-minute, startling thriller, taking you to places you will never, ever forget.

Matt Wesolowski is the author of Six Stories, which had TV rights sold to a major Hollywood 
studio, and a prequel, Hydra.

Mystery • 320 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781912374571 • September 
$15.95 (Can $20.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Orenda Books
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Deep Dirty Truth
#3

Steph Broadribb

“My kind of book.” —Lee Child

“Like Midnight Run, but much darker . . . really, really good.” —Ian Rankin

Third in the Lori Anderson series finds her with a price on her head

Single-mother bounty-hunter Lori Anderson finally has her family back together, but her 
new-found happiness is shattered when she’s snatched by the Miami Mob—and they want 
her dead. Rather than a bullet, they offer her a job: find the Mob’s “numbers man” who’s 
in protective custody after being forced to turn federal witness against them. If Lori suc-
ceeds, they’ll wipe the slate clean and the price on her head—and those of her family—will 
be removed. If she fails, they die. With North due in court in 48 hours, Lori sets off across 
Florida, racing against the clock to find him and save her family. Only in this race the prize is 
more deadly—and the secret she shares with JT more dangerous—than she ever could have 
imagined. In this race, only the winner gets out alive.

Steph Broadribb is the author of Deep Down Dead and Deep Blue Trouble. She blogs at 
crimethrillergirl.com, is a member of the crime-themed girl band The Splice Girls, and she 
trained as a bounty hunter in California, which inspired her Lori Anderson thrillers. 

Fiction • 320 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781912374557 • September • $15.95 (Can $20.95) 
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Orenda Books

Inborn
Thomas Enger
Translated by Kari Dickson

“Searing. . . . Enger seamlessly integrates all these individual stories into a larger tale of 
dirty business and politics.” —Publishers Weekly starred review of Killed

A new standalone thriller from the author of the exceptional Henning Juul series

When the high school in the small Norwegian village of Fredheim becomes a murder scene, 
the finger is pointed at 17-year-old Even. As the investigation closes in, social media is ablaze 
and Even finds himself the subject of an online trial as well as being in the dock . . . for mur-
der? Even pores over his memories of the months leading up to the crime, and it becomes clear 
that more than one villager was acting suspiciously and secrets are simmering beneath the 
calm surface of this close-knit community. Was the death of his father in a car crash a decade 
earlier really accidental? Has a relationship stirred up something that someone is prepared to 
kill to protect? It seems that there may be no one that Even can trust. But can we trust him? A 
taut, moving and chilling thriller, Inborn examines the very nature of evil, and asks the ques-
tions: How well do we really know our families? How well do we know ourselves?

Thomas Enger is a former journalist. He made his debut with the crime novel Burned in 
2010, which marked the first in the Henning Juul series. Most recently, he co-wrote a thriller 
with Jørn Lier Horst.
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The Closer I Get
Paul Burston

A compulsive, disturbingly relevant, twisty psychological, social-media thriller

Tom is a successful author, but he’s struggling to finish his novel. His main distraction is an 
online admirer, Evie, who simply won’t leave him alone. Evie is smart, well-read, and un-
stable; social-media friendships are not only her escape, but everything she has. When she’s 
hit with a restraining order, her world is turned upside down, and Tom is free to live his life 
again, to concentrate on writing. But things aren’t really adding up. For Tom is distracted but 
also addicted to his online relationships, and when they take a darker, more menacing turn, 
he feels powerless to change things. Maybe he needs Evie more than he’s letting on. A com-
pulsive thriller, The Closer I Get is also a searing commentary on the fragility and insincerity 
of online relationships, and the danger that can lurk just one “like” away.

Paul Burston is the author of Shameless, The Black Path (longlisted for the Guardian’s Not 
The Booker Prize), and Lovers & Losers (shortlisted for a Stonewall Award). He was a 
founding editor of Attitude magazine and has written for the Guardian, Independent, Time 
Out, Times, and Sunday Times. He is the founder and host of London’s LGBT+ literary salon 
Polari and founder and chair of The Polari First Book Prize for new writing.

Fiction • 276 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781912374779 • October 
$15.95 (Can $20.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Orenda Books

Call Me Star Girl
Louise Beech

“As twisty and deadly as barbed wire, this book will leave you breathless.” —Erin Kelly, 
author, He Said/She Said

A tense thriller with echoes of Play Misty for Me

Pregnant Victoria Valbon was brutally murdered in an alley three weeks ago—and her killer 
hasn’t been caught. Tonight is Stella McKeever’s final radio show. The theme is secrets. You 
tell her yours, and she’ll share some of hers. Stella might tell you about Tom, a boyfriend who 
likes to play games, about the mother who abandoned her, back after 14 years. She might 
tell you about the perfume bottle with the star-shaped stopper, or about her father. What 
Stella really wants to know is more about the mysterious man calling the station who says 
he knows who killed Victoria, and has proof. With echoes of the Play Misty for Me, this a 
taut, emotive, and all-consuming psychological thriller plays on our deepest fears, providing 
a stark reminder that stirring up dark secrets from the past can be deadly.

Louise Beech’s debut novel How To Be Brave was a Guardian Readers’ Choice for 2015, and 
The Mountain in My Shoe was shortlisted for Not the Booker Prize. The Lion Tamer Who 
Lost was shortlisted for the RNA Most Popular Romantic Novel Award in 2019. 

Fiction • 300 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781912374632 • November 
$15.95 (Can $20.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Orenda Books

The Ringmaster
Vanda Symon

“Blends heart-stopping thrills with deep, believable characters in a stark New Zealand 
setting. It will leave readers reaching for the next Sam Shephard mystery.” —Foreword 
Reviews starred review of Overkill

The second installment in the New Zealand-set Sam Shephard mystery series

Marginalized by previous antics, Sam Shephard is on the bottom rung of detective training in 
Dunedin, and her boss makes sure she knows it. She gets involved in her first homicide inves-
tigation, when a university student is murdered in the Botanic Gardens, and Sam soon discov-
ers this is not an isolated incident. There is a chilling prospect of a predator loose in Dunedin, 
and a very strong possibility that the deaths are linked to a visiting circus. Determined to 
prove herself, Sam throws herself into an investigation that can have only one ending. 

Vanda Symon is a crime writer, TV presenter, and radio host, and the chair of the Otago 
Southland branch of the New Zealand Society of Authors. The Sam Shephard series has been 
shortlisted for the Ngaio Marsh Award for best crime novel.
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A Modern Family
Helga Flatland
Translated by Rosie Hedger

“There is a hint of Ingmar Bergman in this portrayal of a completely normal family, it 
delves deep and wrenches your heart.” —Adresseavisen

The Norwegian Anne Tyler makes her English debut in a beautiful, bittersweet novel of 
regret, relationships and rare psychological insights

When Liv, Ellen, and Håkon, along with their partners and children, arrive in Rome to 
celebrate their father’s 70th birthday, a quiet earthquake occurs: their parents have decided 
to divorce. Shocked and disbelieving, the siblings try to come to terms with their parents’ 
decision as it echoes through the homes they have built for themselves, and forces them to 
reconstruct the shared narrative of their childhood and family history. A bittersweet novel 
of regret, relationships, and rare psychological insights, A Modern Family encourages us to 
look at the people closest to us a little more carefully, and ultimately reveals that it’s never 
too late for change.

Helga Flatland is already one of Norway’s most awarded and widely read authors. She made 
her literary debut in 2010 with the novel Stay If You Can, Leave If You Must, for which she 
was awarded the Tarjei Vesaas’ First Book Prize. She has written four novels and a children’s 
book and has won several other literary awards.
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Turbulent Wake
Paul E. Hardisty

“At times achieves the level of genuine poetry.” —Publishers Weekly starred review of 
Reconciliation for the Dead 

“A brutal, brilliant piece of thriller writing.” —Mystery Scene on Reconciliation for the Dead 

A stark, stunning and emotive new novel from the author of the Claymore Straker series

Ethan Scofield returns to the place of his birth to bury his father. Hidden in one of the up-
stairs rooms of the old man’s house he finds a strange manuscript, a collection of stories that 
seems to cover the whole of his father’s turbulent life. As his own life starts to unravel, Ethan 
works his way through the manuscript, trying to answer mysteries that have plagued him 
since he was a child. What happened to his little brother? Why was his mother taken from 
him? And why, when there was no one else left, did his own father push him away? Swinging 
from the coral cays of the Caribbean to the dangerous deserts of Yemen and the wild rivers 
of Africa, Turbulent Wake is a bewitching, deeply moving story of love and loss, of the in-
delible damage we do to those closest to us, and, ultimately, of the power of redemption in 
a time of change.

Paul E Hardisty is a university professor and CEO of the Australian Institute of Marine 
Science. His previous books include The Evolution of Fear, Reconciliation for the Dead, Ab-
solution and The Abrupt Physics of Dying, which was shortlisted for the CWA John Creasey 
(New Blood) Dagger and Telegraph Thriller of the Year).
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Breakers
Doug Johnstone

“A cracking-good thriller with some seriously good writing and some beautifully designed 
characters. . . . Here’s a writer pushing the thriller envelope, giving the reader not just a 
good novel, but also a unique one.” —Booklist on Fault Lines 

A pulsatingly tense, deeply moving psychological thriller from the author of Fault Lines

Seventeen-year-old Tyler lives in one of Edinburgh’s most deprived areas. Coerced into rob-
bing rich people’s homes by his bullying older siblings, he’s also trying to care for his little 
sister and his drug-addict mother. On a job, his brother stabs a homeowner and leaves her 
for dead—and the woman is the wife of Edinburgh’s biggest crime lord, Deke Holt. With the 
police and the Holts closing in, and his shattered family in devastating danger, Tyler meets 
posh girl Flick in another stranger’s house, and he thinks she may just be his salvation, unless 
he drags her down, too. A pulsating, tense psychological thriller, Breakers is also a breath-
takingly brutal, beautiful, and deeply moving story of a good kid in the wrong family, from 
one of Scotland’s finest crime writers.

Doug Johnstone is the author of Fault Lines and The Jump, which was a finalist for the 
McIlvanney Prize for Scottish Crime Novel of the Year.
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Welcome to the Heady Heights
David F. Ross

“A warm, funny consideration of reconciliation between middle-aged friends and a cele-
bration of music’s healing powers. Suggest to fans of Nick Hornby.” —Library Journal 
on The Man Who Loved Islands

Welcome to the Heady Heights . . . It’s the year punk rock was born, Concorde entered 
commercial service and a tiny Romanian gymnast changed the sport forever

It’s the year punk rock was born, Concorde entered commercial service, and a tiny Roma-
nian gymnast changed the sport forever. Archie Blunt is a man with big ideas. He just needs 
a break for them to be realized. In a bizarre brush with the light-entertainment business, 
Archie unwittingly saves the life of the UK’s top showbiz star, Hank “Heady” Hendricks, 
and now dreams of hitting the big-time as a Popular Music Impresario. Seizing the initiative, 
he creates a new singing group with five unruly working-class kids from Glasgow’s East End. 
Together, they make the finals of a televised Saturday-night talent show, and before they 
know it, fame and fortune beckon for Archie and The High Five. But there’s a complication; 
a trail of irate Glaswegian bookies, corrupt politicians, and a determined Scottish WPC 
known as The Tank are all on his tail . . . A hilarious and poignant nod to the elusivity of 
stardom, in an age when making it was “having it all,” Welcome to the Heady Heights is 
also a dark, laugh-out-loud comedy, a heart-warming tribute to a bygone age and a delicious 
drama about desperate men, connected by secrets and lies, by accidents of time and, most of 
all, the city they live in.

David F. Ross is an architect by day, and a hilarious social media commentator, author, and 
enabler by night. He is the author of The Last Days of Disco, The Rise & Fall of the Mirac-
ulous Vespas, and The Man Who Loved Islands.
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The Home
Sarah Stovell

From the author of Exquisite—a chilling psychological thriller with a devastatingly dark heart

When the body of pregnant, 15-year-old Hope Lacey is discovered in a churchyard on Christ-
mas morning, the community is shocked, but unsurprised. For Hope lived in The Home, the 
residence of three young girls, whose violent and disturbing pasts have seen them cloistered 
away. As a police investigation gets underway, the lives of Hope, Lara and Annie are exam-
ined, and the staff who work at the home are interviewed, leading to shocking revelations 
and clear evidence that someone is seeking revenge. A gritty, dark and devastating psycho-
logical thriller, The Home is also an emotive drama and a piercing look at the underbelly of 
society, where children learn what they live—if they are allowed to live at all.

Sarah Stovell is the author of Exquisite.
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The Last Stage
Louise Voss

“An addictive thriller with a damaged and relatable heroine at its center, The Old You 
is an original novel that is both shocking and touching.” —Foreword Reviews on The 
Old You

Innocent acts can have devastating consequences in a dark and riveting psychological thriller

At the peak of her career as lead singer of a legendary 1980s indie band, Meredith Vincent 
was driven off the international stage by a horrific incident. Now living a quiet existence in a 
cottage on the grounds of an old stately home, she has put her past behind her and come to 
terms with her new life. When a body is found in the manicured gardens of her home, and a 
series of inexplicable and unsettling events begins to occur, it becomes clear that someone is 
watching, someone who knows who she is—someone who wants vengeance. A dark, riveting 
and chilling psychological thriller, The Last Stage is also a study of secrets and obsessions, 
where innocent acts can have the most terrifying consequences.

Louise Voss is the author of To Be Someone and The Old You. 
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Capture or Kill
Tom Marcus

A gripping suspense thriller from a former MI5 operative—perfect for fans of the 
BBC’s Bodyguard

Matt Logan is an MI5 agent for the British government. Working on the frontline of count-
er-terrorism in the UK, he’s trained to protect its citizens against all threats. When two broth-
ers known operationally as “Iron Sword” and “Stone Fist” are suspected of plotting a major 
terrorist event, Logan and his team work undercover to track them down. If they fail, an 
attack will be unleashed that will rock the country to its very core. Frustrated by always need-
ing to obey the rules, Logan yearns for a way to break through the red tape that hinders their 
progress. His wishes seem to come true when he is offered the chance to join a new, deniable 
outfit known as “Blindeye.” Then devastating news reaches Logan, throwing his world into 
turmoil. But one thing remains certain, he will join the team and become their fiercest, most 
ruthless operative.

Tom Marcus joined the Army at 16, and was hand picked from the Army into MI5 as a Sur-
veillance Officer. His first book, Soldier Spy, which was vetted and cleared for publication by 
MI5, is the first true ground level account ever to be told. He now consults on TV and film, 
including the TV dramatization of Soldier Spy.
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The Dead Girls
Jorge Ibargüengoitia
Introduction by Colm Tóibín

“A startlingly good book by an author of genuine, exciting originality.”  
—Salman Rushdie

Includes an introduction by award-winning novelist Colm Tóibín

Serafina Baladro and her sister run a successful brothel business in a small town, so successful 
that they begin to expand. But when business starts to falter, life in the brothel turns ugly, 
and girls start disappearing. Based on real events, the story of serial-killing brothel owners 
Delfina and María de Jésus González, whose crimes were uncovered in 1964, The Dead Girls 
is a deliciously satirical black comedy—a potent blend of sex and mayhem. Written in the 
laconic tones of a police report, it cleverly uncovers the hopeless pedantry of a broken justice 
system, and the dark world of prostitution.

Jorge Ibargüengoitia was born in 1928 in Guanajato, central Mexico. Winner of the Premio 
Casa de las Americas, as well as the Premio Mexico, for his novel Estas ruinas que vas, he 
worked as a translator, as a teacher of Spanish literature in American universities and as a 
journalist in Mexico City. He died in 1983 in Spain.
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Dead Guilty
#4

Michelle Davies

Fourth in the compelling crime series featuring Family Liaison Officer Maggie Neville

Fifteen years ago a young British woman was brutally murdered in Mallorca while holidaying 
with her parents and fiancé. Her killer was never caught, despite a major joint investigation 
between the British and Spanish police—and the fact that the girl’s mother was one of the 
Met’s highest-ranking officers at the time. Now, as the anniversary of Katy Pope’s death 
approaches, the family return to the Spanish island to launch a fresh appeal for information, 
taking the now skeletal team of Met officers looking into the murder. For DC Maggie Nev-
ille, recently seconded to the Met team, it’s her first opportunity to work on an international 
investigation. But nothing is ever straightforward, and when another girl is found murdered, 
Maggie and her team have to consider the possibility that Katy’s killer has returned.

Michelle Davies has been writing for magazines for 20 years, including on the production 
desk at Elle, as Features Editor of Heat, and as Editor-at-Large at Grazia.
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For the Hell of It
#15

Phil Rickman

“Rickman makes suspension of disbelief easy in his combining of natural and  
supernatural phenomena.” —Publishers Weekly on All of a Winter’s Night

The 15th installment in the Merrily Watkins series

The River Wye, according to local folklore, takes a life every year. But in the lower Wye 
Valley something truly evil is stirring and the locals can sense it. TV star Arlo Ripley seeks 
solace in a church at the water’s edge. But a famous face always attracts attention, and if 
he thinks he can hide his failings, he couldn’t be more wrong. Up river, an ambitious writer 
thinks she’s uncovering Wordsworth’s stranger secrets while an urban career-criminal, newly 
out of prison, assures a skeptical DI Frannie Bliss that he’s left his old life behind to find 
an unlikely pastoral peace. Enter diocesan exorcist Merrily Watkins. As she wades into the 
murky depths, Merrily discovers that the darkest and most disturbing evil doesn’t always 
involve murder.

Phil Rickman is the author of the Merrily Watkins Mystery series, which includes The Remains 
of an Altar, The Fabric of Sin, and To Dream of the Dead.
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Begging to Die
#10

Graham Masterton

“Fans who haven’t sampled the Maguire series should think about rectifying that sooner 
than later.” —Booklist on Blood Sisters

“Those who have a high tolerance for gore and a healthy dose of Irish patois should be 
satisfied.” —Publishers Weekly on Buried

In her 10th outing, Katie Maguire, Ireland’s most fearless detective, hunts a chilling 
killer on the streets of Cork

A young girl is found wandering the city alone. Who is she? Someone is killing beggars on 
the streets of Cork. But why? DCI Katie Maguire, Ireland’s most fearless detective, must find 
out. But while she fights for justice for the homeless, her fiance Conor has his own crusade: 
against illegal puppy farming. A hugely lucrative black market run by terrifying gangs, it is a 
huge scandal in Ireland. Soon their freedom, their marriage, and even their lives are in danger.

Graham Masterton has published more than 60 novels, including many acclaimed horror 
novels. His books include The 5th Witch, Blind Panic, The Doorkeepers, and Spirit. He is 
an Edgar Award- and Bram Stoker Award-winner and a World Fantasy Award nominee.
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A MICHAEL NORTH THRILLER

Curse the Day
#2

Judith O’Reilly

An AI device witnesses the murder of its creator in this intelligent, action-packed 
conspiracy thriller set in post-Brexit Britain—the second Michael North thriller

Tobias Hawke was the tech genius boss of the British Institute for Deep Learning. 
Now his body has been found in his lab: he has been brutally murdered. Hawke was 
on the brink of an astonishing breakthrough in the field of Artificial Intelligence. His 
creation, “Syd,” a machine-learning device that mimics human thought, promised to 
change the face of humanity forever. But, in the wake of her creator’s murder, Syd 
has gone into emergency shutdown procedure. What secrets are her neural networks 
hiding? Michael North, ex-assassin and spy-for-hire, is the man to find out. But he 
can’t work alone. Teenage hacker Fangfang, and Hawke’s widow, a prize-winning 
ethicist, have their own reasons to solve the murder. But can they uncover the truth 
before it’s too late?

Judith O’Reilly is the author of Killing State and Wife in the North. She is a former 
political producer with BBC 2’s Newsnight and ITN’s Channel 4 News, and, when 
she isn’t writing novels, she writes for The Sunday Times, and has acted as a strategic 
communications adviser for both government and business.
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Killing State
#1

Judith O’Reilly

“A terrific future-shock thriller full of pace, tension, character, and emotion.”  
—Lee Child

“New thriller writers come and go. I suspect this lady will stick around.”  
—Frederick Forsyth

An intelligent, action-packed conspiracy thriller set in post-Brexit Britain

What if the person you’re ordered to kill Is the woman you want to protect? Michael 
North, assassin and spy-for-hire, is very good at killing bad guys. But what happens 
when his shadowy bosses at the dark heart of the British government order him to 
kill a good woman instead? Rising political star Honor Jones, MP, has started asking 
dangerous questions about the men running her country. The trouble is, she doesn’t 
know when to stop. And, now that he’s met her, neither does North.

Judith O’Reilly is the author of Wife in the North. She is a former political producer 
with BBC 2’s Newsnight and ITN’s Channel 4 News, and, when she isn’t writing 
novels, she writes for The Sunday Times, and has acted as a strategic communications 
adviser for both government and business.
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DC CHARLOTTE STAFFORD SERIES

Trophy Taker
#2

Sarah Flint

Following on from Mummy’s Favourite comes the second D.C. Charlie  
Stafford thriller

She chose the wrong man. And now she will pay.  He keeps each one of his trophies 
floating in formaldehyde. Admiring his handy work. Those who deserved to be pun-
ished. Each finger denotes a victim, tortured and butchered, their heart ripped out 
and discarded, replaced instead by symbols of their treachery. D.C. Charlie Stafford 
is already investigating a series of escalating racist attacks and it now seems she has 
a vicious serial killer on her patch too. With no leads and time running out, the team 
at Lambeth are at near breaking point. Who will be the next trophy? And why must 
these women be slaughtered?

With a Metropolitan Police career spanning 35 years Sarah Flint has spent her adult-
hood surrounded by victims, criminals and police officers.
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Mummy’s Favourite
#1

Sarah Flint

In the first in a new series of police procedurals, DC “Charlie” Stafford inves-
tigates a sadistic killer whose only wish is to punish those he deems to have 
committed a wrong

Buried in a woodland grave are a mother and her child. One is alive. One is dead. It 
is one of the most harrowing cases to hit D.C. Charlie Stafford’s department in years. 
Then more pairs of mothers and children go missing—and it’s Charlie’s job to find 
them. Soon, Charlie is hunting down a brutal serial killer with a twisted mind. But as 
she closes in on the culprit, she realizes she’s in more danger than she thought. He’s 
watching. He’s waiting. Who’s next?

With a Metropolitan Police career spanning 35 years, Sarah Flint has spent her adult-
hood surrounded by victims, criminals and police officers. 
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The Bad Place
#1

M. K. Hill

First in a new thriller series set on the Essex coast, introducing detective Sasha Dawson

The newspapers called it The Bad Place. A remote farm out on the Thames estuary, where 
six children were held captive for two weeks. Five of them got out alive. That was 20 years 
ago. Now adults, they meet up annually to hold a candlelit vigil for their friend who died. 
The only rule is that no one can talk about what happened the night they escaped. But at this 
year’s event, one of them witnesses a kidnapping. A young girl, Sammi, is bundled into a van 
in front of their eyes. Is history repeating itself? Is one of them responsible? Or is someone 
sending them a twisted message? DI Sasha Dawson, of Essex Police, is certain that the key to 
finding Sammi lies in finding out the truth about The Bad Place. But she also knows that with 
every second she spends trying to unlock the past, the clock ticks down for the missing girl.

M. K. Hill was a journalist and an award-winning music radio producer before becoming a 
full time writer. 
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The Playground Murders
#7

Lesley Thomson

A woman is found dead, and the killer linked to the murder of a little girl in 1980, in 
the seventh entry of the Detective Daughter series

Wormwood Scrubs playground, 1980.  The wind blows across the common, and the girl in 
her shorts shivers. The playground is isolated, timeless. Far from the prying eyes of grown-
ups, she and her friends can play make-believe here. The looming slide is a mountain; the 
upturned log a pirate ship. But six-year-old Sarah Ferris does not know that in two days’ 
time, she will be dead: a victim of jealousy, betrayal, and her own innocence. Hammersmith, 
2019. Cleaner Stella Darnell loves rooting into shadowy places and restoring order. She’ll 
clear your attic, polish your kitchen and scrub your bath—but she also investigates cold cas-
es. Stella can spend hours sifting through forgotten evidence looking for shreds of evidence 
the police might have missed. So when a woman is found dead, and the killer is linked to 
the Sarah Ferris murder, Stella is the woman for the case. But dredging up the past can be 
dangerous—especially if the playground killer is back.

Lesley Thomson is the author of The Detective’s Daughter series.
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Last Train to Helsingør
Heidi Amsinck

“Elegantly creepy and crisp modern and distinctive Danish fairy tales.” —Andrew Taylor, 
author, An Unpardonable Crime

“Beautifully written, unsettling tales.” —Louise Welsh, author, The Cutting Room 

Deliciously dark and chilling, these short stories are Nordic Noir at its finest

Copenhagen is a mysterious city where strange and sinister things often happen. Menacing 
and at times darkly humorous there are echoes of Roald Dahl and Daphne du Maurier in 
these stories, from the commuter who bitterly regrets falling asleep on a late-night train in 
“Last Train to Helsingør,” to the mushroom hunter prepared to kill to guard her secret in 
“The Chanterelles of Østvig.” Here, the land of ‘hygge’ becomes one of twilight and shad-
ows, as canny antique dealers and property sharks get their comeuppance at the hands of old 
ladies in “Conning Mrs Vinterberg,” and ghosts go off-script in “The Wailing Girl.”

Heidi Amsinck has had many stories commissioned for BBC R4, this is her first published 
collection. She was previously shortlisted for the VS Pritchett Memorial Prize. 
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The Rainbow Conspiracy
Stuart Hopps

A riveting gay thriller set in the early days of the AIDS epidemic, for lovers of Milk, 
Angels in America and Call Me By Your Name

From a chance encounter with a lifeguard on the beach in Cape Cod, attraction blooms for 
the young Clive Spoke. The America of the late 60s offers freedoms he has not yet tasted in 
Britain, and ex-Marine Dennis Montrose is happy to oblige. Years later, now an eminent the-
atrical agent, Clive is devastated to learn of the early death of that first love. Rushing to the 
U.S. to comfort Dennis’ partner he finds there is more to this untimely death than originally 
thought. With his PA, Shirley Morris, by his side, Clive sets out to investigate and uncovers 
a devastating conspiracy aimed at the gay community. 

Stuart Hopps is an eminent award-winning choreographer. He has worked on many major 
feature films with directors such as Kenneth Branagh, Derek Jarman and Ang Lee. He has 
also produced work for the Royal Opera House and the Welsh National Opera and has tak-
en his own work to the Edinburgh Festival. 
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Motherland
#1

G. D. Abson

“Gripping, authentic and fast-paced—this is a fine thriller that will delight fans of Martin 
Cruz Smith.” —William Ryan, author, The Holy Thief

“Does for contemporary St. Petersburg what Martin “Gorky Park” Cruz Smith did for 
policing in Soviet-era Moscow.” —Times

Scandi noir takes a detour in this gripping crime thriller set in the dark heart of Putin’s 
Russia—first in the Natalya Ivanova series

The first in a gripping series of crime novels set in the seamier side of St. Petersburg, featuring 
sharp, yet compromised policewoman, Captain Natalya Ivanova. Student Zena Dahl, the 
daughter of a Swedish millionaire, has gone missing in St. Petersburg (or Piter as the city 
is colloquially known) after a night out with a friend. Captain Natalya Ivanova is assigned 
the case, making a change for Natalya from her usual fare of domestic violence work, but, 
because of the family’s wealth, there’s pressure for a quick result. As she investigates she 
discovers that the case is not as straightforward as it may seem. Dark, violent and insightful, 
Motherland twists and turns to a satisfyingly dramatic conclusion.

G. D. Abson works as a freelance business analyst. He has cultivated contacts in the St.  
Petersburg police force in order to write the Natalya Ivanova crime novels.
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Losing Leah
Sue Welfare

A twisting crime thriller that will leave you guessing until the heart-stopping end

On a cold, dark February morning, Chris and Leah Hills stop for coffee at an isolated service 
station a stone’s throw from the Welsh Borders. While Leah heads inside, Chris locks the 
car and goes in to order their drinks. She shouldn’t be long, after all they’ve only stopped to 
stretch their legs. Minutes pass. Chris waits and waits, but Leah doesn’t come back. When 
Sergeant Mel Daley and her boss, Detective Inspector Harry Baker, arrive to begin a search 
for the missing woman, their investigation calls everything into question. Is she alive? Did 
she leave the service station with someone else? Did Leah ever even leave Norfolk? While 
her husband becomes more frantic, the pair begin to unravel a tangle of dark secrets from 
the past.

Sue Welfare has published around 30 novels under various pen names including Gemma Fox 
and Kate Lawson.
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Sins of the Fathers
A David Hidalgo Novel

Leslie Norman Cowan

Third in the series about Pastor David Hidalgo

Father Ramón was a priest with a problem. How can a normal healthy young man cope 
with both the demands of the priesthood and his attraction to women? Appealing to the 
bishop doesn’t help. Do what you must but make sure I don’t find out, was the astonishing 
reply. Fifteen years later, Ramón comes out of prison. Instead of feeling guilt and remorse, 
he is now bent on revenge against those who testified against his shocking exploitation of 
children. Most are easy to find but there is one last piece missing in his puzzle: Andrea has 
moved to Edinburgh. David Hidalgo continues to pastor his church. Nowadays, this includes 
an English chat group for the many young people leaving Spain and looking for work in Ed-
inburgh, people like Andrea. As Andrea slowly realises her past has terrifyingly become her 
present, once again David Hidalgo finds himself in the middle of a problem he wasn’t looking 
for. Can David help halt Ramón’s revenge or will there be further casualties...

Les Cowan lives and works in Ribadeo, Spain.

Fiction • 320 Pages • 5.12 x 7.8 • 9781782642732 • Replaces: 9781782642749 • October  
$12.95 (Can $16.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Lion Hudson

An Air That Kills
How long can you hold your breath?
New edition

Christine Poulson

In a lab studying viruses that jump the species barrier, one scientist must uncover a 
deadly secret

The atmosphere in the lab is toxic. It is only a matter of time before there is a flu pandemic 
with the potential to kill billions. Or so wealthy entrepreneur Lyle Lynstrum believes. That 
is why he is funding research into transgenics - the mechanism by which viruses can jump 
the species barrier - at a high security lab on a tidal island off the North Devon coast. A sus-
piciously rapid turnover of staff has him worried. He sends in scientist Katie Flanagan as an 
undercover lab technician. Something is clearly very wrong, but before Katie can get to the 
bottom of what is going on, a colleague is struck down by a mysterious illness. Has the safety 
of the facility been compromised, allowing a deadly virus to escape? Katie begins to suspect 
that the scientists are as deadly as the diseases - and that her cover has been blown. Then the 
island is cut off by high seas and a terrifying game of cat-and-mouse begins...

Mystery • 272 Pages • 5.12 x 7.8 • 9781782642831 • November • $12.95 (Can $16.95) 
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Lion Hudson

Without a Trace
New edition

Mel Starr

The twelfth entry in the popular Hugh de Singleton mystery series

Lady Philippa, the wife of Sir Aymer - a knight of the realm - disappears while travelling 
from her husband’s manor to Bampton. She and her maid are travelling in an enclosed wag-
on, whilst her husband and his grooms and a squire are mounted. When the party arrives 
at Bampton Castle neither the lady nor her maid are within the enclosed wagon: they have 
simply vanished. As the disappearance may have happened while the travellers were on Lord 
Gilbert’s lands, his surgeon and bailiff, Hugh de Singleton, is assigned to discover what has 
happened to the lady. Has she been taken? Her has she fled her husband? A few days later her 
husband receives a ransom demand, and Hugh is named to deliver the money. Why him? The 
ransom is paid, but the lady is not returned. Can Hugh help find her, or is it already too late?

Mel Starr was born and grew up in Kalamazoo, Michigan. After graduating with a MA in 
history from Western Michigan University in 1970, he taught history in Michigan public 
schools for thirty-nine years. Since retiring, he has focused on his highly successful novels. 
Mel and his wife, Susan, have two daughters and eight grandchildren.
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Rogue Killer
#12

Leigh Russell

“Like authors Archer Mayor and Ann Cleeves, Russell combines personal issues with police 
procedures in her ninth intriguingly twisty mystery.” —Library Journal on Deadly Alibi

The 12th installment in Geraldine Steel’s series of police procedurals

A man is killed in apparently random attack, and suspicion falls on a gang of muggers. Only 
Detective Sergeant Geraldine Steel thinks this is the work of a more deliberate murderer. Two 
more victims are discovered, after further seemingly indiscriminate attacks. The muggers are 
tracked down, with tragic consequences, but does the killer still remain at large? When Ger-
aldine finally manages to track down a witness, she finds her own life is in danger.

Leigh Russell is the author of the DI Geraldine Steel series: Cut Short, Road Closed, Dead 
End, Death Bed, Stop Dead, Fatal Act, Killer Plan, Murder Ring, Deadly Alibi, Class Murder 
and Death Rope. The series has sold over a million copies worldwide. 
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My Sister Is Missing
Julia Barrett

An intense psychological thriller—how well do we know our sisters?

Stephanie Henderson gazes at her newborn daughter and wonders if husband Adam will 
notice the lack of resemblance. But when her lover demands a paternity test, Stephanie tells 
Adam a string of lies—lies that lead the two men to a dramatic confrontation. Without warn-
ing, Stephanie and her baby disappear. So when CCTV images appear of a young woman 
who fits Stephanie’s description holding a baby, jumping in front of a high-speed train, her 
sister Jess fears the worst. But was it Stephanie? And if not, where has she gone? In turmoil 
and in search of answers, Jess breaks her sister’s privacy and reads her journals. But Jess is 
not prepared for she uncovers . . . or for what happens next. This intense, twisted, psycho-
logical thriller will make you question what is real, and whether you really can trust those 
you love.

Julia Barrett is a former primary school teacher and has worked in PR for the NHS. She is 
currently working towards the completion of an MA in Creative Writing.
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The Good Friend
Jo Baldwin

Heavenly Creatures meets The Hand That Rocks the Cradle in this exciting debut novel 
about friendship, love and jealousy

“The pain still lies deep within me. I’ve learnt to ‘manage’ it over the years, but today it feels 
stronger, throbbing like a toothache, yet in the pit of my stomach.” Once upon a time they 
were best friends. They were all friends. So when Jenny moved to Australia to focus on her 
swimming career, she not only lost Kath, but her soul-mate Tom. It was for the best. Or so 
they said. Now, eight years later, Jenny seeks out her childhood friend and heads to rural 
France where Kath has settled. At first the women fall back into a close relationship, but be-
fore long strange and malicious behavior leads Jenny to realize the truth: that Kath has played 
a clever game all along to manipulate and control those around her. And Jenny is her biggest 
victim. Set against the glorious backdrop of the Languedoc lavender fields, The Good Friend 
is a beautifully written psychological drama about love, lies and a dangerous obsession. Be-
cause once the truth is revealed, there’s no going back.

Jo Baldwin works in educational publishing
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The Necessary Angel
C. K. Stead

“A fictional gem.” —Sunday Times

A dazzling new novel from an award-winning author

Award-winning author C.K. Stead takes us to the heart of contemporary Paris and into a 
world of books and witty conversation. The Necessary Angel is a story of people grappling 
with love and fidelity; a story about the importance of books; a commentary on living in 
complex modern-day Europe; and a page-turning mystery. With a surprising twist at the end, 
this is a sophisticated novel that shows Stead writing at the height of his powers.

C. K. Stead is a distinguished, award-winning novelist, literary critic, poet, essayist, and 
emeritus professor of English at the University of Auckland. He was the New Zealand Poet 
Laureate from 2015-2017, has won the Prime Minister’s Award for Fiction, and is a Member 
of the Order of New Zealand, the highest honor possible in New Zealand.

Mystery • 240 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781988547022 
November • $18.95 (Can $24.95) • Trade Paper 
Rights: United States, Canada, China, South Korea & Taiwan • Allen & Unwin

The Cinderella Plan
#3

Abi Silver

“Rumpole of the Bailey, Kavanagh QC, Perry Mason—now joining their ranks is Judith 
Burton.” —Jewish Chronicle 

The third Burton and Lamb courtroom thriller takes on difficult questions about technology 

James Salisbury, owner of a British car manufacturer, plows his “self-drive’” car into a young 
family, with deadly consequences. Will the industry, poised to launch these products, close 
ranks to cover things up? If it is proved that James was driving the car he may go to prison. 
But if he is found innocent, the business he has spent most of his life building, and his dream 
of safer transport for all, may collapse. Lawyers Judith Burton and Constance Lamb team up 
once again, this time to defend a man who may not want to go free.

Abi Silver is a lawyer and the author of The Aladdin Trial and The Pinocchio Brief.
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The Truth Waits
Susanna Beard

An electrifying thriller—how far should you go to solve a murder? 

Anna has everything worked out—a successful company, all the comforts she needs, and no 
ties. But when she stumbles across the body of a young girl on a deserted beach in Lithua-
nia, everything changes. Anna is compelled to uncover the story behind the tragedy, despite 
concern from her partner, Will. Everything points towards sex trafficking, but as she search-
es, her own deepest secrets start to surface. When Will disappears without a trace, Anna is 
pulled further into the murky world of organized crime. Time is running out for them all, and 
there’s a killer out there who will stop at nothing. Beard enthralls the reader in this fast-paced 
psychological crime thriller. Anna serves as the perfect power-house protagonist, her daring 
escapades leaving the reader questioning: how far should one go to solve a murder?

Susanna Beard is the author of Dare to Remember.
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Wolves of Rome
Valerio Massimo Manfredi

A historical thriller about two brothers and the betrayal of Teutoburg Forest that devas-
tated the Roman Empire

Deep in a dark, foreboding forest, the Roman Empire will face its bloodiest test. 3 BC. Two 
wild Germanic brothers, Armin and Wulf, are held hostage in Rome to keep their father from 
rebelling against the Empire. As the years pass, they are molded into ideal soldiers: brave, 
disciplined, ruthless. Attributes that are to be tested when a conspiracy arises, threatening 
their emperor and the Empire’s future. As serving Roman soldiers, the brothers are separated 
at opposite ends of the Empire, each proving their bloody might on the battlefield. But Armin 
begins to realize that no matter how far he travels and how many lives he takes, he has an 
inescapable bond to his father, mother and the tribes of Germania. His goal: to unite them 
all under one banner. Wulf, though, remains loyal to Rome and it soon becomes clear that 
both he and the might of the Roman Empire are the only obstacles standing between Armin 
and his dream of freedom for the Germanic people.

Valerio Massimo Manfredi is an archaeologist and scholar of the ancient Greek and Roman 
worlds. He is the author of 17 novels, which have won him literary awards and have sold 12 
million copies. His Alexander trilogy has been translated into 38 languages and published in 
62 countries and the film rights have been acquired by Universal Pictures. His novel The Last 
Legion was made into a film starring Colin Firth and Ben Kingsley. 
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$14.95 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • Pan Macmillan

Emperor of Rome
#9

Robert Fabbri

The final, thrilling installment in the epic Vespasian series 

Vespasian is tasked with the impossible. Should he quell the revolt in Judaea, as Nero the 
emperor has instructed, or must he resort to the unthinkable and sabotage his own cam-
paign? If his conquest succeeds, he risks becoming the sole object of the mad emperor’s 
jealousy. If he fails, then his punishment will be severe. The fate of his men and his beloved 
son, Titus, all hang in the balance. But unknown to Vespasian, Nero has committed suicide, 
catapulting Rome into political turmoil. Sabinus, Vespasian’s brother, is caught between the 
warring factions of Aulus Vitellius, a cruel opportunist, and the noble Marcus Salvius Otho, 
who finds himself severely outnumbered. With a contested throne and an army at his dispos-
al, now may finally be Vespasian’s time—to ascend, to conquer, to achieve what countless 
prophecies have foretold and take control of Rome itself. Will Vespasian, at long last, be the 
one to wear the purple?

Robert Fabbri is an assistant director and has worked on productions such as Billy Elliot, 
Hellraiser, Hornblower, and Patriot Games.
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THE BERNICIA CHRONICLES

Storm of Steel
#6

Matthew Harffy

A gripping, action-packed historical thriller and the sixth installment in the  
Bernicia Chronicles

AD 643. Anglo-Saxon Britain. Heading south to lands he once considered his home, 
Beobrand is plunged into a dark world of piracy and slavery when an old friend enlists 
his help to recover a kidnapped girl. Embarking onto the wind-tossed seas, Beobrand 
pursues his quarry with single-minded tenacity. But the Whale Road is never calm and 
his journey is beset with storms, betrayal and violence. As the winds of his wyrd blow 
him ever further from what he knows, will Beobrand find victory on his quest or has 
his luck finally abandoned him?

Matthew Harffy is the author of the Bernicia Chronicles.
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Warrior of Woden
#5

Matthew Harffy

“A tale that rings like sword song in the reader’s mind. Harffy knows his genre 
inside out and The Cross and the Curse proves it.” —Giles Kristian on The Cross 
and the Curse

The fifth installment in the Bernicia Chronicles, now in paperback

AD 642, Anglo-Saxon Britain: Oswald has reigned over Northumbria for eight years 
and Beobrand has led the king to ever-greater victories. Rewarded for his fealty and 
prowess in battle, Beobrand is now a wealthy warlord, with a sizable warband. Tales 
of Beobrand’s fearsome black-shielded warriors and the great treasure he has amassed 
are told throughout the halls of the land. Many are the kings who bow to Oswald. 
And yet there are those who look upon his realm with a covetous eye. And there is 
one ruler who will never kneel before him. When Penda of Mercia, the great killer of 
kings, invades Northumbria, Beobrand is once more called upon to stand in an epic 
battle where the blood of many will be shed in defense of the kingdom. But in this cli-
mactic clash between the pagan Penda and the Christian Oswald, there is much more 
at stake than sovereignty. This is a battle for the very souls of the people of Albion.

Matthew Harffy is the author of the Bernicia Chronicles.
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Brigantia
#3

Adrian Goldsworthy

“Praise the gods, Ferox returns in a novel of explosive action and profound authenticity. 
No one knows the Roman army better than Adrian Goldsworthy, and no one writes 
more convincing Roman fiction.” —Harry Sidebottom

From bestselling historian Adrian Goldsworthy, the third installment in his authentic, 
action-packed series set on the frontier of Roman Britain

AD 98: The bustling army base at Vindolanda lies on the northern frontier of Britannia 
and the entire Roman world. In just over 20 years time, the Emperor Hadrian will build his 
famous wall. But for now defenxes are weak as tribes rebel against Rome, and local druids 
preach the fiery destruction of the invaders. It falls to Flavius Ferox, Briton and Roman cen-
turion, to keep the peace. But it will take more than just a soldier’s courage to survive life in 
Roman Britain.

Adrian Goldsworthy is an acclaimed historian of Ancient Rome. He is the author of several 
bestselling books, including Caesar: Life of a Colossus, How Rome Fell, and Pax Romana.
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Hammer of Rome
#9

Douglas Jackson

Ninth in the Gaius Valerius Verrens series of thrilling Roman historical fiction

AD 80. Gaius Valerius Verrens is back where he belongs, at the head of a legion. But this 
is no ordinary legion. His command is the “unlucky” Ninth, tainted by four decades of ill 
fortune and poor leadership. A unit regarded as expendable by Valerius’s superior, Gnaeus 
Julius Agricola, governor of Britannia. Yet all that can be swept aside by a single moment of 
glory, and the long heralded invasion of the north of the province provides the perfect op-
portunity. Valerius leads his men to a devastating victory against the recalcitrant Brigantes, 
infuriating Agricola in the process. Soon, even greater honors beckon with the death of Em-
peror Vespasian and the succession of Valerius’s friend, Titus. But, back in Rome, the new 
emperor faces his own challenges, not least from his own brother, Domitian, a man with an 
insatiable ambition for power and a deadly hatred of Valerius. All Valerius can do is forget 
the great prizes on offer, concentrate on defeating the savage tribes who lie in the path of the 
Ninth, and ignore Agricola’s intrigues. But watching his every move is the most formidable 
enemy he has ever faced: mighty Calgacus, war chief of the Northern alliance.

Douglas Jackson is the author of Caligula and Claudius as well as the Gaius Valerius 
Verrens series.
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Blood’s Revolution
Angus Donald

“Splendid series . . . a sword-and-spies romp that has a keen sense of the political  
pressures of the time.” —Times

The fascinating and bloody events of the Stuart reign meet thrilling historical fiction

In an age of treachery, everyone must pick a side . . . It’s 1685 and after the victory of 
Sedgemoor by King James II’s men and the Bloody Assizes that followed, the British Isles 
faces an uneasy time. Many powerful men have grown tired of Catholic James’s brutal, au-
tocratic rule and seek to invite William, the Protestant Prince of Orange, to seize the thrones 
of the Three Kingdoms. When Lieutenant Holcroft Blood, a brilliant but unusual gunnery 
officer in His Majesty’s Ordnance, discovers that a sinister French agent, known only by his 
code name Narrey, has landed on English soil, he discovers a plan that could threaten the sta-
bility of the nation even further. While revolution brews in the gentlemen’s clubs of London, 
Holcroft faces a deadly choice—fight for his king, or fight for his friends. Every decision has 
a consequence—would you be willing to pay the price?

Angus Donald was born in China in 1965 and educated at Marlborough College and Edinburgh 
University. For more than 20 years he was a journalist.
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Raid 42
#4

Graham Hurley

The fourth title in Graham Hurley’s series of World War II thrillers

1941. Dieter Merz is the Reich’s most celebrated fighter ace and his aerial prowess has 
brought him into close contact with the top echelons of Hitler’s regime. Even so, everything 
in the Nazi state still comes at a price. If Dieter wants help for an injured friend, he must 
inform on the modest, lifelong confidant always at Hitler’s side: Rudolf Hess. Meanwhile 
Scotsman and ex-marine Tam Moncrieff is working for M15, attempting to sound out Ger-
many’s intention of withdrawal. With most of Europe already fallen to Hitler’s armies, Ger-
many considers the war won. Berlin would be only too happy to call off the bombers and 
the U-boats in exchange for a formal peace treaty. But only if the English to turn their backs 
on Europe and attend to their precious Empire—leaving Germany the rest of the territorial 
spoils. With Churchill refusing to negotiate and intelligence agencies at each other’s throats, 
Rudolf Hess becomes the unexpected catalyst that changes the fortunes of the war.

Graham Hurley is the author of the acclaimed Faraday and Winter crime novels and an 
award-winning TV documentary maker. Two of the critically lauded series have been short-
listed for the Theakston’s Old Peculier Award for Best Crime Novel. The first Wars Within 
novel, Finisterre, was shortlisted for the Wilbur Smith Adventure Writing Prize.
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A Woman’s War
#2

S Block

A follow-up to Keep the Home Fire Burning, this book further continues the story  
of the beloved Masterpiece show Home Fires

In Britain’s darkest hour, an extraordinary community of women strives to protect the Home 
Front. The women of Great Paxford’s Women’s Institute have overcome every challenge 
they’ve faced, but as the war rages the threat comes closer and closer to home. But for Steph 
Farrow, it’s not the threat of what’s to come that she fears, it’s whether she can live with 
what she has done that haunts her...

S. Block, the creator and writer behind the Home Fires TV series watched by over six million 
viewers, is a BAFTA award-winning writer who’s been nominated for the Royal Television 
Society Awards and the British Comedy Awards. He’s worked on TV shows such as New 
Tricks, Lewis, Wire in the Blood, Hotel Babylon, and The Inspector Lynley Mysteries, as 
well as shows for NBC and ABC.

Fiction • 400 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781785764295 • November 
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The Pharmacist’s Wife
Vanessa Tait

“With shades of Sarah Waters, independence and vengeance make for a winning tale.” 
—Stylist

“This chilling atmospheric novel will appeal to fans of The Miniaturist and The Essex 
Serpent.” —RED

Reminiscent of the works of Sarah Waters, this is a brilliantly observed piece of  
Victoriana which deals with the disempowerment of women, addiction, desire,  
sexual obsession, and vengeance

Love. Desire. Vengeance. A deadly alchemy. When Rebecca Palmer’s new husband opens a 
pharmacy in Victorian Edinburgh, she expects to live the life of a well-heeled gentlewom-
an. But her ideal turns to ashes when she discovers her husband is not what he seems. As 
Rebecca struggles to maintain her dignity in the face of his infidelity and strange sexual de-
sires, Alexander tries to pacify her so-called hysteria with a magical new chemical creation: 
a wonder-drug he calls heroin. Rebecca’s journey into addiction takes her further into her 
past, and her first, lost love, while Alexander looks on, curiously observing his wife’s descent. 
Meanwhile, Alexander’s desire to profit from his invention leads him down a dangerous 
path that blurs science, passion, and death. He soon discovers that even the most promising 
experiments can have unforeseen and deadly consequences.

Vanessa Tait is the author of The Looking Glass House. 
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The Olcinium Trilogy
Andrej Nikolaidis
Photographer Will Firth

“Imagine Dashiell Hammett meeting Umberto Eco, and both of them meeting Orhan 
Pamuk! If there is justice in the world, Nikolaidis’ novel should become a bestseller big-
ger than the novels of James Patterson or John Grisham. And since there is no justice in 
the world, let us hope that a divine caprice will nonetheless make this insanely readable 
page-turner a mega success.” —Slavoj Žižek

“Makes Samuel Beckett look positively cheery; yet the relentless pessimism has an oddly 
invigorating effect.’’ —Five Star Review in Independent

Collects the three novels of Bosnian writer and political activist Andrej Nikolaidis, 
including The Son, winner of the European Union Prize for Literature

The Olcinium Trilogy brings together three of Nikolaidis’ short novels: The Son, The Com-
ing and Till Kingdom Come, which together encompass an apocalyptic vision of this ancient 
town; where mystics have prophesized, regimes plotted against their citizenry and ordinary 
people resorted to crime and deceit in order to survive. Like his literary hero, Thomas Ber-
nhard, Nikolaidis’ prose is precise and bitingly funny and his protagonists hopeless misan-
thropes: from the local sleuth who sacrifices truth for the sake of telling his clients the stories 
they want to hear to the local reporter who discovers that his own past was concocted by 
Yugoslav secret services and enters a state of time-traveling paranoia.

An ardent supporter of Montenegrin independence, anti-war activist and promoter of human 
rights, especially minority rights, Andrej Nikolaidis initially became known for his political 
views, appearing on local television and in newspapers with his razor-sharp political com-
mentaries. He writes regular columns for the daily newspaper Vijesti, and the weekly news 
magazine Slobodna Bosna. He has recently written a number of articles for the Guardian. 
Will Firth is a translator from Russian, Macedonian and all variants of Serbo-Croatian. 
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Under Pressure
Faruk Šehic
Translated by Mirza Puric

“It’s hard to catalog the many ways this work satisfies. . . . This is a work flooded with 
delight.” —World Literature Today on Quiet Flows the Una

 A captivating collection of short stories by a Bosnian war veteran and poet

With this collection of brutal and heart-wrenching stories, the Bosnian writer Faruk Šehic 
secured his reputation as one of the greatest writers to emerge from the region. A war vet-
eran and a poet, Sehic combines beauty and horror to seduce and surprise the reader; Šehic 
literally describes the war through the gun sight of an AK-47. His book is brutal, naturalistic, 
honest and uncompromising; his characters kill and get killed, they rob corpses and homes, 
they get drunk and get into fights, they parade in front of a mirror wearing a uniform ripped 
off a dead soldier. There’s drugs and alcohol in abundance, and they are—paradoxically—
reason’s last line of defense.

Literary critics have hailed Faruk Šehic as the leader of the “mangled generation” of writers 
born in 1970s Yugoslavia, and his books have achieved cult status with readers across the 
whole region. Under Pressure was awarded the Zoro Verlag Prize. His debut novel Quiet 
Flows the Una received the Meša Selimovic prize for the best novel published in Serbia, 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro and Croatia in 2011 and the EU Prize for Literature 
in 2013. Šehic lives in Sarajevo and works as a columnist and journalist. Mirza Puric is a 
literary translator working from German and Bosnian-Croatian-Montenegrin-Serbian. He is 
a contributing editor of EuropeNow and in-house translator for the Sarajevo Writers’ Work-
shop. From 2014 to 2017 he was an editor-at-large for Asymptote. 
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Singer in the Night
Olja Savicevic
Translated by Celia Hawkesworth

“You won’t catch Savicevic offering tidy diagnoses. You won’t care, thanks to prose 
that glints like the sea in the distance.” —The Atlantic on Adios, Cowboy

A 2018 PEN Translates Award-winning novel from an acclaimed Croatian novelist

Famous soap opera scriptwriter Naranca is slowly losing her memory and decides to embark 
on a road trip down memory lane (in a golden convertible) in search of her greatest love 
and ex-husband, an artist whose uncompromising artistic integrity is opposed to Naranca’s 
fickle life in the world of TV drama. It is a series of letters by Slavuj, written over several 
weeks and hand-delivered to the inhabitants of the street where they lived, that cracks open 
the novel. The letters, triggered by a mysterious couple who make love loudly in the middle 
of the night, keeping the neighborhood awake, touch upon the nature of love, war, lust, 
capitalism, and childhood, highlighting the paradox of the human condition through playful 
humor. Singer in the Night is a rich, sensual novel which comments on perception, on how 
life is really lived—never objectively, never encompassing the whole truth, and yet no less 
real to us. In its final message, the novel gives a playful warning about the consequences of 
choosing banality—whether it be nationalism, vanity or fame—over true human connection.

Olja Savicevic is one of the best Croatian contemporary authors and a representative of the 
so called “lost generation.” Politically and socially engaged, Olja’s work has been translated 
into more than 15 languages. Her short story collection To Make a Dog Laugh won the prize 
for best author under 35 from Vijenac magazine. Her other books include Mamasafari and 
Other Things and Adios, Cowboy. Celia Hawkesworth has published numerous articles and 
several books on Serbian, Croatian, and Bosnian literature. Among her many translations 
are two works by Dubravka Ugrešic. She also translated Olja Savicevic’s Adios, Cowboy.
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Seven Terrors
Second edition

Selvedin Advic
Translated by Coral Petkovich
Foreword by Nicholas Lezard

“Seven Terrors is simply awesome.” —Los Angeles Review of Books

A stunning, unique, and deadly serious exploration of the roots and results of the  
Bosnian civil war, featuring magical realism, Balkan style

After nine months of self-imposed isolation following his wife’s departure, the hero of Seven 
Terrors finally decides to face his loneliness and join the world once more. However, when 
the daughter of his old friend Alex appears in his flat one morning with the news that her 
father has disappeared, he realizes that his life is again about to change. As the two search 
for clues in Alex’s war diary, unearthed in a library in Sweden, they come upon tales of un-
speakable horror and mystery: meetings with ghosts, a town under siege, demonic brothers 
who ride on the wings of war, and many more things so dangerous and so precious that they 
can only be discussed by the dead. Readers will be drawn further and further into a surreal 
world where rationality has vanished, evil spreads like a virus, and not even love can offer 
an escape. While Charon, Hades’ mythical ferryman, can be found behind the wheel of a 
taxi and dead horses are seen flying across the sky, our hero endeavors to cling to his sanity, 
doing his best to solve the riddle of Alex s disappearance while attempting to save his own 
soul and bring love back into his life.  

Selvedin Avdic is the author of a collection of short stories, Tennants and other Fantoms, a 
tourist guide to the historic Bosnian town of Jajca, and a factual account of Zenica prison. 
Seven Terrors was shortlisted for one of the most prestigious literary awards in the region, 
and Coral Petkovich’s translation was longlisted for the Dublin Impac Literary Award. Nich-
olas Lezard is an English journalist and literary critic. Coral Petkovichis previously translat-
ed Hair Everywhere.
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Room Little Darker
June Caldwell

“A supercharged gothic debut from an Irish writer to watch.” —Guardian

Explores the clandestine aspects of modern life through jagged, visceral tales of wanton 
sex, broken relationships and futuristic nightmares, in stories both hilarious and pro-
foundly moving

From one of Ireland’s most grindingly authentic and radically original talents, Room Little 
Darker explores the clandestine aspects of modern life through jagged, visceral tales of wan-
ton sex, broken relationships and futuristic nightmares. An abusive father haunts his daugh-
ter and wife from the confines of a nursing home; a couple with an appetite for S&M discover 
their escapades have led them into something unimaginably bleak; a desperate addict scours 
the depths of degradation in a nightmare Dublin; an unborn foetus narrates her torturous 
experience of the Irish legal system; a pedophile acquires a robotic little boy as part of his sex 
therapy. At once hilarious and profoundly moving, Caldwell’s stories probe sexuality and 
disturbing psychology, and the darkness and light that live within us all.

June Caldwell worked for many years as a journalist before becoming a fiction writer. 
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The Girls’ Book of Priesthood
Louise Rowland

“The Vicar of Dibley meets Rev.” —Bookseller 

A meticulously researched novel focusing on the challenges facing a young female priest

July 2016. Bright, sparky and raring to go, Margot Goodwin arrives as the new curate at 
St. Mark’s, Highbury. She’s one part exhilarated, 10 parts terrified. The most important 12 
months of her life lie ahead. Success would mean becoming a fully-fledged priest a year from 
now, something she feels profoundly called to do. Failure would not only prove her father 
right, but also delight those who consider woman priests an abomination. Can she convince 
everyone—herself included—that she’s more than a five foot eight redhead with a PhD and a 
penchant for Max Factor’s Mulberry Lipfinity?

Louise Rowland has worked as a speechwriter, journalist and copywriter.
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The Reading Party
Fenella Gentleman

“An original and charming novel.” —Claire Tomalin, author, A Life of My Own

A fresh view of Oxford, seen through the eyes of a young woman historian appointed  
to a male college in 1976

It is the 1970s and Oxford’s male institutions are finally opening their doors to women. 
Sarah Addleshaw, young, spirited and keen to prove her worth, begins term as the first fe-
male academic at her college. She is in fact, her college’s only female “Fellow.” Impulsive 
love affairs—with people, places and the ideas in her head—beset Sarah throughout her first 
exhilarating year as a don, but it is the Reading Party, that has the most dramatic impact. 
Asked to accompany the first mixed group of students on the annual college trip to Cornwall, 
Sarah finds herself illicitly drawn to one of them, the suave American Tyler. Torn between 
professional integrity and personal feelings, she faces her biggest challenge to date

Fenella Gentleman studied at Wadham College, Oxford, when it went mixed. She participat-
ed in two reading parties in Cornwall. After graduating she worked in publishing, marketing 
and communications.
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The Mating Habits of Stags
Ray Robinson

A lyrical journey through a life of guilt and things unsaid

Midwinter. As former farmhand Jake, a widower in his seventies, wanders the beautiful, 
austere moors of North Yorkshire trying to evade capture, we learn of the events of his past: 
the wife he loved and lost, their child he knows cannot be his, and the deep-seated need for 
revenge that manifests itself in a moment of violence. On the coast, Jake’s friend, Sheila, 
receives the devastating news. The aftermath of Jake’s actions, and what it brings to the 
surface, will change her life forever. But how will she react when he turns up at her door? 
As beauty and tenderness blend with violence, this story transports us to a different world, 
subtly exploring love and loss in a language that both bruises and heals.

Ray Robinson’s debut novel, Electricity, was shortlisted for the James Tait Black Memorial 
Prize and the Authors’ Club Best First Novel Award. The screen adaptation won Best Screen-
play at the National Film Awards. The Mating Habits of Stags is based on a short film he 
wrote called Edith, starring Peter Mullan and Michelle Fairley. 
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A Right Royal Face-Off
A Georgian Comedy Featuring Thomas Gainsborough and Another Painter

Simon Edge

Simon Edge takes aim at fakery and pretension in a highly original celebration  
of Thomas Gainsborough

It is 1777, and England’s second-greatest portrait artist, Thomas Gainsborough, has a thriv-
ing practice a stone’s thrown from London’s royal palaces, while the press talks up his rivalry 
with Sir Joshua Reynolds, the pedantic theoretician who is the top dog of British portraiture. 
Fonder of the low life than high society, Gainsborough loathes pandering to the grandees 
who sit for him. However, he changes his tune when he is commissioned to paint King 
George III, his German queen and their vast family. He discovers a taste for royal compa-
ny—but who will be chosen as court painter, Tom or Sir Joshua? Meanwhile, two and a half 
centuries later, a badly damaged painting turns up on a downmarket antiques TV show being 
filmed in Suffolk. Could the monstrosity really be, as its eccentric owner claims, a Gainsbor-
ough? If so, who is the sitter? And why does he have donkey’s ears?

Simon Edge was editor of Capital Gay, a gossip columnist for Evening Standard anda feature 
writer and theatre critic for Daily Express.
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Swansong
Kerry Andrew

A young woman comes face-to-face with the volatile, haunted wilderness of the  
Scottish Highlands

Polly Vaughan is trying to escape the ravaging guilt of a disturbing incident in London by 
heading north to the Scottish Highlands. As soon as she arrives, this spirited, funny, alert 
young woman goes looking for drink, drugs, and sex—finding them all quickly, and unsat-
isfactorily, with the barman in the only pub. She also finds a fresh kind of fear, alone in this 
eerie, myth-drenched landscape. Increasingly prone to visions or visitations—floating white 
shapes in the waters of the loch or in the woods—she is terrified and fascinated by a man she 
came across in the forest on her first evening, apparently tearing apart a bird. Who is this 
strange loner? And what is his sinister secret?

Kerry Andrew is a composer, performer, and author. She has won four British Composer 
Awards and is best known for her experimental vocal, choral, and music-theater work.
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Widow’s Welcome
#1

D. K. Fields

First in a new fantasy crime series boasting rich, effortless world-building, elegant prose, 
and a compulsive plot

Dead bodies aren’t unusual in the alleyways of Fenest. Muggings, brawls gone bad, debts 
collected—Detective Cora Gorderheim has seen it all. Until she finds a Wayward man with 
his mouth sewn shut. As Detective Gorderheim pieces together the dead man’s story, she’s 
drawn into the most dangerous story in the Union of Realms: the election. Gorderheim just 
wants to find a killer but nothing’s that simple in an election year. Dark forces conspire 
against the Union and Gorderheim finds herself at the rotten core of it all. She’ll find the 
killer, but at what cost?

D.K. Fields is the pseudonym for poet/crime fiction writer Katherine Stansfield (Falling Crea-
tures) and SF author David Towsey (Your Brother’s Blood) writing together.

Fantasy • 400 Pages • 5.71 x 8.98 • 9781789542486 • November  
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The Glass Breaks
#1

A. J. Smith

An epic feat of world-building, The Glass Breaks is the first volume in the new Form 
and Void trilogy from an innovative voice in fantasy

Seventeen-year-old Duncan Greenfire is alive. Three hours ago, he was chained to the rocks 
and submerged as the incoming tide washed over his head. Now the waters are receding and 
Duncan’s continued survival has completed his initiation as a Sea Wolf. It is the 167th year 
of the Dark Age. The Sea Wolves and their Eastron kin can break the glass and step into 
the void, slipping from the real world and reappearing wherever they wish. Wielding their 
power, they conquered the native Pure Ones and established their own Kingdom. The Sea 
Wolves glorify in piracy and slaughter. Their rule is absolute, but young Duncan Greenfire 
and duelist Adeline Brand will discover a conspiracy to end their dominion, a conspiracy to 
shatter the glass that separates the worlds of Form and Void and unleash a primeval chaos 
across the world.

A.J. Smith is the author of The Black Guard, The Dark Blood, The Red Prince and The 
World Raven. He spent 12 years devising the series. When not writing fiction, he works in 
secondary education.
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Pieces of Me
Natalie Hart

For fans of A Thousand Splendid Suns, a heartbreaking debut about war and love, 
anger and fear

Emma did not go to war looking for love, but Adam is unlike any other. Under the secret 
shadow of trauma, Emma decides to leave Iraq and joins Adam to settle in Colorado. But 
isolation and fear find her, once again, when Adam is re-deployed. Torn between a deep fear 
for Adam’s safety and a desire to be back there herself, Emma copes by throwing herself 
into a new role mentoring an Iraqi refugee family. But when Adam comes home, he brings 
the conflict back with him. Emma had considered the possibility that her husband might not 
come home from war. She had not considered that he might return a stranger.

Natalie Hart is a writer, researcher, and communications adviser, specializing in conflict and 
post-conflict environments. She has worked extensively across the Middle East and North 
Africa, including three years in Iraq. Natalie has a BA in Combined Middle Eastern Studies 
(Arabic and Spanish) from the University of Cambridge and an MA in Creative Writing from 
Lancaster University.
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All That Was Lost
Alison May

An intricately plotted English familial mystery, perfect for fans of Maeve Binchy and 
Dorothy Koomson

In 1967 Patience Bickersleigh is a teenager who discovers a talent for telling people what 
they want to hear. Fifty years later she is Patrice Leigh, a nationally celebrated medium. But 
cracks are forming in the carefully constructed barriers that keep her real history at bay. Leo 
is the journalist hired to write Patrice’s biography. Struggling to reconcile the demands of 
his family, his grief for his lost son, and his need to understand his own background, Leo be-
comes more and more frustrated at Patrice’s refusal to open up. Because behind closed doors, 
Patrice is hiding more than one secret. And it seems that now, her past is finally catching up 
with her.

Alison May is the author of Sweet Nothing, Midsummer Dreams, and Christmas Kisses. She 
is the winner of the Elizabeth Goudge Trophy 2012 and has been shortlisted for the Love 
Stories Award 2015 and RoNA Awards 2016. 
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The Death of Mungo Blackwell
New edition

Lauren H Brandenburg

A charming story of hope that will warm your heart and make your imagination soar

“We all need to know what’s missing in our lives. At a funeral someone stands and describes 
everything a person has accomplished in their life. But what if they missed something? What 
if there was one thing they never got to do? And what if they had a chance to go back and 
do it?” The Blackwells are a family with an extraordinary history and astounding traditions, 
which include attending their own funerals before they die! Their ways are questionable and 
their stories about deceased relatives are as bold as their red hair, but it is their eclectic wares 
that keep tourists coming back to their market in the town of Coraloo. Charlie Price, whose 
world has come crumbling down after a lapse in judgement leaves him unemployed, finds 
himself flung into the chaotic world of the Blackwells when he relocates to Coraloo with his 
socialite wife, Velveteen, and shy son, Gideon. Here Charlie attempts to make a living as a 
“picker,” reselling under-priced items he picks up at the market. Some of the Blackwells wel-
come him with open arms, but others resent pickers and want him thrown out of the market. 
Charlie soon finds this new way of life under threat and his quest for simplicity seems to be 
crumbling. Perhaps it’s time for Charlie to have a funeral of his own!

Lauren H Brandenburg is an inspirational speaker, mentor, and author. Her fourth book in 
The Books of the Gardener series, Orlo: The Created, was a 2017 finalist for the Selah Mid-
dle Grade Novel of the Year. Her first Lion Fiction novel is The Death of Mungo Blackwell. 
She currently teaches creative writing in her homeschool community and to young writers 
nationwide. Lauren holds a Bachelor of Arts in English from Georgetown College, is the 
president of the Middle Tennessee chapter of American Christian Fiction Writers, and an 
active participant with the writers of Realm Makers. She lives with her husband and two 
children in Nashville, Tennessee.
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How We Remember
J. M. Monaco

A literary debut traces the effects of alcoholism, mental illness and abuse on one 
Irish-Italian-American, working-class family

The blood ties that have kept Jo and her brother Dave together are challenged when an un-
expected inheritance fans the flames of underlying tensions. Upon discovering her mother’s 
diary, the details of their family’s troubled past are brought into sharp relief and painful 
memories are reawakened. Narrated with moments of light and dark, J. M. Monaco weaves 
together past and present, creating a complex family portrait of pain and denial in this re-
markable debut novel. Perfect for fans of Anne Tyler and Sylvia Brownrigg, this is a novel 
that will stay with you long after you stop turning the pages.

J. M. Monaco grew up in Boston, where she studied English and Creative Writing at an un-
dergraduate level. She worked in a variety of areas before taking up postgraduate studies in 
England where she completed her PhD. 
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What Lies Around Us
Andrew Crofts

Inside the world of myth-makers, story-tellers and media manipulators—the ones who 
shape the global conversation

Why would one of Silicon Valley’s most powerful billionaires offer a British ghostwriter a 
million dollars to write the autobiography of one of Hollywood’s biggest stars? Only once 
he is living and working among the world’s richest and most beautiful people does the ghost 
realize that there is way more than a publishing deal at stake. What Lies Around Us takes the 
reader into a world of myth-makers and power-brokers and reveals who is really running the 
world. Who is telling the stories and controlling the way we all think with a mixture of old 
media, social media and fake media? 

Anyone who googles “Andrew Crofts ghostwriter” will find many pages of articles and in-
terviews from media as various as The Financial Times and Times Literary Supplement, the 
Guardian and the Daily Mail, none of which will fully reveal who the people are that he has 
been ghosting for over the last 30 years. When it comes to his fiction, however, there may be 
more clues.
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The Peacock Room
Merryn Corcoran

A feel-good, romantic adventure set against the stunning backdrop of a Tuscan Castle

Set against the stunning backdrop of Sammezzano Castle, past meets present in the glorious 
Tuscan sun.Allegra O’Brien has it all: a beautiful family, a loving husband and a stunning 
west London home. But when she discovers her husband’s infidelity, that world crashes down 
around her. With an ageing mother and two teenagers to support, Allegra seeks solace in the 
bosom of her Italian family. But it is the ramblings of her elderly grandpapa that awaken an 
interest in historic, interior architecture, and their legendary Mama Cosima. Inspired and in-
vigorated, Allegra takes a trip to her grandpapa’s birth village in Tuscany to learn more about 
her heritage. Whilst there, a dangerous encounter with a handsome Italian man throws her 
off course, but in the wake of her grandpapa’s illness, Allegra makes an unexpected discovery 
and commits to the promise she made to solve a family mystery.

Merryn Corcoran is a film producer and publicist, an organizer and Honorary Fellow for 
UNICEF, and the London ambassador for Beau Joie champagne. Her previous books are The 
Silent Village and The Paris Inheritance. 
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The Best of Crimes
K. C. Maher

This timely and provocative book will appeal to fans of Marilynn Robinson’s Lila and 
Celeste Ng’s Little Fires Everywhere

Walter, a math prodigy who works on Wall Street, has been like a father to Amanda, his 
daughter’s playmate and the only child of a neglectful single mother. But when he loses his 
job after the 2008 financial crash and his wife leaves him, taking their daughter, his relation-
ship with 13-year-old Amanda enters a precarious new stage. Walter struggles to give her the 
affection and guidance she clearly needs, without succumbing to her budding sexuality. In the 
year before she enters high school, these two lonely souls will transform each other. Walter 
proves himself a true hero who is willing to sacrifice his freedom for the girl he loves. The 
Best of Crimes is an unconventional love story that will challenge your preconceptions and 
restore your faith in heroes.

K. C. Maher’s short fiction has appeared in literary journals including Ascent, Black Warrior 
Review, Confrontation, Cottonwood, Gargoyle, and The View From Here. Her work has 
been short-listed for the Iowa School of Letters Award and Drue Heinz Literature Prize. She 
lives in New York City. 
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The Canary Keeper
Clare Carson

A historical epic, weaving suspense, adventure and romance into an exhilarating thriller, 
set in Victorian London

In the grey mist of the early morning a body is dumped on the shore of the Thames by a 
boatman in a metal canoe. The city is soon alive with talk of the savage Esquimaux stalking 
Victorian London and an eye witness who claims the killer had an accomplice: a tall woman 
dressed in widow’s weeds, with the telltale look of the degenerate Irish. Branna “Birdie” 
Quinn had no good reason to be by the river that morning, but she did not kill the man. 
She’d seen him first the day before, desperate to give her a message she refused to hear. And 
now the Filth will see her hang for his murder, just like her father. To save her life, Birdie 
must trace the dead man’s footsteps. Back onto the ship that carried him to his death, back 
to cold isles of Orkney that sheltered him, and up to the far north, a harsh and lawless land 
which holds more answers than she looks to find. 

Clare Carson is the author of Orkney Twilight, The Salt Marsh, and The Dark Isle. She has 
worked as an adviser on human rights and international development for nearly 20 years.
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Estoril
Dejan Tiago-Stankovic
Translated by Christina Pribichevich-Zoric

“As soon as I started reading, I knew I had chanced upon something very special. I was 
completely hooked by a book which is a comedy, a spy story, and a riveting piece of 
historical investigation that seamlessly integrates these genres. . . . A book that readers 
will race through but never forget.” —Misha Glenny, author, McMafia

“The stories, most of them true, from Popov’s rigorous debriefings by his German intel-
ligence handler to Alekhine’s terrible death, are extraordinary. . . . A diverting romp.” 
—Sunday Times

A poignant novel about exile, divided loyalties, fear and survival, set in a luxurious 
grand hotel just outside Lisbon, at the height of the Second World War

Set in a luxurious grand hotel just outside Lisbon, at the height of World War II, Estoril is 
a delightful and poignant novel about exile, divided loyalties, fear and survival. The hotel’s 
guests include spies, fallen kings, refugees from the Balkans, Nazis, American diplomats and 
stateless Jews. The Portuguese secret police broodingly observe the visitors, terrified that 
their country’s neutrality will be compromised. The novel seamlessly fuses the stories of its 
invented characters with appearances by historical figures like the ex-King Carol of Roma-
nia, the great Polish pianist Jan Paderewski, the British agent Ian Fleming, the Russian chess 
grandmaster Alexander Alekhine and the French writer and flyer Antoine de St Exupery, 
who forms a poignant friendship with a young Jewish boy living alone in the hotel.

Born in the former Yugoslavia in 1965, Dejan Tiago-Stankovic is an author and translator. 
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The Sisters’ Song
Louise Allan

“Affecting, heartwarming and devastating . . . a brilliant insight into family relationships, 
history repeating itself through the generations and the unparalleled bond of siblings.”  
—Herald-Sun

A story tracing the lives of two very different sisters, set in rural Tasmania and spanning 
from the 1920s to the 1990s

As small children, Ida loves looking after her younger sister, Nora, but when their beloved father 
dies in 1926, everything changes. The two young girls move in with their grandmother who is 
particularly encouraging of Nora’s musical talent. Nora eventually follows her dream of a brilliant 
musical career, while Ida takes a job as a nanny and their lives become quite separate. The two 
sisters are reunited when Nora’s life takes an unwelcome direction and she finds herself, embittered 
and resentful, isolated in the Tasmanian bush with a husband and children. Ida longs passionately 
for a family and when she marries Len, she hopes to soon become a mother. Over time, it becomes 
clear that this is never likely to happen. In Ida’s eyes, it seems that Nora possesses everything in life 
that could possibly matter yet she values none of it. Set in rural Tasmania over a span of 70 years, 
the strengths and flaws of motherhood are revealed through the mercurial relationship of these two 
very different sisters. The Sisters’ Song speaks of dreams, children, and family, all entwined with a 
musical thread that binds them together.

Louise Allan is a recipient of the Tina Kane Emergent Writer Award for 2018. The Sister’s Song 
is her first novel and in manuscript it was awarded a Varuna residential fellowship in 2014 and 
shortlisted for the City of Fremantle-TAG Hungerford Award.
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Suddenly One Summer
Fleur McDonald

A suspenseful story of families and secrets, set in rural Australia

When Brianna Donahue was three years old, her mother mysteriously disappeared while farm-
ing in Merriwell Bay, Western Australia. Her body has never been found. Brianna works the 
same land with her father Russell, while almost single-handedly raising her two children as 
her husband Caleb works as a fly-in fly-out criminal lawyer in Perth. One scorching summer’s 
morning, her son Trent goes missing and, while frantically searching for him, Brianna must 
come to terms with the fact that her marriage has large cracks in it. Over 2,000 kilometers 
away in South Australia, Detective Dave Burrows receives a phone call reporting stolen sheep 
from an elderly farmer. When he and his partner Jack arrive at the farm, it’s clear that Guy has 
early signs of dementia. Following a conversation with his wife Kim, Dave becomes intrigued 
with Guy’s family history. Was there a sister, or was there not? No one seems to know. So how 
will Dave’s investigation impact Brianna’s world? While battling the threat of bushfires back in 
Merriwell Bay, Brianna is faced with challenges that test her relationships with those she loves 
most. Suspenseful and incendiary, Suddenly One Summer is an intriguing and heartfelt story of 
the unlikely connections of life on the land.

Fleur McDonald is the author of Red Dust, Blue Skies, Purple Roads, Silver Clouds and Crim-
son Dawn, Emerald Springs, Indigo Storm, Sapphire Falls, The Missing Pieces of Us,Suddenly 
One Summer, and Fool’s Gold.
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The Girl from the Corner Shop
Alrene Hughes

A heartbroken young widow joins the police force during World War II in Manchester 

Widowed early in World War II, heartbroken Helen Heaton is working in the family corner 
shop, trying to rebuild her shattered life. When the shop is robbed, she meets Matthew, a 
young police contable and he inspires her to join the Women’s Auxiliary Police Corps. De-
spite resentment from male colleagues, Helen throws herself into the work, dealing with evac-
uees, the destitute and vulnerable. But a tragedy closer to home makes Helen realize there’s 
still something missing in her life and before the war is over, she will have to choose between 
two very different men vying for her heart.

Alrene Hughes worked for British Telecom and the BBC before spending 20 years as an En-
glish teacher. She is the author of The Girl in the Pink Raincoat and Martha’s Girls. 

Fiction • 416 Pages • 5.75 x 9 • 9781788543996 • October  
$29.95 (Can $39.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Head of Zeus

Summer of Love
Caro Fraser

The dark days of the war are over, but the family secrets they held are only just dawn-
ing. A wonderfully rich historical novel set in 1960s London.

In the hot summer of 1949, a group of family and friends gather at Harry Denholm’s country 
house in Kent. Meg and Dan Ranscombe, emerging from a scandal of their own making; 
Dan’s godmother, Sonia and her two young girls, Laura and Avril, only one of whom is So-
nia’s biological daughter. Among the heat, memories, and infatuations, a secret is revealed to 
Meg’s son, Max, and soon a terrible tragedy unfolds that will have consequences for them all. 
Afterwards, Avril, Laura and Max must come of age in a society still reeling from the war, 
haunted by the choices of that fateful summer. Cold, entitled Avril will go to any lengths to 
take what is hers. Beautiful, naive Laura finds refuge and love in the London jazz clubs, but 
Max, with wealth and unrequited love, has the capacity to undo it all.

Caro Fraser is the author of the Caper Court novels, based on her own experiences as a lawyer. 

Fiction • 352 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781788541404 • Replaces: 9781788541381 • February 
$15.95 (Can $20.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Head of Zeus

The Yellow Villa
Amanda Hampson

An intoxicating and hugely entertaining domestic drama in the picturesque setting of 
South-West France

“People come to France to reinvent themselves . . . “ Mia and Ben, an Australian couple in 
their early thirties, have relinquished one dream and embraced another, selling their Sydney 
flat and purchasing an old yellow house in the picturesque village of Cordes-sur-Ciel in South-
West France. They soon meet sophisticated neighbors Dominic and Susannah, a British couple 
in their sixties who welcome them warmly but whose own relationship is in crisis. Mia and 
Ben are immediately star-struck and impressed by their lavish hospitality. However, things 
with Dominic and Susannah are not what they first seem. Gradually secrets begin to surface, 
revealing details of a scandal Dominic and Susannah had hoped to leave behind in London. 
Reeling from these revelations, Mia and Ben no longer trust their own instincts and the peace-
ful idyll of their French life begins to unravel. Can Dominic and Susannah escape each other, 
and can Ben and Mia they find their way back to each other and the dream they shared?

Amanda Hampson is the author of The Olive Sisters.

Fiction • 256 Pages • 6 x 9.5 • 9780143784340 • Replaces: 9780143784296 
September • $15.95 (Can $20.95) • Trade Paper 
Rights: US & Canada • Penguin Random House Australia



How To Fall In Love Again
Amanda Prowse

After Anna, there was Kitty. This is her story.

Kitty Montrose lives an idyllic life in the Scottish Highlands. An adored only child, she swims 
in the Italianate pool of their ancestral home and delights in the closeness she shares with 
her horse-riding mother and her beloved dad. As a young teen, the perfection of her world 
is shattered when her mom is diagnosed with severe clinical depression. The illness takes up 
residence in their home like a dark monster lurking in every corner. Kitty finds solace and 
escape in the arms and bed of her friend Angus. Soon they are married, with a baby on the 
way. But what happens when Angus turns cold and unfeeling? Kitty needs a knight in shining 
armor. Can her old flame, Theo Montgomery, help her to discover her perfect life? Or is it 
too late for them both?

Amanda Prowse is the author of A Little Love and My Husband’s Wife.

Romance • 352 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781788542166 • Replaces: 9781788542159 • February  
$15.95 (Can $20.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Head of Zeus

A Place to Remember
Jenn J. McLeod

A multi-generational contemporary romantic saga set in a cattle ranch in Australia

Running away for the second time in her life, 27-year-old Ava believes the cook’s job at a 
country B&B is perfect, until she meets the owner’s son, John Tate. The young fifth-genera-
tion grazier is a beguiling blend of man, boy and terrible flirt. With their connection imme-
diate and intense, they begin a clandestine affair right under the noses of John’s formidable 
parents. Thirty years later, Ava returns to Candlebark Creek with her daughter, Nina, who is 
determined to meet her mother’s lost love for herself. While struggling to find her own place 
in the world, Nina discovers an urban myth about a love-struck man, a forgotten engagement 
ring, and a dinner reservation back in the eighties. Now she must decide if revealing the truth 
will hurt more than it heals.

Jenn J. McLeod is the author of Other Side of the Season.

Fiction • 452 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 9781786699947 • Replaces: 9781786699923 • February 
$14.95 (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Head of Zeus

The Boy with Blue Trousers
Carol Jones

Love, sexual desire, violence and financial ambition entwine in this mesmerizing saga by 
the author of The Concubine’s Child

On the goldfields of 19th century Australia, two very different girls are trying to escape their 
past. English governess Violet Hartley has fled from England after a scandalous liaison. Now 
she is angling for a rich husband and a new life. Little Cat is fleeing from her home in South-
ern China after killing the powerful old man who tried to rape her. Disguised as a boy, she 
joins the huge Chinese workforce on the goldfields of South Australia. But the son of the mur-
dered man is on her trail, intent on vengeance and Violet Hartley becomes first suspicious, 
then jealous of the delicate looking Chinese boy.

Carol Jones is the author of The Concubine’s Child.

Fiction • 320 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781786699879 • Replaces: 9781786699855 • February 
$15.95 (Can $20.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Head of Zeus
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Daughter of the Tide
Leah Fleming

A compelling romantic saga set in 1939 on a remote Hebridean isle

As children on the island of Phetray, Minn Macfee, a cottar’s daughter, and Ewan Mack-
innon, the Minister’s son, are bound together by the accidental drowning of Ewan’s sister. 
Ewan is blamed and Minn shunned. As the two children grow, they must go their separate 
ways grieving. Just before the outbreak of World War II, Ewan returns to Phetray, now a 
handsome sailor. He falls in love with Minn’s fragile beauty and enchanting singing voice. 
But they are separated again when Ewan joins the Special Boat Squadron and embarks for 
France. Throughout the years the two always seem to find their way back together, but fate 
always steps in to intervene. Touched by tragedy, misunderstanding, and the weight of family 
disapproval, their love seems destined to die.

 Leah Fleming is the author of The Girl Under the Olive Tree, The Captain’s Daughter, and The 
Postcard. She spends part of each year marinating her next tale from an olive grove on Crete.

Romance • 400 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781789543261 • February • $14.95 (Can $19.95) 
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Head of Zeus

The Wedding Dress Maker
Leah Fleming

A warm, intelligent and emotionally compelling historical novel of love, loss and triumph

In the shadow of a love lost and being disgraced by her actions, Netta Nichol must watch from 
the sidelines as her child is brought up by her father and stepmother. This is not the first time 
her stepmother has taken what is rightfully hers. First it was her dead mother’s rainbow neck-
lace—Netta’s only legacy—now her son. Netta is unable to protest such treatment, for it is 1945 
and, in the eyes of her God-fearing community, she is doubly cursed: an unmarried mother who 
struggled with mental health problems after giving birth to her son. After being banished from 
her beloved Galloway, to a Yorkshire mill-town, Netta is determined to show she is capable of 
building a life for herself, so she can return to Galloway and claim back her child.

Leah Fleming is the author of The Girl Under the Olive Tree, The Captain’s Daughter, and The 
Postcard. She spends part of each year marinating her next tale from an olive grove on Crete.

Fiction • 400 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 9781789543254 • January • $14.95 (Can $19.95)  
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Head of Zeus

The Olive Garden Choir
Leah Fleming

“A born storyteller.” —Kate Atkinson, author, Life After Life

An evocative novel of family secrets, love and redemption under the Greek sun

On the beautiful island of Santaniki, close to Crete, it’s not all white sands and sunshine. 
When retired bookseller Ariadne Blunt suggests the English residents form a choir, there are 
groans of resistance. After a little persuasion, the group gather in Ariadne’s olive garden to 
rehearse, but each member of this choir has their own anxieties and secrets. Ariadne’s part-
ner, Hebe, is in failing health. Clive struggles to accept the loss of his wife while Della, the 
Pilates teacher, drinks too much and Chloe, Queen Bee of the village society, faces a family 
dilemma. Then there is Mel, the real songbird amongst them, English wife of a taverna own-
er who hides her talent until the choir inspires her to raise her voice once more. In this tiny 
community, the choir brings the residents together like never before in a bittersweet tale of 
love and loss—and how life can begin again when you let go of the past.

 Leah Fleming is the author of The Girl Under the Olive Tree, The Captain’s Daughter, and 
The Postcard. She spends part of each year in an olive grove on Crete.

Fiction • 304 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 9781788548687 • January • $14.95 (Can $19.95)  
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Head of Zeus



One Day in Winter
Shari Low

“Stateside readers will connect to this group of girlfriends reminiscent of the beloved Sex 
and the City gals.” —Booklist on Why Not? 

By the stroke of midnight, a heart would be broken, a cruel truth revealed, a devastating 
secret shared, and a love betrayed

One morning in December, Caro set off on a quest to find out if her relationship with her 
father had been based on a lifetime of lies. Lila decided to tell her lover’s wife of their secret 
affair. Cammy was on the way to pick up the ring for the surprise proposal to the woman he 
loved. And Bernadette vowed to walk away from her controlling husband of 30 years and 
never look back. In one day, four lives will change forever.

Shari Low is the author of Why Not? She writes a weekly opinion column and Book Club 
page for a newspaper. 

Romance • 302 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 9781789540574 • January  
$14.95 (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Head of Zeus

With or Without You
Shari Low

Have you ever made a life-changing decision and then wondered if you made the right one?

When Liv and Nate walked up the aisle, Liv knew she was marrying the one, her soul mate 
and her best friend. Six years later, it feels like routine and friendship is all they have left 
in common. What happened to the fun, the excitement, the lust, the love? In the closing 
moments of 1999, Liv and Nate decide to go their separate ways, but at the last minute, 
Liv wavers. Should she stay or should she go? Over the next 20 years we follow the parallel 
stories to discover if Liv’s life, heart and future have been better with Nate, or without him?

Shari Low is the author of Why Not? She writes a weekly opinion column and Book Club 
page for a newspaper. 

Romance • 280 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 9781788549905 • January  
$14.95 (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Head of Zeus

In the Heart of the Garden
Leah Fleming

A historical novel that follows a family through tears, tragedy, and romance as they tend 
to their garden

AD 912:  Fritha—she sows her plot with the seeds of tragedy and waters it with bitter tears. 
But there is comfort in the nurturing of her plants and herbs and Fritha is rewarded by new 
life and new hope. 1998: Iris—more than 1,000 years later, Iris Bagshott strolls round the 
ancient garden at Friddy’s Piece Cottage, deciding whether to sell her land or stay on. Each 
corner of the plot harbors myriad secrets: this garden in the heart of England has offered 
solace and refuge to many. The generations of women that come between these years offer a 
view of English history from a uniquely female perspective. The terror of the Plague Years, 
the Reformation, the cruel divisions of the Civil War, the heartbreak of the Great War—all 
are seen anew through the eyes of the Bagshott and the Salt women who have found sorrow 
and joy, inspiration and courage down the garden path.

Leah Fleming is the author of The Girl Under the Olive Tree, The Captain’s Daughter, and The 
Postcard. She spends part of each year marinating her next tale from an olive grove on Crete.

Romance • 400 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781789543278 • October  
$14.95 (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Head of Zeus
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Wicked by Design
Katy Moran

“Rugged scenery combined with even more rugged leading men and feisty leading ladies 
does make this a book that one can easily compare to Poldark—but Whittaker provides 
depth and nuance to her characters.” —Bookbag

From the windswept cliffs of Cornwall to the glittering ballrooms of St. Petersburg, this 
follow up to False Lights is high voltage Regency romance with a twist

1819. Jack “Crow” Crowlas, the charismatic and troubled hero of K.J. Whittaker’s first 
novel, False Lights, has married his feisty love, Hester, and with their baby daughter, settled 
down to enjoy their new life as Lord and Lady Lamorna of Nansmornow in Cornwall. But 
for Crow, trouble is never far away, and as Cornwall seethes with rebellion, he is arrested 
for treason. Spared execution on condition that he undertakes a highly dubious mission to 
St. Petersburg, he finds himself tangled in a snare of treachery and illicit passion, violence 
and sexual deceit, where not only his love for Hester, but also his relationship with his only 
brother, serving with the British army in Russia, will be tested to the limit and beyond.

Katy Moran is the Carnegie-nominated author of six YA novels. Her adult historical fiction 
novel False Lights was published under the name K.J. Whittaker.

Romance • 464 Pages • 5.71 x 8.98 • 9781786695383 • November 
$29.95 (Can $39.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Head of Zeus

The Christmas Lights
Karen Swan

“A former fashion editor, Swan brings an eye for detail to her descriptive prose. Offer 
this to fans of Sophie Kinsella’s Shopaholic series who may be looking for more sophis-
tication.” —Booklist on The Paris Secret

Set on the scenic fjords of Norway, a moving Christmas tale of love and heartbreak

December 2018, and free-spirited influencers Bo Loxley and her partner Zac are living a life 
of wanderlust, traveling the globe and sharing their adventures with their millions of fans. 
Booked to spend Christmas in the Norwegian fjords, they set up home in a remote farm 
owned by enigmatic mountain guide Anders and his fierce grandmother Signy. Surrounded 
by snowy peaks and frozen falls, everything should be perfect. But the camera can lie and 
with every new post, the “perfect” life Zac and Bo are portraying is diverging from the truth. 
Something Bo can’t explain is wrong at the very heart of their lives and Anders is the only 
person who’ll listen. June 1936, and 14-year old Signy is sent with her sister and village 
friends to the summer pastures to work as milkmaids, protecting the herd that will sustain 
the farm through the long, winter months. But miles from home and away from the safety 
of their families, threat begins to lurk in friendly faces. The mountains keep secrets—Signy 
knows this better than anyone—and as Bo’s life begins to spiral she is forced, like the old 
woman before her, to question who is friend and who is foe.

Karen Swan is the author of Christmas at Tiffany’s, The Paris Secret, The Rome Affair and 
The Christmas Secret.

Romance • 400 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781509838080 • November 
$14.95 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • Pan Macmillan
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A Map of the Sky
New edition

Claire Wong

Kit doesn’t understand why his family has been uprooted to a remote coastal village in the 
North. Why did they leave so suddenly, and why has his Dad not joined them? At Askfeld 
Farm Guesthouse he meets an eclectic group of new neighbours and forms an unlikely friend-
ship with Beth, who suffers from a chronic illness he does not understand. Kit learns that 
Beth, who cannot leave the guesthouse, is trying to draw a map from memory that shows all 
her favourite childhood haunts. Kit makes it his quest to help her remember by visiting places 
for her and hopes to solve the problems of the other guests along the way. But becoming 
a hero like the ones in his favourite books is trickier than it seems, especially when Kit has 
failed to grasp so much of what is happening around him... Can Kit work out that the person 
who really needs his help is much closer to home?

Romance • 272 Pages • 5.12 x 7.8 • 9781782642695 • Replaces: 9781782642701 
September • $12.95 (Can $16.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Lion Hudson

Springtime at Hope Hall
New edition

Pam Rhodes

The first book in a delightful new trilogy centered on the heart of an English town,  
a Victorian church hall

There’s never a dull moment at Hope Hall, as its rooms are filled throughout the day with 
gossipy grandmas, body-popping teenagers, temperamental dancing teachers, a choir with-
out one decent singer to their name, knitters who natter, caterers who bake glorious cakes, 
slimmers nibbling chocolate, and a nursery group where it’s the grown-ups who are near to 
tears! But it’s all in a day’s work for administrator, Kath, whose job it is to make sure Hope 
Hall offers something for everyone! Mind you, she can see that some key members of her 
team are struggling—like caretaker Trevor, who is nursing his beloved wife who has cancer, 
and Maggie, their wonderful cook, whose husband of 25 years has just left her for a woman 
half her age. As the team works to pull off their ambitious Hope Hall Centenary Easter Mon-
day Fayre, Kath realizes reinforcements are needed. Brash, loud, and inexperienced though 
she may be, Kath has a feeling that Shirley might be just the ticket! The Fayre is a triumph, 
but when Kath’s old flame comes back on the scene, she suddenly has some tough choices to 
make . . . Springtime at Hope Hall is full of friends and neighbors with stories that will have 
you giggling one minute, dabbing your eyes the next.

Pam Rhodes is known around the world as the presenter of BBC Television’s Songs of Praise. 
She is the author of Freedom From Loneliness and Fisher of Men.

Romance • 256 Pages • 5.12 x 7.8 • 9781782642855 • February 
$12.95 (Can $16.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Lion Hudson
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BLACK HORSE WESTERNS

Bighorn Gold
Fiction • 160 Pages 
4.75 x 7.25 • 9780719828799 
November • $18.95 (Can $24.95) 
Cloth • Rights: US & Canada 
Crowood Press

Boyd Rode Alone
Fiction • 160 Pages 
4.75 x 7.25 • 9780719828584 
October • $18.95 (Can $24.95) 
Cloth • Rights: US & Canada 
Crowood Press

Double-Barrelled
Fiction • 160 Pages 
4.75 x 7.25 • 9780719829499 
February • $18.95 (Can $24.95) 
Cloth • Rights: US & Canada 
Crowood Press

Gunn’s Avengers
Fiction • 160 Pages 
4.75 x 7.25 • 9780719829611 
February • $18.95 (Can $24.95) 
Cloth • Rights: US & Canada 
Crowood Press

Kinsman of the Gun
Fiction • 160 Pages 
4.75 x 7.25 • 9780719829338 
January • $18.95 (Can $24.95) 
Cloth • Rights: US & Canada 
Crowood Press

Petticoat Marshal
Fiction • 160 Pages 
4.75 x 7.25 • 9780719829390 
January • $18.95 (Can $24.95) 
Cloth • Rights: US & Canada 
Crowood Press

Pinfire Lady
Fiction • 160 Pages 
4.75 x 7.25 • 9780719829567 
February • $18.95 (Can $24.95) 
Cloth • Rights: US & Canada 
Crowood Press

Return to  
Crows Creek

Fiction • 160 Pages 
4.75 x 7.25 • 9780719828669 
October • $18.95 (Can $24.95) 
Cloth • Rights: US & Canada 
Crowood Press

Tracking Apache Joe
Fiction • 160 Pages 
4.75 x 7.25 • 9780719828638 
November • $18.95 (Can $24.95) 
Cloth • Rights: US & Canada 
Crowood Press

Valerons -  
Beyond the Law!

Fiction • 160 Pages 
4.75 x 7.25 • 9780719828881 
November • $18.95 (Can $24.95) 
Cloth • Rights: US & Canada 
Crowood Press

Wanted Dead  
or Alive

Fiction • 160 Pages 
4.75 x 7.25 • 9780719829086 
January • $18.95 (Can $24.95) 
Cloth • Rights: US & Canada 
Crowood Press

Ambush at  
Skyline Ranch

Fiction • 160 Pages 
4.75 x 7.25 • 9780719828560 
October • $18.95 (Can $24.95) 
Cloth • Rights: US & Canada 
Crowood Press



The Luckiest Guy Alive
John Cooper Clarke

“John Cooper Clarke is one of Britain’s outstanding poets. His anarchic punk poetry 
has thrilled people for decades and his no nonsense approach to his work and life in 
general has appealed to many people including myself for many years.”  
—Sir Paul McCartney

A new collection from the original punk poet, this is the outstanding long-awaited  
collection by the inimitable Bard of Salford

The first new book of poetry from Dr. John Cooper Clarke for several decades is a brilliant, 
scabrous, hilarious collection from one of our most beloved and influential writers and per-
formers. From the “Attack of the Fifty Foot Woman” to a hymn to the seductive properties 
of the pie—by way of hand-grenade haikus, machine-gun ballads and a meditation on the 
loss of Bono’s leather pants—The Luckiest Guy Alive collects stunning set pieces, tried-and-
tested audience favorites and brand new poems to show Cooper Clarke still effortlessly at 
the top of his game. Cooper Clarke’s status as the “Emperor of Punk Poetry” is certainly 
confirmed here, but so is his reputation as a brilliant versifier, a poet of vicious wit and a ra-
zor-sharp social satirist. Effortlessly immediate and contemporary, full of hard-won wisdom 
and expert blindsidings, The Luckiest Guy Alive shows one of the most compelling poets of 
the age on truly exceptional form.

John Cooper Clarke shot to prominence in the 1970s as the original “people’s poet.” Since 
then his career has spanned cultures, audiences, art forms and continents. His latest show, 
touring across the UK, USA, Canada & Australasia, is a mix of classic verse, extraordi-
nary new material, hilarious ponderings on modern life, good honest gags, riffs and chat—a 
chance to witness a living legend at the top of this game.

Poetry • 96 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781509896066 • February  
$16.95 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • Pan Macmillan

Sincerity
Carol Ann Duffy

A magisterial achievement from one of the greatest living poets

Sincerity is Duffy’s final collection of poems as UK Poet Laureate, and the much-anticipated 
successor to the Costa Award-winning The Bees. Time and its passage are at the heart of this 
reflective work, which gazes out from the autumn of life. There are moving elegies here for 
what has departed; whether that be children who have flown the nest, a way of life, literary 
luminaries, past loves, lost parents or our own youth. This collection finds a poet at the 
height of her powers using her full poetic range, casting her eye both inwards, in poems of a 
deeply personal nature, and yet also outwards, taking stock of a world in turmoil. In some 
of her most radical work yet, we see Duffy satirise and unpick the deception and dishonesty 
at the heart of the current political situation. A rallying cry builds steadily through the book 
culminating in a moving closing ode to the virtue of sincerity. This collection, at once inti-
mate and public, is a work of great power from one of our most cherished and humane poets.

Carol Ann Duffy has been Britain’s Poet Laureate since 2009. Her collections include The 
World’s Wife, Rapture, and The Bees, which won the Costa Poetry Award. She has also 
received the Whitbread, Forward and T. S. Eliot Prizes, and the Lannan and E. M. Forster 
Prize in the U.S.

Poetry • 96 Pages • 6.02 x 7.76 • 9781509893454 • February  
$16.95 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • Pan Macmillan
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I Can’t Remember the Title but the Cover is Blue
Sketches From the Other Side of the Bookshop Counter

Elias Greig

Hilarious, unpredictable, and at times touching, this compilation is the perfect gift for 
book lovers

As any retail or service worker will tell you, customers can be irrational, demanding, abusive, 
and brain-scramblingly, mind-bendingly strange. They can also be kind, thoughtful, funny, 
and full of pathos. Something about the often-fraught interaction between customer and 
worker, with the dividing line of the counter between them, loosens inhibitions, and has a 
kind of hot-house effect on eccentricity. In I Can’t Remember the Title But the Cover is Blue, 
veteran bookseller Elias Greig collects the best, worst, and downright weirdest customer 
encounters from his years working as a Sydney bookseller. From ill-behaved children to nos-
talgic seniors and everything in between, this hilarious and unpredictable book is the perfect 
gift for anyone who’s ever been on the wrong side of a counter.

Elias Greig has worked as a shoe salesman, a bookseller, a casual tutor, and sessional lec-
turer at the University of Sydney. Elias’s writing has appeared in Hermes, Contrappasso, the 
Conversation, and Overland.

Humor/Essays • 228 Pages • 5.75 x 7 • 9781760529451  
October • $16.95 (Can $22.95) • Trade Paper  
Rights: United States, Canada, China, South Korea & Taiwan • Allen & Unwin

Tips from a Publisher
A Guide to Writing, Editing, Re-Writes, Submissions and More

Scott Pack

Essential reading for authors submitting their work to agents or publishers

Publishing veteran Scott Pack offers sensible, practical advice on how to create the perfect 
submission. Based in on his sell-out Guardian Masterclasses, this short guide provides aspir-
ing authors with the tools they need to avoid the classic mistakes made by so many, and to 
ensure they give their work the best chance possible of being read, considered and published. 
Covering all aspects of the submission process, including how to identify the best places to 
submit your work, writing the ideal cover letter, perfecting your pitch, creating an effective 
synopsis and strategies for submission, this contains everything you need to get your submis-
sion right. An extended FAQ section features questions posed by readers and participants in 
Scott’s classes and workshops.

Scott Pack is associate editor at Unbound, the world’s first crowd-funding platform for 
books. He is also editor-at-large at Eye Books and the co-founder of Abandoned Bookshop, 
a digital imprint that reissues out-of-print titles as ebooks. During his two book world de-
cades he has worked in retail, at Waterstones, and at several publishers, including a lengthy 
spell at HarperCollins.

Writing • 192 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781785631443 • January  
$16.95 (Can $22.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Eye Books



Lost In Translation
Misadventures in English Abroad

Charlie Croker

A comical collection of authentic and original mistranslated signs, posters, instructions, 
products, notices and many more

Spoken by over 700 million jabbering individuals, the English language has traveled to all cor-
ners of the globe—unfortunately, some of it has got a bit muddled along the way. This book 
affectionately demonstrates the very best—and worst—instances of genuine grammar-gargling 
from around the world, discovered by the author and his intrepid team of researchers. It in-
cludes everything from hilarious hotel signs to baffling advertisements, such as the German 
beauty product offering a “cream shower for pretentious skin,” the notice at a French swiming 
pool which proclaimed that “swimming is forbidden in the absence of the saviour,” or the 
warning sign at a Czech zoo which instructed visitors: “No smoothen the lion.”

Charlie Croker (aka Mark Mason) is an author and journalist, has written several novels, and 
has also written for The Times, The Independent on Sunday and The Spectator.

Humor • 176 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 9781789290738 • Replaces: 9781784183851 • November  
$13.95 (Can $18.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Michael O’Mara

The Cockney Rhyming Slang Dictionary
Geoff Tibballs

The complete guide to the language of London

The classic pocket guide to the language of London. Includes over 1,700 old and new rhymes 
translated from Cockney to English and English to Cockney. Master the art of the Cockney 
rhyme and discover the Cockney origins of common British phrases.

Geoff Tibballs has written over 150 books, including the Ripley’s Believe It or Not! annuals, 
The Mammoth Book of Weird News, Unbelievable Facts and The Guinness Book of Oddities. 

Language & Linguistics/Reference • 128 Pages • 4.33 x 6.34 
9781529103922 • September • $7.99 • Trade Paper  
Rights: US • Penguin Random House UK

Words That Go Ping
The Ridiculously Wonderful World of Onomatopoeia

Barbara Lasserre

The neglected world of onomatopoeia comes to life in this witty little gem of a book 
which will delight language lovers

If it goes “moo” then every child knows it’s a cow. If it goes “Wham! Bam! Crash!” we’re in 
a fast-paced comic. But what goes “krknout?” Barbara Lasserre takes us on a playful jour-
ney through the delightful world of words that mimic sounds. Normally relegated to children’s 
books, cartoons, and comedians, she shows how these often ancient words reveal unexpected 
things about the way we think, speak, and act. A book for anyone who loves playing with words.

Barbara Lasserre has taught and lectured in English and Applied Linguistics for many years.

Language & Linguistics • 208 Pages • 5 x 7.75  
9781760632199 • October • $16.95 (Can $26.95) • Cloth 
Rights: United States, Canada, China, South Korea & Taiwan • Allen & Unwin
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SEX AND HORROR

Also available:

9780957664944
$32.95 (Can $39.95)

Trade Paper

Sex and Horror:  
The Art of Fernando Carcupino
#3

A close look at the “fumetti sexy” comics and pinups 
work of an acclaimed Italian artist

This is the third volume in the Sex and Horror series, which 
celebrates the publishing craze known as “fumetti sexy:” Ital-
ian adult comics and cartoons with a unique take on such 
genres as horror, crime, fantasy, history, and fairy tales. Their 
huge success in the 1960s and ’70s was due in part to their 
uninhibited mix of twisted humor, gory violence, and up-front 
eroticism, but the element that makes them so collectable to-
day is their technicolor cover illustrations, rendered by classi-
cally trained painters. This book focuses on the work of Fer-
nando Carcupino, famed not just for his comic work but his 
pinups, as well. 

Fernando Carcupino (1922-2003) was an Italian painter, illus-
trator, and comics artist. Carcupino studied art under Achille 
Funi at the city’s Accademia di Belle Arti di Brera. In 1946 
he joined his friend Mario Faustinelli on the staff of Asso di 
Picche and became part of the so-called Venice Group. In the 
early 1970s, he produced covers of the weekly magazine La 
Giraffa, as well as several Edifumetto publications including 
Vampirissimo, Faibe Proibite, and I Sanguina. In 1983 he re-
ceived the Cavaliere Ordine al Merito della Repubblica Itali-
ana from the Italian government for his artistic merits. In 1999 
he was also awarded the Caran D’Ache Prize at the Salone 
Expocartoon in Rome.

Art/Horror • 192 Pages • 8.75 x 10.25  
170 Color Illustrations • 9781912740031  
January • $36.95 (Can $49.95) • Trade Paper 
Rights: US & Canada • Korero Press
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Hung, Drawn and Executed
The Horror Art of Graham Humphreys

Illustrations by Graham Humphreys

“Graham immediately understood the essence of our film 
and painted an image that ripped up the traditions and 
threw the movie right in your face. I loved this poster!”  
—Sam Raimi, director, producer, screenwriter, actor

A quintessential art book for horror aficionados

Graham Humphreys’ career as a poster artist looms large over 
horror cinema. From designing the iconic Evil Dead poster to 
Nightmare on Elm Street and House of a Thousand Corpses, his 
work is familiar to everyone. It’s easy to see why his work grabs 
the attention of horror fans and filmmakers alike as he contin-
ually and systematically sets the bar ever higher in his quest for 
sheer terror and pure entertainment. With more than 40 years 
experience he is one of the few contemporary illustrators using 
the traditional medium of gouache to paint his images. Includes 
previously unseen work: paintings, drawings, and color studies.

Graham Humphreys is an illustrator and visual artist best known 
for producing film posters. During the 1980s, Humphreys 
worked with Palace Pictures, producing publicity material for 
such films as Dream Demon, Basket Case, The Evil Dead, Evil 
Dead II, and Nightmare on Elm Street. Current projects include 
vinyl LP sleeves, posters, private commissions, and work for hor-
ror film festivals.

Art/Horror • 160 Pages • 8.5 x 11 • 160 Color Illustrations 
9781912740062 • January • $45.00 (Can $60.95) • Cloth 
Rights: US & Canada • Korero Press
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Stephen King at the Movies
A Complete History of the Film and Television Adaptations 
from the Master of Horror

Ian Nathan

A complete account of the films and television series adapted 
from the work of Stephen King

Surely America’s greatest storyteller, no single author has been 
adapted more regularly than Stephen King. With 65 existing 
movies and 30 television shows, and many more to come, the 
concept of the King adaptation lies at the core of what we un-
derstand as Hollywood entertainment, the essence of horror, and 
the landscape of American life. Illustrated with a fabulous array 
of familiar and unusual iconography, this is the most compre-
hensive account of the films and television series adapted from 
the work of Stephen King ever put together. Every Children of 
the Corn movie has been accounted for; every remake and reboot 
wrestled into submission; all the dark recesses of King’s imagi-
nation brought out into the light. Including fresh critical anal-
ysis, interviews, behind-the-scenes revelations and biographical 
detail, this is both a King completist’s dream and a must for all 
movie fans. Here is the chance to delve deep into such terrifying 
and beloved movies and TV shows as Carrie, Salem’s Lot, The 
Shining, Cujo, Stand By Me, Misery, The Shawshank Redemp-
tion, The Green Mile, and such modern marvels as Castle Rock, 
Mr. Mercedes, Pet Sematary, It: Chapters One and Two, and 
Doctor Sleep.

Ian Nathan is the author of nine books, including Inside the 
Magic: The Making of Fantastic Beasts and Alien Vault: The De-
finitive Story of the Making of the Film. He is the former editor 
and executive editor of Empire.

Film/Horror • 224 Pages • 8.5 x 10.75 • 200 Color Photos 
9781786750815 • October • $34.95 (Can $46.95) • Cloth 
Rights: US & Canada • Palazzo Editions



Western Portraits
The Unsung Heroes & Villains of the Silver Screen

C. Courtney Joyner
Photographs Steve Carver
Foreword by Roger Corman

From the epic feature film to the TV series and serial,  
Western character actors and their memorable roles

The American West, as we know it, is defined by the movies, and 
the Western is the oldest film genre. When the movies were born, 
it was not that long after Promontory Point and the Civil War, 
so those memories were still there in the minds of the very first 
movie audiences as they watched The Great Train Robbery. As 
the reporter tells Jimmy Stewart in Ford’s The Man Who Shot 
Liberty Valance, “This is the West, sir. When the legend becomes 
fact, print the legend.” Rendered in rare, evocative tones reminis-
cent of Edward Sheriff Curtis’s immortal photographs, Western 
Portraits provides readers with a collection of stylized portraits 
that capture the allure and mystique of the Old West, complete 
with authentic costuming, weaponry, and settings. This book 
will awaken movie memories in people’s hearts and introduce 
others to the amazing work of these acting artists. From the epic 
feature film to the TV series and serial, this coffee table book 
will put the story of character actors and the significance of their 
memorable roles into an entertaining perspective.

C. Courtney Joyner has written more than 25 movie screenplays 
beginning with The Offspring, starring Vincent Price, and Pris-
on, directed by Renny Harlin. His novels include Nemo Rising 
and the Shotgun Western series. He lives in Los Angeles. Steve 
Carver is a Brooklyn native who studied photography at the 
University of Buffalo and Washington University in St. Louis. 
He pursued a formal education in film making at the Center for 
Advanced Film Studies, also participating in the Directors Guild 
of America’s apprentice program. Roger Corman hired him to 
direct four movies, including Big Bad Mama. Roger Corman is 
one of the most prolific and influential figures in the history of 
movies. In 2009, he received an Honorary Award from the Acad-
emy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.

Film/Photography • 256 Pages • 8.25 x 10.5 • 75 Color Photos, 
75 B/W Photos • 9783283012908 • November • $50.00  
(Can $67.00) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Edition Olms
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Bond
Behind the Scenes

Mirrorpix

A collection of rare and unseen images from the making of the Bond films

Ever since Sean Connery donned the tuxedo for the first time in 1962’s Dr. No, every James 
Bond film has been met with a fanfare of excitement the world over. 007 has become an institu-
tion and the most successful film series ever produced. To mark its ongoing success in the year 
of its 25th production, Mirrorpix has opened the archives to their vast collection of behind-the-
scenes images of the making of the Bond films. Daily Mirror photographers were granted exclu-
sive access to the Pinewood sets of the early Bond productions, and all these images, including 
the many photocalls and premieres, are included in this comprehensive collection. 

Mirrorpix has granted access to its formidable photo archives to create this comprehensive 
photographic history.

Film • 144 Pages • 6.61 x 7.48 • 60 Color Photos, 60 B/W Photos • 9780750990752 
November • $21.95 (Can $29.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • The History Press

Making Movie Magic
A Lifetime Creating Special Effects for James Bond, Harry Potter, Superman & More

John Richardson
Foreword by Richard Donner

A personal insight into the career of the special effects supervisor for nine Bond films 
and all seven Harry Potter movies

John Richardson is an Oscar-winning special effects supervisor and designer, who has been 
involved in over 60 movies. In creating the magic that flows through these films, be it by 
means of creating huge explosions, beheading a man, producing futuristic gadgets, making 
a man fly or breathing life into creatures that both amaze and haunt us, Richardson holds 
a unique place in cinema history. The son of pioneering F/X technician Cliff Richardson, 
he learned his trade at the feet of a master of the craft, and by building on his father’s early 
work and pushing boundaries further, Richardson not only delivered the end result but also 
ensured that none of his stars were ever injured. With over five decades of adventures under 
his belt, and a vast photographic collection of unseen pictures, Richardson now lifts the lid 
on his exciting and fascinating career of creating movie magic.

John Richardson has enjoyed a 50-year career in the film business as an acclaimed special 
effects technician and supervisor. He has been Oscar-nominated five times and won for 
Aliens in 1986. The 60-plus films he has worked on include nine James Bond adventures, all 
seven Harry Potter films, Superman, A Bridge Too Far, Willow, The Omen and Straw Dogs. 
Richard Donner is an American director whose movies include The Omen, Superman, The 
Goonies, the Lethal Weapon films, Lost Boys, Scrooged, and many more.

Film/Autobiography • 256 Pages • 7.5 x 9.5 • 100 Color Photos, 100 B/W Photos 
9780750991230 • January • $40.00 (Can $53.95) • Cloth  
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Producing for Film and Television
Sue Austen

Written from the producer’s point of view, the book guides the reader through each stage of the 
process, offering helpful tips, industry guidance, and example paperwork. With information 
on industry terms and time frames, this essential guide is aimed at film students and producers 
who want a greater understanding of the role of the independent producer or is planning their 
own production, whether feature length, short film, or drama series.

Sue Austen teaches production at the London Film School and Goldsmiths University of Lon-
don. She has a long career as an independent producer in both film and television and has been 
nominated on two occasions for a BAFTA award.

Performing Arts • 160 Pages • 7.5 x 9.75 • 23 Color Photos, 34 Line Drawings 
9781785005312 • October • $45.00 (Can $61.00) • Trade Paper  
Rights: US & Canada • Crowood Press

Prosthetic Make-Up Artistry for Film and Television
Clare Ramsey

Prosthetic make-up has the ability to transform actors into unique, one-of-a-kind characters 
who take us into the realms of impossibility, limited only by the artist’s imagination. Yet it 
can also be used in more subtle ways to alter physical appearance and create aging, weight 
gain, or illness, useful for a variety of genres and entertainment mediums. This instructional 
book illustrates two- and three-dimensional make-up techniques and covers topics such as: life 
casting; sculpting techniques; gelatine prosthetics; airbrushing; hair punching; hand-laid hair 
techniques; and novelty teeth design and manufacture.

Clare Ramsey has worked on shows such as Harry Potter, James Bond, Game of Thrones, The 
Hobbit, and Ash vs Evil Dead, to name but a few.

Performing Arts • 192 Pages • 7.5 x 9.75 • 424 Color Photos, 14 Line Drawings 
9781785005916 • November • $49.95 (Can $66.95) • Trade Paper  
Rights: US & Canada • Crowood Press

Sound Design for the Stage
Gareth Fry

This book walks through the process of creating a show, from first contact to press night, with 
examples from high-profile productions. Topics include analyzing a script to develop ideas; 
discussing your work with a director; telling the emotional story; working with music; how to 
record, create, process, and abstract sound; key aspects of acoustics and vocal intelligibility; 
the politics of radio mics and vocal foldback; designing a sound system; and what to do when 
things go wrong.

Gareth Fry is an Olivier and Tony award-winning sound designer. 

Performing Arts • 224 Pages • 7.5 x 9.75 • 114 Color Photos, 33 Line Drawings 
9781785005534 • October • $50.00 (Can $67.00) • Trade Paper 
Rights: US & Canada • Crowood Press

The Essential Guide to Ballroom Dance
Janet Cunningham-Clayton and Malcolm Fernandes

This guide offers a comprehensive study of the main ballroom dance styles, including the 
Waltz, Foxtrot, Quickstep, and Tango. Topics covered include a brief history and development 
of ballroom dancing; a beginner’s guide to partnerships, positioning, and footwork; dance-spe-
cific techniques, steps, and routines; the mechanics, application, and fundamentals of move-
ment; musicality and choreography; and exercises, diet, and nutrition.

Janet Cunningham-Clayton is a former Senior British Ballroom Champion with more than 25 
years of dancing experience. Malcolm Fernandes has more than 30 years of experience in the 
ballroom dance industry. 

Dance • 192 Pages • 7.5 x 9.75 • 132 Color Photos, 26 Line Drawings • 9781785005978 
January • $45.00 (Can $61.00) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Crowood Press
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All the Best Lines
An Informal History of the Movies in Quotes, Notes and Anecdotes

George Tiffin

An informal history of the movies told through some of cinema’s best-loved scenes, 
from the early days of Hollywood to the present day 

Pithy put-downs, hard-boiled snarlings, words of love and regret—they’re all here in this 
collection of 500 memorable movie quotes, embracing both one-liners (“My name is Pussy 
Galore”) and slices of snappy dialogue from pictures as diverse as King Kong, Vertigo, The 
Magnificent Seven, Network, This Is Spinal Tap, Fight Club, Superbad, and Inglourious 
Basterds. Arranged under such timeless themes as “dreams,” “friends,” “libido,” and “mem-
ories,” the quotes juxtapose films and stars from every era and every genre. Throughout the 
text are feature capsules focusing on themes and stories in the movies from Goldwynisms to 
Mae West, plus a generous scattering of cinema anecdotes, making the book both a joy to 
browse and an authoritative reference. Lavishly illustrated, this collection will delight and 
entertain readers in equal measure, reacquainting them with favorite movies and introducing 
some forgotten classics.

George Tiffin is a writer and filmmaker, and the author A Star Is Born.

Film • 416 Pages • 5.25 x 7.75 • 111 Color Photos, 30 B/W Photos • 9781789542653 
Replaces: 9781781853061 • November • $19.95 (Can $26.95) • Trade Paper  
Rights: US & Canada • Head of Zeus

Mozart: The Man Behind the Music
Donovan Bixley

A charming and very personal tribute to the famous classical composer 

Child prodigy, genius, freak, a man who lived frivolously and died a pauper . . . The myths 
surrounding Mozart, composer of some of the world’s most sublime music, have long over-
taken the known facts of his life. Now artist Donovan Bixley offers a portrait of the compos-
er that will forever change the way he is viewed. In nearly 100 original drawings and paint-
ings, accompanied by text based on the many letters that he wrote during his life, beginning 
with the delightful, if misspelt, letters he wrote as a 13-year-old boy traveling in Italy with 
his father. Like his book Much Ado About Shakespeare, Bixley brings Mozart to life with 
humor but also reflects the turmoil of the times in which he lived.

Donovan Bixley is an illustrator and designer. He has illustrated more than 100 stories, 
including Old Macdonald’s Farm and The Wheels on the Bus. He has also written and illus-
trated half a dozen books of his own, including Much Ado About Shakespeare.

Biography/Music • 120 Pages • 8.25 x 10.25 • 44 Color Illustrations,  
44 B/W Illustrations, Four-color Interior • 9781988516196 • October  
$19.95 (Can $26.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Upstart Press
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Depeche Mode: Faith & Devotion
Ian Gittins

From Speak & Spell to Black Celebration to Spirit and beyond

Emerging from the unlikely locale of Basildon at the dawn of the Eighties, the unassuming 
Depeche Mode became pioneers of British electro-pop. Surviving the abrupt early departure 
of band founder and chief songwriter Vince Clarke, they quickly gathered a fervent cult fol-
lowing before powering into the mainstream. Dave Gahan, Martin Gore, Andrew Fletcher 
and Alan Wilder took their dark, venal songs of sex, religion, obsession and death to the 
world’s arenas and stadiums. Over four decades, Depeche Mode have seduced millions from 
Moscow to Montevideo. Yet it has never been an easy ride. Along the way there have been 
crippling bouts of self-doubt, depression, intra-band fighting, alcohol abuse . . . and the 
catastrophic heroin addiction that almost killed the charismatic yet vulnerable Gahan. From 
the band’s earliest stirrings in Essex to the eve of their 40th anniversary, Depeche Mode: 
Faith and Devotion is a tale of triumph from adversity: the extraordinary history of a unique 
global synth-rock phenomenon. 

Ian Gittins has interviewed and reviewed Depeche Mode during a 30-year career as a music 
writer on titles such as Melody Maker, Time Out, Q and the Guardian. He is the co-author 
with Nikki Sixx of the New York Times best-seller The Heroin Diaries.

Music/Biography • 240 Pages • 10.75 x 8.5 • 200 Color Photos • 9781786750648  
October • $34.95 (Can $46.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Palazzo Editions

Crossover the Edge
Where Hardcore, Punk And Metal Collide

Alexandros Anesiadis
Foreword by Ian Glasper

A chronicle of the dynamic crossover hardcore movement of the 1980s

During the 1980s, a time of conflict among alternative and increasingly tribal musical subcul-
tures, an interesting compromise began to take form in the hardcore, punk and metal worlds. 
Blending the musical and visual elements of all three, this scene within several scenes came 
to be known as Crossover. Pulling together bands from diverse subcultural backgrounds 
(including the Skinhead, Oi and Anarcho scenes) to create a unique fusion whose appeal 
reached out to a large proportion of each of their fans, the movement was nevertheless 
overlooked by purists from each side. But inarguably, Crossover (or “Speedcore” as some 
came to call it), lent a fresh air to a metal scene at risk of stagnation, and brought a welcome 
atmosphere of experimentation to punk rock. Crossover The Edge contains in-depth features 
on over 100 key bands from the scene’s 1980s heyday, including Agnostic Front, Cro Mags, 
Crumbsuckers, Leeway, Gang Green, Nuclear Assault, Lethal Aggression, D.R.I., Corro-
sion of Conformity, Impulse Manslaughter, Verbal Abuse, Attitude Adjustment, Suicidal 
Tendencies, Excel, Beowulf, Dr. Know, Septic Death, Cryptic Slaughter, Accused, Dayglo 
Abortions, Discharge, Broken Bones, English Dogs, Sacrilege, Warfare, Raw Power, Rumble 
Militia, Lobotomia, Overkill L.A., Mentors, Void and Amebix. Another 500 bands are also 
featured briefly. 

Alexandros Anesiadis is on his final year of PhD in Media and Arts, and describes himself 
as a “maniac record collector” (with a collection of over 8.000 records). Ian Glasper is the 
author of The Day the Country Died and Burning Britain. 

Music/Biography • 500 Pages • 6.25 x 9.25 • 8 Color Photos • 9781909454750 • October 
$24.95 (Can $33.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Cherry Red Books
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UNSEEN NORDIC ARCHIVES

Jimi Hendrix
The Nordic Concerts 1967-1970

Søren Vangsgaard
Photographer Jan Persson

From 1967 until his tragic death in 1970 Jimi Hendrix played 29 concerts in Denmark, 
Sweden and Finland, quite a few of them at humble venues. This book comprises the 
best photographs from these concerts selected from the extraordinary photograph-
ic archives of Jan Persson, Jorgen Angel and Veronica Hjorth. There are stunning 
photographs taken both on and off stage that have rarely or never been published 
before. The narrative is related by the people involved in the shows—the promoters, 
the roadies and the support bands—as well as reviews from the local newspapers and 
magazines of the period. 

Søren Vangsgaard is one of the top Scandinavian rock photographers of the last 50 years.

Music • 160 Pages • 8.25 x 10.5 • 9788797078013 • November 
$29.95 (Can $39.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Flying V Books

Beatles
Sweden and Denmark 1963-1970

Søren Vangsgaard

It is rare to find new Beatles material, but the “Unseen Nordic Archives” series has 
uncovered a treasure trove of unknown or rarely used photos from their Nordic tours 
and coupled them with new interviews from the people involved and newspaper arti-
cles from local Danish and Swedish papers at the time. It is fascinating to see the de-
velopment of the band: they could walk the streets in ‘63, but by ‘64 the crowds were 
making that impossible. To this amazing historical record we have added the images 
and memories of the band members various visits to Scandinavia, George Harrison’s 
concert with Delaney and Bonnie (and Eric Clapton) in Copenhagen in 1969, insights 
into John Lennon’s one month stay in Jutland in 1969-70, and Paul McCartney and 
Ringo Starr’s later tours through the region.

Søren Vangsgaard is one of the top Scandinavian rock photographers of the last 50 years.

Music • 160 Pages • 8.25 x 10.75 • 180 B/W Photos • 9788797078037 • February 
$29.95 (Can $39.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Flying V Books
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UNSEEN NORDIC ARCHIVES

Pink Floyd
Scandinavia 1967-1972

Søren Vangsgaard

Right after Pink Floyd’s smashing debut album The Piper at the Gates of Dawn (Au-
gust 1967) the band was sent to Aarhus, Stockholm and Copenhagen on their first 
tour outside Britain. With their cutting-edge psychedelic music and shows they cre-
ated something completely new and exciting wherever they went. This book follows 
them on their early tours at humble venues to their return in the following years as 
one of the biggest rock acts in the world. The “Unseen Nordic Archives” series has 
put together an extraordinary collection of unknown and rarely seen photos from 
these tours, added with new interviews from many of the key people involved and 
newspaper articles from local Danish and Swedish papers at the time. A must for 
Floyd fans!

Søren Vangsgaard is one of the top Scandinavian rock photographers of the last 50 years.

Music • 160 Pages • 8.27 x 10.63 • 180 Color Photos • 9788797078044 • February  
$29.95 (Can $39.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Flying V Books

Led Zeppelin
Denmark 1968-1970

Søren Vangsgaard
Photographer Jorgen Angel

In September of 1968 the newly formed Led Zeppelin played their first concert ever, 
under the name “The New Yardbirds,” at a Danish school in the Copenhagen suburb 
of Gladsaxe. The 17 year old photographer Jorgen Angel was present at this first 
concert and his pictures from the bands Copenhagen shows in 1969 and 1970 tell 
the story of, not only the band, but also the unfolding of the Danish rock scene. His 
photographs have gone on to be recognized as some of the most evocative images of 
the young Led Zeppelin.

Søren Vangsgaard is one of the top Scandinavian rock photographers of the last 50 years.

Music • 160 Pages • 8.25 x 10.75 • 9788797078020 • November 
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Dusty
The Classic Biography

Lucy O’Brien

“Provocative and deadly accurate.” —Time Out

Twenty years after her death, the classic biography of beloved pop singer Dusty  
Springfield has been fully revised and updated

Dusty Springfield was a well-loved pop singer. From 1960s hits like “I Only Want To Be 
With You,” “Son of a Preacher Man,” and “You Don’t Have To Say You Love Me” to her 
1980s collaboration with the Pet Shop Boys and beyond, she was a musical pioneer and the 
very essence of authentic white soul. A member of the US Rock and Roll and UK Music Halls 
of Fame, international polls have named Dusty among the best female pop artists of all time. 
Twenty years after her passing, she continues to fascinate and inspire. This latest edition of 
Lucy O’Brien’s classic biography has new photographs, a new introduction, fresh material, 
and more than 45 original interviews with close friends and people who worked with her, in-
cluding Sir Tom Jones, Lulu, legendary arranger Ivor Raymonde, and the late, great Atlantic 
Records trio, Jerry Wexler, Tom Dowd, and Arif Mardin, with whom she recorded her clas-
sic album Dusty In Memphis. The book fully explores her life and legacy, from a troubled 
Home Counties childhood to 1960s mod queen and solo star, to her struggles with addiction 
and mental health issues, to her status as an influential LGBT heroine and enduring pop icon.

Lucy O’Brien has been a music writer since the 1980s, contributing to a range of titles in-
cluding NME, Q, Mojo, the Sunday Times, Guardian, Independent, and Quietus. She is also 
a broadcaster for TV and radio. She is currently Course Leader for BA Music Journalism 
and BA Music Marketing & Promotion at University for the Creative Arts, and has a PhD 
focusing on women and popular music.

Biography/Music • 304 Pages • 6 x 9 • 9781789291254 • Replaces: 9780283998386 
January • $24.95 (Can $33.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Michael O’Mara

My Thoughts Exactly
Lily Allen

The utterly absorbing, shocking and hilarious book from Lily Allen

So, this is me. Lily Allen. I am a woman. I am a mother. I was a wife. I drink. I have taken 
drugs. I have loved and been let down. I am a success and a failure. I am a songwriter. I am 
a singer. I am all these things and more. When women share their stories, loudly and clearly 
and honestly, things begin to change—for the better. This is my story.

Lily Allen is a singer, songwriter, presenter and mother.

Autobiography/Music • 352 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781911600916 • Replaces: 9781911600893  
October • $15.95 (Can $20.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Blink Publishing



Made In Scotland
My Grand Adventures in a Wee Country

Billy Connolly

Legendary comedian Billy Connolly returns to his roots, reflecting on his life, his home-
land what it means—then and now—to be Scottish

“Where do you come from? It’s one of the most basic human questions of all. But there is 
another question, which might sound a wee bit similar but is actually very different: What do 
you come from? And, let me tell you, that question can take you all sorts of strange places.” 
In Made in Scotland, Legendary comic and national treasure Billy Connolly returns to his 
roots, reflecting on his life, his homeland and what it means—then and now—to be Scottish. 
Full of Billy’s distinctive humor, Made in Scotland is a hilarious and heartfelt love letter to 
the place and the people that made him.

Sir William Connolly, CBE is a much-loved Scottish comedian, musician, presenter and actor. 
Billy was born and raised in Glasgow and now lives in Key West, Florida. 

Memoir • 288 Pages • 4.96 x 7.8 • 9781785943744 • September  
$17.95 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • BBC Books

EXO
The Unofficial Biography

Adrian Besley

EXO have been dominating charts and stealing hearts since they debuted in 2012

Extensively researched, this book weaves in the backstories of each of the nine individual 
members with the story of the band as a whole, as well as detailing the support from their 
incredible fanbase, EXO-L. As any EXO-L knows, EXO come from an alien planet and 
possess superpowers—not hard to believe when you see how talented they are! They record 
their songs in Korean, Mandarin and Japanese, they have millions of fans all over the world, 
their music videos clock up hundreds of millions of views, and a captivated global audience 
watched this Korean-Chinese band close the 2018 Winter Olympics in South Korea. Featur-
ing biographies of each of the nine current members—Suho, Xiumin, Lay, Baekhyun, Chen, 
Chanyeol, D.O., Kai and Sehun—as well as previous members Luhan, Kris and Tao, this 
accessible and upbeat book is a must for any fan.

Adrian Besley is the author of BTS: Icons of K-Pop, The Outdoor Book for Adventurous 
Boys, and YouTube World Records. 

Music/Popular Culture • 224 Pages • 6 x 9.25 • 9781789291148 • June  
$16.95 (Can $22.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Michael O’Mara

Tragedy
The Sad Ballad of The Gibb Brothers

Jeff Apter

The rise, fame, and fall from grace of the brothers Gibb

Despite several rebirths in a career that spanned many decades, it seemed that tragedy fol-
lowed the Gibbs like a curse. For every incredible career high there was a hefty personal 
downside: divorce, drunkenness, and death seemed as synonymous with the Gibbs as falsetto 
harmonies, flares, and multi-platinum record sales. Not long before his death, Robin made it 
clear that he believed the Gibbs had been forced to pay the highest possible cost for their suc-
cess. “All the tragedies my family has suffered . . . is a kind of karmic price we are paying for 
all the fame and fortune we’ve had.” This is the story of the brothers’ incredible careers and 
an examination of the Gibb “curse,” an all-too-human look at the roller coaster ride of fame.

Jeff Apter has written 16 commercially and critically acclaimed biographies, and has contrib-
uted to such publications as Rolling Stone (where he spent five years as Music Editor), GQ, 
and Vogue.

Biography/Music • 336 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781760681043  
September • $16.95 (Can $22.95) • Trade Paper  
Rights: United States, Canada, China, South Korea & Taiwan • Allen & Unwin
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Dear Dudley: Life and Laughter
A Celebration of the Much-Loved Comedy Legend

Barbra Paskin

Includes personal letters written from Mick Jagger, Paul McCartney, Roger Moore, Eric 
Idle, Lauren Bacall, Mel Brooks, and more

Barbra Paskin was the late Dudley Moore’s official biographer, having known him well 
for many years. Here, she provides an affectionate celebration of this extraordinary comic 
and musical talent. Although it rehearses his extraordinary life and career from Beyond the 
Fringe with the Cambridge Footlights, followed by his long association with Peter Cook 
that produced such immortal programs as Not Only . . . But Also, to Hollywood stardom 
with films like 10 and Arthur, it is more than a mere biography. Uniquely, Dear Dudley 
also publishes for the first time the many kind, comforting, supportive, and often extremely 
funny letters that the author obtained from leading celebrities to mark Dudley’s 64th birth-
day, from the Rolling Stones to Michael Caine, Billy Joel to Alan Bennett, Goldie Hawn to 
Woody Allen, all of whom have given permission for them to be reproduced in the book.

Barbra Paskin was the BBC’s first Hollywood correspondent in the late 1970s, and at that 
time was the only female and the youngest member of the British press corps in L.A. She also 
writes books, publishes photo essays, and writes and produces radio programs for the BBC 
and American radio. She lives in Los Angeles.

Biography/Entertainment • 390 Pages • 6.5 x 9.5 • 15 Color Photos, 21 B/W Photos 
9781786069658 • September • $29.95 (Can $39.95) • Cloth  
Rights: US & Canada • John Blake

Michael
My Brother, Lost Boy of INXS

Tina Hutchence

“Lost boy Michael, who was my dear friend, and who is very much missed. All respect and 
thanks to Tina for sharing these stories and keeping the memory alive.” —Simon Le Bon

The life and death of the legendary lead singer of INXS, as remembered by his sister Tina

He died at only 37 but his fans are legion. INXS singer/songwriter Michael Hutchence was 
the celebrated frontman of a band that was the biggest in the world. Michael’s big sister, 
Tina, adored him from the start. From a 12-year-old holding him in her arms as a new-
born, to being his teenage nanny, Tina remained Michael’s trusted confidant until his sudden 
death. Tina’s intimate and detailed telling of her brother’s story—from faltering teenager 
with a lisp to raging rock star—blazes with love and adventure, and includes the acquired 
brain injury that changed everything for Michael; the risky schemes that saw him named in 
the Paradise Papers expose of 2017; his secret philanthropy in support of East Timor; and his 
bliss at the birth of his only child, Heavenly Hiraani Tiger Lily. Tthroughout Michael a paper 
trail of the literature he loved gives clues to the man many see as an enigma. This personal 
and heartfelt biography shares the private moments of an adored brother, son, and father.

Tina Hutchence teaches makeup artistry. She is the author of Just a Man: The Real Michael 
Hutchence. Jen Jewel Brown was the first Down Under reporter for Rolling Stone Australia. 
She first met and interviewed Michael three times from mid-1980, also dueting with him 
on his first solo single, “Speed Kills,” from the soundtrack of Freedom. When Professional 
Manager at MCA/Gilbey, Jen helped sign INXS to a worldwide music publishing deal which 
helped fund their overseas touring. 

Biography/Music • 320 Pages • 6 x 9.25 • 29 Color Photos, 9 B/W Photos 
9781760633134 • October • $25.95 (Can $34.95) • Trade Paper 
Rights: United States, Canada, China, South Korea & Taiwan • Allen & Unwin



Man Up!
The Real Man’s Book of Manly Knowledge

Rod Green

How to fend off a leech attack, tie a sling, escape a bear, darn a sock, and much more

This is a book for the independent and adventurous-minded man. It offers useful but often 
long-neglected skills and imparts wisdom gleaned from many sources, including servicemen, 
explorers, mountaineers, sailors and adventurers of every kind. Here, among many other 
manly virtues, the reader can learn how to navigate by the sun and stars, tickle a trout, 
survive a sandstorm, safely cross a swollen river, land a light aircraft, cope with suspected 
poisoning, or break up a dogfight. In an age when people are less and less self-reliant, Man 
Up! shows how, with a little forethought and a lot of good sense (and just a few handy im-
plements), coupled with sound background knowledge and the right attitude, difficult and 
potentially risky situations can be confronted and dealt with. Cheerfully written and admira-
bly concise, the book reaches back to the knowledge and experience of yesteryear, when help 
was never just a mobile call away, GPS didn’t exist, and toughness and independence were 
valued far above technology. Whether lighting a fire in a downpour, treating a broken limb 
or harvesting food from the wild, Man Up! will teach you these skills, and many more. Sold 
as a hardcover under the title The Dangerous Book for Men. 

Rod Green’s many publications include books on Special Forces, the Army Air Corps and the 
building of the RMS Titanic. Recently he has written The Car: The History of the Automo-
bile, as well as co-writing How Britain Worked with Guy Martin.

Humor • 160 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 9781782439752 • Replaces: 9781402261244  
November • $9.95 (Can $12.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Michael O’Mara

What Would Arnie Do?
Motivate and Perspirate with His Best Quotes

Pop Press

Be inspired by Arnold Schwarzenegger’s most preposterous motivational quotes

Do you revere the legend that is Arnie? Do you agree that the best activities for your health 
are pumping and humping? Do you trust that if it bleeds, you can kill it? Then this is the 
book for you. Be inspired by the no-nonsense life philosophy of Arnold Schwarzenegger, 
through his best and most ridiculous motivational quotes. And remember: Milk is for babies. 
When you grow up you have to drink beer.

Humor • 160 Pages • 4.5 x 6.5 • 9781785038778 • November • $11.99 • Cloth 
Rights: US • Penguin Random House UK
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How To Adult
A Hopeless Milennial’s Guide to Being Less Basic,  
Getting Wise and Growing the Hell Up

Anna Blackie

Shit you should know, but probably don’t—tips for Millennials, from a Millennial

Do you know your shiraz from your merlot? Could you find north if you were lost in the wil-
derness? Are you craving gravy but don’t how to make this magical sauce? The answers are 
all here. From doing your taxes to changing a tire, asking for a raise to mastering the art of 
avocado preparation. This is the ultimate guide to all of the things a fully functioning adult 
should know to survive in the big scary world. Packed with sage advice from a real-life hope-
less millennial, this book will keep you from starvation, make folding fitted sheets a reality, 
and teach you to look like a real professional adult when you’re actually just an incompetent 
trash human. Adulting goals AF.

Anna Blackie has a Bachelor of Arts majoring in English and Writing from Macquarie Uni-
versity and works in the editorial department of an independent Australian publisher.

Humor • 240 Pages • 5.25 x 8.25 • 25 Line Drawings, Two-color Interior • 9781925700398  
November • $14.95 (Can $19.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Lost the Plot

The Oldies’ Guide to the New Millennial World
Katy McEwen

Ever felt like you’re completely out of touch with the evolving world? Unable to tell your “Lots 
of Love” from your “Laugh Out Loud?” Are you in a complete daze when it comes to streaming, 
swiping left, LGBTIQ+ and cryptocurrency? This is the book for you. All these things the mil-
lennial generation take for granted are now within your reach thanks to the helpful guide to the 
banter of the modern age.

Katy McEwen is a real-life “oldie” who spends her time quizzing her millennial children and 
workmates on what they’re actually thinking. 

Humor • 240 Pages • 5.25 x 8.25 • 36 Line Drawings, Two-color Interior • 9781925700404  
November • $14.95 (Can $19.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Lost the Plot



She Said
Witty Words from Wise Women

Dominique Enright

This inspirational collection is a wonderful celebration of the wit and wisdom of women 
through the ages

She Said is a wonderful celebration of the wit and wisdom of women through the ages. In it 
you’ll find writers, artists, politicians, actors, musicians, fashionistas, from Sappho to Beyon-
cé and Dorothy Parker to Carrie Fisher, all of whom have two things in common: brilliant 
minds and barbed wits that sting with their precision. Featuring women from as far back as 
700 BC and right up to the modern day, the quotations and classic one-liners found here will 
inspire and delight, whether they are cheeky retorts from the outspoken, barbed reflections 
from the thoughtful or righteous indignation from the slighted. In the words of Elizabeth von 
Arnim (1866–1941), “A woman’s tongue is a deadly weapon and the most difficult thing in 
the world to keep in order.”

Dominique Enright is also the compiler of The Wicked Wit of Winston Churchill and The 
Wicked Wit of Jane Austen. 

Humor • 176 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781782439271 • January • $16.95 (Can $22.95)  
Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Michael O’Mara

In the Garden with the Totterings
Second edition

Annie Tempest

Updated with 40 new cartoons, this collection will give the green-fingered plenty to 
smirk and giggle about

This new edition adds 40 additional cartoons to the original and fabulous In the Garden 
with the Totterings collection, Annie Tempest’s “Tottering-by-Gently” cartoons centered 
around the theme of gardening and encompassing inter-generational tensions, the differing 
perspectives of men and women and more. Tottering-by-Gently is a village in the fictional 
county of North Pimmshire, where Lord and Lady Tottering reside in the fading grandeur of 
their ancestral home, Tottering Hall. Annie Tempest’s cartoons are based on Lord and Lady 
Tottering (Dicky and Daffy) and their extended family. Her now international following 
proves that she touches a note of universal truth in her exquisitely detailed and beautifully 
executed cartoons as she gently laughs with us at the stuff of life.

Annie Tempest is an artist who initially worked for the Daily Mail with a strip called The 
Yuppies. In 1989, she was voted ‘Strip cartoonist of the year’ by her peers in the Cartoonists 
Club of Great Britain. Annie created Tottering-by-Gently and joined Country Life magazine 
in 1993. In 2009 she won the prestigious Pont Prize for her portrayal of the British Character.

Humor/Gardening • 112 Pages • 8.75 x 6.75 • 112 Color Illustrations  
9781846893001 • Replaces: 9780711231856 • September • $24.95 (Can $33.95) 
Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Quiller Publishing
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Jog On
A Journal for Women Who Run

Illustrations by Spencer Wilson

Add a little humor to your fitness routine with this delightful women’s running journal. 
Complete with beautiful illustrations and inspiring quotes to get you ready for a run, there’s 
also space to jot down notes giving the book a journal-like quality. A perfect gift for women 
who love to run, featuring beautiful cover finishes and a ribbon bookmark.

Spencer Wilson is an illustrator, printmaker and co-founder of the illustration, design and 
animation company Peepshow Collective Ltd. 

Running & Jogging/Humor • 128 Pages • 6 x 7.75 • Four-color Interior • 9781912867080 
November • $14.95 (Can $19.95) • Flexibound • Rights: US & Canada • Ice House Books

The Modern Mamil
How to Look Pro

Chris McGuire
Illustrations by Spencer Wilson

Become a cycling pro with this humorous guide to cycling. Featuring original illustra-
tions from Spencer Wilson and comical pieces of advice and motivation from author Chris  
McGuire, this little book makes the perfect gift for men who enjoy cycling.

Chris McGuire used to work in television and now writes for publications. His dream is 
to be the world’s most famous MAMIL. Spencer Wilson is an illustrator, printmaker and 
co-founder of the illustration, design and animation company Peepshow Collective Ltd. 

Humor/Sports • 64 Pages • 6 x 7.75 • Four-color Interior • 9781912867097 • November 
$16.95 (Can $22.95) • Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Ice House Books
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May the Thoughts Be With You: Wisdom Cards
Charlotte Reed

Feel inspired with this set of 60 cards featuring truths and wisdom to brighten your 
days, written and illustrated by Charlotte Reed, creator of book May The Thoughts 
Be With You. Let the characters and thoughts guide you through life’s journey and 
bring a little joy to each day. Keep a card in your bag or pass one to a friend in need. 
The universe is ready when you are.

May The Thoughts Be With You was created by Charlotte Reed when she got depression 
in 2008 and decided to write her own positive thoughts each day to improve her mindset. 
This then turned into a book, complete with her own cartoon character illustrations. 

Body/Mind/Spirit • 60 Pages • 3.25 x 4.25 • Four-color Interior 
UPC: 5055453467660 • February • $14.95 (Can $19.95) • Card Deck 
Rights: US & Canada • Ice House Books

May The Thoughts Be With You Truth Journal
Ideas and Wisdom to Inspire Your Days

Charlotte Reed

Feel inspired with this journal filled with ideas and wisdom to perk you up, written 
and illustrated by Charlotte Reed, creator of May The Thoughts Be With You. With 
space to jot down your thoughts and make a note of why you’re feeling grateful, this 
journal is the positivity motivator we’ve all been looking for.

May The Thoughts Be With You was created by Charlotte Reed when she got depression 
in 2008 and decided to write her own positive thoughts each day to improve her mindset. 
This turned into a book, complete with her own cartoon character illustrations.

Self-Help • 128 Pages • 6 x 7.75 • Four-color Interior • 9781912867363 • November  
$14.95 (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Ice House Books
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Take a Moment
Activities to Refocus, Recentre and Relax Wherever You Are

Mind

A collection of exercises informed by the latest research into mindfulness  
and psychotherapy

Modern life isn’t just stressful, it can be overwhelming. The short, simple techniques in this 
book will help you take a moment and find calm wherever you are and whenever you need 
it. Developed in partnership with a mental health charity, Take a Moment is here to help you 
do just that. It’s here for when you need a break, just five minutes to yourself, for yourself. 
Whether you need to de-compress, refocus or just relax, each page has a different technique 
or exercise providing expert support and inspiration on the go. Beautifully designed with 
hand-made watercolor illustrations and small enough to be carried around, this book is the 
self-care companion for anyone who could do with a little help putting their well-being first.

Mind is a mental health charity based in England and Wales.

Self-Help • 128 Pages • 6.3 x 6.3 • 60 W/C Illustrations • 9781789290387 • November 
$12.95 (Can $16.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Michael O’Mara

The Book of Me
A Creative Guide to Self-care

A beautifully designed and illustrated creative journal

Through creative exercises and mini-journals, discover your unique, multi-faceted self. 
With short introductory narratives, and trigger headings to provoke thought, creativity and 
self-awareness, The Book of Me is a celebration of individuality and a chance to take stock 
of your life, your dreams and goals, and reflect on what’s truly important to you. It is also a 
soothing guide to self-compassion and kindness, and a journal to reference now and in the 
future for maintaining well-being and self-care. Through free expression, words and pic-
tures, and inspired by the vibrant full color illustrations, really get to know yourself in this 
beautifully designed and illustrated creative journal.

Self-Help • 128 Pages • 5.79 x 7.48 • Four-color Interior • 9781782439226 • January 
$12.95 (Can $16.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Michael O’Mara
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THE LITTLE BOOK OF SERIES

Little Book of Calm
Tame Your Anxieties, Face Your Fears, and Live Free

Aaron Balick

A little book with a big helping hand: the magic formula for anxiety

This definitive book, written by a clinical psychotherapist, offers techniques, advice, 
and inspiration on the best and most effective ways to manage anxiety. From exer-
cises to help you put your worries into perspective, to relaxation methods for when 
anxiety attacks, Dr. Aaron Balick shows you how to feel more at ease and sustain a 
sense of calm

Aaron Balick has spent more than 15 years as a clinical psychotherapist. He has been 
an agony uncle for many years for both CBBC and BBC Radio 1, as well as on televi-
sion, including BBC Worldwide, BBC 3, and BBC Learning.

Self-Help • 128 Pages • 4.75 x 6.5 • Four-color Interior • 9781846045547 • October  
$11.99 • Cloth • Rights: US • Penguin Random House UK

Little Book of Happiness
Your Guide to a Better Life

Patrick Whiteside

How to relax and enjoy happiness—or wait for its return

Are you happy? If the answer is yes, enjoy it. If it’s a no, relax, and be patient. It 
will return. Happiness comes and goes. The Little Book of Happiness explains how 
to search for, and enjoy, this sometimes elusive state. This essential guide is packed 
full of mindful wisdom and practical tips to show you how to smile, relax and find a 
happier path.

Patrick Whiteside is the author of The Little Book of Bliss.

Self-Help • 160 Pages • 4.75 x 6.5 • 9781846045615 • October 
$11.99 • Cloth • Rights: US • Penguin Random House UK
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101 Things to Do with a Huge Willy
Pop Press

It’s not the size but what you do with it that counts

Discover 101 inspiring ideas for more useful things you can do with your knob. From herd-
ing sheep to mountain rescue, controlling traffic, space exploration or taking the perfect 
group selfie, you too can use your willy to make the world a better place.

Humor • 128 Pages • 5.51 x 5.51 • 60 Color Illustrations • 9781529102949 • November 
$11.99 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • Penguin Random House UK

Date Night Vouchers
Treat Your Partner to 60 Dream Dates

Samantha Rigby

Jazz up your date nights with this fun selection of date inspiration vouchers! Choose how you’re 
going to spend your next date by picking one of the 60 vouchers with your partner, then review 
it afterwards with how much you enjoyed the activity and whether you’d do it again.

Samantha Rigby is the Publishing Manager at Ice House Books.

Humor • 60 Pages • 3.25 x 4.25 • Four-color Interior • UPC: 5055453467493 • January 
$14.95 (Can $19.95) • Novelty • Rights: US & Canada • Ice House Books



Comedy Wildlife Photography Awards Vol. 2
Paul Joynson-Hicks and Tom Sullam

Animal lovers rejoice: the funniest photographs of wildlife from around the world is 
back with a second volume

When the Comedy Wildlife Photography Awards announced a contest for the funniest an-
imal photo, they received thousands of entries from photographers the world over. From a 
harvest mouse on stilts, to a Japanese Macaque taking a dip in a hot spring, the Awards cel-
ebrate animals in their natural habitats with the backing of global conservation charity Born 
Free. Now the award founders return with the best—and some never-before-seen—photo-
graphs of wildlife ever printed. Penguins going to church; monkeys riding a motorcycle; a 
wide-eyed, outraged seal—toadly perfect for animal lovers of all stripes.

Paul Joynson-Hicks is a wildlife photographer. He was awarded an MBE for charitable work 
in Tanzania. Tom Sullam has received the prestigious Fuji Photographer of the Year award, 
along with the One Vision prize.

Humor/Animals • 160 Pages • 6.75 x 6.75 • 100 Color Photos, Four-color Interior 
9781788700559 • October • $16.95 (Can $22.95) • Cloth  
Rights: US & Canada • Blink Publishing

Self Help for Superheroes
With Great Power Comes Great Anxiety

Dan Whitehead
Illustrations by Pedro Demetriou

Are you a superhero surrounded by us mere mortals? Featuring original artwork and comical 
pieces of advice, this book offers the superheroes among us ideas to help them live an ordi-
nary life. A perfect gift for the superhero in your life.

Dan Whitehead has worked as a writer and editor in comics, ranging from indie titles Hex 
Loader and Midwinter to  titles such as Scooby Doo, Looney Tunes and Rugrats. Pedro 
Demetrious has done illustrations for Prospect Magazine, Pavilion Books, and Foot Locker. 

Humor • 64 Pages • 6 x 6 • Four-color Interior • 9781912867288 • February  
$10.95 (Can $14.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Ice House Books
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My Dog’s First Year: A Journal
Pop Press

Capture and treasure early moments with your new dog forever

From the first magical walk in the park together, to your pooch’s hilarious misadven-
tures and mishaps, this book offers you prompts and cues to record that first won-
derful year together, whether you have just welcomed a new puppy into your home 
or adopted an older dog. This journal also provides info on how to prepare for their 
arrival, as well as handy tips for training and fun activities you and your dog can do 
together to build trust. In words and pictures, you can document how your dog settles 
in, how they respond to the dreaded B-A-T-H, their favorite food and treats, the jour-
neys you take together and their birthday, among many other precious memories that 
you won’t want to forget. Something you can cherish forever, My Dog’s First Year is 
an invaluable record of your early days with your new best friend. This book will have 
space for your favorite snaps of your new dog, as well as prompts to write memories 
of their naughtiest moments, toilet mishaps, funniest misadventures, and more.  

Pets • 128 Pages • 6 x 8.5 • 9781785038617 • October • $16.95 • Cloth  
Rights: US • Penguin Random House UK

My Cat’s First Year: A Journal
Pop Press

Capture and treasure early moments with your new cat forever

There’s nothing more special than bringing your new cat home for the first time! 
Whether you have just welcomed a new kitten into your home, or adopted an older 
cat, My Cat’s First Year is your special keepsake to record this magical memory and 
many more, from their hilarious misadventures and resting positions, to their favorite 
toys and places to be stroked, and to the first “present” they bring you! This journal 
also provides info on how to prepare for their arrival, as well as handy tips and fun 
DIY instructions on how to make your own cat treats and toys. With prompts for you 
to add words and pictures, this is a lasting testament to the wonderful relationship 
you share with your new cat. The book has space for photos as well a prompts to de-
scribe all the important aspects of your beloved pet, from their favorite toys and treats 
to their most hilarious quirks and mishaps. It will be a beautiful and lasting tribute.

Pets • 128 Pages • 6 x 8.5 • 9781785038624 • October • $16.95 • Cloth  
Rights: US • Penguin Random House UK



Easy Peasy Puppy Squeezy
Your Simple Step-by-Step Guide to Raising and Training a Happy Puppy

Steve Mann

The simple puppy training guide you’ve been waiting for 

My name’s Steve Mann and I’ve been a professional dog trainer and behaviorist for more 
than 30 years. As founder of the Institute of Modern Dog Trainers, I’ve helped transform 
the lives of over 100,000 dogs and their families—and now I want to help you, too! Whether 
you’re living with a brand-new puppy, an adult dog, or a rescue dog, my methods will give 
you everything you need to know. Using simple, proven, science-based and ethical techniques, 
I’ll show you how to have the best relationship with your pup, as well as teaching you how 
to get: super-fast recalls, great loose lead walking, perfect manners, and much, MUCH more.

Steve Mann has been a professional dog trainer and behaviorist for more than 30 years. He 
has trained over 100,000 dogs and thousands of professional dog trainers. He is founder and 
chairman of the Institute of Modern Dog Trainers and presents seminars, courses, and work-
shops for dog trainers and behaviorists worldwide. Steve has starred in several shows includ-
ing The Underdog Show and Who Let The Dogs Out? He has also trained some high-profile 
pups, including those of Graham Norton, Lorraine Kelly, and Theo Walcott.

Pets • 272 Pages • 6 x 9.25 • 20 Color Photos • 9781788701600 • September  
$21.95 (Can $29.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Blink Publishing

Dog Dilemmas
The Dog’s-Eye View On Tackling Pet Problems

Sophie Collins

A guide to truly understanding your dog’s point of view and behavior

Even the best relationships aren’t always problem-free—and the one that you have with 
your dog is no exception. So when a dilemma arises, what you need is Dog Dilemmas. It not 
only offers good, workable, up-to-date advice for dealing with any and all of the problems 
that your dog may throw at you, but is also the first book to look at the situation from the 
canine, as well as the human, point of view. Learn to identify when your dog is simply ex-
hibiting normal canine behavior—but in the wrong place—and when a problem is the result 
of him feeling fear or confusion. Discover how you can read your dog’s body language, and 
anticipate many problems before they ever arise. Gain your dog’s trust, so that not only is he 
your best friend, but he feels, too, that you are his. Appealing, readable text is matched with 
commissioned photography to make this a guide that shows as well as tells.

Sophie Collins is the author of nine books on dogs and dog cognition, including Tricks and 
Games to Teach Your Dog and Fun and Games for a Smarter Dog, which won the Training 
Books Category in the 2017 Annual Awards of the Dog Writers Association of America. 

Pets • 128 Pages • 6.75 x 9.25 • 60 Color Photos, 15 Color Illustrations • 9781781453360 
October • $14.95 (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Ammonite Press

Puppy Problems
The Dog’s-Eye View on Tackling Puppy Problems

Sophie Collins

Solve problems and create the best possible relationship with your pet

Not only is Puppy Care: Dog’s Eye View an indispensable guide to the first year—and be-
yond—but it’s also the first book to look at situations from the puppy’s, as well as the hu-
man’s, point of view. And if you are able to take a puppy-level view of your new pet’s life, 
it will help you to understand why he loves what he loves, what things might scare him, and 
why he does the things you’d prefer he didn’t do. In a sensible, easy-to-follow text that offers 
invaluable insights into the world as seen through your puppy’s eyes, you’ll find essential 
guidance on: eating, sleeping, playing, training, socializing (both with people and with other 
dogs), problem-solving, and building the best-ever relationship with your puppy.

Sophie Collins is the author of Tricks and Games to Teach Your Dog and Fun and Games 
for a Smarter Dog, which won the Training Books Category in the 2017 Annual Awards of 
the Dog Writers Association of America. 

Pets • 128 Pages • 6.75 x 9.25 • 60 Color Photos, 15 Color Illustrations, Four-color Interior  
9781781453353 • October • $14.95 (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper  
Rights: US & Canada • Ammonite Press
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Cat Wisdom
For Those Who Know That Cats Know Best

Illustrations by Angie Rozelaar

Celebrate your love of cats and their eternal wisdom. This gift book features colurful illus-
trations alongside famous quotes and poetry about our favorite feline friends.

Angie Rozelaar, creator of Planet Cat Studio, is a picture book illustrator.

Humor/Pets • 64 Pages • 6 x 6 • Four-color Interior • 9781912867158 • February  
$10.95 (Can $14.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Ice House Books

A Tale of Two Kitties
Nick Harding

“If you love cats, you’ll love this book.” —Catworld Magazine

They say in life you’re either a cat person or a dog person. Nick Harding was neither—until 
he fell in love with a mad cat lady who forced exuberant kitten Alvin, on him, and the ad-
venture began.This is the story of Nick’s unlikely trajectory from cat hater to reluctant cat 
owner and finally to cat lover, via a global investigation of the weirdly fascinating domestic 
cat world. Nick takes the reader on a global odyssey through cat history and the modern-day 
cult of the kitty. From hipsters using cats to take over the internet, to the richest cat in the 
world, Nick’s personal cat journey explains how felines have risen to replace dogs as man’s 
best friend. It’s full of fascinating insights about cat behavior, cat history, and cat evolution. 
It’s a memoir, an escapade, an anthology, and a social, natural, and cultural history that takes 
the reader on a romp through our cat planet.

Nick Harding contributes regularly to the Daily Telegraph, Daily Mail, Sun, Daily Mirror, 
Times, and Independent. His most recent co-writing project is Fast Eddie: My 20 Years on 
the Run as Britain’s Most Wanted Man.

Pets/Autobiography • 264 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 17 Color Photos • 9781912624096 • October 
$14.95 (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US, Canada & South America • Mirror Books

Dogs with Jobs
Inspirational Tales of the World’s Hardest-Working Dogs

Laura Greaves

Extraordinary true stories of some of the hardest-working dogs in the world

Meet Molly Polly, the diabetes alert dog whose round-the-clock job is to keep her two young 
owners healthy; Bailey, the Assistant Director of Seagulls, who keeps the pesky birds away 
from the heritage vessels at the Australian National Maritime Museum; and Daisy, the Collie 
mix living in Pennsylvania who’s a full-time guide dog for another dog. From inspirational 
moments of bravery to dogs doing the jobs that no one else can, here are 24 life-affirming 
stories of the most remarkable dogs on the planet.

Laura Greaves worked as a book publicist and editor of a women’s magazine before striking 
out as a freelance journalist in 2009. 

Pets • 336 Pages • 5 x 8 • 32 Color Photos, 2 B/W Photos • 9780143793328 
Replaces: 9780143784807 • November • $17.95 (Can $23.95) • Trade Paper  
Rights: US & Canada • Penguin Random House Australia



Off the Leash: Dogs
Colour and Create Your Own Banners

Illustrations by Rupert Fawcett

Get creative with this tablet featuring original illustrations of dogs. Each page has a grouping 
of dogs in the shape of one letter of the alphabet. Color them in, tear out the pages contain-
ing the letters of your choosing, and thread them on the ribbon provided to create a message 
banner saying Yappy Birthday, Merry Xmas, U R Pawesome, or whatever you choose. Suit-
able for any celebration.

Rupert Fawcett is a cartoonist and writer who is best known for his On the Prowl cat car-
toons and Off The Leash dog cartoons.

Crafts & Hobbies • 140 Pages • 6 x 7 • 9781912867134 • January • $17.95 (Can $23.95) 
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Ice House Books

On the Prowl: Cats
Colour and Create Your Own Banners

Illustrations by Rupert Fawcett

Get creative with this tablet featuring original illustrations of cats. Each page has a grouping 
of cats in the shape of one letter of the alphabet. Color them in, tear out the pages containing 
the letters of your choosing, and thread them on the ribbon provided to create a message 
banner saying Happy Birthday, Meowy Xmas, U R Purrfect, or whatever you choose. Suit-
able for any celebration.

Rupert Fawcett is a cartoonist and writer who is best known for his Off the Leash dog car-
toons and On the Prowl cat cartoons.

Crafts & Hobbies • 140 Pages • 6 x 7 • 9781912867141 • January • $17.95 (Can $23.95) 
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Ice House Books
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The Super Cute Book of Kawaii
Marceline Smith

Live a bright, fun, rainbow-filled life with kawaii

The Japanese word kawaii means lovable or adorable. Welcoming a little kawaii into your 
life is like opening the window and letting a sparkling sunbeam in. Whenever you feel a little 
low turn to this squishy, padded-covered book. Find fun ideas to: make a cozy kawaii home; 
playful, confidence boosting styling and beauty tips; and recipes that will make your smile. 
This book includes 10 easy how-to projects to bring kawaii into your life. Here, you’ll also 
find a host of very special kawaii mascots that will always be ready to give you a hug when 
you need one: The Octonauts, Smiling Bear, Hello Kitty, Gudetama, Molang, Ricemonsters, 
Miffy the Rabbit, the Moomins, Donutella, Unicorno, Moofia and Pusheen. Escape into the 
magical world of kawaii.

Marceline Smith is the co-founder and editor of daily blog Super Cute Kawaii, which 
launched in 2008. Having visited Japan many times, Marceline is enormously inspired by all 
things Japanese, from traditional designs to the latest San-X insanity. 

Crafts & Hobbies/Social Science • 128 Pages • 5.63 x 7.72 • Four-color Interior 
9781785038242 • October • $24.95 • Cloth • Rights: US • Penguin Random House UK

Mind. Blown.
Dan Marshall

A collection of facts that will make you say NO. WAY. 

Did you know space is only an hour’s drive away? Did you know there is a jellyfish that 
is biologically immortal? Or that of all life that has ever existed on Earth, 99.9% of it is 
extinct? Dan Marshall’s slick new book is packed to the brim with facts that will BLOW 
YOUR MIND. Delightful illustrations and beautiful design bring to life some of the hardest 
to believe and awesomely real facts you’ll ever see. Prepare to have your mind blown.

Dan Marshall runs a design agency, Studio Marshall. For over 20 years he has worked with 
a diverse group of clients including the Sydney Opera House, The Australian Museum, One 
Laptop Per Child, The Hunger Project, Facebook and Coca Cola. 

Science • 240 Pages • 13 x 11.5 • 120 B/W Illustrations • 9781925700862 • December 
$16.95 (Can $22.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Lost the Plot
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SURVIVAL GUIDES

When All Your Friends Are Aliens . . .
And 23 Other Scenarios to Survive

Moira Butterfield
Illustrations by Pedro Demetriou

Are all your friend aliens? Have extraterrestrials taken you on a trip? Perhaps space 
alience have become your overlords? This handy guide contains all the advice you 
need to survive every scenario. Never go anywhere without it. 

Moira Butterfield is a children’s author whose books include Muddypaws and Found 
You, Magic Fish! Pedro Demetriou is an illustrator and designer.

Humor • 64 Pages • 6 x 6 • Four-color Interior • 9781912867127 • October 
$10.95 (Can $14.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Ice House Books

When There’s a Zombie in Your Kitchen . . .
And 20 Other Scenarios to Survive

Moira Butterfield
Illustrations by Pedro Demetriou

Do you need to zombie-proof your house? Do you have an undead colleague at work? 
Is it time you faced that zombie in your kitchen? This handy guide contains all the 
advice you need to survive every scenario. Never go anywhere without it. 

Moira Butterfield is a children’s author whose books include Muddypaws and Found 
You, Magic Fish! Pedro Demetriou is an illustrator and designer.

Humor • 64 Pages • 6 x 6 • Four-color Interior • 9781912867103 • October 
$10.95 (Can $14.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Ice House Books
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When You’re in Love with a Vampire . . .
And 20 Other Scenarios to Survive

Moira Butterfield
Illustrations by Pedro Demetriou

Are your vampire neighbors giving you grief? Do you want to break up with your bloodsuck-
ing partner? Perhaps you look like a vampire, but aren’t one? This handy guide contains all 
the advice you need to survive every scenario. Never go anywhere without it. 

Moira Butterfield is a children’s author whose books include Muddypaws and Found You, 
Magic Fish! Pedro Demetriou is an illustrator and designer.

Humor • 64 Pages • 6 x 6 • Four-color Interior • 9781912867110 • October  
$10.95 (Can $14.95) • Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Ice House Books

Moomin Comfort Food
Illustrations by Tove Jansson

Tuck into Nice Warm Pancakes, learn to make MoonimMamma’s Strawberry Jam, and 
indulge in heart-warming comfort food, the Moomin way. Featuring 19 recipes along with 
photographs, and original quotes and artwork from Tove Jansson’s much loved Moomin 
books and comics, this is a delightful book that will get the whole family in the kitchen. 
Includes metric measures. 

Tove Jansson was a Swedish-speaking Finnish author, novelist, painter, illustrator and comic 
strip author. She created the Moomins.

Cooking/Entertainment • 64 Pages • 6 x 6 • Four-color Interior • 9781912867004 
November • $10.95 (Can $14.95) • Hardcover Picture Book 
Rights: US & Canada • Ice House Books



Tastes Like Magic
24 Rainbow Recipes to Light Up Your World

Jolly Awesome

Journey over the rainbow and put some color in your mouth with 24 epic rainbow recipes. 
Make some Super Sangria with a rainbow’s worth of fruit for all your friends, or build a 
Rainbow Pancake Stack for breakfast. Every day will taste like magic. Includes dual measures.

Jolly Awesome is the design studio of London-based illustrator Matt Nguyen. His collections 
are inspired by his love of Americana, British pop-culture and stuff that makes him smile.

Cooking • 64 Pages • 6 x 6 • Four-color Interior • 9781912867028 • October  
$10.95 (Can $14.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Ice House Books

Let the Fun Be Gin!
27 Awesome Cocktails for Gin Bunnies

Jolly Awesome

Make like bunnies and get to the gin! This book is filled to the brim with 27 lip-smacking 
gin-cocktail recipes. Endulge in a Very Dirty Martini, shake up some Fun Juice for friends, 
and loads more! Let the fun be gin.

Jolly Awesome is the design studio of London-based illustrator Matt Nguyen. His collections 
are inspired by his love of Americana, British pop-culture and stuff that makes him smile.

Cooking • 64 Pages • 6 x 6 • Four-color Interior • 9781912867035 • November 
$10.95 (Can $14.95) • Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Ice House Books
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SCHOOL OF ALCHEMY

School of Alchemy: Spell-icious Cookery
21 Recipes to Conjure in Your Kitchen

Add 21 delicious new recipes to your broth with this tantalizing collection of simple 
recipes. From a Witch’s Cauldron Brew to Mystic Macarons, there’s something to 
wow every witch and wizard that crosses your path. A perfect gift, featuring beautiful 
gold foiling on a cloth hardcover, and a ribbon bookmark. Includes dual measures. 

Samantha Rigby is the publishing manager of Ice House Books.

Cooking • 64 Pages • 6 x 6 • Four-color Interior • 9781912867073 • October 
$13.95 (Can $18.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Ice House Books

School of Alchemy: Potent Potions
26 Magical Cocktail Recipes

Cast a spell over your cocktails to create these potent potions. This book features 26 
cocktail recipes that are sure to please any gathering of witches and wizards. A perfect 
gift for the cocktail enthusiast in your life, featuring beautiful silver foiling on a cloth 
hardcover, and a ribbon bookmark. Includes dual measures.

Samantha Rigby is the publishing manager of Ice House Books.

Cooking • 64 Pages • 6 x 6 • Four-color Interior • 9781912867066 • October 
$13.95 (Can $18.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Ice House Books



Around the World in 80 Cigars
The Travels of an Epicure

Nick Hammond
Illustrations by Sam Bridge

A travelogue like no other, filled with evocative imagery, color, and wit

Lifestyle journalist Nick Hammond takes readers on a quarter-century expedition of won-
der. From the bamboo forests of Japan to the peat burns of the Scottish Hebrides; from the 
dripping rainforest of Borneo to the scorched savannah of Africa; Around The World In 80 
Cigars follows a natural observer through weird and wonderful adventures, each linked by 
the golden thread of a fine cigar. Ever been stuck in a minefield? Wondered what a sultry 
night in Havana is really all about? Wished you could sail in a hot air balloon over Cognac, 
go lobster fishing off Scotland, or dive with great white sharks off Gaansbai? All these adven-
tures and more are told in searing detail in this beautifully packaged memoir.

Nick Hammond has traveled the world over the last 25 years, writing for publications such as 
Country Life, The Daily Telegraph, FT How To Spend It, Cigar Journal, Cigar Aficionado, 
and Cigar & Spirits and was the inaugural winner of the Spectator Cigar Writer of the Year 
Award. Nick’s close knowledge of the cigar world has led him to major cigar-making nations 
such as Cuba, Nicaragua and Dominican Republic and he is the author of Cinco Decadas. 

Memoir/Travel • 256 Pages • 5.75 x 8.25 • 22 B/W Illustrations • 9781910453681 
November • $39.95 (Can $53.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • RedDoor Publishing

The Philosophy of Wine
Ruth Ball

This witty history of wine—its cultivation and enjoyment—sheds light on the rich tradi-
tions of wine from around the world

An apt gift for oenophiles everywhere, this book includes chapters on the development of 
wine production, from the use of casks to bottles to the switch from feet to presses, as well 
as tracing the global shift of wine production from traditional wine-producing regions to 
emerging wine exporters. With a selective focus on unexpected facts and lesser-known char-
acters connected with wine, from the Greek gods of wine to the monks who created Cham-
pagne and the ingenious ways French winemakers protected priceless vintages during war-
time, this gift edition explores the historical influences that have shaped our drinking taste.

Ruth Ball is the author of Rough Spirits and High Society and the founder of Alchemist 
Dreams, a company dedicated to handmade liqueurs that are blended to order.

Cooking • 112 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 15 B/W Illustrations • 9780712352789 • November 
$16.95 (Can $22.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • British Library Publishing
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Gin Galore
A Journey to the Source of Scotland’s Gin

Sean Murphy
Illustrations by Alison Soye

Have you tried Shetland Reel, the Devil’s Staircase or Kirkjuvagr? 

With a stellar cast of 50 unique gins, this book explores the boutique tipples reinvigorating 
the landscapes of Scottish gin. Gin can be relatively simply produced, which enables craft gin 
distilleries across Scotland to create a refreshing range of boutique products, many of which 
are making some seriously big waves around the world. Did you know, for example, that a 
Scottish gin has recently been crowned the “World’s Strongest Gin”—taking the title from a 
Swedish distillery? There’s no better time to be a gin fan, to get to know Scottish gin and the 
intriguing stories behind it. This guide will make the perfect companion for gin lovers around 
the world, as well as gin-loving tourist visitors to Scotland.

Driven by a passion for all things whisky-related, Sean Murphy writes for The Scotsman 
extensively on the subject. He can also sometimes be found behind the bar at the world fa-
mous Potstill bar in Glasgow. Alison Soye is a Northern Irish illustrator based in Edinburgh. 
Her projects include murals, book illustrations, wedding stationery and personalized prints.

Cooking • 224 Pages • 4.75 x 7.25 • 100 Color Photos • 9781785302152 • September 
$22.95 (Can $30.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Black & White Publishing

A Rum Tale
Spirit of the New World

Joseph Piercy

A fun gift book incorporating history, culture and cocktail recipes of one of the world’s 
most versatile spirits

Steeped in a long, diverse history, rum is a spirit that has meaning in cultures across the 
globe, from its home in the Caribbean and Barbados, through the ranks of the Royal Navy, 
to the Australian rum rebellion. Here Joseph Piercy delves into the rich history of rum, from 
the invasion of the Caribbean to the real pirates of the Caribbean who gave use some of our 
best known brands of rum today, such as Henry “Captain” Morgan. He explores the legend 
of Nelson’s blood (whose body was said to be stored in a rum barrel for transport) and the 
rum-running of U.S. Prohibition, which stoked the Bacardi family’s rise to fame and fortune. 
As it experiences a long-overdue resurgence in popularity, alongside a fascinating history, 
Piercy shares his experience of this versatile spirit, listing rums not to miss and delicious 
rum-based cocktails you can try at home. This is a fun little book that no drinks connoisseur 
should be without.

Joseph Piercy is the author of 11 books of non-fiction on a range of different subjects, includ-
ing Slippery Tipples: A Guide to Weird and Wonderful Spirits and Liqueurs. 

Cooking • 192 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 12 B/W Photos • 9780750990806 • November 
$21.95 (Can $29.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • The History Press



Mary Berry Quick Cooking
Mary Berry

The nation’s queen of home cooking brings her foolproof, 
delicious approach to quick fix cooking

Mary shows how being in a rush will never be a problem again. 
Find brilliant 20- and 30-minute meals and enjoy wonderful dish-
es that can be swiftly assembled and then left to cook away while 
you do something else. Mary’s utterly reliable, always delicious 
fast dishes tempt any tastebuds and her no-fuss expertise means 
you can cook from scratch and put mouth-watering home-cooked 
food on your family’s table without compromising on quality or 
freshness. This stunning cookbook includes over 120 new recipes, 
plus Mary’s trademark no-nonsense tips and techniques for get-
ting ahead in the kitchen so cooking is always stress-free. Looking 
for a fast, satisfying supper? There’s Crumble fish pie, Lamb tag-
ine with preserved lemon or Pan-fried spiced falafels. Something 
special for Sunday lunch or dinner with friends? Roast Venison 
fillet and peppercorn sauce, 30-minute Beef ragu or Roast fillet 
pork with sage and mustard sauce followed by Upside-down rhu-
barb pudding. With Mary’s trusted advice and recipes, discover 
how easy fantastic fast cooking can be.

Mary Berry is the author of over 70 books, including Mary Berry 
Cooks, Mary Berry’s Absolute Favourites, Mary Berry At Home 
and Mary Berry’s Baking Bible. She was the much-loved judge 
on the BBC’s The Great British Bake Off. .

Cooking • 288 Pages • 7.56 x 9.92 • 9781785943898 
May • $45.00 • Cloth • Rights: US • BBC Books
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Homemade
80+ Household Essentials to Inspire Your Everyday

Eleanor Ozich

Why spend money buying pre-packaged goods when you can make healthier, fresher 
versions at home?

In Homemade, Eleanor Ozich shares clever, eco-conscious recipes for daily household 
goods—all incredibly easy to make at home. You’ll learn to create your own homespun 
essentials, such as mayonnaise, crackers, yoghurt, bread, muesli bars, hummus, cheese and 
more. Complementing these delicious, nourishing treats, the book also includes recipes for 
other household items, like food wraps, cleaners, air fresheners, balms, hand scrubs and 
candles. Homemade is a stylish kitchen companion offering simple and inspired solutions for 
everyday use. Includes metric measures.

Eleanor Ozich is the author of The Art of Simple, My Petite Kitchen and My Family Table. 
She contributes to various publications, including Taste magazine, The Natural Parent Mag-
azine, and the New Zealand Herald. 

Cooking • 224 Pages • 7 x 8.5 • 117 Color Photos  
9780143772804 • September • $29.95 (Can $39.95) • Cloth  
Rights: US & Canada • Penguin Random House New Zealand Limited

SuperNatural
100 Easy Plant-Based Recipes

Tobie Puttock
Foreword by Jamie Oliver

A beautiful collection of 100 simple, flavor-filled dishes that vegans, vegetarians and 
flexitarians will love

Whatever your reason for doing it, removing or reducing animal products from your diet 
doesn’t have to mean sacrificing convenience or flavor, nor does it require obscure, expen-
sive ingredients or meat substitutes. By making best use of fresh produce and unlocking the 
versatility of plants, you can create simple and delicious dishes while knowing that your food 
choices are helping your health and the planet. Drawing on years of expertise as a profession-
al chef, Tobie Puttock turns to plant-based cooking to bring you 100 recipes for a reliable 
repertoire of weekday and weekend meals that are free of meat, fish, dairy and eggs. Easy and 
satisfying, this is naturally healthy food that just happens to be vegan—from adaptations of 
classic favorites such as banana bread, shepherd’s pie and chocolate brownies, to recipes in-
spired by Tobie’s travels and clever new ways of using everyday ingredients. Special symbols 
highlight when a recipe can be easily doubled, will freeze well, is quick to make, or can be 
made gluten-free. Includes dual measures. 

Tobie Puttock was head chef of Jamie Oliver’s first Fifteen restaurant in London and estab-
lished the Australian branch of the restaurant and charitable foundation upon his return to 
Melbourne. At the beginning of 2018, Tobie proudly accepted the role of Creative Director 
of Jamie’s Ministry of Food Australia. SuperNatural is Tobie’s fifth cookbook, based on his 
huge love of quality plant-based cooking.

Cooking • 232 Pages • 8.5 x 10 • 95 Color Photos 
9780143792178 • October • $29.95 (Can $39.95) • Trade Paper 
Rights: US & Canada • Penguin Random House Australia



Shannon’s Kitchen
Healthy Food You’ll Actually F**king Eat

Shannon Kelly White

She’s the Donna Hay of not giving a f**k

Nutritious food makes you feel awesome but it can taste like penis—not to mention that 
the healthy food world can be as appealing as having your bikini line tidied up with a 
high-pressure hose. It’s a little overzealous, and can be obnoxious, preachy and full of fads. 
But healthy food isn’t just for uptight health nerds and classy highbrow types—it’s for every-
one. That’s why Aussie nurse and mother Shannon Kelly White created her blog, Shannon’s 
Kitchen, to share her delicious, achievable recipes (along with an inappropriate amount of 
penis jokes and references to nipple erections). Here, Shannon reveals 60 easy-to-follow 
recipes for healthy food to help you live a bloody good and fun life. If you’ve had a gutful of 
diets, detoxes and perfect clean eating types, then this book is for you—no preachy nonsense 
or etiquette, just tasty food, inappropriate language and zero f**ks given. Includes dual 
measures. 

Shannon Kelly White’s blog, Shannon’s Kitchen, began as a hobby a few years ago and her 
online community includes readers from across the world, all of whom are awesome and 
often a little weird. Shannon is enthusiastic about healthy eating but thinks diet culture can 
go f**k itself. 

Cooking • 160 Pages • 7.5 x 9.5 • 71 Color Photos, 10 Color Illustrations 
9780143792512 • September • $29.95 (Can $39.95) • Trade Paper  
Rights: US & Canada • Penguin Random House Australia

One Handed Cooks: Boosting Your Basics
Making the Most of Every Family Mealtime - From Baby to School Age

Allie Gaunt, Jessica Beaton, and Sarah Buckle

Black Sesame Salmon Bites, Veggie Filled Sausage Rolls, Choc Crunch Muesli, and more

The creators of the One Handed Cooks blog have put together this collection of recipes and 
mealtime advice to provide inspiration and ideas for family-friendly food that’s healthy, 
simple to prepare and packed full of flavor. You’ll find helpful solutions to tackling the most 
challenging fussy eating behaviors. They explain how to introduce solids, textured meals and 
finger foods to babies in ways that encourage mindful eating and food acceptance, as well 
as how to make every meal count by maximizing the nutritional content of favorite home-
cooked meals, snacks and sweet foods using easy swaps and additions. Readers will also 
learn how to manage and move on from common fussy eating behaviors, including food jags 
and food refusal, and create happy family mealtimes that nurture positive associations with 
food. They advocate daily structure, mealtime routines and pre-meal sensory-based activities 
to reduce anxiety around eating and instead encourage discovery and enjoyment. They also 
teach readers how to adapt a single meal to suit the whole family (baby, toddler and adult) 
and how to cater to common allergies and intolerances with simple substitutions that don’t 
compromise on nutrition. Includes dual measures.

Allie Gaunt is a former professional nanny and advertising copywriter who created the One 
Handed Cooks blog in 2012. Jessica Beaton is an accredited dietitian. Sarah Buckle is a pri-
mary school teacher and the photographer and food stylist for One Handed Cooks.

Cooking • 272 Pages • 8.5 x 10.5 • 150 Color Photos 
9780143790181 • October • $29.95 (Can $39.95) • Trade Paper  
Rights: US & Canada • Penguin Random House Australia
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Cloth

Joe’s 30-Minute Meals
100 Quick and Healthy Recipes

Joe Wicks

“His philosophy is simple: train hard and fuel your body. It’s perfect if you’re looking 
for a combination of food and fitness inspiration.” —Harper’s Bazaar

“He might be the saviour fitness needs.” —Men’s Fitness

Quick and easy 30-minute recipes from The Body Coach

Joe Wicks, aka The Body Coach, presents this gorgeous book featuring more than 100 nu-
tritious recipes that are perfect for sharing. Proving once again that you don’t need loads 
of time to cook great food, Joe’s 30-Minute Meals is packed with everyday healthy dishes 
that you’ll want to make, time and time again. Most chapters are simply organized by main 
ingredient, making it easy to find a recipe for every occasion. Every recipe is labeled as either 
reduced-carb or carb-refuel, which makes this book a perfect addition for those already fa-
miliar with Joe’s popular Lean in 15 eating structure (carbs following workouts or on active 
days), but the meals are also enjoyable and tasty for all, whether you are following Joe’s plan 
or not. If you’re looking for a crowd-pleasing lunch like the Bang Bang Chicken Stir-Fry 
or something tasty to throw in the oven at the end of a long day such as Joe’s Sausage and 
Mushroom Pie, Joe’s 30-Minute Meals makes it easy to make a fuss-free, tasty plate of food, 
every single day. Includes metric measures.

Joe Wicks, aka The Body Coach, has helped countless people achieve new levels of fitness 
and fat loss with his 90 Day Shift, Shape and Sustain program and his Instagram account. 
He is also the author of Lean in 15: The Shift Plan, Lean in 15: The Shape Plan, Lean in 15: 
The Sustain Plan, Cooking for Family and Friends and The Fat-Loss Plan. Joe’s books have 
sold over 3 million copies.

Cooking • 240 Pages • 7.72 x 9.96 • 105 Color Photos • 9781509836093  
September • $29.95 • Cloth • Rights: US • Pan Macmillan

Thermo Cooker Fresh Favourites
Alyce Alexandra

Alyce Alexandra shares her fresh favorites—real-food recipes celebrating seasonal pro-
duce, made doable and delicious in any brand of thermo cooker

These recipes are all about fresh, but also all about flavor! There are tasty pizzas, pastas, 
curries, cakes, burgers, breads, drinks, dumplings and more, all with fresh twists and all sure 
to satisfy. You’ll be eating healthier, saving money, wasting less and doing your bit for the 
environment with these quick and fuss-free recipes—including freezer-friendly meals, hearty 
dinners, baked goods, fermenting and preserving ideas, and guides for how to use up left-
overs. Let Alyce show you how to get the most out of your thermo cooker, using it to cook 
tasty and nourishing fresh food every day. Recipes are specially labeled if they are, or can be 
made, dairy free, gluten free, vegetarian, or vegan. Includes metric measures.

Alyce Alexandra has her own range of thermo cooker accessories, runs her own thermo 
cooker cooking school and is creator of The TM Shop, selling all things thermo cooker relat-
ed. She is the author of Everyday Thermo Cooking. 

Cooking • 272 Pages • 8.5 x 10 • 120 Color Photos • 9780143789239  
Replaces: 9780143794417 • November • $29.95 (Can $39.95) 
Trade Paper • Penguin Random House Australia



Interval Weight Loss for Life
Nick Fuller

The author of Interval Weight Loss is back with more practical advice to help you lose 
weight using his research-based approach

In Interval Weight Loss Dr. Fuller explained we all have a set weight at which our bodies feel 
most comfortable, and those who go on fad diets often end up regaining the weight they’ve 
lost—hence the expression “battle of the bulge.” In this companion book Dr. Fuller takes 
you, stage by stage, through the process of convincing your body it’s at a new optimal weight 
so that you become slimmer and stay that way. And he answers all the questions readers 
have asked him, such as: “How should I kick-start the process?” “What should I do if I find 
my weight plateauing?” “Do I need to avoid certain foods?” “What should I do now that 
I’m at my goal weight?” Filled with new nutritious recipes, and helpful, no-nonsenseadvice, 
Interval Weight Lossfor Life provides you with the essential information that has enabled 
thousands of people to lose weight and keep it off. So, if you’re feeling battle-weary and are 
about to give up, then put down the latest celebrity diet you’re reading and arm yourself 
with this book. 

Dr. Nick Fuller is a leading obesity researcher in Australia and has been running the clinical 
research program at the Boden Institute, Charles Perkins Centre in the University of Sydney 
for the past decade. 

Health • 224 Pages • 6 x 9.5 • 9780143791072 • September • $26.95 (Can $35.95)  
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Penguin Random House Australia

Journey to Health
How I Lost Half my Body Weight and Found a New Way of Life

Simone Anderson

One woman’s inspiring story of weight loss and learning to love herself 

Social-media sensation Simone Anderson’s weight peaked at 372 lbs. When she finally faced 
up to how overweight she was, she knew something had to change. Simone shared her prog-
ress on Facebook, to keep herself accountable, and her fan base grew rapidly as she under-
went gastric-sleeve surgery and lost a massive 194 lbs. Her story went viral when she shared 
photos of the excess skin that remained after her weight loss. And when she was offered 
surgery to remove the skin, she documented the whole experience and got worldwide media 
attention. In this honest and moving book Simone tells her story. Her key messages of body 
positivity and learning to love yourself make this an inspiring read for anyone.

Simone Anderson is a social media influencer and blogger with more than 550,000 followers. 
She is well known for her stunning weight loss, and her posts focus on health and fashion.

Health/Memoir • 288 Pages • 6 x 9.25 • 9781760633547  
January • $23.95 (Can $31.95) • Trade Paper  
Rights: United States, Canada, China, South Korea & Taiwan • Allen & Unwin
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Ashtanga Yoga
Richard Pilnick

An in-depth photographic celebration of the practice of a 
meditative and beautiful form of yoga

Photographer Richard Pilnick has created an unprecedented 
study of the asanas in the first four series by working with four 
of the leading teachers from the global community, all of whom 
studied under the guidance of the father of Ashtanga yoga, Sri K. 
Pattabhi Jois (Guruji). Both a detailed reference of the practice, 
and an elegant gift for its practitioners, this book curates over 
150 inspirational images, all photographed using a large format 
camera and black-and-white film. They present the asanas in a 
detail that captures the mindful nature of the practice. The pho-
tographs are given the space to speak for themselves, each ac-
companied merely by its name in English and Sanskrit. The book 
proceeds from the Sun Salutation and Fundamental Postures, 
through the Primary and Intermediate series, to two Advanced 
series and a Finishing sequence. The backgrounds used for the 
portraits progress from dark to light, reflecting the progression 
of the inner self from darkness to light through the journey of 
the Ashtanga yoga movement meditation. Each chapter is intro-
duced by an accompanying poem and a portrait of the inter-
nationally respected teacher demonstrating the postures and the 
fluid movements and breaths that connect them.

Richard Pilnick’s work has been exhibited around Europe and 
Asia, most notably in London’s National Portrait Gallery. 
Richard was working as a fashion photographer when a trip to 
Gokarna, India, ignited his passion for Ashtanga yoga and yoga 
photography. After building a studio on the beach, he began 
photographing the series of portraits that would develop into his 
mission to portray Ashtanga yoga with integrity and inner beau-
ty, and so inspire more people to take up the practice. 

Photography/Sports • 288 Pages • 8.75 x 10.25  
150 B/W Photos • 9781781453674 • November  
$40.00 (Can $54.00) • Cloth  
Rights: US & Canada • Ammonite Press



Ayrton Senna
Portrait of a Racing Legend

Bruce Jones

A superbly illustrated book complete with quotes from those who knew Ayrton best, his 
teammates, rivals, and the media

Ayrton Senna: Portrait of a Racing Legend, published to mark the 25th anniversary of Ayr-
ton Senna’s death, is an illustrated retrospective biography of a man who illuminated For-
mula 1 in a 10-season career that was almost without parallel. He began his F1 career at 
Lotus, then moved to McLaren in 1988 and he was World Champion three times in his first 
four years with the team. His move to Williams in 1994 seemed certain to see more wins and 
world titles, but after two retirements to start the season, a crash at the Tamburello bend 
during the San Marino Grand Prix at Imola proved to be fatal. The desolation at the news of 
the deadly crash was felt around the world—and led to major changes in the safety of racing 
cars and circuits.

Bruce Jones is a former editor of Autosport magazine. As well as the best-selling yearly BBC 
Sport Formula One Guide, Bruce has written numerous other books, including 60 Years of 
Formula One, The Treasures of Formula One, and the yearly BBC Sport World Formula 
One Records.

Motor Sports/Biography • 160 Pages • 8.5 x 10 • 35 Color Photos, 35 B/W Photos 
9781787392397 • September • $39.95 • Cloth • Rights: US • Carlton Publishing Group

Total Road Cycling
Everything You Need to Know to Improve Your Road Cycling Skills,  
Confidence and Fitness

Cycling Plus

Pulling together everything that all riders, at all levels of experience, need to know in one 
comprehensive volume

Total Road Cycling is an extensive and authoritative book aimed at the legions of weekend 
heroes who inhabit the world of road riding, from those entering their first charity event to 
seasoned riders looking to improve their performance. Illustrated throughout with annotated 
photographs and step-by-step artworks and images, this is the only book any road rider will 
ever need. Starting by choosing the right kit, the book talks you through everything from buy-
ing a bike to deciding on the right clothes and accessories. It then looks at how best to train 
for the rigors of the open road by getting your bike-specific fitness up to scratch. But riding 
a bike is much more than just pedaling hard, so next comes the essential skills necessary for 
efficient speed—including climbing, cornering, and descending. Road riding also has its own 
tactics and this volume shows you the strategies that will keep you at the front of the pack.

Cycling Plus is Great Britain’s biggest-selling cycling magazine.

Sports Cycling • 192 Pages • 9 x 11 • 250 Color Photos 
9781787390652 • September • $24.95 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • Carlton Publishing 

This Is Fencing!
Advanced Training and Performance Principles for Foil

Ziemowit Wojciechowski

A comprehensive guide to advanced training, tactics, and exercises in the foil

“This is fencing!” is a rally call heard in training centers around the country. Coined by fenc-
ing coach, Ziemowit Wojciechowski, it embodies the passion, skill, and dedication needed to 
excel at an international level. As one of the world’s most renowned foil coaches, achieving 
Olympic podium success and top world rankings for his fencers, Ziemowit has sustained a 
long and successful career, which he now unpacks in this comprehensive guide. Using real 
life examples and case studies, This Is Fencing! offers detailed approaches to training, tactics, 
and exercises, providing key insights into creating both individual and club training sessions.

Ziemowit Wojciechowski is a former Polish Foil Champion and Olympic competitor. He has 
been a fencing coach for 40 years, working closely with the GB fencing teams as National 
Coach for the Men’s and Women’s Foil Squads, taking them to worldwide championships 
and the 2012 Olympic games.

Sports • 224 Pages • 6.75 x 9.5 • 87 Color Photos, 35 B/W Photos, 17 Line Drawings 
9781785005954 • December • $55.00 (Can $74.00) • Trade Paper 
Rights: US & Canada • Crowood Press
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Stateside Soccer
The Definitive History of Soccer in the United States

Tom Scholes

The exciting, definitive history of soccer in the US, beginning during the Civil War 
through to the modern day

Few fans are aware of the long, vibrant history of soccer in the U.S., which dates back as far 
as the Civil War. Many wrongly believe that the introduction of the North American Soccer 
League in the 1960s brought about American soccer’s debut, while in fact its first golden 
age came during the Roaring 1920s and the first FIFA World Cup in 1930. The NASL did 
have a huge impact on the popularity of the game, but the instability of the league and its 
reliance on aging superstars meant its heyday was over by the mid-1980s. This left the door 
wide open for a third golden age, starting with the introduction of the incredibly successful 
USWNT, World Cup 1994, and MLS. Having grown for more than 25 years, played and 
supported by both sexes, soccer is now seen as a viable sport in a country dominated by 
baseball, basketball, and football. Stateside Soccer shines new light on the rich history of a 
sport still too often mistaken as a relatively recent import to the United States.

Tom Scholes is an MLS features writer for Soccer360, and contributes to acclaimed websites 
such as TheseFootballTimes, Football Italia and AroundMLS. 

Soccer • 352 Pages • 5.5 x 8.5 • 9781785315213 • October • $21.95 (Can $29.95) 
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Pitch Publishing

Forgotten Nations
The Incredible Stories of Football in the Shadows

Chris Deeley

An incredible range of passionate sports stories, following teams from five continents 
with different backgrounds

Forgotten Nations tells the stories of the international soccer teams that are unable to break 
into FIFA’s ranks, from the self-funded minnows of Barawa in south-western Sudan to Ti-
bet’s Dalai Lama-backed national side, and new media darlings Yorkshire. They play under 
the auspices of CONIFA—the Confederation of Independent Football Associations—created 
to help express the cultural identities of soccer’s “stateless peoples,” fighting for recognition 
on the biggest stage of all. Here are incredible human and sporting stories from diverse 
regions: from Matabeleland in Zimbabwe, still recovering from massacres 30 years ago, to 
Tuvalu in the south Pacific, threatened with inundation. Aided by wonderful behind-the-
scenes access at London’s 2018 CONIFA World Football Cup, and the irresistible willpower 
of sportsmen and women trying to make their stories heard, Forgotten Nations explains why 
11,000 people crammed into a tiny stadium on the Black Sea coast in 2016 to watch two 
teams that most of the world has never heard of.

Chris Deeley is a journalist whose work has been featured in Sports Illustrated, Vice, The 
Week and 90 Minutes. 

Soccer • 288 Pages • 5.5 x 8.5 • 9781785314568 • September • $21.95 (Can $29.95) 
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One in a Million
Trevor Francis: The Autobiography

Trevor Francis and Keith Dixon

The autobiography of Trevor Francis, the subject of the first £1 million transfer fee in 
soccer history 

Compelling, entertaining, and refreshingly honest, One in a Million is the autobiography of 
Trevor Francis, the subject of the first £1 million transfer fee in soccer history—a record for 
all time. As a 16-year-old, Francis set a record as the youngest player to score four goals in a 
match—and so his career journey began to unfold, encountering a seemingly endless succes-
sion of superlatives, larger-than-life characters, and astonishing events. Trevor played profes-
sionally in England, the U.S. and Scotland, in Italy and Australia. He gained 52 England caps, 
and won the European Cup on his debut in the competition. He played his part in the English 
revolution at Glasgow Rangers and managed QPR, Crystal Palace, Sheffield Wednesday, and 
Birmingham City. Trevor takes the reader with him into dressing rooms, into boardrooms, 
and on to the field of play, providing a wealth of revelations and remarkable stories.

Trevor Francis collaborated with Keith Dixon to write his life story. Keith is the coauthor of 
Gil Merrick, Jackie Sewell and Robbo - Unsung Hero. 

Autobiography/Sports • 256 Pages • 6.5 x 9.5 • 9781785314995 • November 
$27.95 (Can $37.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Pitch Publishing

Mad Dog Gravesen
The Last of the Modern Footballing Mavericks

Chris Sweeney

An examination of a larger-than-life personality—and why Gravesen has ended up a 
virtual recluse

Thomas Gravesen was one of the last soccer mavericks, once dubbed “a grenade with the pin 
pulled out.” Gravesen lined up for Real Madrid’s glamorous Galácticos and enjoyed colorful 
spells at European giants Hamburg, Everton and Celtic. Remembered as a cult hero at all 
of his past clubs, he is a truly fascinating individual. After abruptly ending his career and 
disappearing, he re-emerged years later in bizarre circumstances in Las Vegas. Did he really 
lose $54 million at cards? Did he really bring dynamite to training, and spend his summers 
in a dark basement? Known as a “unicorn” due to his mysterious life, this is a fascinating, 
helter-skelter journey into the mind of “Mad Dog.” Team-mates and friends recount what it 
was like to be swept up in the surreal whirlwind of the most unorthodox individual they’ve 
ever met.

Chris Sweeney is the co-author of BMX Glory: Against All Odds, the autobiography of John 
Buultjens.

Biography/Sports • 256 Pages • 6.5 x 9.5 • 9781785314858 • September 
$27.95 (Can $37.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Pitch Publishing

Cristiano & Leo
#WhoIstheGreatest

Jimmy Burns

Complete with a cover on each side, the essential book to understand the defining play-
ers of a generation

For the best part of the last decade soccer has seen a personal rivalry unlike any seen before: 
Cristiano and Leo. This is their definitive story, from children kicking a ball halfway around 
the world from each other to their era-defining rivalry. One the preening Adonis, a precision 
physical machine who blows teams away with his pace and power. The other a shuffling ge-
nius, able to do things with a soccer ball that seem other-worldly. Their differences seem to 
tap into something fundamental about sports and indeed life. Between them they have scored 
over a thousand goals, won the Ballon d’Or nine times and redefined modern soccer. For the 
past eight seasons they have shared the accolade of best player in the world and arguments 
rage over which one deserves the title of greatest player of all time.

Jimmy Burns is the author of La Roja: How Soccer Conquered Spain and How Spanish Soc-
cer Conquered the World. 

Soccer • 312 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781509849147 • Replaces: 9781509849130 • December 
$15.95 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • Pan Macmillan
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The A–Z of Fantasy Football
A Hilarious Guide Filled with Anecdotes and Expert Advice

Tom Holmes and Craig Hazell
Edited by Ash Kernsworth

No promises that the book will help you win the whole thing, but it has all you need to 
help you beat your friends

If you’ve secretly logged in at work to set your line-up, or if you can’t wait to gloat in the 
group chat, then this unique and hilarious book about the national obsession of fantasy foot-
ball (or soccer, in the U.S.) is for you. The A-Z of Fantasy Football is a unique and hilarious 
journey through the hobby that has people across the world scrambling for their phone every 
matchday morning. Fantasy footy has come a long way since it entailed scouring through the 
newspapers—and, as the game has grown, so have the lengths players will go to in order to 
win! You’ll read about the eye-watering forfeits, the labor-ward transfers, interviews with 
players who refuse to bet against themselves, and tales of woe from those who take things 
that little bit too far. Littered with insightful dos and don’ts from a leading fantasy football 
podcast, this guide will have you in stitches half the time and in disbelief the other.

The Gaffer Tapes is the UK’s most popular fantasy football podcast. The award-winning 
Gaffers comprise fantasy sports expert Ash Kernsworth, comedian Tom Holmes  and TV 
producer and writer Craig Hazell. Their comedy content has led to a cult online following, 
appearances on talkSPORT, ESPN, Soccer AM and SportBIBLE, and in Stuff magazine.

Soccer • 384 Pages • 5.5 x 8.5 • 9781785315060 • October • $24.95 (Can $33.95) 
Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Pitch Publishing

How to Be a Footballer
Peter Crouch

“However overpaid and preening you might assume Premier League footballers to be, 
think again. They’re worse, according to this amusing insider’s account.” —Sunday 
Times Sports Book of the Year

A hilarious insider’s look at the world of professional soccer players

You become a soccer player because you love soccer. And then you are a soccer player, and 
you’re suddenly in the strangest, most baffling world of all. A world where one teammate 
comes to training in a bright red suit with matching top-hat, cane, and glasses, without any 
actual glass in them, and another has so many sports cars they forget they have left a Porsche 
at the train station. Even when their surname is incorporated in the registration plate. So 
walk with me into the dressing-room, to find out which players refuse to touch a soccer ball 
before a game, to discover why a load of millionaires never have any shower gel, and to hear 
what Cristiano Ronaldo says when he looks at himself in the mirror. We will go into post-
match interviews, make fools of ourselves on social media, and try to ensure that we never 
again pay far too much for a haircut that should have cost ten bucks. We’ll be coached and 
cajoled by Harry Redknapp, upset Rafa Benitez, and be soothed by the sound of an accordi-
on played by Sven-Goran Eriksson’s assistant Tord Grip. There will be some very bad music 
and some very bad decisions. I am Peter Crouch. This is How To Be A Footballer. Shall we?

Peter Crouch has been a professional soccer player for 20 years, has earned 42 England caps, 
has scored more than 100 Premier League goals, and holds the record for the most headed 
goals in Premier League history. He is the author of Walking Tall.

Soccer/Autobiography • 320 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781785039782 • October • $17.95 
Trade Paper • Rights: US • Penguin Random House UK
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The Official Chelsea FC Annual 2020
Soccer • 64 Pages • 7.5 x 11.25 • Four-color Interior • 9781913034160 • January 
$15.95 (Can $20.95) • Cloth • Rights: US, Canada & South America • Aspen Books

The Official Manchester United Annual 2020
Soccer • 64 Pages • 7.5 x 11.25 • Four-color Interior • 9781913034252 • January 
$15.95 (Can $20.95) • Cloth • Rights: US, Canada & South America • Aspen Books

The Official Manchester City Annual 2020
Soccer • 64 Pages • 7.5 x 11.25 • Four-color Interior • 9781913034245 • January 
$15.95 (Can $20.95) • Cloth • Rights: US, Canada & South America • Aspen Books

The Official Arsenal Annual 2020
Soccer • 64 Pages • 7.5 x 11.25 • Four-color Interior • 9781913034115 • January 
$15.95 (Can $20.95) • Cloth • Rights: US, Canada & South America • Aspen Books

The Official Tottenham Hotspur Annual 2020
Soccer • 64 Pages • 7.5 x 11.25 • Four-color Interior • 9781913034320 • January 
$15.95 (Can $20.95) • Cloth • Rights: US, Canada & South America • Aspen Books

Match! Real Madrid Annual 2020
Soccer • 64 Pages • 7.5 x 11.25 • Four-color Interior • 9781912456253 • January 
$15.95 (Can $20.95) • Cloth • Rights: US, Canada & South America • Aspen Books

Match! Barcelona Annual 2020
Soccer • 64 Pages • 7.5 x 11.25 • Four-color Interior • 9781912456246 • January 
$15.95 (Can $20.95) • Cloth • Rights: US, Canada & South America • Aspen Books

Official Celtic Annual 2020
Soccer • 64 Pages • 7.5 x 11.25 • Four-color Interior • 9781913034153 • January 
$15.95 (Can $20.95) • Cloth • Rights: US, Canada & South America • Aspen Books
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The Art of Tennis
A Collection of Creative Tennis Essays, Musings and Observations

Dominic J. Stevenson

A collection of creative tennis essays, musings and observations

The first volume of this new annual publication artfully gathers considered highlights and 
moments from the world of tennis over the period from Wimbledon 2017 to pre-Wimble-
don 2018—a year encompassing a great deal of action, drama and surprises aplenty. While 
following actual matches and events on tour it also looks at lesser contemplated aspects of 
the sport both on and off the court. A start-to-finish snapshot of a year of life on tour, The 
Art of Tennis is painted with words, offering a brand new angle on an age-old sport. Artful 
prose brings emotions to life, documenting a year in a spellbinding range of highlights and a 
whirlwind of transglobal travel.

Dominic J. Stevenson is the author of Portrait Writing and An Artist’s Eye View of The 
Football World Cup 2018.

Tennis • 224 Pages • 5.5 x 8.5 • 9781785315169 • October • $21.95 (Can $29.95)  
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Pitch Publishing

The Times at Wimbledon Since 1877
The Finest Writing on The Championships at The All England Club

Nick Szczepanik

A collection of remarkable tennis journalism

The Times at Wimbledon tells the story of the Championships at the All-England Club in the 
words of the finest sportswriters of their day. Times and Sunday Times reporters share the 
view from the press seats on Centre Court as all the greats make tennis history on the lush 
grass of SW19—from Fred Perry to Roger Federer, from ladies and gentlemen with wooden 
rackets to the athletic world superstars of today.

Nick Szczepanik was a Times staff sports writer for a decade and is now a freelance journalist 
whose byline has appeared in every national daily and Sunday newspaper. He was a member 
of the Times’ reporting team at Wimbledon for a number of years.

Tennis • 256 Pages • 5.5 x 8.5 • 9781785315176 • October • $27.95 (Can $37.95) 
Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Pitch Publishing

Unbreakable
Jelena Dokic and Jessica Halloran

“A chilling account of the relentless physical, verbal and emotional abuse Dokic says she 
suffered from her father as she ascended the ranks of junior and professional tennis.”  
—New York Times

The tennis star’s explosive full account of her years of harrowing abuse 

This is a story of Jelena Dokic’s survival. How she survived as a refugee, twice. How she sur-
vived on the tennis court to become world No. 4. But, most importantly, how she survived 
her father, Damir Dokic, the tennis dad from hell. Jelena had prodigious talent, exceptional 
skills, a steely nerve, and an extraordinary ability to fight on the court. Off it she endured huge 
challenges; being an “outsider” in her new country, poverty, and racism. By 18, she was in the 
world’s top 10. By 19, she was No. 4. The world was charmed by her and her story—a refugee 
whose family had made Australia home when she was 11 years old. Jelena has not told a soul 
her incredible, explosive story in full—until now. From war-torn Yugoslavia to Sydney to Wim-
bledon, she narrates her hellish ascent to becoming one of the best tennis players in the women’s 
game, and her heartbreaking fall from the top. Her gutsy honesty will leave you in awe. Her 
fight back from darkness will uplift you. Most of all, Jelena’s will to survive will inspire you.

Jelena Dokic now spends her time mentoring young players and doing media work. Jessica 
Halloran is an award-winning senior sports writer with News Corp. Her first profile of Jelena 
saw Jessica win an Australian Sports Commission award for best sports feature writing. Jessica 
has also been a Walkley Award and a Kennedy Award finalist. 

Autobiography/Tennis • 320 Pages • 5 x 8 • 9780143784241  
Replaces: 9780143784227 • September • $18.95 (Can $35.95) • Trade Paper 
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Mastering Film Photography
A Definitive Guide for Photographers

Chris Gatcum

A guide to film photography for the digital generation

Whether you prefer the term retro, vintage, or “old skool,” next-generation photographers 
are already reacting to the established digital norm and actively seeking out something more 
soulful and personal than the pixel-pushing, quick-fix of the digital age. Mastering Film Pho-
tography is a fast-track guide to shooting emulsion in the digital age. After a crash course in 
how film works and how to choose the ideal camera to use it with, readers will learn how to 
overcome the challenges of getting the exposure right when there’s no instant feedback; how 
to use flash systems in the pre-TTL era; and the importance of filters before Instagram; as well 
as exploring the creative world of lensless photography. With profiles of leading film prac-
titioners along the way, the book is rounded off with a guide to the traditional, digital, and 
hybrid processing options that will enable you to make the most of your negatives and slides.

Chris Gatcum is the author of DK’s The Beginner’s Photography Guide, Plastic Cameras, 
and 52 Assignments: Experimental Photography.

Photography • 176 Pages • 9.75 x 9.75 • Four-color Interior • 9781781453513 • November  
$29.95 (Can $39.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Ammonite Press

Mastering Child Portrait Photography
A Definitive Guide for Photographers

Richard Bradbury

How to shoot beautiful portraits of some of the most challenging subjects of all

Photographing children is not easy. They move around, they look the wrong way, and, as 
any parent will tell you, they never do what you want them to do when you want them to 
do it! It is this unpredictability that makes child portraiture the fascinating challenge that 
it is. Mastering Child Portrait Photography contains everything you need to master the art. 
For the keen enthusiast, this is an accessible guide to capturing images of your children that 
will last a lifetime. For the aspiring professional, it is a complete handbook for a wonderful 
lifestyle business, one in which you can create mini masterpieces that will enhance family 
homes and bring pleasure to lives for generations.

Richard Bradbury’s child portrait photography is widely known through his annual project, 
The Children of London. Richard also shoots for The Guinness Book of World Records. 
He has earned many awards, including M.P.A. Creative & Commercial Photographer of the 
Year and S.W.P.P. Commercial & Advertising Photographer of the Year. He is currently the 
A.O.P. Editorial Photographer of the Year, and Honorary President of The Master Photog-
raphers Association.

Photography • 176 Pages • 9.75 x 9.75 • Four-color Interior • 9781781453599 • September  
$29.95 (Can $39.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Ammonite Press
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Masters of Street Photography
Rob Yarham

A combination of visual inspiration and practical advice from 16 leading street 
photographers

Masters of Street Photography explores the craft and creative secrets of 16 leading lights of 
the genre. Through probing Q&A style interviews, beautifully reproduced images, captions 
telling the story of each picture, and detailed technical information, the reader is given an 
insight into the photographers’ working practices, from their career paths and inspirations, 
to the equipment, techniques, tropes and tricks they employ to create their breathtaking and 
visionary works. The result is a book that combines visual inspiration with tried and tested 
“street smart” advice from leading professionals, providing everything the aspiring street 
photographer needs to create their own distinctive urban portfolio.

Rob Yarham is the editor of Beautiful Britain magazine and a contributor for The Guardian.

Photography • 176 Pages • 11.25 x 5.25 • Four-color Interior • 9781781453605 
November • $34.95 (Can $46.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Ammonite Press

Photographic Image Enhancement and Workflow
Julian Cremona

A practical guide to understanding the digital image and enhancing your photographs so 
they look better than ever

Time and circumstance often prevent the perfect photograph from being taken. This book 
explains how to enhance an image using readily available software in order to obtain the 
photo you wanted to take. It explains how to analyze a photograph to recognize what needs 
to be done, and then shows how to improve it. Instead of being a guide to one specific soft-
ware program, the book looks at different styles of workflow and process. It covers transfer-
able skills and uses a variety of software for all budgets. Written with accessible clarity and 
practical detail, this book is a must for everyone who enjoys their photography and wants to 
take their images to the next level.

Julian Cremona is a passionate photographer who specializes in extreme close-up photog-
raphy and focus stacking. After a career as a naturalist and biologist, he now regularly runs 
photographic workshops.

Photography • 160 Pages • 7.5 x 9.75 • 218 Color Photos • 9781785005619  
November • $42.95 (Can $57.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Crowood Press
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WILDLIFE PHOTOGRAPHER OF THE YEAR

Wildlife Photographer of the Year: Portfolio 29
An awe-inspiring collection of the annual contest’s winning photographs

Each year the Wildlife Photographer of the Year exhibition is seen by millions through a 
global tour and international media coverage. Portfolio 29 displays the full collection of 
100 images awarded in the 2018 competition. Selected by an international jury for their 
artistic merit and originality from more than 40,000 entries, they represent the work of 
almost 100 nationalities. Displaying different styles, techniques, and ways of seeing, the 
collection is both a showcase for photographers who specialize in documenting the natural 
world and a celebration of nature.

Rosamund Kidman Cox was the editor of BBC Wildlife Magazine for 23 years. She is the 
co-editor of Frozen Planet, Life, and Planet Earth for BBC Books.

Photography/Animals • 160 Pages • 10.25 x 10 • 100 Color Photos 
9780565094867 • January • $39.95 (Can $53.95) • Cloth 
Rights: US & Canada • Natural History Museum, London

Wildlife Photographer of the Year: Highlights Volume 5
A pocket-sized collection of competition-winning photographs

The Wildlife Photographer of the Year competition is the most famous and prestigious 
event of its kind in the world. It provides both an inspiring annual catalogue of the won-
ders of nature and a thought provoking look at our complex relationship with the natural 
world. These are the unforgettable highlights from the latest Wildlife Photographer of 
the Year competition, drawn from more than 45,000 entries nearly 100 countries. They 
include each of the category winners and incorporate all aspects of wildlife photography, 
from animal portraits to Earth’s environments. For each photograph there is a caption 
that reveals the memorable story behind the picture and, for some, members of the inter-
national jury share their insightful thoughts. Twenty-five striking photographs from the 
competition’s People’s Choice vote are also included.

Rosamund Kidman Cox was the editor of BBC Wildlife Magazine for 23 years. She is the 
co-editor of Frozen Planet, Life, and Planet Earth. 

Photography/Nature • 96 Pages • 8 x 8 • 100 Color Photos  
9780565094874 • January • $12.95 (Can $16.95) • Trade Paper  
Rights: US & Canada • Natural History Museum, London
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prettycitynewyork
Discovering New York’s Beautiful Places

Siobhan Ferguson

A stunning photography, lifestyle, and travel guide to the 
world’s most famous city

New York City is known for many things: its urban, high-rise 
landscape, the bustling atmosphere, and busy business and tourist 
spots. Pretty tree-lined avenues, cute shops, and serene getaways 
do not immediately come to mind for this cosmopolitan city, 
but they are there. Acclaimed Instagrammer Siobhan Ferguson, 
author of prettycitylondon, now turns her discerning eye to the 
Big Apple itself. Travel along with her as she uncovers the hid-
den gems—the sweet, secluded alleys, the fantastic markets, the 
artisan boutiques—that New York has to offer, and reveals the 
beautiful, the quaint, and the downright pretty scattered among 
the urban landscape of the world’s most famous city. Stunning 
photographs alongside fantastic tips to take your own pictures 
and create a prettycitynewyork experience for yourself make this 
the perfect book for visitors on foot and armchair travelers alike.

Siobhan Ferguson is the curator and founder of the hugely popu-
lar Instagram accounts @prettycitylondon, @theprettycities, and @
siobhaise. A photographer and social media consultant, she is the 
author of prettycitylondon: Discovering London’s Beautiful Places.

Photography/Travel • 224 Pages • 7.5 x 9.75 
250 Color Photos • 9780750990707  
November • $26.95 (Can $35.95) • Cloth  
Rights: US & Canada • The History Press

Also available:

9780750985598
$31.95  (Can $35.95)
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Abandoned Places
Where Time Stopped

Richard Happer

Ghost towns, empty streets, crumbling ruins, lost empires, and other deserted places

Stories, facts and photographs of 60 beautiful and eerie abandoned places from throughout 
the world. Time has stopped and nature is taking resident in these places mainly due to nat-
ural disasters, war or economic reasons. Severely damaged by Hurricane Katrina, Six Flags 
Jazzland has been abandoned since. Several of the rides still stand, a testimony to the resil-
ience of New Orleans. Shicheng in China, founded 1,300 years ago, has been under water for 
53 years since the Xin’an River Hydro Plant flooded the area. Chernobyl, totally abandoned 
after the nearby nuclear disaster in 1986, has been left untouched ever since the incident 
and will be for many thousands of years into the future. Nature now rules the city in what 
resembles an apocalyptic movie. Poveglia is an island in the Venetian Lagoon which under 
the rule of Napoleon Bonaparte became a dumping ground for plague victims and later an 
asylum for the mentally ill. Plymouth was the capital of the island of Montserrat. The town 
was overwhelmed by volcanic eruptions starting in 1995 and was abandoned. St. Kilda, a 
remote Scottish Island, may have been permanently inhabited for at least two millennia, the 
population probably never exceeding 180. The entire population was evacuated in 1930.

Richard Happer is the author of 14 non-fiction books on historical and geographical subjects 
and contributor to several atlases and other reference works. Recent titles include The Times 
Extreme Survivors and The Times Britain From Above.

Photography • 264 Pages • 7.5 x 9.75 • 130 Color Photos • 9780008333331 
October • $27.95 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • HarperCollins UK

Unfamiliar Underground
Finding the Calm in the Chaos of London’s Tube Stations

Victoria Louise Howard

A personal photography journey capturing the beauty and eerie tranquility of an empty 
London Underground

We are all so familiar with bustling tube stations and overcrowded carriages, but have you 
ever wondered what the London Underground looks like empty? Victoria Howard’s haunt-
ing, peaceful photographs showcase just that: beautiful architecture, engineering and design 
as you have never seen it before. Inspired by her own fear of confined underground spaces, 
she set herself the goal of capturing all 270 tube stations, empty, a personal journey that has 
taken give years to complete. This is a book about looking at the tube in an unfamiliar way, 
capturing the history, beauty and tranquility of an empty London Underground that is rarely 
seen by those who use it the most.

Victoria Louise Howard is a passionate photographer, holding a HNC in photography from 
the University of West London and currently studying to gain her BA with the Open College 
of Arts.

Photography/Transportation • 176 Pages • 7.56 x 9.25 • 278 Color Photos 
9780750990561 • November • $32.95 (Can $43.95) • Cloth  
Rights: US & Canada • The History Press
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9780008249502 
$39.95   
Cloth

Also available:

9780008295745
$39.95 
Cloth

Astronomy Photographer of the Year: Collection 8
Royal Observatory of Greenwich

Showcasing spectacular images shot by astrophotographers worldwide

All the winning and shortlisted images from the 2019 Insight Investment Astronomy Photog-
rapher of the Year competition. The images are submitted in one of the following categories: 
Aurorae; Skyscapes; People and Space; Our Sun; Our Moon; Planets, Comets and Asteroids; 
Stars and Nebulae; Galaxies; Young Competition (aged 15 years or under); Special Prize 
Categories; The Sir Patrick Moore Prize for Best Newcomer; and Robotic Scope. Each image 
is accompanied by caption, photographer, location and technical details.  

The Royal Observatory, Greenwich is the home of Greenwich Mean Time and the Prime 
Meridian of the World, making it the official starting point for each new day and year. It 
runs the annual Astronomy Photographer of the Year competition.

Photography/Science • 200 Pages • 10.25 x 10.25 • 9780008348991  
February • $39.95 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • HarperCollins UK

The Moon
A Celebration of Our Celestial Neighbour

Royal Observatory, Greenwich

Official publication of the Royal Observatory Greenwich’s major exhibition The Moon, 
marking the 50th anniversary of Neil Armstrong’s “small step”

Written by the Royal Observatory’s leading astronomers and moon experts, this landmark 
work explores man’s fascination with our only natural satellite. Learn how we started to ob-
serve the Moon, how we used it to mark time and navigate, how lunar lore developed across 
the world, how the Chinese developed calendars and predicted eclipses. See how the Moon 
has influenced African art, and also acted as a muse for artists in other parts of the world in 
a variety of media. Also explore our relationship with the Moon as telescopes, photography, 
and film progressed, and how the Moon and space programs have influenced fashion, toys 
and culture. And consider how the Moon has not escaped geopolitics, with various treaties 
being signed in relation to space debris.

The Royal Observatory, Greenwich, is the home of Greenwich Mean Time and the Prime 
Meridian of the World, making it the official starting point for each new day and year. It 
is also home to London’s only planetarium, the Harrison timekeepers and the UK’s largest 
refracting telescope.

Science • 256 Pages • 7.68 x 9.92 • 90 Color Photos, 90 B/W Photos • 9780008282462 
October • $32.95 • Cloth • Rights: US • HarperCollins UK



Space Exploration
Past, Present, Future

Carolyn Collins Petersen

“[An] illuminating collection of essays . . . this well-researched volume will surely be a 
handy reference for space fans and professionals alike.” —Publishers Weekly

“Superb . . . this book offers some tantalizing glimpses of what could be.”  
—Inside Outer Space  

A lively global history of space exploration, now in paperback

Humanity has always looked to the stars, but it hasn’t been until relatively recently that we 
have managed to travel into space. Carolyn Collins Petersen takes us on a journey from the 
first space pioneers and their work, through the World War I-led technological advances 
in rocketry that formed the basis for the Space Age, to the increasing corporate interest in 
space. This detailed examination of our steps into space is viewed from our potential future 
there—on Mars to be exact—and considers how we will reach that point. The author con-
cludes with our current advances and our immediate ambitions in space exploration. The 
future and its scientific possibilities are enthralling: Who will be the first to step on Mars? 
Will matter/antimatter annihilations take us to the Kuiper Belt, or will it be ion propulsion? 
What is the Alcubierre Warp Drive? Will it take us to the stars?

Carolyn Collins Petersen is an award-winning science writer and astronomer whose books 
include Astronomy 101 and The New Solar System. She is CEO of Loch Ness Productions, 
an innovative production company specializing in cosmically creative content. Her work has 
appeared in domed theaters and observatory exhibits around the world, including Griffith 
Observatory in Los Angeles, NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, and the California Acade-
my of Sciences in San Francisco. She lives in Black Hawk, Colorado. 

Science/History • 304 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 9781445689425 • Replaces: 9781445656038 
October • $16.95 (Can $22.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Amberley Publishing

Project Apollo
The Moon Odyssey Explained

Norman Ferguson

A miscellany of facts, figures and stories from the Apollo mission program, representing 
the furthest humankind has ever traveled

The Apollo missions to the Moon are some of the most successful and well-remembered 
manned spaceflights that NASA has ever accomplished, taking place in the heyday of space 
travel. Indeed, the program was the only one to achieve the ultimate goal of placing human-
kind on the Moon, which it did no less than six times between 1969 and 1972. Here aviation 
author Norman Ferguson reveals fascinating facts and figures, and recounts amazing stories 
about the astronauts, their spacecraft and their missions whose achievements have never 
been surpassed.

Norman Ferguson is the author of From Airbus to Zeppelin and The Little Book of Aviation, 
and he has also written comedy for BBC radio and BBC and Channel 4 television. 

Science/History • 192 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 20 B/W Photos • 9780750989787 
October • $18.95 (Can $24.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • The History Press
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The History of Science in Bite-sized Chunks
Nicola Chalton and Meredith MacArdle

Discover the remarkable history of science in simple pieces, from key scientific discover-
ies to the remarkable minds in each scientific field

Since ancient times, we have tried to make sense of our universe by observing objects far 
beyond our abilities to see or touch—from the smallest atom to the farthest star. This book 
covers, in chronological order, all the key discoveries and remarkable minds in each scientific 
field, including Aristotle’s geocentric model of the cosmos, Darwin’s theory of evolution, 
Newton’s theory of gravity, and Einstein’s theory of relativity. Also included are fascinat-
ing anecdotes about the lives of influential scientists: learn how Ptolemy fixed his results to 
match his theories; Freud used cocaine to expand his mind; and Tim Berners-Lee, inventor 
of the World Wide Web, was banned from using university computers after being caught 
hacking. Revealing how human curiosity knows no bounds, and how the field of science has 
evolved over the last 2,500 years, this book breaks everything down into easily digestible 
sections to give a broad overview of the fascinating history of science.

Nicola Chalton is the author of The 20th Century in Bite-Sized Chunks. Meredith MacArdle is 
the co-author of The 20th Century in Bite-sized Chunks and the author of The Timeline History 
of China,The Timeline History of the Middle Ages, and The Little Book of Stonehenge.

Science/History • 224 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781789290714 • September  
$13.95 (Can $18.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Michael O’Mara

Plato’s Alarm Clock
And Other Amazing Ancient Inventions

James M. Russell

The true history of some of the most extraordinary inventions of the ancient world, 
including mysterious devices that we can’t recreate today, and the original versions of 
modern technology

We all like to think we are pretty smart. New medical advances seem to come along every 
day; space travel suddenly doesn’t seem so difficult; self-driving cars are no longer a thing 
of the future . . . but if we were stranded on a desert island tomorrow, most of us wouldn’t 
know how to catch a fish or start a fire, let alone rebuild all that extraordinary technology we 
now rely on. The truth is that we’re not necessarily more clever than our ancestors, we just 
have an accumulation of centuries of technological progress on which we can rely. As this 
book shows, many of the ancients were much more advanced that we realize—indeed there 
are recent inventions that had actually been discovered centuries earlier and then forgotten. 
And what about all those modern day devices and machines that rely on ancient inventions 
such as paper, levers and gears? From brain surgery in the Stone Age to Chinese whisky from 
the 7th century BC, to Damascus steel—once the hardest metal in the world, which we no 
longer know how to make—this book collects the stories of hundreds of ancient devices, 
inventions and breakthroughs from around the world and across the centuries, giving us 
a fascinating glimpse into past eras that were far more technologically advanced than we 
sometimes realize.

James M. Russell is the author of A Brief Guide to Philosophical Classics, A Brief Guide to 
Spiritual Classics and A Traveller’s Guide to Infinity. 

History/Science • 192 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 12 B/W Photos, 12 B/W Illustrations 
9781782439349 • November • $16.95 (Can $22.95) • Cloth  
Rights: US & Canada • Michael O’Mara



On the Origin of Species
Charles Darwin
Foreword by David Williams

The most important work of modern science in a gorgeous hardcover edition

An instant bestseller in 1859, few books have had such a revolutionary impact and left such a 
lasting impression as On the Origin of Species. Possibly the most important and challenging 
scientific book ever published, Darwin’s language remains surprisingly modern and direct. It 
is presented here in a faithful yet generously detailed facsimile edition. The text is taken from 
the second edition (1860), which incorporated some minor corrections but is otherwise the 
purest distillation of Darwin’s original vision. It includes a new foreword as well as an in-
troductory appendix, An Historical Sketch of the Recent Progress of Opinion on the Origin, 
taken from the third edition (1861).

Charles Robert Darwin (1809 -1882) was an English naturalist, geologist, and biologist. For 
his pioneering theory of evolution he is celebrated as one the greatest British scientists who 
ever lived. David Williams is a Researcher at the Natural History Museum. 

Science • 520 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9780565095024 • November • $21.95 (Can $29.95) 
Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Natural History Museum, London

The Wisdom of Wolves
Elli H. Radinger

They care for their elderly, play with their kids, and always put family first. Can we all 
learn something from the wisdom of wolves? 

In this unforgettable book, wolf expert and naturalist Elli Radinger draws on her 25 years of 
first-hand experience among the wolves of Yellowstone National Park to tell us their remark-
able stories. Wolves aren’t wolfish. They can die of broken hearts, show tenderness to their 
young and elderly, and their packs are led by couples, with the key decisions made by females. 
They play, they pretend and they predate. They are more complex than we ever knew and 
more like us than we ever imagined. You’ll meet Oh-Six, the she-wolf whose bold hunting 
technique astounded the most experienced biologists, Casanova who succeeded in luring his 
love away from her pack, and Druid alpha male 21, the magnanimous and compassionate 
leader. Ultimately, Radinger shows how much we can learn from these beautiful and mysteri-
ous creatures, and how much there is to gain from emulating the wisdom of wolves.

Elli H. Radinger is Germany’s best-known expert on wolves. For 25 years she has spent a 
large part of every year observing wild wolves in the Yellowstone National Park in Wyo-
ming, USA. The Wisdom of Wolves is her first book.

Animals/Nature • 256 Pages • 5.75 x 8.75 • 9780241346716 • November • $28.95 
Cloth • Rights: US • Penguin Random House UK
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The Magpie’s Nest
A Treasury of Bird Folk Tales

Taffy Thomas
Illustrations by Becca Hall

A unique collection of folk tales about birds, gathered over 50 years and retold by a 
master storyteller

From crowded train stations to quiet woods, and from city centers to our own back gardens, 
birds remind us that nature is everywhere. As children we are fascinated by these magical fly-
ing creatures that live among us, and as adults we have a fondness for our feathered friends. 
Numerous books about different habitats and markings exist to help us find and identify 
birds, but here one of Britain’s finest storytellers has gathered together the best folk tales 
about birds. Suitable for all ages and charmingly illustrated, this is an essential collection of 
stories for all who love the natural world.

Taffy Thomas is a professional storyteller and the author of Cumbrian Folk Tales and Mid-
winter Folk Tales. 

Folklore & Mythology/Animals • 160 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 10 Color Illustrations,  
25 B/W Illustrations • 9780750990059 • September • $21.95 (Can $29.95) • Cloth 
Rights: US & Canada • The History Press

The Moon-Eyed People
Folk Tales from Welsh America

Peter Stevenson

Little-known folk tales from Welsh settlements in America: a colonial history told 
through stories from Welsh, American and Native cultures

A mining settlement in Appalachia is described as being unfit for pigs to live in, Welsh 
weavers make cloth for enslaved people, a monster is defeated by a medicine-girl, a Welsh 
criminal marries an “Indian Princess,” Lakota men who witnessed Wounded Knee re-enact 
the massacre in Cardiff, and all the while, mountain women practice Appalachian hoodoo, 
native healing, and Welsh witchcraft. These stories are a mixture of true tales, tall tales and 
folk tales, that tell of the lives of migrants who left Wales and settled in America, of the 
native people who had long been living there, and those curious travelers who returned to 
find their roots in the old country. They were explorers, miners, dreamers, hobos, tourists, 
farmers, radicals, showmen, sailors, soldiers, witches, warriors, wolf-girls, poets, preachers, 
prospectors, political dissidents, social reformers, and wayfaring strangers. The Cherokee 
called them “The Moon-Eyed People.”

Peter Stevenson is a professional storyteller and illustrator, and is the organizer of Aberys-
twyth Storytelling Festival. He regularly does storytelling tours of North America and has 
told stories of Welsh America in Greenwich Village. 

Folklore & Mythology • 192 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 20 B/W Illustrations • 9780750991421 
November • $19.95 (Can $26.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • The History Press



Tudor Folk Tales
Dave Tonge

A vivid collection of stories from Tudor times, handed down through generations of 
storytellers—now in paperback

In Tudor times the “common sort” were no different from us, laughing together, mocking 
each other and sharing bawdy tales in tavern yards, marketplaces and anywhere else that 
people came together. These stories were later collected in the cheap print of the period, 
and professional storyteller Dave Tonge has sought them out to assemble here. Within these 
pages hide smooth-talking tricksters, lusty knaves, wayward youths and stories of the eternal 
struggle to wear the breeches in the family, for a sometimes coarse but often comic telling of 
the everyday ups and downs in Tudor life.

Dave Tonge is a professional storyteller who works at schools, museums and heritage sites 
as well as literary, folk and storytelling festivals.

Folklore & Mythology • 192 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 9780750991643 
Replaces: 9780750962414 • January • $19.95 (Can $26.95) • Trade Paper 
Rights: US & Canada • The History Press

Storytelling for Dads
Tim Porteus
Illustrations by Morvern Graham

A guide to storytelling for dads, with information on why it’s important as well as tips 
and ideas

Stories should be part of everyone’s childhood. This book explains why stories and storytell-
ing are so vital, and highlights the importance of the role of dads in particular. It explores 
the varied challenges dads can face with storytelling and offers tips and guidance on how to 
be a storydad—including a collection of different kinds of tales and story-making techniques. 
The book is beautifully illustrated by images that bring the stories to life. Full of inspiration 
and practical advice, this is a must-read for dads everywhere.

Tim Porteus is a columnist, storyteller, and writer who has used storytelling with dads for a 
number of years, creating events, resources and workshops to encourage and inspire. He is 
the author of East Lothian Folk Tales for Children.

Childrens: Parenting & Family Care • 192 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 9780750989114 
February • $16.95 (Can $22.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • The History Press
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The Parenting Toolkit
Simple Steps to Happy & Confident Children

Caroline Penney

“Uses the secrets that family therapists know to get underneath problems and unlock 
what is causing them. . . . In clear, simple and friendly language, she helps you under-
stand, and overcome, these hurdles.” —Steve Biddulph, author, Raising Boys

“An out of the ordinary parenting book which combines practical know-how with deep 
psychological knowledge. Writing with a deceptive lightness of touch, Caroline Penney 
helps us to understand the reasons why both parents and children behave as they do. A 
very welcome book.” —Dr. Sue Gerhardt, author, Why Love Matters

Twelve basic parenting principles based on hundreds of families the author has helped 
as a therapist, on the latest research, and on her own experience as a parent

This book is a unique and valuable resource for parents and guardians who wish to give their 
children the best start in life. The author has drawn on her years of experience facilitating 
parenting groups and working as a family therapist to present these techniques clearly, illus-
trated by a wealth of real-life examples. She explains how to help your child become confi-
dent, capable, caring, and able to reach their full potential. She gives parents and guardians 
simple skills for developing healthier relationships with their children of all ages. These in-
clude: acknowledging feelings, clear communication, descriptive praise, assertiveness, child-
led play, describing behavior instead of labeling the child, problem solving, and discipline 
strategies. She also has advice on balancing parents’/guardians’ stress with self-care.

Caroline Penney BSc, SRN, MSc, PGCE is a specialist and systemic family therapist. Her 
great-grandfather was Sigmund Freud and her great-aunt was Anna Freud. She has spent 30 
years working in parenting education, social services, and the healthcare system.

Childrens: Parenting & Family Care/Family  & Relationships • 250 Pages • 8 x 10 
30 Line Drawings • 9781912480111 • October • $26.95 (Can $35.95) • Trade Paper  
Rights: US & Canada • Hawthorn Press

Born to Move
How Movement and Music Assists Brain Development in Children Aged 3-7 Years

Sally Goddard Blythe and Michael Lazarev

A book-and-two-CD collection of songs, action nursery rhymes and stories that assist 
child development through movement

Born to Move offers young children a range of creative, enjoyable music and movement activ-
ities for developing coordination and language. The action-stories, songs and nursery rhymes 
will encourage children to move, listen, and learn. Based on the whole body approaches to 
learning developed by Sally Goddard Blythe, with music and poems by Michael Lazarev this 
book explains why movement is essential for healthy brain development and learning, dis-
cusses the neonatal reflexes and how children learn with their bodies, and covers the dangers 
for child growth of speeding up childhood. Two CDs contain nursery action rhymes, stories 
and songs for parents to use. Exercises with the stories will improve children’s attention, 
balance and co-ordination. This invaluable resource is suitable for both parents and also for 
people working with children such as early years educators, health visitors, pediatricians, 
special needs teachers and educational psychologists.

Sally Goddard Blythe MSc. (Psych.) is Director of the Institute for Neuro-Physiological  
Psychology. Professor Michael Lazarev is Head of the Children’s Rehabilitatory Medicine 
Centre in Moscow. He researches how music helps children’s health and development.

Childrens: Parenting & Family Care • 200 Pages • 6.25 x 9.25  • 2 discs• 9781907359859 
November • $32.95 (Can $43.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Hawthorn Press



Making Simple Needle Felts
40 Inspiring Seasonal Projects

Steffi Stern

An essential guide for anyone interested in the popular craft of needle-felting

Whether you are completely new to needle-felting or an experienced felter, this book has 
something to offer, from precise instructions to creative inspiration. Written by an author ex-
perienced in making and teaching crafts to students of all ages and abilities, instructions are 
easy to follow and include practical yet creative ideas to fix common mistakes. Requiring no 
experience other than an interest in working and playing with wool, projects progressively 
build on skills throughout, and will transform you into an avid needle-felter in no time at all.

Steffi Stern is the co-owner of the shop The Makerss.

Crafts & Hobbies • 160 Pages • 8 x 10 • 400 Color Photos • 9781907359972 • November 
$27.95 (Can $37.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Hawthorn Press

Making Peg Dolls & More
Toys that Spin, Fly and Bring Sweet Dreams

Margaret Bloom

A wonderful resource for making simple toys together with children

Fifteen designs and patterns for toys and crafts will engage children in the processes of mak-
ing, playing and storytelling. From simple peg doll necklaces, to toys that spin and fly like a 
dragon rider marionette, or sewing projects like a wall hanging of pirates and merfolk, this 
series of delightful craft projects will inspire all the family to make and play creatively.

Margaret Bloom has a Master’s Degree in Counselling Psychology and has worked as a pro-
fessional puppeteer. She lives in San Carlos, California. 

Crafts & Hobbies • 128 Pages • 8.5 x 7.5 • 60 Color Photos • 9781912480029 
Replaces: 9781907359361 • September • $27.95 (Can $37.95) • Trade Paper 
Rights: US & Canada • Hawthorn Press
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My Life in Thirty Seven Therapies
From Yoga to Hypnosis and Why Voodoo Is Never the Answer

Kay Hutchison

One day she was a successful businesswoman, happily married, the next she was a lonely 
40-something, desperate for answers—here’s the story of the journey that ensued

Kay Hutchison had it all: a successful career, a beautiful home, and a loving husband. But her 
life changed forever one annual holiday, and it started with “I’m leaving.” Going solo, Kay 
embarked on a unique journey of self-discovery. From colonic irrigation to cupping and reiki 
to reflexology, Kay found herself calling psychics, going to healers and tarot card readers, and 
dabbling in past-life regression, sonic therapy, silent retreats, astrology, shamanic retreats 
and much, much more. This book is the funny, moving and occasionally harrowing account 
of one woman’s search for the truth, from the sunshine of Spain to deep inside the psyche of 
her Scottish childhood. The result is an unusually candid exploration of both the challenges 
and opportunities of middle age.

Kay Hutchison had a successful career in TV and radio production. She led the partnership 
responsible for establishing a “post-Games” use of the London 2012 Olympic Broadcast 
Centre. In 2009, Kay founded Belle Media, and in 2015, launched a children’s publishing 
arm—Belle Kids—producing multi-platform content with a strong conservation focus.

Memoir/Self-Help • 208 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781910453773 • October  
$16.95 (Can $22.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • RedDoor Publishing

The Friendship Formula
Add Great Friends, Subtract Toxic People and Multiply Your Happiness

Caroline Millington

How to get the best out of those friendships that really matter

Friendship is such an important part of our lives but how much to we really know about it? In 
her first book, Caroline Millington introduced the concept of kindfulness—blending mindful-
ness with being kind to yourself. That means setting boundaries to get the best out of your re-
lationships and making your emotional wellbeing a priority. Now she shows readers how to 
apply this concept to create and maintain long-lasting, nurturing and functioning friendships. 
Friendship is a beautiful thing but there are times it can be tricky to navigate: when friendship 
becomes toxic; how to break up with a friend; what to do if a friend “ghosts” you and surviv-
ing friendship betrayal; how motherhood can impact on female friendships; friendship grief 
and how to cope with losing a friend. This book shows you how applying kindfulness to the 
difficult side of friendship can help you get the best out of those friendships that really matter.

Caroline Millington is an award-winning journalist and a digital producer at ITV.

Family & Relationships • 224 Pages • 4.25 x 7 • 9781788545402 • November 
$16.95 (Can $22.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Head of Zeus

Kindfulness
How to Be Kinder to Yourself and Find True Happiness

Caroline Millington

The tools you need to have a more positive mindset

Where do you come on your To Do list? Between juggling the demands of work, potentially 
toxic friendships, parenting guilt, trying to be the best partner you can be—or looking for 
love—life can be totally overwhelming. And for so many of us, it’s the bits we’re not #win-
ning at that appear to be flashing in neon lights as a daily reminder. That’s where kindfulness 
comes in—blending mindfulness with being kind to yourself. Simply, remembering to treat 
yourself with kindness in all instances. That means no more self-flagellation over so-called 
“failings,” setting boundaries to get the best out of your relationships and making your emo-
tional wellbeing a priority. Kindfulness will help equip readers with the tools they need to 
have a more positive mindset, put themselves first, identify the triggers in their life which can 
cause anxiety and generally take better care of themselves.

Caroline Millington is a journalist and a digital producer at ITV.

Body/Mind/Spirit • 224 Pages • 4.25 x 7 • 9781788545389 • September 
$16.95 (Can $22.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Head of Zeus



Time and How to Spend It
The 7 Rules for Richer, Happier Days

James Wallman

“Wallman shows us how make the most of our days and improve the quality of our 
lives. If you’re tired of wasting time, this is the book for you.” —Daniel H. Pink,  
author, When

“Wallman draws together powerful ideas and research into a cohesive, fun, and useful 
handbook for life.” —Jake Knapp, author, Sprint

An investigation of why time is so often wasted, leaving us feeling unfulfilled—and how 
to enrich your hours instead

We’ve learned how to spot the difference between junk foods and superfoods. When you 
discover the equivalent rules for time, it’ll change how you live your life. Here, cultural 
commentator James Wallman investigates the persistent problem of wasted, unfulfilling time, 
and finds a powerful answer—a revolutionary approach to life based on the latest scientific 
discoveries. At its heart is the inspiring revelation that you can actively choose better experi-
ences. Bursting with original stories, fresh takes on tales you thought you knew, and insights 
from psychology, economics, and culture, this bookreveals a seven-point checklist that’ll 
help you avoid empty experiences, and fill your free hours with exciting and enriching ones 
instead. You’ll learn how to avoid WMDs (weapons of mass distraction), and discover the 
roads that lead to flow. You’ll get more out of every minute and every day; your weekends 
will fizz, and your holidays will be deeply nourishing. You’ll not only be living the good life, 
but building a truly great life.

James Wallman is a cultural commentator and trend forecaster, and the author of Stuffoca-
tion. He has written for GQ, the New York Times, and the FT, and appeared on the BBC, 
the ABC and MSNBC. He runs a boutique trend forecasting firm whose clients range from 
KFC to KPMG, Yell and Eventbrite. 

Self-Help • 320 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9780753552650 • October • $19.95 • Trade Paper 
Rights: US • Penguin Random House UK

What We Really Do All Day
Insights from the Centre for Time Use Research

Jonathan Gershuny and Oriel Sullivan

An introduction to the unique field of Time Use Research: the collection and analysis of 
detailed data on our daily lives as a means of understanding our society and economy

Are we spending more time at work than we would have 50 years ago? Are we sleeping less? 
How has the Internet affected the way we use our spare time? Everything we do happens in 
time and it feels like our lives are busier than ever before. Yet a detailed look at our daily 
activities reveals some surprising truths about the social and economic structure of the world 
we live in. This book delves into the unrivaled data collection and expertise of the Centre 
for Time Use Research to explore fifty-five years of change and what it means for us today.  

Jonathan Gershuny is Professor of Economic Sociology in the Department of Sociology, 
University of Oxford, and the author of Changing Times. Oriel Sullivan is Professor of So-
ciology of Gender in the Department of Sociology, University of Oxford, and the author of 
Changing Gender Relations, Changing Families. They are the co-directors of the Centre for 
Time Use Research.

Sociology • 352 Pages • 4.37 x 7.13 • 9780241285565 • September • $17.95 • Trade Paper  
Rights: US • Penguin Random House UK
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A Good Life to the End
Taking Control of Our Inevitable Journey Through Ageing and Death

Ken Hillman

A crucial and timely rallying cry against unnecessary suffering and for humanity  
and gentle acceptance at the end of our lives 

A huge majority of people at the end of their lives want to die at home, but only a small 
number manage to do this. This vital book asks why. Many of us have experienced an el-
derly loved one coming to the end of their life in a hospital—over-treated, infantilized, and, 
worst of all, facing a death without dignity. Families are being herded into making decisions 
that are not to the benefit of the patient. Professor Ken Hillman has worked in intensive 
care since its inception. But he is appalled by the way the ICU has become a place where the 
frail, soon-to-die, and dying are given unnecessary operations and life-prolonging treatments 
without their wishes being taken into account. A Good Life to the End will embolden and 
equip us to ask about the options that doctors in hospital should offer us but mostly don’t. 
It lets us know that there are other, gentler options for patients and their loved ones that can 
be much more sympathetic to the final wishes of most people facing the end of their lives. 
An invaluable support for the elderly as well as their families, and a rallying cry for anyone 
who’s had to witness the unnecessary suffering of a loved one, A Good Life to the End will 
spark debate, challenge the status quo, and change lives.

Ken Hillman is an intensive care specialist who is a Professor of Intensive Care at the Uni-
versity of New South Wales, the Foundation Director of The Simpson Centre for Health Ser-
vices Research, and a member of the Ingham Institute of Applied Medical Research. He is a 
pioneer in the introduction of the Medical Emergency Team. He is the author of Vital Signs.

Health/Self-Help • 304 Pages • 6 x 9.25 • 9781760294816  
October • $23.95 (Can $31.95) • Trade Paper  
Rights: United States, Canada, China, South Korea & Taiwan • Allen & Unwin

Mind on Fire
A Memoir of Madness and Recovery

Arnold Thomas Fanning

“A truly powerful, arresting, haunting account. Arnold Thomas Fanning has reckoned 
with the darkest matter of his heart and mind, and I challenge anyone not to be moved 
by that.” —Sara Baume, author, Spill Simmer Falter Wither

An extraordinary and hauntingly precise account of living with mania, psychosis,  
and depression

Arnold Thomas Fanning had his first experience of depression during adolescence, following 
the death of his mother. Some 10 years later, an up-and-coming playwright, he was over-
come by mania and delusions. Thus began a terrible period in which he was often suicidal, 
increasingly disconnected from family and friends, sometimes in trouble with the law, and 
homeless in London. Drawing on his own memories, the recollections of people who knew 
him when he was at his worst, and medical and police records, he has produced a beautiful-
ly written, devastatingly intense account of madness—and recovery, to the point where he 
has not had any serious illness for over a decade and has become an acclaimed playwright. 
Fanning conveys the consciousness of a person living with mania, psychosis and severe de-
pression with a startling precision and intimacy. Mind on Fire is the gripping, sometimes 
harrowing, and ultimately uplifting testament of a person who has visited hellish regions of 
the mind.

Arnold Thomas Fanning’s stage plays include McKenna’s Fort. Mind on Fire, his first book, 
was included in the Irish Times Books of the Year and was the Irish Independent’s Memoir 
of the Year, 

Memoir/Health • 288 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 9780241982853 
October • $19.95 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • Penguin Random House UK



Eye Can Write
A Memoir of a Child’s Silent Soul Emerging

Jonathan Bryan
Foreword by Sir Michael Morpugo

“Jonathan’s story is such a powerful one—and light, love, and compassion shine from 
everything he does. It is an honour to call him my friend.” —Bear Grylls

Perfect for fans of The Diving-Bell and the Butterfly, the memoir of a boy who can only 
speak using his eyes

Jonathan Bryan has severe cerebral palsy, a condition that makes him incapable of voluntary 
movement or speech. He was locked inside his own mind, aware of the outside world but 
unable to fully communicate with it until he found a way by using his eyes to laboriously 
choose individual letters, and through this make his thoughts known. In Eye Can Write, we 
read of his intense passion for life, his mischievous sense of fun, his hopes, his fears, and what 
it’s like to be him. This is a powerful book from an incredible young writer whose writing 
ability defies age or physical disability—a truly inspirational figure.

Jonathan Bryan is 12 years old. He received the Diana Legacy award in 2017, one of only 
20 people around the world to receive one. Sir Michael Morpurgo is a former UK Children’s 
Laureate and the author of War Horse.

Biography • 192 Pages • 5.25 x 8.5 • 9781911600787 • November • $21.95 (Can $29.95)  
Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Blink Publishing

Paper Cuts
A Memoir

Stephen Bernard

“A distinguished and desolating memoir. . . .  The saving grace is the writer’s pleasure 
in scholarship, and his undaunted eye for the beauty of the world.” —Hilary Mantel

With Paper Cuts, Stephen Bernard boldly tests the bounds of what a memoir can achieve. 
Living through the trauma of childhood abuse and mental illness, he writes to escape and 
confront, to accuse, and to explain. Each morning when he wakes, Stephen Bernard must 
literally reconstruct his self: every night he writes himself a letter to be read the next day. 
The fractured, intensely personal narrative of Paper Cuts follows a single day in his life as 
he navigates a course through the effects of mania, medication, and memories. The result is 
painful, unique, and inspiring.

Stephen Bernard is an English academic at the University of Oxford. He is the editor of The 
Literary Correspondences of the Tonsons and The Plays and Poems of Nicholas Rowe, and 
reviews for the Times Literary Supplement.

Memoir • 208 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781784707040 • December • $17.95 
Trade Paper • Rights: US • Penguin Random House UK
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This Really Isn’t About You
Jean Hannah Edelstein

“Deft, witty and profound. . . . Edelstein’s writing glows with a peerless clarity that had me 
turning the pages all night. A stunning book.” —Jessie Burton, author, The Miniaturist

“One of the most brilliant writers of her generation, as witty, wry and unsentimental as 
Nora Ephron. This is a magnificent book, about families, mortality, love and the hard, 
necessary work of becoming an adult.” —Olivia Laing, author, The Lonely City

A disarmingly tender, funny and honest memoir of grief, illness and finding your way in life 

In 2014 I moved back to the United States after living abroad for fourteen years, my whole 
adult life, because my father was dying from cancer. Six weeks after I arrived in New York 
City, my father died. Six months after that I learned that I had inherited the gene that would 
cause me cancer too. When Jean Hannah Edelstein’s world overturned she was forced to con-
front some of the big questions in life: How do we cope with grief? How does living change 
when we realize we’re not invincible? Does knowing our likely fate make it harder or easier 
to face the future? How do you motivate yourself to go on your OkCupid date when you’re 
struggling with your own mortality? Written in her inimitable, wry and insightful voice, Jean 
Hannah Edelstein’s memoir is by turns heart-breaking, hopeful and yet also disarmingly 
funny. This Really Isn’t About You is a book about finding your way in life. Which is to say, 
it’s a book about discovering you are not really in control of that at all.

Jean Hannah Edelstein writes regularly for outlets including The Guardian and The Pool, 
and writes a weekly TinyLetter, which Vogue said “pops up in your inbox like lucid dream-
ing.” She also writes all of the marketing emails for Spotify, so you’ve probably deleted her 
work. This Really Isn’t About You is her first book. She lives in Brooklyn.

Memoir • 272 Pages • 5 x 8 • 9781509863815 • November • $15.95 • Trade Paper 
Rights: US • Pan Macmillan

Girls at the Piano
Virginia Lloyd

A memoir about how learning the piano shaped the lives of two women worlds and 
generations apart

Virginia Lloyd spent much of her childhood and adolescence learning and playing the piano 
and thought she would make a career as a pianist. When that didn’t happen, she spent a long 
time wondering about those years of study: had they been wasted? What was their purpose? 
This intriguing memoir explores those questions and investigates the mystery of the author’s 
very musical and deeply unhappy grandmother Alice, and how their lives—both at and away 
from the piano—intersected and diverged. Girls at the Piano also explores the changing re-
lationship between women and the piano over the course of the instrument’s history, taking 
us from the salons of 18th-century Europe to an amateur jazz workshop in Manhattan in 
the early 21st century. Funny, tender, and fascinating, Girls at the Piano is an elegant and 
multi-layered meditation on identity, ambition and doubt, and on how learning the piano 
had a profound effect on two women worlds and generations apart. It is essential reading 
for music lovers everywhere, and for anyone who has undertaken their own voyage around 
a piano.

Virginia Lloyd is the author of The Young Widow’s Book of Home Improvement.

Memoir/Music • 400 Pages • 6 x 8.25 • 9781760297770 
October • $25.95 (Can $34.95) • Trade Paper  
Rights: United States, Canada, China, South Korea & Taiwan • Allen & Unwin
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Song of Re-enchantment
Nietzschean Zen Optimism, 26 Psychosomatic Practices

Robert Miller

The surprising compatibility of Buddhism and Western philosophy

This book provides an outline of the Buddhist shunyata principle (the inherent emptiness 
of all phenomena), and presents a Western philosophical base by which to logically support 
its integration into the western mindset. Buddhism and Western philosophy are surpris-
ingly compatible. Buddhist Existentialism outlines the influence of existentialists, such as 
Nietzsche and Kierkegaard, and introduces us to the ideas of the Madhyamaka school of 
Buddhist thought.

Dr. Robert Miller recently retired from university teaching. He is the author of Buddhist 
Existentialism: From Anxiety, to Authenticity, to Freedom. 

Philosophy/Buddhism • 172 Pages • 6 x 9 • 9780648129356 • October 
$27.95 (Can $37.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Shogam Publications

Desire
Why It Matters

Traleg Kyabgon
Edited by Felicity Lodo

A clarification of the Buddhist perspective on desire

Traleg Kyabgon discusses the notion of desire from Buddhist and other perspectives. He 
reviews commonly held beliefs of desire that are often misguided and can be diametrically 
opposed. There is the belief that desire is an important human experience that is natural, 
which leads to happiness and pleasure. Then there is the juxtaposition that desire is a type 
of demon whose expression leads to diminishment and destruction. There has been a long 
standing belief in some traditions that our ultimate goal is a state of complete desirelessness. 
Traleg Kyabgon challenges this idea, and explores the Buddhist notion of desire within its 
positive and negative forms, seeking to explode some myths and clarify some misunderstand-
ings. The book is also designed to inspire the passion of the readers to seek a fulfilling life 
without needing to demean ones experience of desire.

Traleg Kyabgon (1955–2012) was the founder of the Kagyu E-Vam Buddhist Institute, 
which is headquartered in Melbourne, with a major practice center in upstate New York and 
a practice community in New York City. He taught extensively at universities and Buddhist 
centers in the U.S., Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and Southeast Asia, and is the author 
of such books as Essence of Buddhism and Karma: What It Is, What It Isn’t, Why It Matters.

Religion & Theology/Spirituality • 180 Pages • 6 x 9 • 9780648129318 • November 
$23.95 (Can $31.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Shogam Publications
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Cry from the Highest Mountain
20th Anniversary Edition

Tess Burrows
Foreword by the Dalai Lama
Introduction by Joanna Lumley

“The astonishing courage and humour of Tess Burrows makes this terrifying journey a 
joy to follow.”  —Joanna Lumley, actor and activist

If you had something really important to shout about, you could do worse than to climb to 
the point furthest from the center of the Earth—some 2,150 meters higher than the summit 
of Everest—to do it. Their goal was to raise money and awareness to help fund new schools 
in Tibet. Their mission was to shout out peace messages they had collected from children 
around the world in the lead up to the Millennium. They wanted to promote Earth Peace by 
highlighting Tibet and the Dalai Lama’s ideals. The team comprised Tess Burrows, a mother 
of three in her 50s; Migmar, a young Tibetan prepared to do anything for his country but 
who had never been on a mountain before; and two accomplished mountaineers in their 60s. 
For Tess, it became a struggle of body and mind, as she was symbolically compelled towards 
the highest point within herself.

Tess Burrows gained a degree in Ecological Science from Edinburgh University and moved 
to Australia to grow trees. In 1998 she founded Climb For Tibet with her partner Pete. To-
gether they undertook various “peace climbs,” raising over £130,000 for building schools 
in Tibet for underprivileged children and other humanitarian and environmental projects.

Biography/Travel • 256 Pages • 5 x 8 • 9781785631153 • Replaces: 9781903070123 
September • $16.95 (Can $22.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Eye Books

Short Introduction to Religion
Gordon Kerr

An insightful guide to the world’s most popular religions as well as many of the smaller 
and lesser known ones

During this time of conflict and suspicion, it is perhaps more important than ever to under-
stand the beliefs and philosophies of other cultures. This book provides a useful guide to the 
world’s most popular religions—Christianity, Islam, Buddhism, Judaism and Hinduism—de-
scribing their origins and history, beliefs, worship and sacred writings, but also investigates 
many of the smaller and lesser known religions as well as newer movements such as Scien-
tology, Wicca and Raëlism.

Gordon Kerr is the author of several titles including A Short History of Europe, A Short 
History of Africa, A Short History of China, A Short History of Brazil, A Short History of 
the First World War and A Short History of the Vietnam War.

Religion & Theology/History • 256 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9780857301703 • September 
$18.95 (Can $24.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Oldcastle Books



More than Words
A Collection of Paintings and Reflections

Hannah Dunnett

Hannah Dunnett’s artwork is used to reflect upon key Bible verses

In this book, Hannah has chosen 24 of her favourite pictures and tells the story behind each 
one. As she draws out key verses and their meaning and offers questions to reflect on, readers 
will gain new insight and understanding.

Hannah originally studied medicine and worked as a family doctor before becoming a full-
time artist in 2011. Her popular paintings are inspired by scripture and sell as poster prints and 
greeting cards. Hannah is married to Ben and they live in Cornwall with their three children.

Religion & Theology • 76 Pages • 6.5 x 9.5 • 24 Color Illustrations • 9780857219688 
Replaces: 9780857217936 • October • $16.95 (Can $22.95) • Cloth  
Rights: US & Canada • Lion Hudson

Fresh From the Word 2020
The Bible for a Change
New edition

Nathan Eddy

Fresh From the Word: The Bible for a Change will inspire your reading of the Bible in 
a changing world. Bringing together top theologians and biblical scholars, creative writers 
from around the world, cutting-edge church leaders, activists for peace and justice and a 
range of others, Fresh From the Word offers 366 sets of notes, prayers and suggestions for 
action on biblical themes. This fresh approach to Bible reading is aimed at new readers of the 
Bible from across the church, as well as anyone seeking a faithful, creative and challenging 
conversation with the Bible every day of the year.

Editor Nathan Eddy hails from the United States and has served as a minister in the United 
Reformed Church in Lowestoft, UK, and a university chaplain in Manchester. He has visited 
monasteries in Ghana, Israel, Egypt, India, China and Japan and is now busy raising two 
daughters and eight chickens with his wife, Clare, in London. He is an enthusiastic student of 
Hebrew and the Hebrew Bible, a very amateur actor, and he is fascinated by what the Bible 
can mean today. He is happiest by a canal or on a bike, preferrably at the same time.

Religion & Theology • 384 Pages • 5.5 x 8.5 • 9780857219596 • September 
$12.95 (Can $16.99) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Lion Hudson

God Is Good for You
A Defence of Christianity in Troubled Times

Greg Sheridan

At a time of crisis for Christianity in the West, this book shows just why we need faith in 
our world 

The Judeo-Christian tradition has created and underpinned the moral and legal fabric of 
Western civilization for more than 2000 years, yet now we’ve reached a point where Chris-
tianity has become a minority faith rather than the mainstream belief. It’s a situation that’s 
fraught both for Christians and our wider society, where the moral certainties that were the 
foundation of our institutions and laws are no longer held by the majority. At this point of 
crisis for faith, God is Good for You shows us why Christianity is so vital for our personal 
and social well-being, and how modern Christians have never worked so hard to make the 
world a better place at a time when their faith has never been less valued. It carries a vital 
torch for Christianity in a way that’s closely argued, warmly human, good humored yet pas-
sionate, and, above all, convincing.

Greg Sheridan is Foreign Editor of the Australian and the author of Cities of the Hot Zone.

Religion & Theology • 368 Pages • 6 x 9.25 • 9781760632601  
November • $19.95 (Can $26.95) • Trade Paper 
Rights: United States, Canada, China, South Korea & Taiwan • Allen & Unwin
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The Story of the Cross
A Visual History
New edition

Martyn Whittock and Esther Whittock

A chronicle of how visual representations of the cross have changed throughout history, 
and why

Over the past 2000 years the portrayal of the cross has changed and developed. How have 
these changes reflected belief and culture around the world? Through images produced by 
Christians and non-Christians, the authors will explore changing ideas about the cross, and 
the way in which different cultures have responded to the cross.

Martyn Whittock graduated in Politics from Bristol University in 1980. He taught history for 
thirty-five years and latterly was curriculum leader for Spiritual, Moral, Social and Cultural 
education at a Wiltshire secondary school. He is a Licensed Lay Minister in the Church of 
England. He has acted as an historical consultant to the National Trust and English Her-
itage. He retired from teaching in July 2016 to devote more time to writing. He is the au-
thor or co-author of forty-seven books, including school history textbooks and adult history 
books. The latter include: A Brief History Of Life in the Middle Ages (2009), A Brief History 
of the Third Reich (2011), A Brief Guide To Celtic Myths and Legends (2013), The Viking 
Blitzkrieg AD789-1098 (2013), The Anglo-Saxon Avon Valley Frontier (2014), 1016 and 
1066: Why The Vikings Caused The Norman Conquest (2016), Norse Myths and Legends 
(2017), When God Was King (2018), The Vikings: from Odin to Christ (2018). The last two 
published by Lion Hudson. Also co-written with his daughter, Esther, is Christ: The First 
Two Thousand Years (2016). The Story of the Cross is their second collaborative venture. 
Both books are published by Lion Hudson.

Religion & Theology • 160 Pages • 7.68 x 9.45 • 9780745980638 • January  
$18.95 (Can $24.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Lion Hudson

Ships of Heaven
The Private Life of Britain’s Cathedrals

Christopher Somerville

Christopher Somerville walks across Britain to tell the stories of his favorite cathedrals, 
not as a guidebook, but as a voyage of discovery across the ages

When Christopher Somerville set out to explore Britain’s cathedrals, he found his fixed ideas 
shaken to the roots. Starting out, he pictured cathedrals—Britain possesses over 100—as 
great unmoving bastions of tradition. But as he journeys among favorites old and new, he 
discovers buildings and communities that have been in constant upheaval for 1,000 years. 
Here are stories of the monarchs and bishops who ordered the building of these massive but 
unstable structures, the masons whose genius brought them into being, the peasant laborers 
who erected (and died on) the scaffolding. We learn of rogue saints exploited by holy sinners, 
the pomp and prosperity that followed these ships of stone, the towns that grew up in their 
shadows, the impact of the Black Death, the Reformation and icon-smashing Puritanism, 
the revival brought about by the Industrial Revolution, and the hope and disillusion of two 
world wars. Meeting believers and non-believers, architects and archaeologists, the cleaner 
who dusts the monuments and the mason who judges stone by its taste, we delve deep into 
the private lives and the uncertain future of these ever-voyaging Ships of Heaven.

Christopher Somerville is the walking correspondent of The Times. He has written many 
travel guides for National Geographic and AAA, and is the author of Walking in Ireland.

Religion & Theology/Architecture • 352 Pages • 6.14 x 9.45 • 47 Color Photos,  
15 B/W Illustrations, 1 Map • 9780857523648 • November • $39.95 • Cloth  
Rights: US • Penguin Random House UK



Henbury
An Extraordinary House

Jeremy Musson
Foreword by HRH the Prince of Wales

An in-depth examination of a breathtaking famous English house

Henbury Hall in Cheshire has been described as the most beautiful house built in Britain 
in the last hundred years. This late 20th-century house rises from the rolling contours of 
its ancient parkland as a Palladian masterpiece of symmetry, elegance, and simplicity. Full 
of intriguing historic references, its form both venerable and familiar, it is unique in the 
story of 20th-century British architecture. Writing in Country Life in 2002, Jeremy Musson 
highlighted the enduring English love affair with the Palladian tradition, which, for lovers of 
classic country houses, makes “a first sight of the great villas of the Veneto feel like coming 
home.” For the de Ferranti family, the Veneto was indeed home. So perhaps it is hardly 
surprising that when Sebastian de Ferranti (1927-2015), came to realize his vision for his 
house it should be based on Palladio’s villa La Rotunda at Vicenza. Henbury Hall was de-
signed by Julian Bicknell and Felix Kelly and built in the mid-1980s, with interior design by 
David Mlinaric. This book, drawing on more than 30 years of superb photography, is the 
complementary vision of Sebastian de Ferranti’s widow, Gilly de Ferranti, her tribute to her 
husband’s creation, and as beautiful a book as Henbury Hall is a house.

Jeremy Musson is a distinguished architectural historian, writer, and broadcaster. He was 
Architectural Editor of Country Life magazine 1998-2007. He is the author of English Coun-
try House Interiors, The Drawing Room: English Country House Decoration, Robert Adam: 
Country House Design, Decoration and the Art of Elegance, and The Country House: Past, 
Present and Future.

Architecture • 256 Pages • 12 x 9 • 200 Color Photos, Four-color Interior • 9781910258118  
October • $75.00 (Can $101.00) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Pimpernel Press

Restoration Stories
Patina and Paint in Old London Houses

Philippa Stockley
Photographer Charlie Hopkinson

A paean to the passage of time in old London domestic interiors

The soft shine of wooden boards, worn and gappy. The molten luster of mahogany or worn 
silver; the curiosity of tricorn hat boxes or a fragment of Spitalfields silk; portraits whose 
owners might once have lived here. Would they have believed that these houses would stand 
250 years later? Time has imbued all these things with unforgettable patina—not only in mu-
seums, but even more in old Georgian houses still lived in and loved. The majority of these 
extraordinary dwellings began as ordinary terrace houses, built to a pattern, often in pairs 
or small groups. Clusters exist in the East End of London: in Spitalfields, Whitechapel, Shad-
well, Mile End. They are mostly Grade II-listed, and their owners put up with the bone-cur-
dling cold of winter howling through gaps, with mending and color-matching, patching and 
piecing. And among them are some unrepentantly furnished with 20th- and 21st-century 
modern, finding poetic harmony across the centuries.

Philippa Stockley is an award-winning journalist renowned for her writing on London archi-
tecture and interiors, and a critically acclaimed novelist. Charlie Hopkinson is an award-win-
ning photographer whose Head Gardeners won the Garden Media Guild’s Inspirational 
Book of the Year award.

Architecture/Design • 224 Pages • 9.75 x 10.75 • 200 Color Photos, Four-color Interior  
9781910258415 • October • $70.00 (Can $95.00) • Cloth 
Rights: US & Canada • Pimpernel Press
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Virginia Woolf at Home
Hilary Macaskill
Foreword by Cecil Woolf

An examination of the houses that meant the most to Woolf

Virginia Woolf, an innovative writer whose experimental style and lyrical prose ensured 
her position as one of the most influential of modern novelists, was also firmly anchored in 
the reality of the houses she lived in and those she visited regularly. Detailed and evocative 
accounts appear in her letters and diaries, as well as in her fiction, where they appear as 
backdrops or provide direct inspiration. This book examines 22 Hyde Park Gate, London—
where Virginia Woolf was born in 1882; Talland House, St. Ives, Cornwall—the summer 
home of Virginia’s family until 1895; 46 Gordon Square, Bloomsbury, London—the birth-
place of the Bloomsbury Group—Virginia lived here from 1904 to 1912; Hogarth House, 
Richmond, London—where the newly married Woolfs set up home and founded the Ho-
garth Press; Asheham House, East Sussex—the summer home of the Woolfs, 1912-1919; 
52 Tavistock Square, London—a return to Bloomsbury, the heart of London; and Monk’s 
House, Rodmell, East Sussex—where Virginia lived from 1919 until her death in 1941.

Hilary Macaskill is the author of Agatha Christie at Home, Charles Dickens at Home, and 
Daphne du Maurier at Home. Cecil Woolf, nephew of Leonard, helped as a boy at the Ho-
garth Press and started his own publishing company in the 1950s, while living in Leonard’s 
London home.  
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Scent Magic
Notes from a Gardener

Isabel Bannerman

A poetically descriptive journey through a fragrant garden filled with aromatic flowers

In Scent Magic, a book which is at once romantic and extremely practical, plantswoman, 
designer and garden-maker extraordinaire Isabel Bannerman immerses the reader in the lus-
cious smells of the fragrant garden through a warmly written account of her year’s garden-
ing; and combines this with an encyclopaedic reference work of the best aromatic plants to 
grow throughout the seasons. Whether evoking the freshly baked sponge smell emanating 
from wisteria, describing “Stanwell Perpetual” as “the kind of rose that would taste of apri-
cot and raspberries swirled together,” or championing the magic of the Himalayan cowslip, 
“scented profoundly and deliciously like the dark vault of a Damascus spice merchant” the 
glorious poetry of her descriptions is here joined with personal memories and a lifetime’s 
experience of gardening and plant cultivation.

Isabel Bannerman began gardening when she met Julian Bannerman at University. Together 
they started to design gardens and garden buildings for a living. With a lot of luck and hard 
work they established a practice, winning gold medals at Chelsea and working for discerning 
clients such as HRH, The Prince of Wales, Andrew Lloyd-Webber and more recently George 
Clooney and Sting and Trudie Styler. Isabel has taken photographs since she was at school 
and began making her particular style of botanical scans in 2003. She wrote and photo-
graphed Landscape Of Dreams. Scent Magic is her second book, and is the result of 10 years 
researching and note-taking on her favorite subject, scent in the garden.
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Led by the Land
Landscapes by Kim Wilkie

Kim Wilkie

“A revelatory story of how landscapes in human hands can become inhabited  
works of art, written by one of the most gifted of today’s landscape architects.”  
—Sir David Attenborough 

An updated and expanded edition of Kim Wilkie’s classic work, widely acclaimed as a 
major contribution to the literature on landscape, sustainability, regeneration and design

In addition to the many private and public landscape designs described in the first edition 
of Led by the Land, this revised edition includes new projects, among them Kim Wilkie’s 
thought-provoking designs for the grounds of London’s Natural History Museum, tracing 
“the passage from deep time to the present [and] to the future . . . exploring where we go 
next and how we can continue to survive in the narrow bands of atmosphere and topsoil that 
make life possible in the thin biosphere of the planet.” 

Kim Wilkie studied history at Oxford and environmental design at the University of Cali-
fornia, Berkeley, then set up his landscape studio in London in 1989. He continues to teach 
sporadically at Berkeley, writes optimistically about land and place and is involved in various 
national committees on landscape and environmental policy in the UK.
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Paradise and Plenty
A Rothschild Family Garden

Mary Keen
Introduction by Gregory Long

“Well-written and filled with seductive full color photographs, this book demands the 
attention of landscape designers and armchair gardeners alike. . . . Keen’s writing style 
often exceeds the luscious pictures.” —Publishers Weekly

Offering access to a hitherto completely private family garden, this book features seven magnif-
icent gatefolds, ribbon markers, head and tail bands, making it a gift to treasure for all garden 
lovers. The productive garden at Lord Rothschild’s private house, Eythrope in Buckingham-
shire, England, is legendary in the garden world for the excellence of the gardening and as a hav-
en for traditional techniques that might otherwise be lost. Under the leadership of the renowned 
head gardener Sue Dickinson, this garden works on a scale that is now unique, producing, 
year-round, all the fruit, vegetables, and flowers for a country house where entertaining still 
happens on a grand scale and where everything is done to the highest standards. This in-depth 
exploration of the garden opens a window on a garden that has always, until now, been kept 
intensely private, and a world beyond most gardeners’ dreams. Many of the techniques used at 
Eythrope are old and tried, but have fallen out of use almost everywhere else. 

Mary Keen is an internationally known designer who has worked on gardens in France, Cor-
fu, and America as well as for many high-profile clients in England. She has lectured in New 
York, Chicago, Seattle, Vancouver, and South Africa as well as in England. For 20 years, she 
was a member of the National Trust Garden panel. She has monthly columns in the Daily 
Telegraph and Garden magazine and is a regular contributor to Gardens Illustrated and the 
Spectator. Gregory Long is President Emeritus of The New York Botanical Garden. 
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Beth Chatto
A Life with Plants

Catherine Horwood

“Of all the gardeners I know, it is for Beth that I feel the deepest respect.” —Alan Titchmarsh

The story of the most influential British plantswoman of the past 100 years

Beth Chatto was the inspiration behind the “right plant, right place” ethos that lies at the 
heart of modern gardening. She also wrote some of the best-loved gardening books of the 
20th century, among them The Dry Garden, The Damp Garden, and Beth Chatto’s Gravel 
Garden. Some years before her death in May 2018, aged 94, Beth authorized Catherine Hor-
wood to write her biography, with exclusive access to her archive. It also includes extracts 
from Beth’s notebooks and diaries, never previously published, bringing Beth’s own distinc-
tive and much-loved voice into the book. Most of the photographs from Beth’s personal 
archives, have also never been seen in print before. For Beth’s legions of fans, here is the per-
sonal story behind her beliefs and the struggles and determination that brought her success.

Catherine Horwood is a social historian whose books include Women and Their Gardens: A 
History from the Elizabethan Era to Today.
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Modern Plant Hunters
The Search for Interesting and Useful Plants

Sandy Primrose

An examination of the thriving world of contemporary plant hunting

Much has been published on the topic of plant hunting, and almost all of it is about the plant 
hunters of the so-called “golden age” that ended with the death of Frank Kingdon Ward in 
1958. One might be forgiven for thinking that plant hunting itself came to an end in 1958—
but nothing could be further from the truth. On the contrary, there have been more new 
plant introductions in the past 30 years than ever before. The aim of this book is to tell the 
stories of the modern-day plant hunters—such pioneering adventurers as Mikinori Ogisu, 
Dan Hinkley, Ed de Vogel, Lin Yu-Lin, Bill Terry, and Claire Scobie—and also to broaden 
the remit: to examine the search for medicinal plants and the work of scientific institutions, 
both of which have been largely ignored; and to consider such developments as the effect of 
habitat destruction on plant loss and plant diversity.

Sandy Primrose MBE PhD has spent his professional life as a biologist, initially in academia 
and then as a senior manager in pharmaceutical, diagnostic, and life science companies. A 
keen gardener, he lectures extensively on plants, horticulture, and gardening. 
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A History of Gardening in 50 Objects
George Drower

A treasure trove of gardening information in 50 often little known objects that have 
transformed the way we think about and work our gardens today

The earliest record of an enclosed space around a homestead comes from 10,000 BCE and 
since then gardens of varying types and ambition have been popular throughout the ages. 
Whether ornamental, wild cottage gardens, container gardens blooming over unforgiving 
concrete or one turned over for growing produce, gardens exist in all shapes and sizes, in 
all manner of ways. Today we benefit from centuries of development, be it in cultivation of 
desirable blossom or larger fruits, in the technology to keep weeds and lawn at bay or even 
from garden visionaries who tore up rulebooks and cultivated pure creativity in their green 
spaces. This book takes 50 objects that have helped create the gardening scene we know 
today, exploring the history of beautiful, fruitful outside spaces in a truly unique way. With 
stunning botanical and archive images, and colorful photographs, this lavish volume is one 
no garden lover should be without.

George Drower is a writer and historian specializing in garden history. He has written about 
gardening history for publications including The Times, The Sunday Times, Traditional 
Homes and House & Garden.
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Pretty Maids
Thirty Remarkable Women and the Flowers Named After Them

Mari Griffith
Foreword by Alan Titchmarsh

The stories of 30 remarkable women who have been paid the exquisite, fragrant  
compliment of having flowers named in their honor

Some years ago, Mari Griffith bought a lovely, fresh-scented apricot floribunda rose from the 
Harkness Nursery. It was called “Caron Keating” in memory of the young Blue Peter pre-
senter who lost her life to breast cancer at the early age of 41. This set Mari thinking about 
other flowers which have been named after women, and the list proved fascinating. It includ-
ed a camellia named after the operatic diva Adelina Patti and a pelargonium after the ac-
tress Beryl Reid. There’s an aquilegia named in memory of the distinguished geneticist Nora 
Barlow, a peony for the extrovert actress Sarah Bernhardt, and a climbing fuchsia for the 
shy, retiring Lady Boothby. These very different women are from all walks of life but each 
one deserves to be paid this fragrant and colorful compliment. This unique book describes 
both the lives of the women and the beauty of the flowers dedicated to them. Thirty “Pretty 
Maids” are featured, with biographies of each illustrated with photographs and paintings. 
Complementing each maid is a photograph of the eponymous flower as well as horticultural 
notes on how to grow it to the best advantage.

Mari Griffith turned to writing historical fiction after a working lifetime of presenting, pro-
ducing and directing a variety of programs for the BBC and other broadcasters. She is the 
author of Root of the Tudor Rose and The Witch of Eye.
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The Dry Gardening Handbook
Plants and Practices for a Changing Climate
Second edition

Olivier Filippi

“Could there be a more timely title for the gardener in the West?” —Pacific Horticulture

The premier guide to gardening in a dry climate, complete with a detailed listing of 
plants that do well in arid regions

Making a garden that can withstand summer drought without irrigation is the dream of 
many who wish to garden in harmony with the environment. In this classic work on garden-
ing in dry climates, first published in 2008, Olivier Filippi offers practical advice to achieve 
this goal based on his, and his wife Clara’s, experience of working with Mediterranean-re-
gion plants for more than 30 years. The first part of the book examines the behavior of plants 
that face drought in their natural habitat. What is drought and how do plants manage to sur-
vive when little water is available? The second part is concerned with gardening techniques 
in a dry climate. How do you prepare the soil, when do you plant, and how do you maintain 
a dry garden? The third and longest part describes in detail no less than 500 rewarding plants 
that are well-adapted to dry gardens, each classified by a unique dry resistance code. The 
Dry Gardening Handbook is essential reading for gardeners who live in one of the world’s 
Mediterranean climate zones and will also be of interest to gardeners in areas where drought 
is becoming a recurring problem.

Olivier Filippi is the author of Planting Design for Dry Gardens. He and his wife Clara run a 
nursery in the South of France that specializes in exceptional Mediterranean plants. 
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A Beautiful Obsession
Jimi Blake’s World of Plants at Hunting Brook Gardens

Jimi Blake and Noel Kingsbury

Discover an experimental garden unlike any other in this gorgeously  
photographed volume

Jimi Blake has spent 25 years collecting the most interesting plants he could get his hands 
on. At Hunting Brook, these come together in a unique fusion of funky foliage, perennial, 
and woodland styles to make a flamboyant, surprising, experimental garden that is overflow-
ing with ideas for enthusiastic gardeners. Exotic-leaved plants from the Far East and South 
America rub shoulders with temperate perennials to excite the eye. Trees are pollarded, salvi-
as and dahlias are present in abundance, and borders are unconstrained. Jimi’s eagle eye for 
flaws means plants that don’t quite cut the mustard are ruthlessly dispatched and the garden 
is constantly being scrutinized and reinvented. A Beautiful Obsession inspires new garden 
projects, rewrites the rule book about combining plants, and will have plant enthusiasts 
reaching for specialist nursery catalogues.

Jimi Blake trained as a horticulturist at the National Botanic Gardens in Dublin and became 
Head Gardener at Airfield where he resuscitated a large Victorian garden. At Hunting Brook 
Gardens he is fulfilling his ambition to grow an ever-expanding plant collection in dynamic 
and innovative ways. Noel Kingsbury is a well-known designer, commentator, and writer on 
plants, gardens, landscape, and the environment. He has a doctorate in horticultural ecology 
from Sheffield University and continues active research in this field.
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The Oudolf Gardens at Durslade Farm
Plants and Planting

Rory Dusoir
Foreword by Piet Oudolf

A phenomenally illustrated look at one of the gorgeous gardens created by Piet Oudolf 

Piet Oudolf is renowned for his exceptional use of perennials and grasses. His skill and 
artistic flair in choosing, partnering, and blending these plants is brilliantly displayed in the 
gardens of the Hauser & Wirth gallery in Bruton, Somerset (Durslade Farm). Here the invit-
ing sweep of Oudolf Field encourages close scrutiny, and there is no better place to discover 
more about this unique style of naturalistic planting. Oudolf fans will delight in this book 
which gives full access to the plant lists, planting combinations, and horticultural know-
how behind the gardens. Accomplished plantsman Rory Dusoir analyzes the classic Oudolf 
techniques such as planting in blocks, streams, and mingling. He describes the beautiful, de-
pendable plants that are used for various purposes, for instance to achieve dark punctuation 
points, tall spires, and light transparents. More than 300 exceptional quality photographs 
capture the very special quality of the gardens at Durslade Farm and combined with the text 
offer unique insights into planting the Oudolf way.

Rory Dusoir worked at Great Dixter as assistant head gardener prior to undertaking the 
prestigious Kew Diploma. He has written on horticulture for the Daily Telegraph, RHS 
Garden magazine, and Gardens Illustrated, and has also contributed to two books, Plant 
User Handbook and Roses: A Celebration. Piet Oudolf is a world-renowned plantsman 
and landscape designer and a leading exponent of naturalistic planting. He is known for his 
work on the High Line and at the Battery in New York and the Lurie Garden in Chicago’s 
Millennium Park. 
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Small Garden Design
Paul Bangay
Photographer Simon Griffiths

An acclaimed landscape designer explains how to make the most of the small space you 
have, and how to transform it into the paradise that we all aspire to

Paul Bangay is renowned for the expansive and elegant gardens with classical lines and sym-
metrical plantings that he has created in Australia and all over the world. Yet gardens on 
this grand scale are not accessible to everyone. With more of us living in apartments, town-
houses and terraces, our gardens are now being squeezed into small spaces such as balconies, 
courtyards, lightwells or rooftops—and this makes for challenging garden design. Here, Paul 
applies his 25 years of experience with gardens of all sizes to reveal how best to structure, de-
sign and choose plants for small spaces. Chapters on Balconies & Terraces, Rooftops, Inner 
City, Lightwells and Courtyards are lavishly illustrated with photos by Simon Griffiths and 
enhanced with lots of practical tips on plant types, paving, irrigation, soil, outdoor dining, 
lighting and making the space appear larger.

Paul Bangay is a landscape designer whose previous books include Paul Bangay’s Country Gar-
dens, Paul Bangay’s Garden Design Handbook,The Boxed Garden, and The Balanced Garden. 
In 2001 he was awarded the Centenary Medal for his contribution to Australian landscape 
design. In 2018 he was awarded the Medal of the Order of Australia for service to landscape 
architecture. Paul Griffiths has done photography for several books with Paul Bangay.
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Tudor Book of the Garden
Tudor Times

“What the Tudor Times have produced here is a masterpiece, a unique but incredibly 
useful planner that will help any Tudor enthusiast navigate through the quagmire that is 
their day-to-day lives. An absolute must on the wish-list of any organised 16th century 
aficionado, and one I will personally be putting to very good use hereon in.”  
—The Henry Tudor Society on Tudor Book of Days

A gardening journal filled with facts and information about Tudor-era gardens and  
their caretakers

The Tudor Book of the Garden has been designed as a practical garden journal for the 21st 
century while sharing extensive information about the Tudor garden and gardener. Its ded-
icated sections allow gardeners to plan and record their horticultural efforts and refer back 
to them in this high-quality production diary for years to come.

Tudor Times is the place to go for a wide variety of information about the Tudor and 
Stewart period (1485-1625). Its extensive website features material on People, Places, Daily 
Life, Military & Warfare, Politics & Economics, and Religion. It features Guest Articles 
from well-known Tudor & Stewart historians, as well as comprehensive family trees and a 
“What’s On” event list with information about forthcoming activities relevant to the Tudors 
and Stewarts.
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Art Deco Architecture
The Interwar Period

Mike Hope

An in-depth examination of the origins and inspirations behind the Art Deco style of 
architecture

Art Deco burst upon the world for a brief but unforgettable existence during the 1920s 
and 1930s. It embraced new media, such as the cinema and radio, as well as new forms of 
transport and the associated buildings, and above all brought a sense of luxury, fun, and es-
capism to the world during some of the hardest times. Art Deco Architecture: The Inter War 
Period examines the sources and origins of the style from before World War I. It offers an 
in-depth exploration of the origins, inspirations, and political backdrop behind this popular 
style. Lavishly illustrated with images taken especially for the book, topics covered include 
a worldwide examination of the spread and usage of Art Deco; short biographical essays on 
architects and architectural practices; an in-depth examination of French architects and their 
output from this period; an introduction to stunning and little-known buildings from around 
the world; and the importance of World Fairs and Expositions in the spread of Art Deco.

Mike Hope is an author, lecturer, curator, and designer. He spent 28 years lecturing and 
holding senior management posts in universities, before taking up his final academic ap-
pointment as Founder Director of Peninsula Arts. He was also founder board member of 
The European Academy of Design. Since 1999 Mike has served on the Diocesan Advisory 
Committee as specialist advisor for Stained Glass to the Bishop and Diocese of Exeter. He 
also tours extensively and lectures on architecture and design ranging from the Medieval to 
the Twentieth Century, with a particular specialism in Art Deco.
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Crewelwork Embroidery
Becky Quine

Crewelwork has a long history, but this book brings the technique right up to date. It mixes 
contemporary styles with older traditions to give an exciting twist on this enduring and beau-
tiful style of embroidery. Advice on design is given along with working with color and how 
to plan and stitch a piece of embroidery. This new book includes a guide to framing up and 
transferring a design onto fabric. There are step-by-step sequences to more than 40 different 
stitches ranging from filling to outlining stitches, and from accent stitches to new creative ideas.

Becky Quine is a tutor and conservator/restorer with the Royal School of Needlework. She 
founded A Stitch in Quine, which specializes in hand embroidery kits.
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Art Deco Knits
Creating a Hand-knit Wardrobe Inspired by the 1920s-1930s

Jemima Bicknell

Art Deco Knits aims to inspire the modern knitter to create a vintage-inspired wardrobe, or 
simply add a touch of Art Deco glamour to their knitting. Featuring valuable information 
on styles and silhouettes, fabrics and finishing techniques, this beautifully illustrated book 
celebrates the joy to be found in creating knitwear inspired by this popular era. Nine original 
patterns are included, each inspired by a particular facet of 1920s or 1930s style.

Jemima Bicknell is a knitting and crochet designer, specializing in vintage-inspired designs. 
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Appliqué Embroidery
Techniques and Projects

Florence Daisy Collingwood

This beautiful book covers the principles within the technique, from the design stage through to 
padding, edgings, and decorative stitches. It explains how to use a great collection of materials 
and threads, along with a rich array of stitches and textures to give dimension and contrast, 
thereby creating a unique piece of art. It draws on extensive examples to illustrate various 
applications and designs.

Florence Daisy Collingwood is an embroiderer and teacher. She has done projects for fashion 
houses and the royal family.
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Lace Knitting
Helen James

This comprehensive book contains a brief history of lace knitting and considers the similarities 
between the genre from different traditions. There is information on techniques, with more 
than 70 lace motifs and embellishments including making bobbles, beading, and how to create 
the Estonian Nupp.  While using traditional motifs, Lace Knitting moves away from the tradi-
tional square shawls of the past and focuses on wedding wraps, scarves, and throws. It includes 
seven straightforward, but effective projects, all of which can be varied and made more or less 
complex by the knitter. 

Helen James started knitting lace as an adult and has obtained her City and Guilds in Knitwear 
and Design.
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Fashion Knitwear Design
Amy Twigger Holroyd and Helen Hill

Written for fashion, textile, and knitwear design students and young professional designers, 
Fashion Knitwear Design provides advice on the diverse skills needed to take a design from 
idea to finished product. The entire design process is covered, including research and concept 
development, fabric, and garment design development, pattern cutting, and garment construc-
tion. Chapters on yarns and structures support the reader to build the technical understanding 
that underpins any successful design. 

Amy Twigger Holroyd and Helen Hill are both based at the School of Art and Design,  
Nottingham Trent University. 
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Making Collagraph Prints
Suzie MacKenzie

Collagraph printmaking is an accessible and environmentally friendly way of making striking 
prints with a unique texture. At its simplest it is a method of printing from collaged plates; at its 
most sophisticated, it is an innovative and exciting experimental medium. This book is a guide 
to the technique, with step-by-step instructions for creating and printing simple plates for the 
beginner, as well as tips, ideas, and directions for those with more experience.

Suzie MacKenzie is an award-winning artist printmaker working principally in the medium of 
collagraph. Her work has been exhibited nationally and internationally, and is held in private 
collections worldwide.
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A Knitter’s Sketchbook
Design Inspiration for Twists and Cables

Emma Vining

Creative designer Emma Vining shares her experience of capturing pattern ideas in many di-
verse locations and settings, offering a design-led approach to creating unique knitting stitch 
patterns. This inspirational book can be used in many different ways: as a stitch library, a col-
lection of knitting patterns or as a starting point to inspire designers for a personalized knitter’s 
sketchbook. It explores the history of knitted twists and cables; demonstrates how using differ-
ent yarns affect stitch patterns; describes twist and cable techniques and terminology; presents 
a wide-ranging stitch library; and offers 10 creative accessory patterns. 

Emma Vining’s original designs regularly feature in publications as The Knitter Magazine and 
The Knitter Deutschland and she is a designer for the yarn company Yarn Stories. 
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Making Simple Marionettes
John Roberts

This beautiful book clearly explains the process from making the puppets to putting them on 
strings and bringing them alive. Detailed step-by-step instructions are given to make three 
marionettes—a walking bird, a dancer and a wooden man—each using different tools and 
materials, with progressively more tricky techniques. A showcase of marionettes from around 
the world illustrates the variety and richness of this ancient art. Includes an overview of all the 
different forms of puppet—hand, rod, shadow and marionette—and examples of how mario-
nettes are made using everything from cardboard tubes to CAD 3D printing

John Roberts is a former a director of Little Angel Theatre in London. Thirty years ago he 
set up his company PuppetCraft. As well as being a skilled designer, maker and performer, he 
regularly teaches puppet making to adults.
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Painting Watercolours on Canvas
Liz Chaderton

Painting on canvas poses many exciting opportunities for the artist.  Along with the immediacy, 
vibrancy, and unpredictability of watercolors, it is a liberating and creative process.  This prac-
tical book explains how to start painting with watercolors on canvas and goes on to encourage 
new style and experimentation.  It gives step-by-step demonstrations on different techniques to 
achieve loose, dynamic images.  It is a beautiful and passionate account of how to work on a 
non-traditional surface to achieve striking and innovative paintings.

Liz Chaderton is a professional artist. She is passionate about watercolors and specializes in 
painting animals.

Art • 192 Pages • 6.75 x 9.5 • 149 Color Photos • 9781785005893 • October  
$22.95 (Can $30.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Crowood Press

Polishing and Finishing for Jewellers and Silversmiths
Stephen M Goldsmith

This practical book explains the traditional techniques and shares the secrets of an often-un-
derrated craft. It includes advice on setting up a workshop, tools, and compounds; a guide to 
finishing methods (including satin finish and oxidizing); step-by-step examples of polishing 
bangles, rings, and cutlery, as well as finished photographs showcasing a range of exquisite 
work; tips on best practice for designers; and specific advice for different surfaces and gems.

Stephen M. Goldsmith is a master polisher. He originally worked for the crown jewellers As-
prey & Garrards, and now works with the society jeweller Theo Fennell. He is a fellow of the 
Institute of Professional Goldsmiths and the only polisher to become a master of the Dutch 
Guild of Goldsmiths.

Crafts & Hobbies • 96 Pages • 6.75 x 9.5 • 162 Color Photos • 9781785005237 • September 
$22.95 (Can $30.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Crowood Press

Designing and Painting Murals
Gary Myatt

This practical book guides you from choosing a design to applying the paint to the wall. It 
covers the principles of artistic practice before explaining how to approach a large-scale proj-
ect. Throughout, it shares the tips and tricks behind this impressive art form. It covers in detail 
materials and equipment; color theory and building a palette; planning a design; translating 
a sketch onto a large wall or canvas; and specific techniques, including the use of stencils and 
trompe l’oeil. Beautifully illustrated, it is an essential and impressive guide and reference for all 
artists and designers.

Gary Myatt is a leading mural artist whose commissions take him around the world.

Art • 192 Pages • 8.75 x 11 • 265 Color Illustrations • 9781785005732 • December 
$45.00 (Can $61.00) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Crowood Press

Engraving and Enamelling
The Art of Champlevé

Phil Barnes

This book explains the rich traditions of the magnificent technique of champlevé, which com-
bines the skills of engraving and enamelling. Champlevé is a technique of enamelling requiring 
the creation of a cell into which enamel is then applied. Phil Barnes gives a unique insight into 
all aspects of the process as he explains the techniques of engraving in preparation for enam-
elling, and then looks at enamels and how to work with them to create a piece, through to the 
final polishing and finishing.

In 1971 Phil Barnes was the youngest recipient of the Jacques Cartier “Craftsman of the Year” 
award. He designs and makes his own pieces, which can be found in private collections around 
the world.

Crafts & Hobbies • 128 Pages • 7.5 x 9.75 • 209 Color Photos • 9781785005459 • September  
$42.95 (Can $57.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Crowood Press
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Glass Casting
Amy Whittingham

Glass casting is an exciting and versatile process involving chunks of molten glass melted into 
a mold, where it solidifies. This practical book explains the glass casting process, from the 
initial search for inspiration through to simple and then more complex casting. With step-by-
step instructions and supporting photographs, it is an accessible and thorough account of this 
challenging and beautiful process.

Amy Whittingham is a glass artist who specializes in mouldmaking. She creates her own 
glass jewellery and sculpture, and accepts commissions. She also teaches at the Plymouth 
College of Art.

Crafts & Hobbies • 96 Pages • 6.75 x 9.5 • 184 Color Photos • 9781785005930 
January • $22.95 (Can $30.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Crowood Press

Electroplating
Dan Hanson and David Hanson

Electroplating in the home workshop can seem a daunting task due to the range of chemicals, 
the unfamiliar processes, and the underlying chemistry involved. However, the results of a 
well-cleaned item and a well-maintained electrolyte are impressive and, compared to sending 
parts to be industrially electroplated, very cost effective. The practical advice given in Electro-
plating provides you with the confidence and ability to create an electroplating tank of your 
own. This book will guide you through the processes and the equipment needed to start your 
own plating system, the history and scientific basics of the process, and safety information, 
including personal safety and the correct disposal of chemicals. 

Dan Hanson and David Hanson are father and son, and directors of Gateros Plating, a small 
company specializing in home electroplating kits. Dan has worked in the electroplating in-
dustry for over 10 years. David joined the company after completing a degree of BSc Natural 
Sciences (Physics) and working as a 3D printer engineer. 

Technology • 144 Pages • 8.5 x 10.25 • 265 Color Photos, 21 Diagrams • 9781785005138 
September • $34.95 (Can $46.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Crowood Press

Digital Modelmaking
Laser Cutting, 3D Printing and Reverse Engineering

Helen Lansdown

Digital manufacturing has become an intrinsic part of the modelmaking profession, so to-
day’s practitioner must be skilled in both traditional hand-making techniques and digital 
technology. Relevant to a wide variety of creative industries, including film and television, 
theater, architecture, and product design, Digital Modelmaking offers a comprehensive in-
sight into the manufacturing processes and technologies used within contemporary mod-
elmaking. Each chapter contains an in-depth explanation of each topic, presents examples 
of how each process is used, and includes case studies from professional modelmakers and 
students. This invaluable book will be of great interest for students, young professionals, and 
everyone with a passion for design and making.

Helen Lansdown has worked professionally as a modelmaker and designer for 30 years with-
in product design, architecture, and film and television advertising. She currently works as a 
lecturer at Hertfordshire University teaching on the Model Design program.

Computer: Digital Imaging & Photography/Technology • 192 Pages • 7.5 x 9.75  
234 Color Photos, 32 Line Drawings • 9781785005855 • December • $45.00 (Can $61.00) 
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Crowood Press



Great Expeditions
50 Journeys that Changed Our World
Second edition

Alan Greenwood and Mark Steward
Foreword by Levison Wood

A comprehensive, fascinating and inspiring gallery of the great adventures that changed 
our world

Throughout history there have been brave men and women who dared to go where few had 
gone before. They broke new ground by drawing on incredible reserves of courage, forti-
tude and intelligence in the face of terrible adversity. Their endeavors changed the world 
and inspired generations. Spanning several centuries and united by the common theme of 
the resilience of the human spirit, this is the ultimate collection of the stories of the intrepid 
explorers who forged new frontiers across land, sea, skies and space. The 50 incredible jour-
neys include Tenzing and Hillary’s conquest of Everest; Neil Armstrong’s giant leap; Chris-
topher Columbus’ new world; Amelia Earhart flying the Atlantic; gold fever in the Yukon; 
and the hunt for a man-eating leopard in India. Great Expeditions includes not only some of 
the most famous journeys in history but also introduces many more that ought to be more 
widely recognized and celebrated.

Mark Steward has worked in publishing for 20 years, 17 of those with HarperCollins UK. 
Alan Greenwood has held senior editorial roles at newspapers across the UK. He is a partner 
in a PR firm specializing in renewable energy development. Levison Wood is an explorer 
whose books include Walking the Nile and Walking the Americas.

History • 264 Pages • 6 x 9.25 • 9780008347826 • Replaces: 9780008196295 • January 
$21.95 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • HarperCollins UK

Extreme Survivors
60 Epic Stories of Human Endurance

Collins Maps
Foreword by Bear Grylls

The story of 60 of the most astonishing stories of human endurance and endeavor

The statistics, descriptions, and illustrative maps fully describe of 60 of the world’s greatest 
survival stories. Find out how Joe Simpson crawled to safety in the South American Andean 
mountains; how Anthony Farrar-Hockley evaded capture after the Battle of Imjin River in 
the Korean War; how Shackleton’s men survived the incredible journey by boat to South 
Georgia; and how Naheeda Bi survived 10 years in captivity after her notorious tribal kid-
napping in Pakistan.

Bear Grylls is an adventurer, writer, and television presenter best known for his television 
series Man vs. Wild. His previous books include The Kid Who Climbed Everest, Man vs. 
Wild: Survival Techniques from the Most Dangerous Places on Earth, and Mud, Sweat, and 
Tears: The Autobiography.

History • 304 Pages • 6 x 9.25 • 9780008347833 • Replaces: 9780007577972 • October 
$22.95 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • HarperCollins UK
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Amazing Places
200 Extraordinary Destinations

Sunday Times Travel Magazine

The most incredible destinations, the most gorgeous photography, the most insightful 
advice: this is the book every traveler needs

From mythic mountain peaks to paradise private islands, the editors of The Sunday Times 
Travel Magazine have selected their 200 most amazing places on the planet—along with the 
inside-track info that will get you there too. Highlights include Bazaruto, Mozambique—the 
secret islands more beautiful than the Maldives; the Empire State Building—and why you 
need to stay up to see it at 2am; Rio Carnival—don’t just watch; you can samba your way 
in too; Taj Mahal—when to see the world wonder with just 49 other people; Whitsunday Is-
lands, Australia—which season you’re guaranteed to see humpback whales; and many more.

Sunday Times Travel Magazine is Britain’s best-selling holiday magazine and twice winner 
of the travel magazine of the year.

Travel • 256 Pages • 7.5 x 9.75 • 9780008334147 • September • $27.95 • Trade Paper 
Rights: US • HarperCollins UK

The Globetrotter
Victorian Excursions in India, China and Japan

Amy Miller

The story of the first generation of “globetrotters” is brought to life with first hand 
accounts and beautiful illustrations of the views and artifacts of their travels

In the mid-19th century, as new routes opened up, a new generation of travelers embarked 
on excursions to India, China and Japan. Globetrotters—leisure tourists with a keen in-
terest in experiencing authentic culture—flocked to the East, casting aside preconceptions 
and gravitating towards what they hoped to be the unchanged landscapes and traditions of 
Eastern cultures. The relics of their travels—the food they consumed and the souvenirs they 
brought back—allowed globetrotters to distinguish themselves from common tourists. They 
proudly returned with accounts that presented a global East, challenging public assumptions 
about the cultures they had visited and charting a journey of self-transformation. Voted one 
of the Best Travel Books 2019 by National Geographic Magazine.

Amy Miller is currently completing a PhD on the history and material culture of the global 
tourist in the 19th century at University College London. She has an MA from the Bard 
Graduate Center, New York, in Decorative Arts and Material Culture Studies. She is the 
author of Dressed to Kill: Naval Uniform, Masculinity and Fashion 1748-1857.

Travel/History • 256 Pages • 6.5 x 9.5 • 50 Color Photos, 50 Color Illustrations, 5 Maps 
9780712352581 • November • $50.00 (Can $67.00) • Cloth  
Rights: US & Canada • British Library Publishing



Wild London
Urban Escapes In and Around the City

Sam Hodges and Sophie Hodges

An inspiring and comprehensive guide to London’s wild side

From exploring secret gardens, parks, farmers markets, and city farms, to discovering the 
best spots for urban bee-keeping, foraging, open-air swimming, and mudlarking, Wild Lon-
don is packed with ideas for how to make the most of London’s hidden natural wonder. 
Separated by season, and filled with stunning photographs, this is a must-have, practical, and 
eye-opening guide to alternative London for city-dwellers and visitors alike.

Sam Hodges and Sophie Hodges  are Londoners working in film and theater.

Travel • 208 Pages • 7 x 7 • 9781910931622 • November • $28.95 
Trade Paper • Rights: US • Penguin Random House UK

The Times Atlas of the World Travel Journal
Times UK

A gift notebook with a stylish Times atlas white cover. This journal, designed to record your 
adventures in the world contains a mix of narrow-lined and blank pages to allow writing, 
jotting, sketching and noting. This lightweight, flexible book’s features include a durable, 
water-resistant cover; an elastic band to hold pages closed; a time zones map; and lay-flat 
binding.

Stationery • 240 Pages • 6 x 8.5 • 9780008351793 • October • $13.95  
Cloth • Rights: US • HarperCollins UK

The Times Universal Atlas of the World
Fourth edition

Times Atlases

Fully updated with extra information next to each map, this a perfect reference tool for 
exploring the world

The latest mapping provides an amazingly detailed view of the world with extensive geo-
graphical information beside each map. The reference mapping, produced in the beautifully 
clear and distinctive Times style, has been completely updated with thousands of changes 
reflecting recent geopolitical and geographical change around the world. This atlas features a 
fascinating collection of maps from the last 150 years of world atlases included in an expand-
ed historical mapping section; satellite image shown for each continent along with textual de-
scription; the latest satellite images from around the world showcased in the imagery section; 
a geographical reference section with flags, statistics and facts for all the world’s countries; 
and more than 50,000 index entries.

Ian Brunskill is the editor of The Times Great Lives, The Times Great Victorian Lives, and 
The Times Guide to the House of Commons.

Reference/Travel • 360 Pages • 10.5 x 12.5 • 9780008320317 • Replaces: 9780008138844 
September • $79.95 • Cloth • Rights: US • HarperCollins UK
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Europe By Rail
The Definitive Guide
16th edition

Nicky Gardner and Susanne Kries

“An alluring combination of evocative writing . . . and practical advice.” —Independent

Describes over 50 key routes spanning Europe including the British Isles

Whether you are making a long grand tour or just a short break, Europe by Rail is the perfect 
guide. The book describes over 50 key routes in detail. Together, they span mainland Europe 
and—brand new for this 16th edition—now also the British Isles. Each route can be followed 
in its entirety or used as a building block in a longer itinerary. Beyond the main routes you 
will find worthwhile excursions well off the beaten track. Written by two highly experienced 
travelers, Europe by Rail contains useful tips about how to plan your journey, what tickets 
to buy and where to stop off along the way. There are special sections for holders of rail 
passes, including Interrail and Eurail, as well as information on night trains. The country 
guide summarizes key information about traveling by train through each of the four dozen 
countries listed. Apart from being full of good advice and up-to-date information, Europe 
by Rail is also a great read. With its nicely opinionated style and lots of cameo accounts of 
travel history, there’s plenty here for armchair travelers too.

Nicky Gardner and Susanne Kries are the coeditors of hidden europe magazine. 

Travel • 544 Pages • 5.5 x 8.5 • 32 Color Photos, 12 B/W Photos, 55 Maps 
9783945225028 • Replaces: 9781848485532 • January • $27.95 (Can $37.95)  
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • hidden europe publications

Black Plaques London
Memorials to Misadventure

John Ambrose Hide

“Imagine a grown-up version of Horrible Histories.” —Sunday Times

Black Plaques are not to be found proudly mounted on a wall—and for good reason. What 
with their commemoration of a brutal execution outside Westminster Abbey, the selling of 
sex toys in St. James’s Park, and an intruder at Buckingham Palace with Royal undergar-
ments stuffed down his trousers, this is not the sort of historical subject matter authorities 
choose to grace a building’s façade or depict on a visitor information board. In fact, many 
people might hope such indecorous and inconvenient episodes remain quietly overlooked. 
But this book jogs such artful lapses of memory and at 150 locations across London, Black 
Plaques lift the carefully placed rug to discover a big stain. The unseemly blemishes brought 
to light recall moments when mankind was not enjoying its finest hour, so there are scenes 
every reader should find disturbing.

John Ambrose Hide’s background is in audio production for film, TV and music, and this is 
his first book. He has written and produced audio guides to London’s top 10 visitor attrac-
tions, shortlisted for “Best Tourism Experience” at BT Visit London Awards 2009. 

Travel • 352 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 75 B/W Photos • 9780750989954 • October  
$18.95 (Can $24.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • The History Press



Bangkok in 12 Dishes
How to Eat Like You Live There

Leanne Kitchen and Antony Suvalko

Poise your fork for some serious gluttonizing, with this gorgeous, photo-filled book as 
your guide

Nowhere gets a foodie’s pulse racing like Bangkok; the Thai capital dazzles with its vibrant 
cuisine. The product of Chinese, Muslim, Central Thai regional and royal influences, the 
city’s frenzied kitchens have spawned distinctive dishes. Pad Thai, tom yum goong, mee 
grob, kao mok gai, and satay—these are just the tip of the veritable iceberg. Beside these, 
there are oodles of noodle dishes, tons of different curries, endless ways with seafood and 
compelling sweets, street food snacks, braises, salads, barbecues, soups, and stir fries. Fra-
grant, spicy, sweet, and salty; the flavors are a revelation. To make sense of them you need 
a culinary companion. Bangkok In 12 Dishes is structured around iconic dishes you should 
try at least once while in town. Miang, ob woon sen, hoy tod, mango sticky rice, and kao 
ha moo, for starters. Our guide also dives deep into Bangkok’s myriad desserts and curries, 
brings you to the city’s best food markets, IDs sensational tropical fruits, takes an overnight-
er to Ayutthaya, offers food survival hacks for Chatuchak Market, lists all the best bars, and 
follows a food trail around the city’s scenic waterways.

Leanne Kitchen is a food and travel writer and photographer whose work has appeared in 
publications such as Vogue Entertaining + Travel, Australian Gourmet Traveller, Qantas 
The Australian Way, Australian Home Beautiful, and Masterchef magazine, and she is the 
author of The Produce Bible. Her latest books, The Real Food of China and East: Culinary 
Adventures in South East Asia were co-authored with Antony Suvalko. Recently the two 
have produced the smartphone App series Eat Like A Local. Antony Suvalko consults to 
varied technology businesses and co-created the series of food-based smartphone apps called 
Eat Like A Local, made in collusion with Air New Zealand. 

Travel/Cooking • 136 Pages • 4.5 x 6.5 • 190 Color Photos, 10 Maps • 9780473446352 
January • $16.95 (Can $22.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Red Pork Press Ltd

A Beer in the Loire
Tommy Barnes

One family’s quest to brew British beer in the heart of French wine country—funny, 
endearing and sometimes just plain surreal

Tommy Barnes was fed up; frustrated by his boring job, loathing the daily commute and to 
cap it all, failing to make it as a stand-up comedian. But he didn’t break; he made himself 
redundant and took off to France with girlfriend Rose. Settled in a dilapidated house in the 
Loire they are plagued by calamities (mainly of Tommy’s making), excitable neighbors, a 
destructive puppy and an unexpected pregnancy. When it looks like the money has run out. 
Tommy has an epiphany. Beer will save him, of course it will, it always has. After all there 
is a craft beer revolutions sweeping the world. Sadly it turns out that 20 years of drinking 
beer doesn’t qualify you to brew it. Featuring colorful characters, a stunning location, and 
an inspiring collection of beer recipes, this is an irresistible feast.

Tommy Barnes worked as a graphic designer in London while performing as a stand-up 
comedian in his spare time. Happily made redundant, he set off to find a new life in France 
with his girlfriend Rose and this is their story.

Autobiography/Humor • 324 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 8 Color Photos • 9781999613563 
Replaces: 9781999811754 • October • $15.95 (Can $20.95) • Trade Paper  
Rights: US, Canada & Caribbean • Muswell Press
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50 Walks in Cornwall
AA Publishing

These books feature all the practical detail you need, accompanied by fascinating background 
reading on the history and wildlife of the area, and clear mapping for ease of use. Every route 
has been color coded according to difficulty. All walks are annotated with local points of 
interest and places to stop for refreshments. Every walk is given a summary of distance, time, 
gradient, level of difficulty, type of surface and access, landscape, dog friendliness, parking 
and public toilets.

Travel • 176 Pages • 4.5 x 8.5 • 50 Line Drawings • 9780749581169  
Replaces: 9780749573980 • September • $24.95 (Can $33.95) • Trade Paper  
Rights: US & Canada • AA Publishing

50 Walks in Cotswolds
AA Publishing

These books feature all the practical detail you need, accompanied by fascinating background 
reading on the history and wildlife of the area, and clear mapping for ease of use. Every route 
has been color coded according to difficulty. All walks are annotated with local points of 
interest and places to stop for refreshments. Every walk is given a summary of distance, time, 
gradient, level of difficulty, type of surface and access, landscape, dog friendliness, parking 
and public toilets.

Travel • 176 Pages • 4.5 x 8.5 • 50 Line Drawings • 9780749581176 
Replaces: 9780749573997 • September • $24.95 (Can $33.95) • Trade Paper  
Rights: US & Canada • AA Publishing

Explore the Munros
Your Guide to 50 of Scotland’s Most Iconic Mountains

Robert Wright
Photographs by Keith Fergus
Foreword by Cameron McNeish

A photographic celebration of 50 selected Munros, featuring 10 peaks each from 
Southern Highlands, Western Highlands, Northern Highlands Central Highlands, and 
Cairngorms

The Scottish landscape has a unique majesty like no other. It will sweep you away with the 
Alpine grandeur of the Skye Cuillin or enchant with the Arctic domes of the Cairngorms. 
There are ancient rocky formations, rolling hills and the sublime, glowering peaks of Glen 
Coe and Ben Nevis. Within these cherished environments stand Scotland’s 282 Munros—
mountains that top 3,000 feet. With details of the best time of year to climb, how to get there, 
what you’ll see (wildlife, romantic ruins, caves, waterfalls and lochs), intriguing historical 
info, and the author’s lived experience of the hills, Explore the Munros will inspire your 
discovery of Scotland’s most beautiful mountains.

Robert Wight is the editor-in-chief of The Scots Magazine. Keith Fergus is the author of 
Great Scottish Journeys. Cameron McNeish is a Scottish wilderness authority who writes 
regularly on outdoor pursuits. 

Travel/Outdoor • 278 Pages • 6.75 x 8.25 • 200 Color Photos  
9781910230589 • September • $27.95 (Can $37.95) • Trade Paper  
Rights: US & Canada • Black & White Publishing



Big Road Atlas France 2020
Nineteenth edition

AA Publishing

Fully revised and updated for 2020, this specialist A3 road atlas designed for the British mo-
torist in France includes 21 city / town plans. There is also a channel hopping guide includ-
ing channel tunnel terminal plans and ferry information. Coverage includes road mapping 
for Corsica and a central city and regional plan of Paris, plus the atlas legend is in English, 
French, Spanish, Italian, German, and Dutch. 4.5 miles to 1 inch 1:280,000 - 2.8km to 1cm.

AA Publishing is the UK’s largest travel publisher, with an extensive range of inspiring travel 
guides, dependable driving books, and trusted maps and atlases.

Reference • 112 Pages • 11 x 15.5 • Four-color Interior • 9780749581381  
Replaces: 9780749579630 • September • $19.95 (Can $26.95) • Trade Paper  
Rights: US & Canada • AA Publishing

Big Road Atlas Britain 2020
AA Publishing

This A3 format atlas is available in two binding styles, softback, and spiral bound. Each 
page has been titled with its geographical location so you can turn to the page you need more 
easily. Wide minor roads (more than and less than 4m wide), National Trust, English and 
World Heritage sites, crematorium locations, and other hard-to-find places are indicated on 
the mapping. There are 67 city, town, and port plans including central London. Plus, scenic 
routes, tourist sites with satnav friendly post codes, and caravan and camping sites symbol-
ized on the maps. 3 miles to 1 inch 1:190,000 - 2km to 1cm.

AA Publishing is the UK’s largest travel publisher, with an extensive range of inspiring travel 
guides, dependable driving books, and trusted maps and atlases.

Reference • 160 Pages • 11.5 x 15.5 • Four-color Interior • 9780749581299  
Replaces: 9780749579517 • September • $24.95 (Can $33.95) • Spiral  
Rights: US & Canada • AA Publishing

Big Road Atlas Europe 2020
AA Publishing

Fully revised and updated for 2020, this specialist A3 road atlas has new and improved map-
ping designed for the British motorist in Europe. Includes information on road distances, car 
ferries, national parks, towns, and other places of interest. There are new overview maps to 
help plan your route with place names shown in local languages. 12 miles to 1 inch 1:750,000 
(main atlas scale). Some areas at smaller scales.

AA Publishing is the UK’s largest travel publisher, with an extensive range of inspiring travel 
guides, dependable driving books, and trusted maps and atlases.

Reference • 240 Pages • 11.5 x 15.5 • Four-color Interior • 9780749581411  
Replaces: 9780749579661 • September • $27.95 (Can $37.95) • Spiral  
Rights: US & Canada • AA Publishing
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Road Atlas France 2020
AA Publishing

Fully revised and updated for 2020, this specialist A4 road atlas includes 32 city centre plans 
to help you find your way in and around busy centers. Road mapping for Corsica is included, 
plus 10 district maps including Paris, Lyon, Marseille, Lille, Toulouse and Bordeaux. The 
atlas legend is in English and French. 4 miles to 1 inch 1:250,000 - 2.5km to 1cm.

Travel/Reference • 320 Pages • 8.5 x 11.5 • 9780749581404 • Replaces: 9780749579654 
September • $27.95 (Can $37.95) • Spiral • Rights: US & Canada • AA Publishing

Road Atlas Britain 2020
AA Publishing

This road atlas showcases Britain’s clearest mapping from the experts from the AA. Each 
page has been titled with it’s geographical location so you can turn to the page you need more 
easily. Wide and narrow minor roads, National Trust, English & World Heritage sites, and 
hard-to-find places are shown. There are 112 city, town, port, and airport plans, full color 
county, unitary, and administrative area map and a comprehensive 31,500 entry index with 
airports, top tourist sites, and motorway services listed. Plus, scenic routes, golf courses, and 
caravan & camping sites symbolized on the mapping. Motorway maps, ferry planning infor-
mation, and 5 district maps provide the essential motoring content for traveling the country. 
3.2 miles to 1 inch 1:200,000 - 2km to 1cm.

AA Publishing is the UK’s largest travel publisher, with an extensive range of inspiring travel 
guides, dependable driving books, and trusted maps and atlases.

Travel/Reference • 328 Pages • 8.5 x 11.5 • Four-color Interior • 9780749581350 
Replaces: 9780749579579 • September • $28.95 (Can $38.95) • Spiral 
Rights: US & Canada • AA Publishing

Road Atlas Europe 2020
Twentieth edition

AA Publishing

Fully revised and updated for 2020, this specialist A4 road atlas has new, improved mapping 
designed for the British motorist in Europe. The atlas includes information on driving in 
Europe together with a distance chart. Car ferries, national parks, service stations, and many 
other places of interest are shown. 13 miles to 1 inch 1:800,000 (main atlas scale), Iceland 
at 1:2 million.

AA Publishing is the UK’s largest travel publisher, with an extensive range of inspiring travel 
guides, dependable driving books, and trusted maps and atlases.

Travel/Reference • 416 Pages • 8.5 x 11.5 • Four-color Interior 
9780749581428 • Replaces: 9780749579678 • September • $27.95 (Can $37.95) • Spiral   
Also available as Flexibound, ISBN: 9780749581435$28.95 
Rights: US & Canada • AA Publishing



Collins 2020 Road Map Europe
Collins Maps

An anually revised, politically colored road map of Europe at a scale of 79 miles to 1 inch / 
50km to 1cm (1: 5,000,000). Roads, motorways, European Route numbers, railways, air-
ports, cities and towns are clearly shown, making the map ideal for route-finding and plan-
ning. Covers the whole of Europe from the North Cape (Norway) to Gibraltar and from 
Ireland to east of Moscow. Also includes Iceland and Cyprus. Fully revised and updated. • 
Full index to place names (on reverse of sheet). • Distance chart giving distances in kilometres 
between main towns. • European Union map showing member states and the Eurozone. • In-
ternet links to further information on Europe. • Key to approved country code abbreviations 
– GB, F, D etc. • Map legend in English, French, German, Spanish and Italian.

Collins UK helps readers explore the world through accurate and up-to-date mapping.

Travel/Reference • Pages • 5.5 x 9.75 • 9780008319762 • Replaces: 9780008313494 
September • $8.99 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • HarperCollins UK

2020 Collins Essential Road Atlas Europe
New edition

Collins Maps

Contains clear, detailed road mapping, perfect for touring the Mediterranean, Iberian pen-
insula, Scandinavia and many other European tourist destinations. Scale of main maps 
1:1,000,000 (1 cm to 10 km / 1 inch to 16 miles). Euroroutes and motorways are easily 
distinguished on the mapping. The maps also show international road classifications, road 
distances in kilometers and relief is shown by attractive layer tints. • Route planning maps. • 
Over 100 scenic routes shown. • Toll motorways shown. • Guide to international road signs, 
driving advice and useful internet links. • Route maps of 64 major cities. • Street plans of 
16 major cities. • Locator diagrams on each page to help you navigate. • More detailed road 
maps extending from Amsterdam to Munich, making route following easier through this 
densely populated area. • Top 25 European destinations as recommended on Tripadvisor® 
The mapping extends from the North Cape (Norway) to Gibraltar and from Ireland to east 
of Moscow. Also includes Iceland and Cyprus.

Collins UK helps readers to explore the world through accurate and up-to-date mapping.

Travel/Reference • 292 Pages • 8.25 x 11.75 • 9780008319755 • Replaces: 9780008313487  
September • $21.95 • Spiral • Rights: US • HarperCollins UK

Road Atlas Spain & Portugal
10th edition

AA Publishing

The 10th edition of this spiral-bound, large scale atlas, provides essential mapping for driv-
ing through Spain and Portugal. Including petrol stations, service areas, and toll motorways. 
There is a helpful 4-page route planner with ferry routes and distances. Fully updated with 
mapping produced by leading cartographers Mair Dumont, the detailed mapping is perfect to 
help navigate you on your trip. Relief / hill shading is shown throughout the main mapping 
which features points of interest including hotels, spas, campsites, golf courses, and world 
heritage sites. National parks and scenic routes are also highlighted. A comprehensive place 
name index accompanies each map section.

AA Publishing is the UK’s largest travel publisher, with an extensive range of inspiring travel 
guides, dependable driving books, and trusted maps and atlases.

Travel/Reference • 336 Pages • 5.5 x 11.5 • Four-color Interior • 9780749581138 
Replaces: 9780749578763 • September • $28.95 (Can $38.95) • Spiral 
Rights: US & Canada • AA Publishing
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Collins Cornwall Pocket Map
Collins Maps

This handy little full color map of Cornwall is an excellent value and very detailed for its size. 
Key features include clear mapping at a scale of 8.7 miles to 1 inch; National Tourist Routes 
showing the best routes through the most scenic areas; Top 100 places of interest; and Park 
and Ride locations. An ideal companion to a sat nav, it enables route planning and route 
sense-checking. Essential for those planning a trip.

Explore the world with Collins UK through accurate and up-to-date mapping.

Travel/Reference • Pages • 3.5 x 5.5 • 9780008328061 • October • $5.99 • Trade Paper 
Rights: US • HarperCollins UK

Collins 2020 Road Map France
New edition

Collins Maps

New edition of annually revised, politically colored road map of France at 18 miles to 1 inch 
/ 11km to 1cm (1:1,120,000). The map shows individual department by name, and cities, 
towns, roads, European route numbers, motorways and toll motorways are clearly shown, 
making it the ideal map for planning and route-finding. Covers the whole of France from 
the Belgian and German borders in the north to the Spanish border in the south, and from 
the Brest Peninsula in the west to the Italian and Swiss borders in the east. Also includes the 
island of Corsica. Fully revised and updated. • Clear, detailed road network. • Through-route 
maps of Paris, Lyon, Marseille, Strasbourg, and Toulouse. • Distance chart giving distances 
in kilometres between main towns. • Key to department names and numbers, and list of re-
gions. • Internet links to further information. • Full Index to place names. • Map legend in 
English, French and German.

Collins UK helps readers to explore the world through accurate and up-to-date mapping.

Travel/Reference • Pages • 5.5 x 9.75 • 9780008319779 • Replaces: 9780008313500 
September • $8.99 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • HarperCollins UK

Collins Handy Street Map London
New edition

Collins Maps

Clear and easy-to-read map of central London and surrounding area. Contains detailed map-
ping, presented in a handy compact format. This attractive map, ideal for both tourists and 
residents, and fully updated, has an extensive area of coverage and displays a wealth of detail. 
This map includes electric car recharging sites, fully classified roads, congestion charging 
zone & T-charge (Ultra Low Emission Zone from April 2019), postal districts and bound-
aries clearly depicted, full indexes to street names (on back of map), place names and places 
of interest, fully updated London underground map conveniently located on the back cover. 
Extends from Hampstead in the north to Clapham in the south and from Hammersmith in 
the west to Greenwich in the east. Scale: 1:17,500 (3.6 inches to 1 mile).

Explore the world through accurate and up-to-date mapping.

Travel/Reference • 1 Pages • 4.5 x 7.5 • 9780008320584 • Replaces: 9780008136642 
September • $5.99 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • HarperCollins UK



Le Mot Juste
How to Impress Tout le Monde with Your French

Imogen Fortes

A collection of les mots justes to help you bring that certain je ne sais quoi of the French 
language into everyday conversation

Celebrating the art of the French language with a charming collection of words and phrases 
to bring into everyday conversation. C’est parti! Have you ever wondered exactly what déjà 
vu is? Have you made a faux pas? Eaten an hors d’oeuvre? Voulez-vous an explanation of 
the above? Then voilà, here is a collection of les bons mots so you can start to learn that 
certain je ne sais quoi of the French language. Le Mot Juste contains 150 beautiful words and 
phrases that you’ll love to say every day.

Imogen Fortes is a writer, editor and author of The Design Museum’s Paris in Fifty Design 
Icons and The Rough Guide to Paris. 

Language & Linguistics • 160 Pages • 4.72 x 6.3 • 9781782439868 • January  
$16.95 (Can $22.95) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Michael O’Mara

Maori Made Easy
For Everyday Learners of the Maori Language

Scotty Morrison

“This is not just a useful book, it’s an essential one.” —North and South

The complete and accessible guide to learning the Maori language, no matter what your 
knowledge level

Fun, user-friendly, and relevant to modern readers, Scotty Morrison’s Maori Made Easy is 
the one one-stop resource for anyone wanting to learn the basics of the Maori language. 
While dictionaries list words and their definitions, and other language guides offer com-
mon phrases, Maori Made Easy connects the dots, allowing the reader to take control of 
their learning in an empowering way. By committing just 30 minutes a day for 30 weeks, 
learners will adopt the language easily and as best suits their busy lives. Written by te reo 
Maori advocate Scotty Morrison, this book proves that learning the language can be fun, 
effective—and easy!

Scotty Morrison (Ngati Whakaue) is the presenter of current affairs programs Te Karare and 
Marae. He holds a Masters Degree, is working towards his PhD, and has been an Adjunct 
Professor and the Director of Maori Student and Community Engagement at Auckland’s 
Unitec of Technology. In 2017, he adopted a new role as Massey University’s Te Putahi-a-
Toi (School of Maori Art, Knowledge and Education).

Language & Linguistics • 336 Pages • 5.5 x 8.25 • 9780143570912 • October 
$29.95 (Can $39.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada  
Penguin Random House New Zealand Limited
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AA PHRASEBOOKS

Perfect companions for traveling abroad, these phrase books cover the most popular European languages, containing 
everything you need to know in a way that’s concise, accessible and easy-to-understand. These handy, pocket-sized 

books feature over 2,000 essential phrases, plus a 2,000 word dictionary, themed sections, pronunciation tables, word 
lists,grammar guides, and phonetic pronunciation in italics.

German Phrasebook
Third edition

Language & Linguistics/Travel • 224 Pages • 4.5 x 6.5 • 9780749581664  
Replaces: 9780749574147 • September • $9.95 (Can $12.95) • Trade Paper  
Rights: US & Canada • AA Publishing

Italian Phrasebook
Third edition

Language & Linguistics/Travel • 224 Pages • 4.5 x 6.5 • 9780749581671  
Replaces: 9780749574154 • September • $9.95 (Can $12.95) • Trade Paper  
Rights: US & Canada • AA Publishing

Spanish Phrasebook
Third edition

Language & Linguistics/Travel • 224 Pages • 4.5 x 6.5 • 9780749581688  
Replaces: 9780749574161 • September • $9.95 (Can $12.95) • Trade Paper  
Rights: US & Canada • AA Publishing

French Phrasebook
Third edition

Language & Linguistics/Travel • 224 Pages • 4.5 x 6.5 • 9780749581657 
Replaces: 9780749574130 • September • $9.95 (Can $12.95) • Trade Paper  
Rights: US & Canada • AA Publishing



The Biggest Book of Lateral Thinking Puzzles
More Than 200 Brainteasers to Ponder

Erwin Brecher

A supreme test in logic, perfect for those who like to think outside the box

The Biggest Book of Lateral Thinking Puzzles requires you to take a novel approach to 
puzzle-solving. The problems in this book describe situations which are unusual or even 
bizarre, and which defy any attempt to find a ready explanation. However, each puzzle is 
constructed in a manner that will make the circumstances fit one, and only one, reasonable 
and logical answer. What caused the diner to shoot himself and his old friend in the middle 
of the restaurant? How did the employee who sleeps all day still manage to get a raise? How 
did the runner, who was overtaken at the finish line, still win gold?

Erwin Brecher was educated in Vienna, Czechoslovakia, and London, where he studied phys-
ics, economics, and engineering. He is the author of Lateral Logic Puzzles, How Do You Get 
an Egg Into a Bottle?, and How Do You Walk on Fire? He received the Order of Merit in 
gold from the city of Vienna in recognition of his literary achievements.

Games • 224 Pages • 6.5 x 9.5 • 9781787392731 • November • $29.95 • Cloth  
Rights: US • Carlton Publishing Group

How Do You Get an Egg into a Bottle?
Scientific Puzzles to Baffle and Bemuse Your Brain

Erwin Brecher and Mike Gerrard

“This is a book that will engross the curious and the mischievous along with their 
friends and family while feeding them a bit of science at the same time.” —San Francisco 
Book Review on How Do You Get an Egg into a Bottle?

A bind-up of science puzzle books How Do You Walk on Fire? and How Do You Get an 
Egg into a Bottle?

This collected edition of How Do You Walk on Fire? and How Do You Get an Egg into a 
Bottle? contains around 200 fascinating science puzzles posing real-world questions for you 
to ponder and solve. The answer to each problem explains a scientific principle in easy-to-un-
derstand terms, so not only are you solving puzzles, you are also having fun while you learn. 
You’ll learn how to boil water in your palm, why you can crack your knuckles, how to walk 
on fire, why feet feel cold on a wooden floor and of course how you get an egg into a bottle.

Erwin Brecher has written more than 20 books, including How Do You Get an Egg into a 
Bottle, How Do You Walk on Fire?, Lateral Thinking Posers, and Lateral Thinking Puzzles. 
Mike Gerrard is the author of Top 10 Paris. 

Games/Science • 224 Pages • 6.5 x 9.5 • 200 Color Illustrations • 9781787392724 
September • $29.95 • Cloth • Rights: US • Carlton Publishing Group

How Do You Turn Water into Wine?
And Other Puzzles with Science

Erwin Brecher

One hundred science-based head-scratchers that will take a lot more than luck to 
answer correctly

Scratch your head over these puzzle questions, all of which are based on real-world science. 
As you answer the question, you’ll be learning how to do everything from turning water into 
wine to cracking safes, and how to build a time machine! Baffle your friends with these factu-
al conundrums—from how two equidistant cities can be separated by different distances, to 
how to pot every ball in pool without fail—in over 100 different puzzles.  

Mensan Erwin Brecher, PhD, is the author of such books as How Do You Get an Egg into a 
Bottle?, How Do You Walk on Fire?, and How Do You Build a Time Machine? He received 
the Order of Merit in gold from the city of Vienna in recognition of his literary achievements.

Games/Science • 144 Pages • 5 x 8 • 9781787390539 • September • $16.95 • Cloth 
Rights: US • Carlton Publishing Group
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The Sherlock Holmes Escape Book: The Adventure of the 
London Waterworks
Solve the Puzzles to Escape the Pages

Ormond Sacker

Find your way out of entrapment within the pages, in the first in an exciting new series 
of puzzle books

The Sherlock Holmes Escape Book is the first in a unique new series of puzzle books, in 
which the reader is trapped in the pages and must find their way out by solving the puzzles 
that hold the key to their freedom. Visual clues are hidden among the intriguing illustrations; 
fiendish riddles, logic puzzles, and timed challenges unlock hidden doors and reveal the 
direction of travel; and mathematical problems provide the codes required to follow the cor-
rect path. There are maps and mazes to explore; references to the original Sherlock Holmes 
adventures to unravel; and a code-wheel that holds the key to unlocking the next page. Solve 
the puzzles correctly to escape. Get them wrong, and you will find yourself further and fur-
ther along the path to your own demise. This ingenious new series is a spin on the current 
urban craze for “escape rooms.” Here, the book becomes the locked room, the pages become 
the path, and the reader can take on a challenge every bit as brain-teasing from the comfort 
of their own home.

Ormond Sacker’s military training, international travels, and experience of curious crime, 
together with an intimate relationship with the works of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, have given 
him a unique view of the world. Such a character is clearly the ideal author of a book of 
Holmes-based conundrums and problems. 

Games/Mystery • 128 Pages • 5.25 x 7.75 • 25 Color Illustrations • 9781781453483 
October • $14.95 (Can $19.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Ammonite Press

The Times Atlas of the World Puzzle Book
Pit Your Wits Against the World’s Leading Atlas Makers

Times UK

The ultimate mapping challenge from the world’s leading atlas makers

Test your geographical knowledge on countries, capitals, rivers, mountains and much more. 
50 maps with a puzzle for each from locations throughout the world. Puzzle categories in-
cluded are history, travel, nature, politics and climate. A mixture of word games, riddles, 
code-crackers, anagrams, trivia questions and mathematical conundrums to keep your mind 
working for hours.

Games • 240 Pages • 5.5 x 8.5 • 9780008351786 • December • $24.95 • Flexibound 
Rights: US • HarperCollins UK
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Big Book of Su Doku Book 6
300 Su Doku Puzzles
#6

Collins Puzzles

A bumper collection of easy, medium, and difficult Su Doku puzzles to test your mental dexter-
ity, powers of logic, and deduction. Keep your mind sharp and test your powers of deductive 
reasoning. Ideal for whiling away those long commutes, traveling, or relaxing at home. Includes 
brand new Collins-branded content with 3 levels of difficulty.

Collins has been publishing educational and informative books for almost 200 years. Through-
out this rich heritage we have maintained an impressive record in creating market-leading 
products across various sectors.

Games • 352 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9780008343828 • February 
$11.95 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • HarperCollins UK

Big Book of Wordsearches Book 5
300 Themed Wordsearches
#5

Collins Puzzles

Reach for your trusty pen or pencil and tackle this bumper collection of word challenges at 
your leisure. Arranged in themes, they will provide a mental workout and relaxation therapy 
at the same time. Relax and give your brain a workout. Ideal for whiling away those long com-
mutes, traveling on vacation, or relaxing at home.

Collins has been publishing educational and informative books for almost 200 years. Through-
out this rich heritage we have maintained an impressive record in creating market-leading 
products across various sectors.

Games • 352 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9780008324162 • November 
$11.95 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • HarperCollins UK

Big Book of Su Doku Book 5
300 Su Doku Puzzles
#5

Collins Puzzles

A bumper collection of easy, medium, and difficult Su Doku puzzles to test your mental dexter-
ity, powers of logic, and deduction. Keep your mind sharp and test your powers of deductive 
reasoning. Ideal for whiling away those long commutes, traveling, or relaxing at home.

Collins has been publishing educational and informative books for almost 200 years. Through-
out this rich heritage we have maintained an impressive record in creating market-leading 
products across various sectors.

Games • 352 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9780008324179 • November 
$11.95 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • HarperCollins UK

Big Book of Wordsearches Book 6
300 Themed Wordsearches
#6

Collins Puzzles

Reach for your trusty pen or pencil and tackle this bumper collection of word challenges at 
your leisure. Arranged in themes, they will provide a mental workout and relaxation therapy 
at the same time. Relax and give your brain a workout. Ideal for whiling away those long com-
mutes, traveling on vacation, or relaxing at home.  

Collins has been publishing educational and informative books for almost 200 years. Through-
out this rich heritage we have maintained an impressive record in creating market-leading 
products across various sectors.

Games • 352 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9780008343835 • February 
$11.95 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • HarperCollins UK
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Coffee Break Wordsearches Book 2
200 Themed Wordsearches

Collins Puzzles

Keep your mind alert with 200 new word search puzzles, arranged in themes, and presented in 
a handy format. Relax and give your brain a workout at the same time. Ideal for whiling away 
those long commutes, traveling on holiday or relaxing at home. Challenge yourself to find the 
words hidden in the grids, all based on interesting themes to provide an enjoyable pastime.

Collins has been publishing educational and informative books for almost 200 years. 

Games • 240 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9780008323950 • October • $9.99 • Trade Paper  
Rights: US • HarperCollins UK

The Times MindGames Word Puzzles & Conundrums: Book 4
The Times Mind Games

500 teasing puzzles and conundrums to test your word power and rack your brain with this 
mixed collection from the MindGames section of The Times, featuring six different types of 
puzzle. The perfect gift for all word puzzle fans, this collection contains these favorites: • 
Lexica – 144 letter grid challenges • Polygon – 144 word circle puzzles, how many words can 
you create? • New Concise Quintagram – 64 new crossword-type challenges. A five-clue quick 
crossword with one important difference: there is no grid. • New Cryptic Quintagram – 64 new 
crossword-type challenges. A five-clue cryptic crossword with one important difference: there 
is no grid. • Word Watch – expand your vocabulary with 96 multiple-choice word quizzes • 
Codewords – test your powers of logic with 52 word and number grids  

Games • 384 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 9780008343781 • January • $11.95 • Trade Paper  
Rights: US • HarperCollins UK

Coffee Break Su Doku Book 2
200 Challenging Su Doku Puzzles

Collins Puzzles

Stretch your powers of logical deduction with 200 new Su Doku puzzles, in easy, medium and 
difficult categories. Keep your mind sharp and test your powers of deductive reasoning. Ideal 
for whiling away those long commutes, traveling on vacation, or relaxing at home. There are 
puzzles here for all levels ranging from easy, through medium and difficult. Coffee Break Su 
Doku will satisfy on every level.

Collins UK has been publishing educational and informative books for almost 200 years. 

Games • 240 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9780008323943 • September • $9.99 • Trade Paper 
Rights: US • HarperCollins UK

The Times MindGames Number & Logic Puzzles: Book 4
The Times Mind Games

There are 500 number and logic puzzles to test your mental agility in this collection from the 
MindGames section of The Times, featuring seven different types of puzzle challenge. The 
perfect gift for all number and logic puzzle enthusiasts, this collection contains these favor-
ites: • Brain Trainer – 72 mental maths challenges • Cell Blocks – 96 Japanese logic puzzles • 
Futoshiki – use the numbers 1-5 to fill in the 72 grids • Kakuro – 64 mathematical crossword 
puzzles • KenKen – 72 arithmetical logic puzzles • Set Square – 72 mental arithmetic grids • 
Suko – 96 espresso Su Doku puzzles  

Games • 384 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 9780008343774 • January • $11.95 • Trade Paper  
Rights: US • HarperCollins UK



The Sunday Times Brain Teasers Book 1
The Sunday Times

A series of 200 taxing brain teasers and riddles, requiring lateral thinking skills to solve. 
These brainteasers are for puzzlers of all abilities, no formal knowledge is required, just 
application and imagination. Some demand a logical approach, others a good mathematical 
mind; an agility with words will solve a handful more, but all demand a logical approach and 
lots of lateral thinking. If you get stuck, full explanations of the solutions are given at the 
back of the book. Now get your thinking cap on!  

Games • 272 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 9780008343729 • December  
$11.95 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • HarperCollins UK

The Times Samurai Su Doku: Book 8
The Times Mind Games

For anyone who loves the challenge of Su Doku but manages to solve them within minutes, 
you can now enjoy the extended mental workout and ultimate endurance test of a five grid 
interlinked system. This is Su Doku multiplied: every column, row and 3x3 box must contain 
the digits 1 to 9. Where the puzzles overlap, the rows and columns do not go beyond their 
usual 9x9 length but the interlocking boxes give you more clues—and more complexity. With 
another 100 new Samurai puzzles to vex you for hours, lose yourself in the four levels of this 
book: 10 Easy, 40 Mild, 40 Difficult, and 10 Super difficult. These are the most difficult Su 
Doku puzzles in The Times range.

Times Mind Games publish a range of mind-boggling, high-quality puzzles.

Games • 224 Pages • 7.44 x 9.69 • 9780008342906 • December  
$16.95 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • HarperCollins UK

Su Doku Challenge Book 2
200 Su Doku puzzles

Collins Puzzles

Are you up to the challenge of 200 new Su Doku puzzles, arranged in easy, medium and diffi-
cult categories? Keep your mind sharp and test your powers of deductive reasoning. Ideal for 
whiling away those long commutes, traveling on holiday or relaxing at home.

Collins UK has been publishing educational and informative books for almost 200 years. 

Games • 240 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 9780008323912 • November 
$9.99 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • HarperCollins UK
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The Times Beginner’s Guide to Bridge
Second edition

Andrew Robson

Andrew Robson shows you how to play bridge—starting from the basics and taking you 
through the learning process step-by-step. Using clear illustrations and accompanying text, 
Andrew gives the reader a complete course in learning the game, including sample hands and 
ways to practice. You’ll also learn about bidding, tricks, scoring and dealing, and etiquette 
whilst playing. Above all you’ll begin to develop the skills you need to play bridge, and win—
including ingenuity, working well in a partnership, and a good memory. Contents include: 
basic bidding and card-play strategies; etiquette and how to score; examples and practice tips; 
different types of bridge; conventions; evaluating a bridge hand.  

Andrew Robson is widely regarded as Britain’s number one bridge player-teacher. He has 
won countless international bridge events beginning in 1989 with the World Junior Champi-
onships and including, in 1991, the European Championships. He is perhaps best known as 
the Times Bridge Correspondent. 

Games • 240 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 9780008343767 • Replaces: 9780008130947 
January • $9.99 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • HarperCollins UK

The Sunday Times Tetonor Book 2
200 Challenging Numerical Logic Puzzles

The Times Mind Games

Dozens of compelling and addictive mathematical puzzles twillchallenge your mental arith-
metic and powers of deductive reasoning. Tetonor rules: each number in the main grid can 
be formed by adding or multiplying a pair of numbers in the strip below the grid. Each pair 
of numbers should be used twice: once as part of an addition and once as part of a multipli-
cation. For example, a 10 and 24 in the main grid may be solved by the sums, 4 + 6 and 4 x 
6, respectively. Enter each sum in the boxes below its answer. Any blanks in the strip must 
be deduced, bearing in mind the numbers are listed in ascending order. 60 Easy, 80 Medium 
and 60 Difficult puzzles included.  

Times Mind Games publish a range of mind-boggling, high-quality puzzles.

Games • 272 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 9780008343736 • December • $11.95 • Trade Paper  
Rights: US • HarperCollins UK

The Times Train Tracks: Book 2
The Times Mind Games

A challenging visual puzzle which will appeal to lovers of logic and deduction brain teasers. 
Use your mental agility to complete the grids using the train tracks. Puzzles included cover 
three levels of difficulty, 70 Easy, 70 Medium, 60 Hard. Difficulty is largely dependent on 
the size of the map grid (6x6, 8x8 and 10x10). How To Play: A map grid shows two towns, 
typically A and B. The objective of the puzzle is to lay down tracks to connect the two towns. 
Numbers around the outside of the grid tell you how many pieces of track are to be placed in 
each row and column. You can only use straight (horizontal and vertical) and curved (right 
and left) rails and the track cannot cross over itself. There is something very satisfying in the 
laying down of tracks. 

Times Mind Games publish a range of mind-boggling, high-quality puzzles.

Games • 272 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 9780008342975 • December • $11.95 • Trade Paper  
Rights: US • HarperCollins UK



Word Searches
Over 150 Puzzles to Give Your Brain a Workout

Gareth Moore

Tax your brain and forget your troubles with the fantastic word search puzzles in this book, 
put together by puzzle master Dr. Gareth Moore. For hours of fun, just pick up a pen and 
focus on these challenging exercises.

Dr Gareth Moore is the internationally best-selling author of a wide range of brain-training 
and puzzle books for both children and adults, including Anti-stress Puzzles, Ultimate Dot to 
Dot, Brain Games for Clever Kids, Lateral Logic and Extreme Mazes. 

Games • 192 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 9781789291131 • October  
$9.99 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • Michael O’Mara

Sudoku
Over 150 Puzzles to Give Your Brain a Workout

Gareth Moore

Give your logic skills a workout with this challenging collection of Sudoku puzzles

Give your logic skills a workout with the awesome Sudoku puzzles in this book, put togeth-
er by puzzle master Gareth Moore. Forget your worries, pick up a pen, and focus on these 
challenging brain-teasers.

Gareth Moore is the author of a wide range of brain-training and puzzle books for both children 
and adults, including The Kids’ Book of Sudoku! and The Mammoth Book of Brain Work.

Games • 192 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781789291124 • October 
$9.99 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • Michael O’Mara

Crosswords
Over 150 Puzzles to Give Your Brain a Workout

Gareth Moore

These challenging crosswords, put together by puzzle master Dr. Gareth Moore, will provide 
hours of fun and test your word power. Put your brain through its paces, pick up a pen and 
dive in!

Dr Gareth Moore is the internationally best-selling author of a wide range of brain-training 
and puzzle books for both children and adults, including Anti-stress Puzzles, Ultimate Dot to 
Dot, Brain Games for Clever Kids, Lateral Logic and Extreme Mazes. 

Games • 192 Pages • 5.08 x 7.8 • 9781789291117 • October  
$9.99 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • Michael O’Mara
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Fake News: World History
Think you can spot the difference between fake news and his-
torical facts? Think again. A hilarious game with a sprinkling 
of world history for good measure. With 30 “headline” cards 
and 30 answer cards, players make up their own Fake News and 
guess what the truth is. A game for adults. Includes 60 cards in a 
flip-top box with foil stamping and embossing. 

Samantha Rigby is the Publishing Manager of Ice House Books.

Games/History • 60 Pages • 3.25 x 4.25 • Four-color Interior  
UPC: 5055453467516 • February • $19.95 (Can $26.95) 
Games • Rights: US & Canada • Ice House Books

A Lesson In Life & Death
It may sound morbid but you won’t believe how some of these 
famous people in history died! Match the historical figure’s life 
to their death in this darkly comic and factual card game. The 
player with the most matches at the end is the winner. Includes 
60 cards in a flip-top box with foil stamping and embossing. 

Samantha Rigby is the Publishing Manager at Ice House Books.

Games/History • 60 Pages • 3.25 x 4.25 • Four-color Interior  
UPC: 5055453467509 • February • $19.95 (Can $26.95) 
Games • Rights: US & Canada • Ice House Books



As Far as the Eye Can See
A History of Seeing

S. M. Denham

An unusual history of sight across 500 million years

From the mastery of fire a million years ago, humans repeatedly invented new ways to see 
their surroundings, each other and themselves. Artificial light, early art, mirrors, writing, 
lenses, printing, photography, film, television, the smart phone. These tools shaped Western 
culture and made us who we are. As Far As the Eye Can See traces the history of seeing from 
the first evolutionary stirrings of sight to the present. It reveals that each time we invented 
technologies that changed how or what we see, we changed ourselves, and the world around 
us. Visual technologies propelled the human journey from walking apes to masters of nature 
to self-obsessed screen junkies. Having come this far, the author asks, are we now at peak 
seeing? Can our eyes—and the rest of us—keep up with technology’s relentless march? Have 
we gone as far as the eye can see? Told in five parts, Becoming, Transforming, Observing, 
Showing and Curating, this book shows how each revolution in seeing has determined who 
we have become—and how we might change in the future.

S. M. Denham was head of the BBC’s TV strategy unit for many years, studying the rela-
tionship between television viewers, content, and technology. Prior to joining the BBC, she 
developed TV channels for a Hollywood movie studio. Susan has an MBA from Harvard 
Business School.
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The Original Australians
Story of the Aboriginal People
Second edition

Josephine Flood

“An intriguing and accessible history for anyone, from overseas visitors to Australians.”  
—Sydney Morning Herald

Everything you’d like to know about Aboriginal Australia past and present, presented in 
an accessible, authoritative and straightforward style 

The Original Australians tells the story of Australian Aboriginal history and society from its 
distant beginnings to the present day. From the wisdom and paintings of the Dreamtime, to 
the first contacts between Europeans and indigenous Australians, right through to modern 
times, it offers an insight into the life and experiences of the world’s oldest culture. The resil-
ience and adaptability of Aboriginal people over millennia is one of the great human stories of 
all time. Josephine Flood answers the questions about Aboriginal Australia that Australians 
and visitors often ask: Where did the Aborigines come from and when? How did they survive 
in such a harsh environment? What was the traditional role of Aboriginal women? Why didn’t 
colonists sign treaties with Aboriginal people? Were Aboriginal children “stolen?” Why are 
there so many problems in Aboriginal communities today? And many more. This rich account 
aims to understand both black and white perspectives and is fascinating reading for anyone 
who wants to discover Aboriginal Australia. This second edition is fully updated.

Josephine Flood is a prominent archaeologist, recipient of the Centenary Medal, and former 
director of the Aboriginal Heritage Section of the Australian Heritage Commission. She is 
the author of Archaeology of the Dreamtime and The Riches of Ancient Australia.
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The Wild East
Gunfights, Massacres and Race Riots Far from America’s Frontier

Ian Hernon

The first book to show that during the era of Wild West, the most dangerous place to be 
was in the Wilder East, far from the American frontier

The scene was set for a classic Western showdown. On a dusty main street, a sheriff backed 
by townspeople faced down a gang of heavily armed hired gunslingers. Tension rose, hard 
words were exchanged, and someone drew first. A few minutes later 10 men were dead or 
dying, and several more suffered gunshot wounds. The hired guns, those that remained on 
their feet that is, fled. But this was not a shoot-out in the Wild West of Wyoming or Montana 
or South Dakota in the 1880s, or a Hollywood re-imagining of such an event. This was not 
Dodge City or Abilene. This was the West Virginia mining town of Matewan in 1920. By 
contrast the more celebrated gunfight at the OK Corral in Tombstone lasted 30 seconds and 
left three dead. And Matewan was not an aberration. In the era of the post-Civil War Wild 
West, it can be argued that the most dangerous place to be was in the East. It was the inevi-
tably violent outcome of massive social upheaval—race wars with lynchings and massacres, 
heavily armed confrontation between infant trade unionism and the forces of capitalism, 
murderous feuds between corrupt lawmen and the early Mafia. These were confrontations in 
which the US government bombed and marginalized their own citizens, the law was twisted 
for private ends, and “fake news” became the norm.

A print journalist since 1969 and a lobby correspondent in the Commons since 1978, Ian 
Hernon ran the oldest Parliamentary news agency (now defunct) for 15 years. For the last 
five years he has been deputy editor of Tribune. He is the author of a dozen books including 
Britain’s Forgotten Wars.
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Terrorism and America
From the Anarchists to 9/11 and Beyond

Bryn Willcock

The complex interrelationship between terrorism and American history from the  
Declaration of Independence onward, placing 9/11 into historical context

Terrorism has been part of American life since its founding, but early terrorist activity in-
creased dramatically from 1865, peaking from 1910-1920. Terrorist threats rose again from 
the 1950s, reaching a peak in the 1970s, when Americans faced almost daily terrorist attacks. 
In the 1960s, Americans faced increasing external threats to their security, as hijackings, 
kidnapping and bomb attacks became increasingly commonplace. From the 1970s, America 
increasingly linked terrorism to “rogue states” such as North Korea, Iraq, Iran and Cuba. By 
the 1990s, terrorist incidents against America had dramatically reduced. However, attacks 
that did take place were increasingly deadly, as seen with the World Trade Center bombing 
(1993), the Oklahoma Bombing (1995) and the attack on the USS Cole (2000). As such, 9/11 
is placed into historical context, at the same time its impact on America is addressed. Why 
are Americans unable to access the torch of the Statue of Liberty? Not one citizen the author 
has asked has known the answer. Access to the torch was prevented as a result of a massive 
terrorist bomb in 1916. The attack was traced to Germany, anxious to keep the U.S. out of 
World War I—and (West) Germany paid reparations to the U.S. for this attack until 1979. 

Dr. Bryn Willcock has taught at the University of Swansea since 1995, and has also lectured 
at the University of Wales, Trinity Saint David. At both universities he has convened a series 
of courses related to America and Terrorism, as well as American nuclear history, American 
foreign policy and American history and culture.
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A History of Britain in 12 Maps
Philip Parker

A fascinating analysis of a dozen maps selected from critical points in the last 2,000 
years of British history

With the uncertainty of Brexit looming, Britain as we know it is on the brink of defining 
change. With current borders being disputed and, with them, identities challenged, this book 
provides brilliant insight into how the country’s borders have always been, and always will 
be, in a state of change. From the Celtic period when “Britain” was just a patchwork of 
tribal kingdoms; to the height of the empire a century ago, when the whole of Ireland, India, 
Australia, much of Africa, Asia and the Americas were marked as British; through to the 
present-day when Britain’s shape and extent is once more in question, these maps dramati-
cally chart the political and cultural evolution of the nation. By focusing on these maps Philip 
Parker reveals how Britain came to be the way it is today, and how the past is a guide to 
where the country might go from here.

Philip Parker is a writer, consultant, and publisher specializing in ancient and medieval polit-
ical and military systems. He is the author of A History of Britain in Maps, the DK Eyewit-
ness Companion Guide to World History and many more. As a publisher he ran the Times 
books list, including The Times History of the World.
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History of London through A-Z Maps
Philip Parker

For the last century A-Z maps have been the trusted and reliable source of mapping for 
Londoners. As the face of London has changed so have the maps. This history will outline 
these changes and reveal how the city has changed over the last 100 years. Did you know 
that Wembley Stadium used to be a Greyhound racing circuit, that the Millennium Dome is 
the biggest structure of its kind in the world, and that the London Eye was not the first big 
wheel in London?

Philip Parker is the author of Britain in Maps. 
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Roman Woman
Everyday Life in Hadrian’s Britain

Lindsay Allason-Jones

Roman Britain is vividly portrayed in this fascinating and authentically detailed story 
about a year in the life of an ordinary woman and her family

The year is AD 133. Hadrian is Emperor of Rome and all its vast empire, including Britan-
nia. The greater part of that island has long been under imperial rule and the Roman legions 
control most of the land, quelling uprisings and building new forts and towns. Around the 
fortress of Eboracum (now known as York), a bustling garrison settlement is developing, 
while along the north-west frontier of Hadrian’s empire, the legions are completing the con-
struction of a mighty wall. Introducing us to this world is Senovara, born into the Parisi, a 
local tribe whose customs have been little changed by Roman rule. But she is also the young 
wife of Quintus, a veteran of the 6th Legion Victrix. Settling in Quintus’s home is both be-
wildering and awe-inspiring for Senovara as she seeks to adjust to Eboracum’s cosmopolitan 
environment, come to terms with new customs and reconcile their cultural differences. Se-
novara finds that daily life in the settlement can be harsh; a constant struggle to provide her 
family with fresh food, water and warmth. Yet there is much enjoyment to be had as well, at 
the public baths or with new friends. There is also the excitement of religious festivals and 
in the regular news from the frontier, and peril in the form of a deadly fever which sweeps 
through Eboracum, forcing Senovara and her children to flee to her brother in the country-
side. Roman Woman is an immersive, compelling narrative which gets to the heart of what 
life was like for everyday people in Roman Britain.

Lindsay Allason-Jones was Director of the Centre for Interdisciplinary Artefact Studies 
and Reader in Roman Material Culture at Newcastle University until she retired in 2011. 
Her research into Roman artefacts and Roman women has led to her working across the 
Roman Empire.  
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Cats in Medieval Manuscripts
Kathleen Walker-Meikle

A gorgeous collection of illuminated manuscript pages featuring cats as wily hunters, 
beloved pets, mythical creatures, and symbolic representations

Cats were illustrated in medieval manuscripts throughout the Middle Ages, often in exquisite 
detail and frequently accompanied by their natural prey, mice. Medieval cats were viewed as 
treasured pets, as fearsome mousers, as canny characters in fables, as associates of the Devil, 
and as magical creatures. Featuring an array of fascinating illustrations from the British 
Library’s rich medieval collection, Cats in Medieval Manuscripts includes anecdotes about 
cats—both real and imaginary—to provide a fascinating picture of the life of the cat and its 
relationship with humans during the Medieval period. A great gift for all cat-lovers.

Kathleen Walker-Meikle completed her PhD at University College London on late medieval 
pet keeping. She is currently a research fellow at King’s College London and writes on medi-
eval and early modern animals and medicine.
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The House of Grey
The Story of the Medieval Dynasty

Melita Thomas

A colorful story of bloodshed, marriage, and monarchy

The Grey family was one of medieval England’s most important dynasties. They were were 
on intimate terms with the monarchs and interwoven with royalty by marriage. They served 
the kings of England as sheriffs, barons, and military leaders. Weaving the lives of these men 
and women from a single family, often different allegiances, into a single narrative, provides 
a vivid picture of the English medieval and Tudor court, reflecting how the personal was 
always political as individual relationships and rivalries for land, power, and money drove 
national events.

Melita Thomas is a co-founder and editor of Tudor Times, a website devoted to Tudor and 
Stuart history. Her articles have appeared in BBC History Extra and Britain Magazine.
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The Anarchy
The Darkest Days of Medieval England

Teresa Cole

The bitter civil war for the English throne that plunged England into “the Anarchy”

A period of England’s history when Fortune changed sides frequently and dramatically, and 
with a cast of vivid characters. This became known as “the Cousins’ War” for the crown of 
England. The causes of the conflict will be examined; the loss of the heir of King Henry I in 
the White Ship and the king’s efforts to secure the succession for his remaining child. The 
backgrounds of both major players: Stephen, nephew to the mighty Henry, showered with fa-
vors at court with ideas above his station: and Matilda, daughter of the king, sent away aged 
8 to marry the Holy Roman Emperor, widowed, then forced into a hated second marriage. 
The book will chart the conflict that followed Stephen’s seizure of the crown from the woman 
to whom it had been promised. Lasting some 18 years, and involving not only most of En-
gland but Scotland and Normandy besides, the story covers all the conflict’s twists and turns.

Teresa Cole is the author of Henry V: The Life of the Warrior King & the Battle of Agincourt 1415.
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A Year in the Life of Medieval England
Toni Mount

The perfect almanac for lovers of all things medieval

The medieval era is often associated with dynastic struggles, gruesome wars, and the formida-
ble influence of the Church. But what about the everyday experience of the royal subjects and 
common people? Here, alongside the coronations, diplomatic dealings, and key battles, can 
be found the fabric of medieval life as it was really lived, in its folk songs, recipes, and local 
gossip. With a diverse range of entries—one for each day of the year—historian Toni Mount 
provides an almanac for lovers of all things medieval. A detailed picture is gathered from 
original sources such as chronicles, manor court rolls, coroners’ rolls, and the records of city 
councils. We learn not only of the royals and nobles of official history but also the quarrels 
of a miscellany of characters, including William and Christopher of York; Nalle Kittewritte, 
who stole her neighbors’ washing; and Margery from Hereford, who was murdered by an 
Oxford student. The world in which they labored, loved, and lived is vividly reimagined, one 
day at a time.

Toni Mount has been a history teacher for 15 years. She has an MA by Research on medieval 
medical manuscripts from the University of Kent. 
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Richard the Lionheart
The Crusader King of England

W. B. Bartlett

A re-evaluation of the life story of one of the greatest personalities of medieval Europe

While Richard I is one of medieval England’s most famous kings he is also the most con-
troversial. This reassessment looks at his deeds and achievements in a new light. The result 
is a compelling new portrait of “the Lionheart” which shows that the king is every bit as 
remarkable as his medieval contemporaries found him to be. It shows him to be a man badly 
let down by some of those around him, especially his brother John and the duplicitous French 
king Philip. The foibles of his character are also exposed to the full, including his complicated 
relationships with the key women in his life, especially the imposing contemporary figure of 
his mother, Eleanor of Aquitaine, and his wife, Berengaria, with whom he failed to produce 
an heir, leading to later suggestions of homosexuality. 

W. B. Bartlett is the author of The Mongols and The Story of the World. 
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Philippa of Hainault
Mother of the English Nation

Kathryn Warner

The first biography of a remarkable and influential English queen

Thisis the first full-length biography of the queen who stood in the middle of the some of the 
most dramatic events in English history. Philippa’s marriage was arranged in order to provide 
ships and mercenaries for her mother-in-law to invade her father-in-law’s kingdom in 1326, 
yet it became one of the most successful royal marriages in English history, enduring for more 
than four decades. Philippa stood by her husband’s side as he began a war against her uncle, 
Philip VI of France, and claimed his throne. She frequently accompanied him to Scotland, 
France, and Flanders. She also acted as regent in 1346 when Edward was away from his 
kingdom at the time of a Scottish invasion, and appeared on horseback to rally the English 
army to victory. Philippa’s popularity with the people due to her compassion helped maintain 
peace in England throughout Edward’s reign. 

Kathryn Warner holds two degrees in medieval history and is considered a foremost expert 
on Edward II.
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Robin Hood
John Matthews
Foreword by Richard Carpenter
Preface by Mark Ryan

An exploration of the mythology surrounding Robin Hood

Historians have for years been bringing out new books in which they claim to have found 
“the real Robin Hood,” but his identity remains clouded. This is the only contemporary 
book to fully explore the mythology of Robin Hood rather than concentrating on the human 
identity of the famous outlaw. It ties Robin to the ancient archetype of the Green Man, the 
lore and legends of the Faery race, to the possible Eastern influence of the English Mummers’ 
plays, and suggests the real identities of several of the Merry Men.

John Matthews has produced more than 100 books on myth and was the historical advisor to 
the Jerry Bruckheimer movie King Arthur. Mark Ryan is an English actor who played Nazir 
in Robin of Sherwood and Gates in Black Sails. Richard Carpenter was an English television 
screenwriter, author, and actor who created Robin of Sherwood and Catweazle.
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Joanna of Flanders
Heroine and Exile

Julie Sarpy

New, original research finally solves the riddle of the disappearance of Joanna of Flanders 
early in the Hundred Years War

Joanna of Flanders, Countess de Montfort and Duchess of Brittany, abruptly vanished from 
public life after 1343 amid the Breton Wars of Succession during the Hundred Years War. As 
wife of the late Duke John de Montfort, Joanna’s rightful place was in Brittany as regent of 
the duchy for their five-year-old son and heir John of Brittany. Despite her fame for the de-
fense of Hennebont in 1342 during her husband’s imprisonment, she along with her children 
had accompanied Edward III of England to Britain in February 1343 and seemingly never 
departed. She resided in England in Tickell Castle, Yorkshire, in comfortable obscurity until 
her death around 1374. What happened to her and why? The answers to those questions 
belie the core complexities of medieval social structures, the care of the vulnerable, and the 
custody of women.

Originally from Louisiana, Julia Sarpy is a subject specialist librarian and adjunct faculty at 
Nova Southeastern University. She received her doctorate in European History from the Uni-
versity of Houston. A UCLA alum, she also hold master’s degrees from University of North 
Texas and Southern Methodist University.
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Richard II
A True King’s Fall

Kathryn Warner

A new portrait of the king, with all of his strengths and imperfections left in the picture

Richard II is a figure famous in England’s national myths—the king who went insane, the 
narcissist, the tyrant of Shakespeare’s play. History regards his rule either as that of a super-
human monarch or a crazed and vicious ruler. But Richard II was a complex and conflicted 
man—a person with faults and shortcomings thrust into a role that demanded greatness. In 
this book, Kathryn Warner returns with the first modern biography of Richard II in decades, 
to paint a portrait of the king with all of his strengths and imperfections left in the picture. 
An aesthete and patron of the arts as well as a person troubled by a much-maligned “per-
sonality disorder,” Richard II here emerges from behind the mask of a theatrical character.

Kathryn Warner holds two degrees in medieval history and is considered a foremost expert 
on Edward II.
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A History of the The Tudors in 100 Objects
New edition

John Matusiak

An intimate portrait of Tudor England captured, revealed and explored in 100 defining 
objects—now in paperback

John Matusiak sets out to shed new light on the lives and times of the Tudors by exploring 
the objects they left behind. Among them, a silver-gilt board badge discarded at Bosworth 
Field when Henry VII won the English crown; a signet ring that may have belonged to Shake-
speare; the infamous Halifax gibbet, on which some 100 people were executed; scientific ad-
vancements such as the prosthetic arm and the first flushing toilet; and curiosities including 
a ladies’ sun mask, “Prince Arthur’s hutch” and the Danny jewel, which was believed to be 
made from the horn of a unicorn. The whole vivid panorama of Tudor life is laid bare in this 
thought-provoking and frequently myth-shattering narrative, which is firmly founded upon 
contemporary accounts and the most up-to-date results of modern scholarship.

John Matusiak is the author of Henry VIII and Wolsey.
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The Tudor Cookbook
From Gilded Peacock to Calves’ Feet Pie

Terry Breverton

Explore what the Tudors ate and drank in 250 authentic recipes

Have you ever wondered what the Tudors ate? What was served at the courtly feasts of 
Henry VIII, or what kept peasants alive through the harsh winters of the 16th century? The 
Tudor Cookbook provides over 250 recipes from authentic period manuals for starters, 
mains, desserts, and drinks, from chicken blancmange to white pease pottage with seal and 
porpoise. It even covers vegetarian dishes—the Tudors designed dishes of vegetables to look 
like meat to be cooked during religious festivals when abstinence from meat was required. A 
few of the more outlandish ingredients and methods of cooking are now illegal, but the rest 
of the recipes have been trialed; many are delicious and surprising.

Terry Breverton is the author of Breverton’s Phantasmagoria and Breverton’s Nautical Curi-
osities. He has presented documentaries on the Discovery Channel and the History Channel. 
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The King’s Pearl
Henry VIII and His Daughter Mary

Melita Thomas

A reexamination of Mary’s life during the reign of Henry VIII 

Mary Tudor has always been known as “Bloody Mary,” named by later Protestant chroni-
clers who vilified her for attempting to re-impose Roman Catholicism in England. Although 
a more nuanced picture of the first queen regnant has since emerged, she is still depicted as a 
tragic figure, isolated after the annulment of her parents’ marriage and rescued from obscu-
rity by Katherine Parr. Although Henry doted on Mary, her determination to side with her 
mother hurt him as a father and damaged perceptions of him as a monarch. However, once 
Mary had been pressured into compliance, Henry reverted to being a loving father and Mary 
played an important role in court life. As Melita Thomas points out, Mary was a gambler—
and not just with cards. Later, she would risk all to gain the throne. As a young girl of just 17 
she made the first throw of the dice, defiantly maintaining her claim to be Henry’s legitimate 
daughter against the determined attempts of Anne Boleyn and the king to break her spirit.

Melita Thomas is a co-founder and editor of Tudor Times website. 
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Edward II the Man
A Doomed Inheritance

Stephen Spinks

Is it too contentious or ahistorical to view Edward as a gay martyr?

Edward II is one of the most controversial kings of English history. On numerous occasions 
he brought England to the brink of civil war. Author Stephen Spinks argues that Edward and 
the later murdered Piers Gaveston were lovers, not merely “brothers-in-arms.” Influenced by 
successive royal favorites and with a desire for personal vengeance, his rule became highly 
polarized and unstable. His own wife took a lover and invaded his kingdom resulting in his 
forced abdication—the first in British history. Edward’s prevailing legacy remains the warn-
ing that all kings can fall from power. And yet . . . war, debt, and baronial oppression before 
1307 ensured that Edward II inherited a toxic legacy that any successor would have found 
almost impossible to wrestle with. Stephen Spinks explores that legacy using contemporary 
and later sources. By focusing on Edward’s early years as much as on his reign, and exploring 
the conflicting influences of those around him, Stephen shows the human side of this tale 
against a backdrop of political intrigues and betrayals. 

Stephen Spinks works for the National Trust and manages three Medieval heritage sites with 
900 volunteers and 150 staff. He is a columnist for Midlands Zone magazine.
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Arbella Stuart
The Uncrowned Queen

Jill Armitage

Lovingly revitalizes Arbella’s tale, focusing on her lineage, her life, and her legacy

In 1562, Elizabeth I, the last of Henry VIII’s children, lay dying of smallpox, and the curse of 
the Tudor succession again reared its head. The queen was to recover, but the issue remained: 
if the queen did not produce an heir, who was next in line to succeed? Lady Arbella Stuart 
was cousin to both the English queen and James VI of Scotland, a woman whose parents’ 
marriage had been orchestrated to provide an heir to the English throne. Raised by her for-
midable grandmother, Bess of Hardwick, Arbella lived her life in Elizabeth’s shadow and, 
unfortunately, at her mercy. In this book, Jill Armitage revitalizes Arbella’s tale, focusing on 
her lineage, her life, and her legacy. Through her story we discover a well-born, well-educated 
woman desperate to control her own fate, but who is ultimately powerless against those in 
the scheming Tudor court; and the author explores the harsh consequence that comes from 
being on the wrong side of the revenge of a jealous, calculating queen.

Jill Armitage is a trained photojournalist and the author of nearly 20 history books.
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Four Queens and a Countess
Mary Queen of Scots, Elizabeth I, Mary I, Lady Jane Grey and Bess of Hardwick: The 
Struggle for the Crown

Jill Armitage

The fateful Tudor triangle: a reigning queen, an exiled queen, and the countess who was 
obliged to be her jailer

When Mary Stuart was forced off the Scottish throne she fled to England, a move that made 
her cousin Queen Elizabeth very uneasy. Elizabeth had continued the religious changes made 
by her father and England was a Protestant country, yet ardent Catholics plotted to depose 
Elizabeth and put Mary Stuart on the English throne. So what was Queen Elizabeth going 
to do with a kingdomless queen likely to take hers? She had her placed under house arrest 
with her old friend Bess of Hardwick, then married to her fourth husband, the wealthy and 
influential Earl of Shrewsbury. The charismatic Scotswoman was treated more like a dowa-
ger queen than a prisoner and enjoyed the Shrewsbury’s affluent lifestyle until Bess suspected 
Mary of seducing her husband. But for 16 years, with the neverending threat of a Catholic 
uprising, Bess was forced to accommodate Mary and her entourage at enormous cost to both 
her finances and her marriage. Bess had also known the doomed Jane Grey and Mary Tudor, 
Queen of France. She had been in service in the Grey household and companion to the infant 
Jane. Mary Tudor had been godmother to Bess’s fifth child. This book delves deep into the 
relationships of these women with their insurmountable differences, the way they tried to 
accommodate them, and the lasting legacy this has left. 

Jill Armitage is a trained photojournalist and the author of nearly 20 history books.
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Owen Tudor
Founding Father of the Tudor Dynasty

Terry Breverton

The story of the husband of Catherine of Valois and grandfather of Henry VI 

“The Welsh habit of revolt against the English is an old-standing madness . . . from the say-
ings of the prophet Merlin they still hope to recover their land. Hence, they frequently rebel . 
. . but because they do not know the appointed time, they are often deceived and their labour 
is in vain.” (Vita Edwardi Secundi) The appointed time, it turned out, was 1485. For genera-
tions, the ancestors of Welshman Owen Tudor had fought Romans, Irish Picts, Vikings, Sax-
ons, Mercians, and Normans. His uncles had been executed in the Glyndwr Welsh War of 
Independence. Owen fought for Henry V in France and entered the service of Henry’s queen, 
Catherine of Valois. Soon after the king’s death he secretly married her. Owen and Catherine 
would have two boys together. Henry VI would go on to ennoble them as Edmund Earl of 
Richmond, and Jasper Earl of Pembroke, but upon Catherine’s death Owen was imprisoned. 
Escaping twice, Owen was thrown into the beginnings of the Wars of the Roses with two 
of his sons. It would be Edmund’s son, Henry Tudor, who would take the English throne as 
Henry VII. When Jasper led the Lancastrian forces at Mortimer’s Cross in 1461, the ageing 
Owen led a wing of the defeated army, was captured and executed. Without his earlier secret 
marriage for love, there would have been no Tudor dynasty.

Terry Breverton is the author of Jasper Tudor: Dynasty Maker, The Tudor Cookbook, and 
Henry VII. Terry has presented documentaries on the Discovery and History channels and 
is also the author of Breverton’s Nautical Curiosities: A Book of the Sea and Breverton’s 
Complete Herbal.
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Katherine Howard
Henry VIII’s Slandered Queen

Conor Byrne

This revelatory biography disputes the popular belief that Katherine Howard committed 
adultery and challenges many misconceptions and assumptions about her

Over the years, Katherine Howard, Henry VIII’s fifth wife, has been slandered as a “juve-
nile delinquent,” “empty-headed wanton,” and “natural-born tart” who engaged in promis-
cuous liaisons prior to her marriage and committed adultery after her marriage to Henry 
VIII. This biography challenges these assumptions by drawing on seven years of research, 
demonstrating that Katherine’s reputation is unfairly deserved. It offers new insights into 
her activities as queen as well as the nature of her relationships with Manox, Dereham and 
Culpeper. Katherine was bright, charming and beautiful, but it was her tragedy that her 
premarital liaisons—in a climate of distrust and fear of female sexuality—led to her ruin in 
1542. Conor Byrne challenges Katherine’s negative reputation and redeems her as Henry 
VIII’s slandered queen.

Conor Byrne is the author of Katherine Howard: A New History and Queenship in England. 
He is a former editor of Tudor Life Magazine.
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Impostress
The Dishonest Adventures of Sarah Wilson

R. J. Clarke

Meet a real life Moll Flanders of the 18th century who created a remarkable series of 
lives for herself on both sides of the Atlantic

Imposter, fraudster, rogue. Beginning in her late teens, Sarah Wilson traveled England on 
wits alone, often reinventing herself as an aristocrat’s daughter and twisting her tale to 
match. She fooled the rich, the poor and the powerful into providing her with food, shelter, 
money and expensive clothes. Eventually caught and transported to America, she escaped 
her new master and resumed her dishonest scheming. This time it was the ruse of a lifetime: 
she became the honored guest of the rich plantation owners of the deep south as Queen 
Charlotte’s sister. So successful was her deception that she remained the queen’s sister: she 
was in Boston during the Tea Party, and gained the support of various New England puritans 
and of active supporters of the American Revolution. Based on evidence in contemporary 
documents, here R. J. Clarke captures the atmosphere of the era and takes the reader along 
to experience Sarah’s dishonest but remarkable adventures.

R. J. Clarke is a historian whose detailed and ground-breaking research turned up a fascinat-
ing real-life Moll Flanders in the form of Sarah Wilson. 
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Oscar’s Ghost
The Battle for Oscar Wilde’s Legacy

Laura Lee

The dramatic story of the legal and emotional battle that raged between two of Oscar 
Wilde’s closest friends following the playwright’s death

“In all his life [Oscar] has never written me a letter that was unkind or at least unloving and 
to see anything terrible in his handwriting written directly to me would almost kill me”’ This 
was written by Lord Alfred Douglas in 1897, before the contents of Oscar Wilde’s long letter 
written in prison and addressed to Douglas, De Profundis, were revealed; in which Wilde in-
dicted Lord Alfred’s vanity and blamed him for his downfall—”appetite without distinction, 
desire without limit, and formless greed.” Years after Oscar Wilde’s death, two of his closest 
friends, Lord Alfred Douglas and his literary executor Robert Ross—both former lovers—en-
gaged in a bitter battle over Wilde’s legacy and who was to blame for his downfall and early 
death. The furious struggle led to stalking, blackmail, witness tampering, prison, and a series 
of dramatic lawsuits. The feud had long-lasting repercussions, not only for the two men, but 
also for how we remember Oscar Wilde today. Ross was systematic, had more friends, and as 
Wilde’s executor had access to all of Wilde’s papers, including personal letters from Douglas 
to Wilde; as the controller of Wilde’s copyright, he had sole discretion as to which of Wilde’s 
views of Douglas could be published. Douglas had a tenacious fighting spirit, and the sense of 
entitlement that came with being a lord. This is the first book to focus on the heated feud and 
to assess the motivations, misconceptions, and actions of all parties involved.

Laura Lee is the author of 15 books, including Blame It on the Rain and Pocket Encyclo-
pedia of Aggravation. She has a degree in Theatre from Oakland University, and alongside 
her writing career she has worked as a morning radio DJ, an improvisational comedian, a 
speech writer, and a public relations director for a touring Russian ballet company. She lives 
in Michigan.
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Bohemian Lives
Three Extraordinary Women: Ida Nettleship, Sophie Brzeska and Fernande Olivier

Amy Licence

Three mold-breaking women who forged modern relationships with extraordinary men

Ida Nettleship was a flamboyant Bohemian who gave up a promising artistic career to marry 
Augustus John. She had five pregnancies in just six years, lived with Augustus and his mis-
tress in a ménage à trois, and died exhausted in childbirth aged 30. Ida’s story of unconven-
tional love is equaled by two other Bohemian women of the same era: Picasso’s first love, 
Fernande Olivier, who was prominent in the Paris art scene, and the writer Sophie Brzeska, 
who lived with the artist Henri Gaudier-Brzeska, 19 years her junior. He would die in World 
War I and Sophie’s slow descent into mental instability would begin. Bohemian Lives fol-
lows the achievements and sacrifices of the three women and how their lives overlapped and 
contrasted, in education, childbirth, illness, marriage—and psychological disintegration. All 
three women had a huge influence on their more famous partner and challenged the accepted 
model of male–female relations of the time. At once touching and harrowing, their struggles 
for recognition in their own right hold a mirror up to the prejudices of an age—and what 
being “bohemian” really meant.

Amy Licence is a teacher. She has an MA in Medieval and Tudor Studies and has published 
several scholarly articles on the Tudor dynasty and Richard III. She is the author of In Bed 
With the Tudors and Cecily Neville. Amy has written for the Guardian, TLS, and BBC His-
tory Magazine.
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The Real Vampires
Death, Terror, and the Supernatural

Richard Sugg

Discover the true history of vampires, and explore their cultural origins in a globe- 
trotting tale of superstition, horror, and strangeness

The real vampires were not suave, polished, cultivated, or rich. They looked like ordinary 
dead peasants. Yet for those who believed in them, they were terrifying. So terrifying that 
they prompted live burials, nervous breakdown, hysterical paralysis, and speechlessness. 
During a real vampire panic, an overworked, underfed community was so terrified that it 
found the energy to dig up 11 graves, and the wood to burn 11 corpses. Real vampires were 
so terrifying that the energy of fear they produced actually caused poltergeist attacks. In 
several cases, they were so terrifying that they quite literally scared people to death. From 
Russia to New England, from the Scottish borders to Crete, and from the Bronze Age to the 
days of Twilight, The Real Vampires takes the reader on an unforgettable tour of wonder, 
horror, and strangeness.

Richard Sugg specializes in marginal, forgotten, or tabooed histories, as showcased in his 
previous writing on a variety of supernatural and unusual themes.
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The Poisoners
Foul, Strange and Unnatural Murder

Trevor Bond

Focusing on the Golden Age of poisoning, the 1820s to the 1920s, examine alleged 
poisoners’ supposed crimes and, for some, their lives after acquittal

A Methodist minister, a mysterious Frenchwoman, a solicitor, a brace of housekeepers, and a 
recently discharged soldier: what links them? Being accused of murder by poison. Poisoning 
represents the ultimate domestic murder. Many alleged crimes—the death of Edwin Bartlett, 
the fate of Mabel Greenwood—remain notorious to this day. Others, such as the mysterious 
case of James Gilpin and his apparently tragic taste for cheese, and the curious fate of the 
Bingham family, have passed into obscurity. The author is the first person to track down 
the accused in the very first murder described (1827)—Sir Walter Scott, when he heard “the 
poisoning woman” was acquitted, coined the phrase “the bastard verdict.” Drawing on 
extensive research in primary sources, this book examines a dozen infamous and less well-
known alleged poisonings, and also examines what happens when you are set free to leave 
court, but the public will not allow you to forget your supposed murderous deeds. There is 
something peculiarly ghastly abut poisoning: somehow the knife or the gun hold the higher 
moral ground. As the ghost tells Hamlet: Murder most foul, as in the best it is, But this most 
foul, strange and unnatural.

Trevor Bond is a co-author of The A-Z of Victorian Crime. He has given presentations at the 
Jack the Ripper conferences in 2009, 2012, 2014, and 2017.
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Curtain Down at Her Majesty’s
The Death of Queen Victoria in the Words of Those Who Were There

Stewart Richards

A unique and important look at the death of Queen Victoria, from her final days through 
to the state funeral, using first-hand accounts from those who were there at the time

Her Majesty the Queen breathed her last at 6.30 p.m., surrounded by her children and 
grand-children. With this notice, pinned to the entrance gate of Osborne House, Queen 
Victoria’s doctors announced the death of the most powerful woman in the world, who had 
sat on her throne and ruled through more than six decades. Her rule had seen her kingdom 
spread to become the world’s biggest empire, had seen massive change in society and leaps 
forward in technology. It is little surprise that the death of one who had ruled for all of 
many people’s lives created chaos, shock and mass outpourings of grief across the country. 
Author and researcher Stewart Richards has delved through the archives to put together the 
definitive view of Victoria in her final days, through the immediate reaction and aftermath of 
her death, to the state funeral of February 2, 1901. Based entirely on fascinating first-hand 
accounts, The Death of Queen Victoria offers a truly unique insight into the events of that 
tumultuous few days.

Stewart Richards has worked extensively in the media as a film producer and television 
executive, as well as producing drama programs for BBC Radio 4. He is the author of The 
Great Train Robbery. 
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Short History of the Victorian Era
Gordon Kerr

An in-depth overview of this momentous period of change in British history, 200 years 
after Victoria’s birth

Beginning in the 1830s and ending with the death of Queen Victoria in 1901, the Victorian 
Era saw the British Empire—the largest the world had seen—dominate the world. British 
ingenuity in the fields of technological development and the heavy industry of its Industrial 
Revolution led to Britain being dubbed “the workshop of the world” while its Royal Navy 
policed the world’s oceans helping to create what has become known as a “Pax Britanni-
ca.” This book details the sweeping social and economic changes that took place during 
this period but also examines the events of the time and the lives of the eminent Victorians 
who contributed so much to British success—men and women such as Florence Nightingale, 
Isambard Kingdom Brunel, Charles Dickens, Elizabeth Garrett Anderson and Charles Dar-
win. This is the story of the greatest period in British history, a period that still resonates in 
today’s Britain.

Gordon Kerr is the author of several titles including A Short History of Europe, A Short 
History of Africa, A Short History of China, A Short History of Brazil, A Short History of 
the First World War and A Short History of the Vietnam War.
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Battle of the Four Courts
The First Three Days of the Irish Civil War

Michael Fewer

A meticulous reconstruction of those three summer days that ignited the Irish Civil War

The Irish Civil War began at around four o’clock in the morning on June 28, 1922. An 
18-pounder artillery piece commanded by soldiers loyal to Michael Collins and the new Irish 
government began to fire on the Four Courts—a beautiful 18th-century complex of buildings 
that housed Ireland’s highest legal tribunals. Inside, a large party of IRA men were barricad-
ed—a clear sign that the treaty ending the war of independence would never be accepted by 
passionate republicans. Collins had come under pressure from Winston Churchill and his 
cabinet colleagues to clear out the rebels. After three days of fighting, with the buildings in 
ruins, the garrison surrendered. But the Four Courts also housed Ireland’s historical archives, 
and these irreplaceable documents were destroyed—a cultural disaster for the new state and 
its historical memory. The Civil War that followed led to generations of entrenched bit-
terness, with the two main Irish political parties owing their origins to the sides they chose 
in the war.

Michael Fewer enjoyed 30 years as a practicing architect.
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Passchendaele 1917
The Tommies’ Experience of the Third Battle of Ypres

Robert J. Parker

A new centenary history of the infamous 1917 Western Front campaign

It seems absurd to claim it, but the Battle of Passchendaele was in many ways worse than the 
Somme. The British offensive, also known as the Third Battle of Ypres, was launched on the 
Belgium battlefield at 3:30 a.m. on July 31, 1917. Passchendaele continued until November 
1917 and became synonymous with the tragedy of World War II: abominable weather, mud, 
and filth; horrific injuries inflicted by increasingly industrialized warfare including tanks, gas, 
mines, and flamethrowers; the enormous casualties (600,000) and the futility of the operation 
all combined to form a nightmare vision of war in the trenches. What was life like for the 
ordinary British soldier? Was the whole bloody effort necessary or were there alternatives? 
What, if anything, did it achieve? This book answers these questions while reminding us of 
the sacrifices and heroism of the soldiers who fought it.

Robert J. Parker has been a school teacher for more than 30 years. He has spent several 
months based in France studying the remains of the D-Day landings. He lives in Indiana.
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The Eccentric Mr Churchill
Little-Known Facts About the Greatest Briton

Jacob F. Field

Will provide even the Churchill aficionado with another perspective on the great man

This fascinating book contains little-known anecdotes, facts and details from the life of Win-
ston Churchill. As well as providing a new insight into the epochal historical events that 
Churchill was a part of, it documents some of the lesser known moments of his life, as well 
as intriguing facts about how he lived and worked, his friends and enemies, loves and hates. 
Did you know that Churchill invented the “belly band” around cigars? Or that a duck-billed 
platypus—named Winston—was sent from Australia to join Churchill’s menagerie at Chart-
well? Or that he escaped from a POW camp during the Second Boer War? Or that he was a 
handy bricklayer in his spare time? These and many more extraordinary facts are detailed in 
this book.

Jacob F. Field is the author of Countries of the World in Minutes. 
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She Who Dares
Ten Trailblazing Society Women

Lyndsy Spence

A look at ten trailblazing women whose lives encapsulated the 20th century and its 
key events

“Oh dear,” said Evelyn Waugh of his society friends, “these great ladies.” In this book of 
pen portraits, the reader is introduced to 10 extraordinary women who were society stars 
in the interwar years, and is offered a fresh perspective on key historical events, such as the 
abdication, the rise of fascism, and the position of these ladies in society through the years. 
From the Churchills to the Mitfords, British and European Royals, to international playboys 
and film stars, these ladies knew everyone. And everyone knew them, for better or worse. 

Lyndsy Spence is the author of The Mitford Girls’ Guide to Life, Mrs Guinness: The Rise & 
Fall of a Thirties Socialite and The Mistress of Mayfair. She is the founder of The Mitford 
Society, a popular online community dedicated to the Mitford sisters.
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Charles and Ada
The Computer’s Most Passionate Partnership

James Essinger
Foreword by Lisa Noel Babbage

“Engrossing.” —New York Times Book Review on Ada’s Algorithm

The first book to reveal the intensity of the relationship between Charles Babbage and 
Ada Lovelace; an outstanding contribution to historical STEM literature

The names Charles Babbage and Ada Lovelace are synonymous with pioneering computer 
science and engineering, their work on the Analytical Engine shifting paradigms and spark-
ing the advent of the computer age in which our society is now based. The one seemingly a 
stereotypically repressed Englishman, while the other would become an early feminist icon. 
Without Ada there would have been no Charles, and it is through their ever-strengthening 
friendship that history was made. James Essinger tells the fascinating story of the gradually 
intensifying friendship that formed between Charles and Ada, interweaving it with tales of 
their outstanding professional collaboration. Using personal letters to and from the duo, the 
true feelings behind their unique friendship are revealed for the first time, adding personality, 
warmth and passion to the partnership that changed the world.

James Essinger is an established author of narrative non-fiction books focusing on STEM 
subjects and personalities. These include the acclaimed Ada’s Algorithm: How Lord Byron’s 
Daughter Launched the Digital Age Through the Poetry of Numbers, which was an AV 
Club Notable Release, and has been optioned for film by Monumental Pictures. Lisa Noel 
Babbage is the great granddaughter of Charles Babbage as well as an author, teacher, and 
philanthropist. She lives in Northeast Georgia.
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D-Day
Before and After

Mirrorpix
Foreword by Philip Hamlyn Williams

A compilation of memorable photographs commemorating D-Day and its aftermath

D-Day: 6 June 1944, the Normandy landings, and an incredible turning point in the war. 
Operation Overlord saw Allied forces land on the beaches of northern France, a staggering 
achievement and the result of lengthy and secretive planning and the application of true tech-
nological warfare on the sea and in the air. Within a few short weeks, more than one million 
men had come ashore, along with vehicles, ammunition and equipment, though the advances 
came at a terrible price.  This collection of photographs from the Mirrorpix archives remem-
bers the lead up to D-Day, the landings themselves, the devastating losses incurred on all 
sides, and the aftermath as Allied forces moved into occupied Europe.

Mirrorpix has granted access to its formidable photo archives to create this moving photo-
graphic history. Philip Hamlyn Williams is the author of War on Wheels.
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Deception
How the Nazis Tricked the Last Jews of Europe

Christopher Hale

The complete story of Adolf Eichmann’s plan to deceive the last Jews of Europe

“I suppose you know who I am? I was in charge of the actions in Germany and Poland and 
Czechoslovakia. I am prepared to sell you one million Jews: Goods for blood . . . Blood for 
goods.” These were the chilling words uttered by one of the most notorious Nazi bureau-
crats, SS Colonel Adolf Eichmann, to a young Jewish businessman called Joel Brand in the 
spring of 1944. Brand embarked on a desperate mission to persuade the Allies to barter with 
Eichmann—and failed. 400,000 Hungarian Jews were taken to Auschwitz-Birkenau packed 
in cattle trains, gassed, and then incinerated. For decades after 1945, many blamed the Allies 
for callously abandoning a million Hungarian Jews to their fate. Christopher Hale presents 
a new account of the “Brand Mission” based on evidence in the national archives of Germa-
ny, Hungary, Britain and the U.S. Hale reveals that Eichmann’s offer formed one part of a 
monstrous deception designed to outwit the leaders of the last surviving Jewish community 
in Europe. The deception was more complex and—from the German point of view—more 
successful than any equivalent operation mounted by the British secret service.

Christopher Hale is the author of Himmler’s Crusade and Hitler’s Foreign Executioners.
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The 21 Escapes of Lt. Alastair Cram
David M. Guss

The British soldier who escaped from prisoner-of-war camps more than 20 times

A genuinely new World War II story, this is a riveting account of the wartime exploits of 
Alastair Cram. Cram was taken prisoner in North Africa in November 1941, which began a 
long odyssey through 12 different POW camps, three Gestapo prisons and one asylum. He 
fled his captors no fewer than 21 times, including his final successful escape from a POW 
column in April 1945. Perhaps the most dramatic of his attempts was from Gavi, the “Italian 
Colditz.” Gavi was a maximum-security prison near Genoa for the pericolosi, the “most 
dangerous” inmates because of their perpetual hunger to escape. It was here that Alastair met 
David Stirling, the legendary founder of the SAS, and cooked up the plan for what would 
become the “Cistern Tunnel” escape, one of the most audacious but hitherto little-known 
mass escape attempts of the entire war. 

David M. Guss is a writer, anthropologist, published poet and translator. He was introduced 
to Alistair Cram’s widow, Isobel, and given full access to his papers, including the wartime 
journals on which this book is based. He lives in Medford, Massachusetts.
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Children of the Third Reich
Paul Garson

Rare and previously unpublished photographs of children in Nazi Germany

From birth, Nazi propaganda bombarded children with images romanticizing war and a 
glorious death for the Fuehrer and Fatherland. Much of its activities focused on outdoor life 
and exercise, as well as other exercises aimed at ensuring loyalty towards the Nazi Party and 
laying the foundations for pre-military preparation. Well over three million boys and girls 
were involved in organizations such as the Hitler Youth. Evidence of the intensity of the 
indoctrination program can be seen in the use of some 200,000 special trains to transport 
5,000,000 German youth to the 12,000 HJ camps during the reign of the Third Reich. With 
an incredible selection of photographs, most of which are previously unpublished, Paul Gar-
son offers a fascinating glimpse into the lives of children of the Third Reich.

Paul Garson lives and writes in Los Angeles and has produced more than 2,500 magazine 
features, often accompanied by his own contemporary photography. 
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Photographers of the Third Reich
Images from the Wehrmacht

Paul Garson

Rare and previously unseen images showcasing photographs by Nazi soldiers

Of the millions of German soldiers who went to war, many were armed with their personal 
cameras and intent on photographically chronicling their Dienstzeit, or military service, via 
meticulously prepared albums or by turning their photos into postcards sent to family and 
friends. Others were professional photographers and filmmakers recruited by the military 
and the Nazi State propaganda ministry to produce images for their agendas.The cameras 
included older 127 and 120 film formats as well as the new 35 mm still-cameras and even 
8- and 16-mm movie cameras.

Paul Garson’s previous books include Album of the Damned, Two-Wheeled Blitzkrieg, and 
Warhorses of Germany. He lives in Los Angeles.
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Alarmstart: The German Fighter Pilot’s Experience in the 
Second World War
Northwestern Europe – From the Battle of Britain to the Battle of Germany

Patrick G. Eriksson

The experiences of the German fighter pilots in WWII, based on extensive recollections 
of veterans as well as primary documents

This book charts the experiences of the German fighter pilots in World War II, based on ex-
tensive recollections of veterans as well as primary documents, diaries, and flying log books, 
with photographs from the veterans themselves. There are no more than a handful of WWII 
Luftwaffe members alive today. Patrick Eriksson had the foresight to record their experi-
ences first-hand. Some witnesses ended up as senior fighter controllers, and one was even a 
Luftwaffe psychologist. The recollections and views of the former pilots are put within the 
historical context of the German aerial war. This first volume covers Poland, Denmark, and 
Norway, the Phoney War, the invasion of France and the Low Countries, the Battle of Brit-
ain, combating the RAF sweeps in the West, and finally, the Battle of Germany.

Patrick G. Eriksson has devoted many years to research for this series of books. He returned 
to primary sources and, crucially, as an associate member of the German Air Force Veteran’s 
Association since 1974, he has interviewed and corresponded with more than 100 former 
members of the Luftwaffe.
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Codeword Overlord
Axis Espionage and the D-Day Landings

Nigel West

A new look at the success of the Battle of Normandy and the intelligence behind the 
Axis powers

The Allied invasion of Europe during summer 1944 was widely expected and it fell to the 
Axis intelligence services to provide High Command with advance warning of the precise 
date and place of the landings. Using cryptanalysis of Allied signals, undercover agents and 
ships, and photographic evidence, Axis intelligence was pitted directly against their Allied 
counterparts, who actively tried to create a decoy and aim their enemies at the wrong lo-
cation. The success of Operation Overlord has played a large part in historians usually dis-
paraging the German army as incompetent and corrupt. However, recently declassified doc-
uments suggest a different story. Spies on the ground, codebreakers from across the Axis, 
and photo intelligence: theirs was a sophisticated, integrated intelligence system that was 
supremely conscious of the Allies’ counter-intelligence schemes. For the first time, acclaimed 
intelligence author Nigel West provides the full, true story of Axis intelligence and how they 
affected the events of the D-Day landings.

Nigel West has written more than 40 books on security and intelligence topics, including 
Churchill’s Spy Files, MI5 in the Great War, and Spycraft Secrets. He has spent the past 14 
years at the Counterintelligence Centre in Washington DC.
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The Last Cambridge Spy
John Cairncross, Bletchley Codebreaker and Soviet Double Agent

Chris Smith
Foreword by Dermot Turing

The first biography of John Cairncross, the fifth member of the Cambridge spy ring and 
colleague of Alan Turing

John Cairncross was among the most damaging spies of the 20th century. A member of the 
infamous Cambridge spy ring, he leaked highly sensitive documents from Bletchley Park, 
MI6 and the Treasury to the Soviet Union—including the first Atomic secrets and raw de-
crypts from Enigma and Tunny that influenced the outcome of the Battle of Kursk. Based 
on newly released archival materials, this biography will be the first to cover the life and 
espionage of this singularly important spy. In 2014 Cairncross appeared as a secondary, 
though key, character in the biopic of Alan Turing’s life, The Imitation Game. The result 
was considerable negative reaction within the national press. Despite this clear interest, the 
function filled by Cairncross remains an untold story. Where all of the other members of the 
Cambridge spy ring have been the subject of extensive biographical study, Cairncross has 
largely been omitted by both academic and popular writers, and no biography has yet been 
penned of his life.

Chris Smith has published a monograph on the history of Bletchley Park and several related 
articles in journals, including History of Science. Dermot Turing is the author of Prof, the 
acclaimed biography of Alan Turing. He is a trustee of Bletchley Park. 
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Saboteur
The Untold Story of SOE’s Youngest Agent at the Heart of the French Resistance

Mark Seaman

A previously unpublished account of a clandestine agent’s extraordinary wartime career

Tony Brooks was barely out of school when recruited in 1941 by the Special Operations 
Executive (SOE), the wartime secret service established by Churchill to “set Europe ablaze.” 
After extensive training he was parachuted into France in July 1942, among the first (and 
youngest) British agents sent to support the nascent French Resistance. Brook’s success was 
primarily due to his exceptional qualities as a secret agent, although he was aided by large 
and frequent slices of luck. Among much else, he survived brushes with a British traitor and 
a notorious double agent; the Gestapo’s capture of his wireless operator and subsequent at-
tempts to trap Brooks; brief incarceration in a Spanish concentration camp; injuries resulting 
from a parachute jump into France; and even capture and interrogation by the Gestapo—al-
though his cover story held and he was released. In an age when we so often take our heroes 
from the world of celebrity, it is perhaps salutary to be reminded of a young man who ended 
the war in command of a disparate force of some 10,000 armed resistance fighters, and 
decorated with two of his country’s highest awards for gallantry, the DSO and MC. At the 
time, he was just 23 years old. This remarkable, detailed and intimate account of a clandes-
tine agent’s dangerous wartime career combines the historian’s expert eye with the narrative 
color of remembered events. As a study in courage, it has few, if any, equals.

Mark Seaman, MBE, is a historian with the Cabinet Office in London, and before that with 
the Imperial War Museum. He has studied SOE and the French Resistance for nearly 40 
years. Given his close association with many SOE veterans over the years, and his extensive 
knowledge of secret archives in Britain and abroad, he holds an unrivaled expertise in his 
subject. A long-time friend of Tony Brooks, Mark inherited all his unpublished papers on the 
former SOE agent’s death, and recorded his wartime experiences first hand. He is also the 
author of Secret Agent’s Handbook.
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The Hidden Army
MI9’s Secret Force and the Untold Story of D-Day
Second edition

Mark Langthorne and Matt Richards
Foreword by Max Arthur

A compelling, exciting, and ultimately uplifting untold story of World War II

Almost 75 years ago, MI9 dreamt up the most audacious escape and evasion plan of World 
War II. Formulated by Airey Neave, one of the first men ever to escape from Colditz, this 
plan was one of subterfuge, concealment, and deception on a scale never seen before. With 
numerous downed RAF and Allied pilots on the run in Europe and with the fabled Comete 
Escape Line having been infiltrated by double agents, Neave’s plan was to hide these men 
right under the very noses of the Nazis rather than risk repatriation. Choosing a forest in the 
heart of France, right next to one of the German Army’s largest ammunition bases, Neave, 
Belgian agents, and the French Resistance would secretly transport and hide Allied pilots and 
soldiers within feet of the enemy. This operation remained absolutely secret, to the point that 
the inhabitants of the villages surrounding the forest were unaware, until the end, of the exis-
tence of that allied force so close to them. Told through interviews with evaders, members of 
the Resistance, and the children charged with smuggling food into the forest, this book tells 
the compelling story of one of the most audacious operations in World War II.

Mark Langthorne has spent more than 20 years working in the music, film, and fashion in-
dustries. Matt Richards is a film-maker, screenwriter and author. Langthorne and Richards 
previously coauthored Somebody to Love. Max Arthur is a military historian whose books 
include Forgotten Voices of the Great War.
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Holidays and High Society
The Golden Age of Travel

Lucinda Gosling

A sumptuous visual feast of society holidaying when foreign travel was the preserve of 
only the elite

In the 19th century, the phenomenon of “going abroad” was born. Beautiful Mediterranean 
towns, luxurious spas of Mittel-Europe and the golf courses of France became the playground 
of the idle wealthy. Until foreign travel became more accessible, the picturesque towns and 
smart hotels catered to an elite mix of royalty, celebrities and high society. This was where 
society could relax, mingle, see and be seen—where rules could be bent and broken and 
routines forgotten. Lucinda Gosling traces the growth of some of Europe’s most exclusive 
and desirable holiday destinations from Monte Carlo to Maidenhead, Biarritz to St. Moritz, 
and explores the lives of the privileged holidaymakers who traveled there. Revealing a world 
of gossip and glamour, Holidays and High Society tells the story of travel in a golden age 
through its fashions, faces and places, using evocative vintage travel posters, brochures, fash-
ion spreads and more: the ultimate form of escapism for anyone with a passion for the past.

Lucinda Gosling is the former manager of the magazine archive of the Illustrated London 
News and is historical specialist at Mary Evans Picture Library. 
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High Tea on the Cunard Queens
A Light-Hearted Look at Life at Sea

Paul Curtis

Insights of a 1960s Cunard entertainments officer into the history of life aboard the 
Cunard liners

This amusing insight into Cunard’s legendary liners begins more than 50 years ago when 
the author joined the original Queen Mary as an entertainments officer, when a part of the 
job was “bumbling” the passengers while keeping a wary eye out for professional gamblers 
criss-crossing the Atlantic, and there was bingo and dance bands, novelty dancing and fan-
cy-dress parades, and a primitive disco with a monster jukebox. Paul Curtis recounts the 
stories of the ships, the antics of passengers and crews, and much more besides. His stories 
include the time Yehudi Menuhin refused to play for the passengers, but played for the 
crew instead; finding Elizabeth Taylor, Richard Burton and evangelist Billy Graham among 
the bingo players; and being called to deal with two amorous passengers making use of the 
grand piano in the first class lounge. Just turning these pages releases a sniff of the sea and 
a whiff of champagne. This frank and funny account mixes Cunard history with personal 
anecdote and vividly reveals how passenger and crew life have changed over the years across 
the Cunard liners.

Paul Curtis went to sea at 18 and worked as a ship photographer aboard 10 different pas-
senger ships, before being appointed cabin class entertainment officer aboard the Queen 
Mary. When the Queens were sold off he moved to New York, then Australia, and worked 
as a photographer, journalist, magazine publisher and finally Chief Operating Officer for 
the Imaging and Digital Entertainment Association (IDEA). He has three awards from the 
Australian Institute of Professional Photography: Hon Life Member, Hon Fellowship and the 
McCarthy Award for an exceptional long contribution to professional photography. 
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The First Atlantic Liner
Brunel’s Great Western Steamship

Helen Doe

The first ever history of Isambard Kingdom Brunel’s forgotten first ship, the SS Great 
Western, the fastest and largest Atlantic Steamship of its day

The Great Western is the least known of Isambard Kingdom Brunel’s three ships, overshad-
owed by the later careers of the Great Britain and the Great Eastern. However, the Great 
Western was the first great success, becoming the fastest ship to steam continuously across 
the Atlantic, and beginning the era of luxury transatlantic liners. It was a bold venture by 
Brunel and his colleagues, testing the limits of known technology. This book examines the 
businessmen, the shipbuilding committee, and Brunel, and looks at life on board for the crew 
and the passengers using diaries from the U.S. and England. The ship’s first voyage made 
headlines in New York and London and involved a race with the small steamship Sirius. This 
wooden paddle steamer became the wonder of her age, linking antebellum New York with 
the London of Charles Dickens and the youthful Queen Victoria, and continued to carry the 
rich and the famous across the Atlantic for 18 years.

Helen Doe is a maritime historian specializing in the 19th century. Her other books include 
Enterprising Women in Shipping in the Nineteenth Century and she was a major contributor 
and co-editor of The Maritime History of Cornwall. She is a Fellow of the Royal Historical 
Society, a trustee of the British Commission for Maritime History, and a trustee of the SS 
Great Britain.
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SS Nomadic
Titanic’s Little Sister

Philippe Delaunoy

SS Nomadic was commissioned by White Star Line to serve Olympic class liners RMS Olym-
pic, Titanic and Britannic when calling in Cherbourg. Built in Belfast alongside Titanic’s 
construction site, she was made with the same steel, built by the same workers and decorated 
by the same craftsmen. Because her duties were to serve first and second class passengers, she 
was fitted out far more luxuriously than other tenders of that time and she was considered 
by the White Star Line as a window into the sumptuous new transatlantic liners. The little 
tender has a tremendous story, surviving both world wars, escaping destruction many times, 
and now restored to her former glory as a tourist attraction in Belfast.

Philippe Delaunoy is trustee of the Nomadic Preservation Society. He spent nearly two de-
cades researching and gathering stories and images on Nomadic and helped with the ship’s 
restoration. He is also International Coordinator of the British Titanic Society (BTS), the 
webmaster of the only website dedicated to SS Nomadic’s history: www.nomadic.info, and 
runs the Nomadic Collection Facebook group. 
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Supertanker
Living on a Monster VLCC

Ray Solly

The realities of life aboard a supertanker, daily moving millions of tons of essential oil 
worldwide 

Our 21st-century lifestyle could not exist without large oil tankers. But most people’s knowl-
edge about their operations and the colossal debt owed to their experimental predecessors 
remains a closed book. Written by an experienced navigator who served aboard these behe-
moths in the 1970s, this book offers a real insight into life at sea on a VLCC and how it has 
changed over the years. It includes the intricacies of learning to navigate a monster, coping 
with unexpected situations while handling 80 million gallons of crude oil on a daily basis, 
and how supertankers evolved into the epitomes of safety they are today.

Dr. Ray Solly served as a navigating officer in the Merchant Navy aboard supertankers and 
cargo ships. His books include Tanker: The History and Development of Crude Oil Tankers. 
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Ships of Splendour
Passenger Liners in Colour

William H. Miller

Celebrating passenger ships from the 1940s through to the 1960s

This beautiful book presents a review of passenger ships from the 1940s through to the 
1960s and the onset of the jet age. The fleet includes varied representatives: the great Cunard-
ers, the United States, France & Michelangelo from the North Atlantic, but many others as 
well—ships such as the Southern Cross, Windsor Castle, Canberra & Oriana. Other, smaller 
liners also appear, ships such as the Aureol, Batory, Guglielmo Marconi, Hanseatic, Queen 
of Bermuda & Willem Ruys, complete with notes, historic facts and anecdotes, about these 
ships, all broken up by decade. 

William H. Miller has written over 100 books on passenger ships and is an acknowledged 
world expert in his field. He has received the National Maritime History Award in the U.S. 
and the Silver Riband Award, and he created the passenger ships database for the Ellis Island 
Immigration Museum. 
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Oriana
A Photographic Journey

Rachelle Cross and Chris Frame

A photographic tour around the beloved Oriana from bow to stern, top to bottom

Oriana entered service in 1995. Built by Meyer Werft in Germany and named by HM The 
Queen, she was an instant success, the QE2 of the P&O Line. Today she is a beloved modern 
classic. Oriana’s interior is designed to reflect the best of the British ocean liner, and pay trib-
ute to the 180-year heritage of P&O cruises, with Anderson’s Lounge, the Theatre Royale, 
Peninsular Restaurant and Medina Room. This book is a must-have keepsake for anyone 
who has sailed aboard Oriana as well as those with a love of P&O or cruising.

Chris Frame and Rachelle Cross are respected maritime historians. Their previous titles in-
clude The Evolution of the Transatlantic Liner and 175 Years of Cunard. 
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Zeppelin Hindenburg
An Illustrated History of LZ-129
Second edition

Dan Grossman, Cheryl Ganz, and Patrick Russell

An updated paperback edition with 16 pages showcasing new material, a fold-out sec-
tion showcasing plans of the airship, and the only color photos of the Hindenburg

On May 6, 1937, the pioneering Zeppelin Hindenburg, LZ-129, ended its career in flames 
when its hydrogen lifting gas ignited while landing at Lakehurst, New Jersey. But the airship 
had already completed 62 successful flights before this fateful day, catering to Nazi officials, 
socialites and the well-heeled. Hindenburg offered cutting-edge transport technology with 
luxury and style, making it a spectacle to behold on both sides of the Atlantic, and was 
expected to be just the first of many giant passenger Zeppelins. In this revised edition with 
additional material, three world-renowned experts have collaborated to create the definitive 
history of the Zeppelin Hindenburg. This detailed book highlights the sheer style of this 
mammoth lighter-than-air craft and explains the shocking disaster that signaled the end of 
airship travel.
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The F-14 Tomcat
Terry C. Treadwell

The ideas behind the Grumman F-14 Tomcat first began to take shape back in the late 1950s 
when it was discovered that the Soviet Union was quickly developing an increasingly accurate 
airborne missile system that would pose a major threat to the U.S. Navy’s warships. Entering 
service in 1974 with VF-1 and VF-2 on USS Enterprise, the F-14 was one of the most sophisti-
cated, reliable and deadly aircraft of its day. In this book, author Terry Treadwell looks at the 
development and evolution of the F-14 and its subsequent operational history with the U.S. 
Navy, including encounters with Soviet-made Libyan MiG fighters over the Mediterranean 
as well as the 1991 Gulf War, the war in Afghanistan and the 2003 Iraq war. The book also 
looks at the sale of the F-14 to the Shah of Iran. Including more than 100 photos covering the 
F-14 from development through to the final stages of its career, this book will give the reader 
an insight into one of the most iconic aircraft of its day.

Terry C. Treadwell is the author of Strike from Beneath the Sea.
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Corsair KD431
Preserving The Time Capsule Fighter Revisited
Second edition

David Morris

A chronicle of the discovery and preserving of the original WWII paintwork, now in a 
new and updated paperback edition

In 2000, the Fleet Air Arm Museum conservation team embarked on an ambitious project to 
explore what remained of any original paintwork and markings on its WW2 Corsair fighter 
aircraft. The painstaking, inch-by-inch removal of a 1960s paint layer from the whole aircraft 
slowly revealed that the entire aircraft remained authentic and original in its 1940s wartime 
condition. The detailed forensic approach allowed the valuable and (many) unique details to 
be studied and preserved, allowing the team to chart the aircraft’s history from factory to end 
of Royal Navy service. A unique and fascinating project that resulted in a true time capsule 
being exposed and preserved.

David Morris is Curator of Aircraft at the Fleet Air Arm Museum, Yeovilton. David joined 
the museum as an apprentice engineer in 1981 and went on to head the Aircraft Conservation 
department as Curator of Aircraft. He has led many conservation, restoration and exhibition 
projects at the museum.
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Concorde: An Icon in the News
Mirrorpix

The story of Concorde, told through the camera lens of the media, from construction to 
final flight

Concorde’s first flight was on 2 March 1969, taking off from Toulouse for what was de-
scribed as a ‘faultless’ maiden trip lasting 27 minutes. After that it took its place in history 
as surely the most iconic airliner of all time, as beloved by the lucky few on board as by the 
masses below, casting eyes upwards hoping for a glimpse of that famous profile.  Concorde 
enjoyed an exceptional career, but disaster struck with the tragic Paris crash in 2000 and it 
seemed after that the world was changing and Concorde’s days were numbered. Retired at 
last in 2003, its emotive last flight saw its many fans gathering to pay tribute to the end of an 
era. This collection of photographs follows Concorde’s story through the eyes of the media 
who documented its every move from construction to final journey. Including many passen-
gers, whether well-known faces or lucky competition winners, these stunning photographs 
from the Mirrorpix archives look back over the stellar career of a marvelous aircraft.

Mirrorpix has granted access to its formidable photo archives to create this beautiful pho-
tographic history.
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Union Pacific Railroad
Richard Billingsley

One of the giants of American railroading, the Union Pacific Railroad serves a huge swathe of 
the Mid and Western U.S., from the Great Lakes and the Deep South to the Pacific coast. The 
vast array of locomotives—over 8,000—and diversity of loads combined with ever-chang-
ing scenery make for fascinating viewing. This collection of photographs, mainly from the 
south-western states, attempts to show the reader just a small selection of the scenes and 
variety that the Union Pacific has to offer.

Richard Billingsley has traveled from Wales to the U.S. over a dozen times since to photo-
graph the railroad in more than 20 states. 
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The Range Rover Story
Giles Chapman

The exciting story of the enormously successful Range Rover, the ultimate must-have SUV

The Range Rover was introduced in 1970 and immediately turned the world of luxury 
cars on its head. Big, powerful and stylish, it was the first four-wheel drive car that was 
as happy cruising on tarmac as it was tackling rocky terrain. The British icon set the tem-
plate that others followed, and the Range Rover was a massive success. Now in its fourth 
incarnation, it continues to set the benchmark by which all other luxury SUV rivals are 
judged, while the name is now found on a range of prestigious, versatile vehicles. The 
wildly successful 2011 Evoque saw half a million cars sold by 2015. Now the very earliest 
cars are among the hottest classics around, with values soaring for top examples of the 
much-admired, two-door original.

Giles Chapman is an award-winning writer and commentator on the industry, history 
and culture of cars. He has been editor of Classic & Sports Car, the world’s best-selling 
classic car magazine, and his books include Drive: The Definitive History of Driving, Car 
Emblems, and Racing Driver. 
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The Jaguar Story
Giles Chapman

Featuring such iconic cars as the XK120, MkII, E-type, and XJ6

The Jaguar name is synonymous with style, power, performance, and luxury, so you might 
never guess that the company began in a Blackpool backstreet, making motorbike side-
cars. The extraordinary vision of founder William Lyons turned this humble enterprise 
first into a maker of natty car bodywork, before it took its first tentative steps, in 1932, to 
become a proper manufacturer. Jaguar Cars was formed in 1945, and the metamorphosis 
began: superb engines, knock-out design, epic racing victories and thrilling sports saloons 
followed. Rocky times were endured, but with the XF and new F-type Jaguar was once 
more a world beater, though the future after Brexit is less certain.

Giles Chapman has been editor of Classic & Sports Car, the world’s best-selling classic car 
magazine, and his books include Drive: The Definitive History of Driving, Car Emblems, 
and Racing Driver. 
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The Lighthouse Story
Nicholas Leach

The story of development of the lighthouse

All civilizations have faced the challenges and dangers of trading by sea: storms, bad weath-
er, and the hazards of cliffs, headlands, reefs and sandbanks, threatening their safe pas-
sage into ports and harbors. Lighthouses have long been a necessity, supported by lights 
and daymarks, to help guide vessels home. Here Nicholas Leach presents the story of the 
lighthouse, and its development, from the earliest lights, through the 19th century era of 
lighthouse building to the modern aids to navigation across the British Isles and Europe.

Nicholas Leach is the editor of the international shipping magazine Ships Monthly, and 
has worked on the magazine for almost 20 years.
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VW Type 2 Transporter
1949-1967

Richard Copping

VW expert Richard Copping covers the complete history of the first generation VW Trans-
porter or “Camper,” probably the most famous commercial and leisure van of all time. Be-
ginning with the prototype vehicles produced in 1949, the author covers the development of 
the innovative but utilitarian Kombi and the more upmarket Micro Bus, followed by the De 
Luxe Micro Bus, the Ambulance, and the Pick-Up. The book covers the revamped model line 
from 1955, when the success of the VW Transporter called for the building of a whole new 
factory in Hanover. At this time, due to popular demand, Volkswagen authorized a whole 
series of coach-built variations on the Transporter theme with vehicles as diverse as mobile 
shops, refrigerated vans, and police mobile offices. The author also covers the revised model 
introduced in 1963 with its more powerful engine and revised tailgate and rear window, as 
well as the ongoing success of the model in the U.S. 

Richard Copping is the author of 30 books about the classic VW Beetle and its derivatives.
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Citroen 2CV
Different is Everything

Malcolm Bobbitt

In this readable and informative book, motoring expert Malcolm Bobbit tells the story of one 
of the most iconic cars in motoring history. Designed as affordable and practical transport for 
French farmers traveling on either bad roads or plowed fields, it also found its way into the 
fashionable quarters of Paris. The book shows how designers successfully achieved the speci-
fication for rugged and utilitarian design suitable for times of austerity while at the same time 
producing a truly classless car. The author explains the history of the car, conceived when 
Citroen was owned by the Michelin tire company, and how the idea evolved. He covers the 
ingenious design aspects of the car, including the corrugated metal bonnet, hammock seats, 
push-pull gear lever, and twin-cylinder air-cooled engine. Such was the success of the 2CV 
that it spawned variants such as the Dyane, Ami 6 and Ami 8, and the British-built Bijou, all 
of which are covered in the book. Illustrated with a unique collection of high-quality photo-
graphs and written by an authority on Citroen cars, this concise book tells you all you need 
to know about the famous 2CV.

Malcolm Bobbitt is a professional motoring writer and author of about 40 books. 
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Ford Mustang
The First Generation

Clive Branson

No one anticipated quite how thoroughly the Ford Mustang would catch the imagination of 
the American public. The Mustang was marketed as the All-American classic and introduced 
what became known as the “Pony Car”—an affordable, compact, highly styled car with a 
sporty or performance-oriented image—and a revolutionary profile of automotive designing 
in the U.S. The company made over a billion dollars selling over 400,000 units in its debut 
year. It took only 18 months for Ford to hit the million Mustang mark, making it Ford’s most 
successful launch since the Model A. Today’s car sales don’t even scratch the number of Mus-
tangs sold on their first year. In over 50 years of production, Ford has sold 9 billion Mustangs 
worldwide. This book focuses on the First Generation (1964–1973) and the evolution of the 
Ford Mustang. This was an era when Mustang became synonymous with the name Ford and 
set an unprecedented benchmark for all rivals to follow. Its popularity was an emotional 
connection based on its unique and adaptable styling, its performance, and its affordability.

Clive Branson divides his career between being an advertising/marketing creative director/
copywriter and a freelance writer/photographer. He is a photography graduate from Parsons 
School of Design in New York City. He lives in Ottawa.
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The Accidental Spy
A True Story

Sean O’Driscoll

The gripping real story of the ordinary American man who found himself at the center 
of a deadly terrorist organization—and working for both MI5 and the FBI

This is the story of how David Rupert, a bored trucking manager from New York, took a 
vacation to Ireland and ended up rising to the very top of the Real IRA, all while working for 
the FBI and British intelligence. He became one of Britain’s most valued spies, brought down 
the entire IRA structure, and made $10 million dollars in the process. Along the way he 
found himself in the most extraordinary and terrifying situations. He was involved in major 
terrorist operations, set up an Iraqi sting operation and was organizing U.S. arms shipments 
with a man being trained to kill the then British prime minister, Tony Blair. 

Sean O’Driscoll is a staff journalist and Northern Irish correspondent for The Times (London). 
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The Last Refuge
A True Story of War, Survival and Life Under Siege in Srebrenica

Hasan Nuhanovic

“It would be impossible not to be altered by meeting Hasan Nuhanovic.” —PBS.com

The memoir of a survivor of the Srebrenica genocide in the Bosnian Wars of 1992–
1999—and the remarkable story of his fight for justice 

In 1992 the growing threat of Serb nationalism in Bosnia forced Hasan Nuhanovic and his 
family to flee their home for the safety of Bosnia’s mountainous countryside. High up in the 
woods along the Drina River, Hasan and thousands of Bosniak refugees faced bitter nights, 
deprivation and death, while Serb soldiers covered their retreat with sniper fire and artillery 
shelling. After many months on the move, the Bosniaks battled their way to the town of Sre-
brenica, their last refuge, under the charge of a small UN force. When the Bosnian-Serb army 
laid siege to the town, Hasan’s life once more became a daily struggle for survival, battling 
starvation, sniping and shelling. This book is a powerful first-hand account of the barbarism 
of those years leading up to the massacre in Srebrenica; it is also an action-packed, gripping 
true story of struggle, survival and heroism.

Hasan Nuhanovic is a high-profile writer and campaigner for the victims of the Srebrenica 
genocide in the Bosnian Wars of 1992–95. During the war he offered his services to UN 
troops as an interpreter. His employment with the Dutch Battalion meant he was saved 
from the massacre, while his family were taken away by Serbian soldiers and killed along 
with 8,000 other Bosniaks. A tireless campaigner for justice, in 2008 he brought a civil 
case against The Netherlands for its role in the massacre. In 2013 the Supreme Court of the  
Netherlands ruled in favor of Nuhanovic, setting a precedent in international law.
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The Price of Freedom
A Refugee Helper’s Story of Escape, Imprisonment and Secret Deals between East 
and West Germany

Volker G. Heinz
Foreword by Sir Konrad Schiemann

A thrilling and uniquely personal account of some of the most daring escape dramas of 
Cold War Berlin

Berlin, 1966: a city divided by an impenetrable wall erected by the communist German 
Democratic Republic. Together with his friends, the West German student Volker G. Heinz 
is looking for ways to help would-be fugitives escape from East to West. Their search ends 
at Checkpoint Charlie, the most heavily secured border crossing of the Berlin Wall. By hid-
ing the fugitives in the trunk of a diplomat’s car, Volker G. Heinz helps more than 60 East 
German citizens flee to the West. But when the Stasi picks up his trail, Heinz is arrested and 
interrogated for months in their secret headquarters—today a highly frequented memorial. 
In a spectacular move, following secret negotiations and a show trial, Heinz is swapped for 
two Soviet spies. Uniquely personal, this account of bravery and sacrifice is history at its 
most vital.

Volker G. Heinz is a German and English lawyer. From 1965 to 1966 he helped more than 
60 East German citizens cross the Berlin Wall to freedom. Arrested in September 1966, he 
was sentenced to 12 years’ imprisonment but released early as a result of a prisoner swap. 
In 2001 Heinz initiated the German-British foundation Temple Gift dedicated to the recon-
ciliation of former foes Britain and Germany. In 2012 he was awarded the Federal Order of 
Merit in recognition of his courage. Sir Konrad Schiemann is a British barrister and judge.
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Look With Your Eyes and Tell the World
The Unreported North Korea

Roy Calley

A journalist who knows North Korea, her history, and her people intimately sheds some 
light on the country’s dark interior

North Korea is the country with the highest number of military and paramilitary personnel 
in the world (nine and a half million). International organizations have declared that human 
rights violations there have no parallel in the modern world. It is estimated that 10,000 
people die in North Korean prison camps every year. Why? How did this come about? And 
what is life really like for the country’s 25 million citizens? As a journalist who has visited 
the country and talked to the people on many occasions, Roy Calley is in a unique position 
to pull aside the veil to reveal the reality of life there. To do so it is essential to understand 
the formation of the nation, and this book consists of three sections. The first explains how 
it changed virtually overnight from a Buddhist country to one embracing the “Juche” theory 
of total self-reliance after independence from Japan. The second analyzes the central impor-
tance of “victory” in the Korean War (1950-53) to how the North Koreans—both those 
in absolute power and the people—view themselves. The third is concerned with how it is 
to live in North Korea today. Some of the author’s observations of everyday life come as a 
shock: in Pyonyang, for example, we find very little poverty. This is one of the most modern 
cities in the world, but completely devoid of any type of commercialism. The people genu-
inely adore the Great Leaders. There is no possibility of self-advancement—but the concept 
means nothing to the ordinary citizen. To come to terms with the world’s latest nuclear pow-
er we need to understand how it works. Roy Calley has gone inside to bring back a genuine 
report, not guesswork.

Roy Calley is a producer for BBC Sport. He is the author of The Playboy and the Rat and 
The World Water Speed Record.
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The Café de Move-on Blues
In Search of the New South Africa

Christopher Hope

“Ventures deeper and deeper into the theatre of cruelty, enacting a tangled, horrifying 
dark comedy.” —J.M. Coetzee on White Boy Running

“Mocking, angry and beautiful.” —Washington Post on White Boy Running

“Kick off your shoes, pour yourself a stiff drink and take your hat off to the elder 
statesman of southern African words—he’s done it again.” —Alexandra Fuller on My 
Mother’s Lovers

In White Boy Running, Christopher Hope explored how it felt and looked to grow up in a 
country gripped by an “absurd, racist insanity.” On a road trip 30 years later, Hope goes in 
search of today’s South Africa; post the evils of apartheid, but also post the dashed hopes and 
dreams of Mandela, of a future when race and color would not count. He finds a country still 
in the grip of a ruling party intent only on caring for itself, to the exclusion of all others; a 
country where racial divides are deeper than ever. As the old imperial idols of Cecil Rhodes 
and Paul Kruger are literally pulled from their pedestals in a mass yearning to destroy the 
past, Hope ponders the question: what next? Framed as a travelogue, this is a darkly comic, 
powerful and moving portrait of South Africa—an elegy to a living nation, which is still mad 
and absurd.

Christopher Hope was born in Johannesburg in 1944. He is the author of Kruger’s Alp, 
which won the Whitbread Prize for Fiction, Serenity House, which was shortlisted for the 
1992 Booker Prize, as well as My Mother’s Lovers and Shooting Angels, which were both 
published to great acclaim. He is a Fellow of the Royal Society of Literature.
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Afropean
Notes from Black Europe

Johny Pitts

Exploring peripheral lives and liminal landscapes in Europe’s cities, this book offers a 
new way to think about being black in Europe today

Afropean is an on-the-ground documentary of areas where Europeans of African descent are 
juggling their multiple allegiances and forging new identities. Here is an alternative map of 
the continent, taking the reader to places like Cova Da Moura, the Cape Verdean shanty-
town on the outskirts of Lisbon with its own underground economy, and Rinkeby, the area 
of Stockholm that is 80 per cent Muslim. Johny Pitts visits the former Patrice Lumumba 
University in Moscow, where West African students are still making the most of Cold War 
ties with the USSR, and Clichy Sous Bois in Paris, which gave birth to the 2005 riots, all the 
while presenting Afropeans as lead actors in their own story.

Johny Pitts is a writer, photographer and broadcast journalist. He has received various 
awards for his work exploring African-European identity, including a Decibel Penguin Prize 
and an ENAR (European Network Against Racism) award. He is the curator of the online 
journal Afropean.com, part of the Guardian’s Africa Network.
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Poverty Safari
Understanding the Anger of Britain’s Underclass

Darren McGarvey

“Part memoir, part polemic, this is a savage, wise and witty tour-de-force. An unflinch-
ing account of the realities of systemic poverty, Poverty Safari lays down challenges 
to both the left and right. It is hard to think of a more timely, powerful or necessary 
book.” —J.K. Rowling  

“Nothing less than an intellectual and spiritual rehab manual for the progressive left.” 
—Irvine Welsh

“Another cry of anger from a working class that feels the pain of a rotten, failing sys-
tem. Its value lies in the strength it will add to the movement for change.” —Ken Loach

“A blistering analysis of the issues facing the voiceless and the social mechanisms that 
hobble progress, all wrapped up in an unput-downable memoir.” —Denise Mina

The Orwell Prize winning book that will change how you think about poverty

Darren McGarvey has experienced poverty and its devastating effects first-hand. He knows 
why people from deprived communities all around Britain feel angry and unheard. And he 
wants to explain . . . So he invites you to come on a safari of sorts. But not the kind where the 
wildlife is surveyed from a safe distance. This book takes you inside the experience of pover-
ty to show how the pressures really feel and how hard their legacy is to overcome. Arguing 
that both the political left and right misunderstand poverty as it is actually lived, McGarvey 
sets out what everybody—including himself—could do to change things. Razor-sharp, fear-
less and brutally honest, Poverty Safari is an unforgettable insight into modern Britain.

Darren McGarvey aka Loki is a writer, performer, columnist and former rapper-in-residence 
at Police Scotland’s Violence Reduction Unit. 
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Taking Up Space
The Black Girl’s Manifesto for Change

Chelsea Kwakye and Ore Ogunbiyi

A groundbreaking exploration of the problems of diversity in education

As a minority in a predominantly white institution, taking up space is an act of resistance. 
And in higher education, feeling like you constantly have to justify your existence within 
institutions that weren’t made for you is an ongoing struggle for many people. Two recent 
Cambridge graduates wrote Taking Up Space as a guide and a manifesto for change: tackling 
issues of access, unrepresentative curricula, discrimination in the classroom, the problems of 
activism and life before and after university. Featuring honest conversations with students 
past and present, Taking Up Space goes beyond the buzzwords of diversity and inclusion and 
explores what those words truly mean for young black girls today.

Chelsea Kwakye is a first-class honors History graduate from Cambridge, where she was the 
only black girl in her year to read History. In her final year, she was Vice-President of the 
African-Caribbean Society. She is currently studying at the University of Law in preparation 
for a training contract with a London law firm. Ore Ogunbiyi is a Politics and International 
Relations graduate from Cambridge, where she was President of the university’s African-Ca-
ribbean Society. She is currently getting her Master’s in Journalism at Columbia University, 
New York.
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The Barefoot Surgeon
The Inspirational Story of Dr Sanduk Ruit, the Eye Surgeon Giving Sight  
and Hope to the World’s Poor

Ali Gripper

“I’ve known Dr Sanduk Ruit for over thirty years. He is one of our greatest living eye sur-
geons and humanitarians . . . Watching him give the gift of sight is like watching someone 
give a second life.” —Richard Gere

A doctor whose skills and generosity give sight to the needy around the world

This is the extraordinary story of Dr. Sanduk Ruit who, like his mentor Fred Hollows, took 
on the world’s medical establishment to give the life-changing gift of sight to hundreds and 
thousands of the world’s poorest and most isolated people. It is the story of a boy from the 
lowest tiers of a rigid caste system who grew up in a tiny, remote Himalayan village with no 
school to become one of the most respected ophthalmologists in the world and a medical giant 
of Asia. It is also the story of a young doctor who became Fred Hollows’ medical soul mate 
and who chose to defy the world’s medical establishment and the lure of riches to make the 
world a better place.

Ali Gripper has written features for Good Weekend, the Sydney Morning Herald, Australian, 
Daily Telegraph, South China Morning Post, and Country Style Magazine.
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The Great Cave Rescue
James Massola

The complete story of the miraculous rescue of the Wild Boars soccer team boys

First came the awful news that 12 Thai boys and their young coach were missing. Then came the 
flickering video of the boys found by a pair of British divers nine days later. Monsoon rains had 
raised the water level in the cave system, and the boys were trapped in an air pocket, surrounded 
by rising muddy water, over two kilometers from the cave entrance. Expert British, Australian, 
American, Chinese, and other international divers joined the Thai Navy SEALs and hundreds of 
local volunteers to mount one of the most risky and complex rescue operations the world has 
ever seen. Massola recreates the drama, tension, and inspiration of the days in July 2018 when 
the eyes of the whole world were trained on a remote Thai mountain.

James Massola is South-east Asia correspondent for Fairfax Media. He was previously chief polit-
ical correspondent for the Sydney Morning Herald and the Age. He is the winner of a Quill award 
for investigative journalism and was on the ground at Tham Luang cave for the rescue operation.
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Freedom Fighter
My War Against ISIS on the Frontlines of Syria

Joanna Palani

The gripping story of one woman’s war against ISIS on the frontlines of Syria

Joanna Palani made headlines across the world when her role fighting ISIS in the Syrian conflict 
was revealed. Inspired by the Arab Spring, Joanna left behind her student life in Copenhagen 
and traveled to the Middle East in order to join the YPJ—the all-female brigade of the Kurdish 
militia in Syria. After undergoing considerable military training, including as a saboteur and 
sniper, Joanna served as a YPJ fighter over several years and took part in the brutal siege of 
Kobani. Despite her heroism, she was taken into custody on her return to Denmark for break-
ing laws designed to stop citizens from joining ISIS, making her the first person to be jailed for 
joining the international coalition. In this raw and unflinching memoir, Joanna provides an 
eye-witness account of this devastating war and reveals the personal cost of the battles she has 
fought on and off the frontlines.

Joanna Palani played a variety of roles for the YPJ—the female battalion of the Syrian Kurdish 
group YPG, the Peshmerga, and as part of coalition forces, including the SDF, supported by US 
and UK special forces. Her last position in the YPJ was in a sniper unit.
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We Need to Talk About Putin
How the West Gets Him Wrong

Mark Galeotti

“In fewer than 150 pithy pages, Galeotti sketches a bleak, but convincing picture of the 
man in the Kremlin and the political system that he dominates.” —Times

An insider’s account of the real Vladimir Putin by one of the world’s leading experts in 
Russian crime and politics

Meet the world’s most dangerous man. Who is the real Vladimir Putin? What does he want? 
And what will he do next? Despite the millions of words written on Putin’s Russia, the West 
still fails to truly understand one of the world’s most powerful politicians, whose influence 
spans the globe and whose networks of power reach into the very heart of our daily lives. 
This essential primer uncovers the man behind the myth, addressing the key misperceptions 
of Putin and explaining how we can decipher his motivations and next moves. From Putin’s 
early life in the KGB and his real relationship with the U.S. to his vision for the future of 
Russia—and the world—this book draws on new Russian sources and explosive unpublished 
accounts to give unparalleled insight into the man at the heart of global politics.  

Professor Mark Galeotti is one of the foremost Russia-watchers today, who travels there reg-
ularly to teach, lecture, talk to his contacts, and generally watch the unfolding story of the 
Putin era. Based in London, he is Senior Non-Resident Fellow at the Institute of International 
Relations Prague, having previously headed its Centre for European Security, and was before 
then Professor of Global Affairs at NYU. A prolific author on Russia and security affairs, he 
frequently acts as consultant to various government, commercial and law-enforcement agencies.
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Cultural Dementia
How the West Has Lost Its History and Risks Losing Everything Else

David Andress

An assessment of the West’s abandonment of history as it succumbs to an attack of 
social and cultural dementia—how Trump, Brexit, and the New Populist Nationalism 
are based on a denial and distortion of history

In this blistering book, David Andress shows how the West has abandoned its history and 
lost its memory. The former great powers of the historic ‘West’ have abandoned themselves 
to senile daydreams of recovered youth. They have stirred up old hatreds given disturbing 
voice to destructive rage, and risked the collapse of their capacity for decisive, effective and 
just government. At the core of this is an abandonment of political attention to history, 
understood as a clear empirical grounding in how we reached our present condition. In Brit-
ain, France and the U.S., historical stories are deployed in public debate as little more than 
dangerous fantasies.

David Andress is the author of The Terror: Civil War in the French Revolution, 1789: The 
Revolutions that Shook the World and Beating Napoleon.
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The Darkest Web
Drugs, Death and Destroyed Lives . . . the Inside Story of the Internet’s Evil Twin

Eileen Ormsby

Inside the dangerous world that lurks beneath the bright, friendly light of your internet 
screen

A kingpin willing to murder to protect his dark web drug empire. A corrupt government 
official determined to avoid exposure. The death of a dark web drugs czar in mysterious cir-
cumstances in a Bangkok jail cell, just as the author arrives there. A death in Minnesota leads 
detectives into the world of dark web murder-for-hire where hundreds of thousands of dol-
lars in Bitcoin is paid to arrange killings, beatings, and rapes. Meanwhile, the owner of the 
most successful hitman website in history is threatening the journalists who investigate his 
business with a visit from his operatives—and the author is at the top of his list. There’s the 
world wide web—the internet we all know that connects us via news, email, forums, shop-
ping, and social media. Then there’s the dark web—the parallel internet accessed by only a 
select few. Eileen Ormsby has spent the past five years exploring every corner of the Dark 
Web. She has shopped on darknet markets, contributed to forums, waited in red rooms, and 
been threatened by hitmen on murder-for-hire sites. This book will take you into the murki-
est depths of the web’s dark underbelly: a place of hitmen for hire, red rooms, hurtcore sites, 
and markets that will sell anything a person is willing to pay for—including another person.

Eileen Ormsby is a lawyer, author, and freelance journalist.
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Hostile Money
Currencies in Conflict

Paul Wilson

A new study into the power of currency around the world, and how it has been manipu-
lated to cause war and strife

Money is with us every day, in daily transactions, stores of wealth or measures of debts. It 
measures the comfort and security in which we live and reflects the level of development of 
the countries and communities we inhabit. Out of control, money engenders inflation, while 
hoarding causes prices to collapse, taking with them businesses and jobs. But more than this, 
it possesses the power to make nations and fuel wars. Money is the subject of diplomacy 
and the tool of statesmen seeking to overthrow hostile regimes at home and abroad. Power 
over the issue of money shadows the transfer of political power over the centuries: from 
monarch to aristocracy to elected parliaments and unelected central banks. Hostile Money 
looks at currencies’ role in revolution, war and civil war; its early importance as a privilege 
of the monarch and how that was undermined; the vital part money plays in creating new 
nations and as a means of exerting influence short of war on other nations. This is a history 
of money, and so much more.

Paul Wilson began his career at De La Rue PLC, the world’s biggest commercial banknote 
printing company, in 1994, after serving in the British Army and Foreign and Common-
wealth Office. For his work, Wilson traveled to Sarajevo for discussions with the Central 
Bank of Bosnia in the aftermath of the Civil War, and to Afghanistan and Iraq shortly after 
the invasions of both counties, as well as many other countries across the world.
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Unf*ck Your Finances
Melissa Browne

The essential guide to becoming a financially stable adult 

Most of us would rather be caught naked than have our finances open to view. Why are we 
so reluctant to engage properly and effectively with something so fundamental? Mel Browne 
challenges us to change our thinking and our bank balances for the better. With clear, easy to 
follow advice, she tells you how to set up savvy savings accounts, make the right investments, 
and discover why budgeting is a dirty word. Learn to financially adult and become not just 
financially unf*cked . . . but financially well.

Melissa Browne is an author and social entrepreneur. She writes a fortnightly column for 
the money section in The Sydney Morning Herald and The Age, is a regular contributor to 
Latte Magazine and Gloss Magazine, and has made regular TV appearances on the Today 
Show, Weekend Sunrise, Weekend Today, Seven News, Sky Business and The Daily Edition. 
In 2013 she was featured as one of Australia’s 100 most inspiring women in Madison mag-
azine and in 2016 was listed as one of Westpac’s and the Financial Review’s “100 Women 
of Influence.”
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The Investment Handbook
The Essential Funding Guide for Entrepreneurs

David Bateman

The all you need to know guide, packed with practical guidance on who to contact and 
how to get investment

This is the handbook that consolidates all of the material that every entrepreneur needs when 
they are looking to raise capital. An invaluable resource for an entrepreneur or business 
owner, this guide provides information and contact details to access many of the world’s 
leading business investors. Containing valuable information about the preferred sectors that 
they allocate money to, along with details about their typical size of investment, the guide 
allows those looking to raise money to drill down to a more relevant target audience. In ad-
dition to the detailed directory, the handbook has chapters of advice written by experienced 
investment professionals, covering topics such as what kind of investment is needed, who to 
pitch to, how much to ask for, raising credibility and maximizing your chances, and handling 
questions and objections.

David Bateman has investment bank experience at Deutsche Bank and Merrill Lynch, and 
he was a partner and COO in a start-up team backed by Deutsche Bank to launch an asset 
investment business which raised more than $5 billion over five years on business plans that 
he wrote. He regularly lectures at university business schools and MBA programs, including 
Oxford and Cambridge Universities, Harvard, MT Wharton and Colombia business schools. 
He is the author of Business Plans that Get Investment.
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Entrepreneurs, Mavericks and Empire Builders
Michael Jacobsen

More than 20 compelling interviews with leading entrepreneurs and innovators

Entrepreneurs, Mavericks and Empire Builders examines what makes some of the world’s 
leading innovators who they are. Through insightful one-on-one interviews, Michael Jacob-
sen takes readers on a journey deep into their minds, showcasing a unique perspective of 
the rarely seen heart and soul of more than 20 of the world’s leading innovators. The book 
examines the psychology of prolific empire builders. In a changing world, one constant is 
that entrepreneurs and mavericks remain at the forefront of all empires, the lifeblood of a 
nation’s economy and the driver of growth at major corporations. This insightful, warm, and 
compelling book is for anyone wanting to be inspired, to learn secrets of business success, 
and to be entertained by the stories of those who have created their own life path and left 
their mark on the world.  

Michael Jacobsen is an Australian Serial Entrepreneur and educator. He is Executive Chair-
man of European Leisure Management Group, an entertainment and leisure property devel-
oper and operator in Europe. He was also co-Producer and co-Owner of Dirty Dancing, the 
musical adaptation of the classic movie. He is the author of The Business of Creativity.
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Communications
Smart Skills

Patrick Forsyth

The essentials for transmitting workplace ideas, thoughts, information, and plans

Communication is one of the most basic functions in any organization. There are several 
essential elements to making business communications work; these include structure, clarity, 
consistency, medium, and relevancy. This guide covers those areas within the following chap-
ters: Essential foundations of success, Preparation, Face-to-face communication, Putting it in 
writing, Electronic Communication, On your feet, Being persuasive, and Negotiating. This 
Smart Skill guide will enable you to target and convey your information through software, 
telephone or in-person methods. Regardless of what medium you use, effective communica-
tion means your message is received clearly and is understood entirely.

Patrick Forsyth began his career in publishing and has run Touchstone Training & Consul-
tancy since 1990, specializing in the improvement of marketing, management, and commu-
nications skills. He is the author of Outstanding Confidence in a Week and Marketing: A 
Guide to the Fundamentals.
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Easy Steps to Cybersecurity
Book 2: Case Studies and Solutions

An introductory guide to managing cybersecurity for businesses—how to prevent,  
protect, and respond to threats

Gain insight to the extent and scale a potential damage could cause when there is a breech 
in cyber security.  This book includes case studies and advice from leading industry profes-
sionals, giving you the necessary strategies and resources to prevent, protect, and respond to 
any threat.

Jonathan Reuvid originated and has edited 10 editions of Managing Business Risk in as-
sociation with the Institute of Risk Management (IRM), eight editions of Personal Wealth 
Management with the Institute of Directors (IoD), and eight editions of Investors’ Guide to 
the United Kingdom. An Oxford MA, Jonathan was formerly an economist with the French 
national oil company, Total, and later Director of European Operations for a US Fortune 500 
precision components manufacturer.
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The Freedom Artist
Ben Okri

An impassioned plea for freedom and justice from a Booker Prize-winnng author, set in 
a world uncomfortably like our own

In a world uncomfortably like our own, a young woman called Amalantis is arrested for 
asking a question. Her question is this: Who is the Prisoner? When Amalantis disappears, 
her lover Karnak goes looking for her. He searches desperately at first, then with a growing 
realization. To find Amalantis, he must first understand the meaning of her question. Kar-
nak’s search leads him into a terrifying world of lies, oppression, and fear at the heart of 
which lies the Prison. Then Karnak discovers that he is not the only one looking for the truth.
The Freedom Artist is an impassioned plea for justice and a penetrating examination of how 
freedom is threatened in a post-truth society. In Ben Okri’s most significant novel since the 
Booker Prize-winning The Famished Road, he delivers a powerful and haunting call to arms.

Ben Okri is the Booker Prize-winning author of The Famished Road. He is considered one 
of the foremost African authors in the post-modern and post-colonial traditions. His other 
prizes and honors include the Commonwealth Writers Prize, Aga Khan Prize for Fiction, 
Guardian Fiction Prize, Order of the British Empire, and many more.

Fiction • 256 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 9781788549615 • December • (Can $20.95) • Trade Paper 
Also available as Cloth, ISBN: 9781788549592• Rights: Canada • Head of Zeus

Wicked by Design
Katy Moran

From the windswept cliffs of Cornwall to the glittering ballrooms of St. Petersburg, this 
is Regency romance with a twist

1819: Jack “Crow” Crowlas, the charismatic and troubled hero of False Lights, has married 
his feisty love, Hester, and with their baby daughter settled down to enjoy their new life as 
Lord and Lady Lamorna of Nansmornow in Cornwall. But as Cornwall seethes with rebel-
lion, he is arrested for treason. Spared execution on condition that he undertakes a highly 
dubious mission to St. Petersburg, he finds himself tangled in a snare of treachery and illicit 
passion, violence, and sexual deceit, where not only his love for Hester, but also his relation-
ship with his only brother, will be tested to the limit and beyond.

Katy Moran is the author of False Lights.
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Curse the Day
Judith O’Reilly

An AI device witnesses the murder of its creator in this intelligent, action-packed con-
spiracy thriller set in post-Brexit Britain—the second Michael North thriller

Tobias Hawke was the tech genius boss of the British Institute for Deep Learning. Now his 
body has been found in his lab: he has been brutally murdered. Hawke was on the brink of 
an astonishing breakthrough in the field of Artificial Intelligence. His creation, “Syd,” a ma-
chine-learning device that mimics human thought, promised to change the face of humanity 
forever. But, in the wake of her creator’s murder, Syd has gone into emergency shutdown 
procedure. What secrets are her neural networks hiding? Michael North, ex-assassin and 
spy-for-hire, is the man to find out. But he can’t work alone. Teenage hacker Fangfang, and 
Hawke’s widow, a prize-winning ethicist, have their own reasons to solve the murder. But 
can they uncover the truth before it’s too late?

Judith O’Reilly is the author of Killing State and Wife in the North. She is a former political 
producer with BBC 2’s Newsnight and ITN’s Channel 4 News, and, when she isn’t writing 
novels, she writes for The Sunday Times, and has acted as a strategic communications adviser 
for both government and business.

Fiction • 400 Pages • 5.75 x 9 • 9781788548953 • February • (Can $33.95) • Trade Paper 
Rights: Canada • Head of Zeus

Working with Winston
The Unsung Women Behind Britain’s Greatest Statesman

Cita Stelzer

A portrait of Winston Churchill as seen through the eyes of the personal secretaries who 
worked for him throughout his life

To maintain the pace at which he worked as a parliamentarian, cabinet minister, war leader, 
writer, and painter, Churchill required a vast female staff of secretaries, typists, and others. 
Drawing on the wealth of oral testimonies of Churchill’s many secretaries held in the Chur-
chill Archive in Cambridge, Cita Stelzer brings to life the experiences of a legion of women 
whose stories have hitherto remained unpublished in journals and letters. In recapturing 
their memories of working for and with Churchill, she paints an original and memorable 
biographical portrait of one of the 20th century’s iconic statesmen.

Cita Stelzer is a freelance journalist and a Research Associate at the Hudson Institute. She is 
currently a Reader at Churchill College, Cambridge, and a Board member of the Churchill 
Centre. She is author of Dinner with Churchill: Policy-making at the Dinner Table. Ran-
dolph Churchill is 
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Eternal Boy
The Life of Kenneth Grahame

Matthew Dennison

The story of the author of Wind in the Willows, and the book’s inspiration

During the week Kenneth Grahame sat behind a mahogany desk as Secretary of the Bank of 
England; on the weekend he retired to the house in the country he shared with his fanciful 
wife Elspeth and fragile son Alistair, and took lengthy walks along the Thamese, “tempted . . 
. [by] the treasures of hedge and ditch; the rapt surprise of the first lords-and-ladies, the rustle 
of a field-mouse, the splash of a frog.” The result of these pastoral wanderings was The Wind 
in the Willows: an enduring classic of children’s literature; a cautionary tale for adult readers; 
a warning of the fragility of the English countryside; and an expression of fear at threatened 
social changes that, in the aftermath of the World War I, became reality. Graham was an 
Edwardian pantheist whose work has a timeless appeal, an escapist whose withdrawal from 
reality took the form of time travel into his own past.

Matthew Dennison is the author of The Twelve Caesars: The Dramatic Lives of the Emper-
ors of Rome and Over the Hills and Far Away: The Life of Beatrix Potter. 
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The Canary Keeper
Clare Carson

A must-read historical epic, weaving suspense, adventure, and romance into an  
exhilarating thriller

In the grey mist of the early morning a body is dumped on the shore of the Thames by a 
boatman in a metal canoe. The city is soon alive with talk of the savage Esquimaux stalking 
Victorian London and an eye witness who claims the killer had an accomplice: a tall woman 
dressed in widow’s weeds, with the telltale look of the degenerate Irish. Branna “Birdie” 
Quinn had no good reason to be by the river that morning, but she did not kill the man. She’d 
seen him first the day before, desperate to give her a message she refused to hear. And now the 
Filth will see her hang for his murder, just like her father. To save her life, Birdie must trace 
the dead man’s footsteps. Back onto the ship that carried him to his death, back to cold isles 
of Orkney that sheltered him, and up to the far north, a harsh and lawless land which holds 
more answers than she looks to find.

Clare Carson  is an anthropologist and works in international development, specializing in 
human rights. She is the author of The Dark Isle, Orkney Twilight, and The Salt Marsh.

Fiction • 384 Pages • 5.75 x 9 • 9781786690593 • September • (Can $33.95) • Trade Paper  
Rights: Canada • Head of Zeus

The Bridge
#3

Robert Radcliffe

The third and final installment in the Airborne trilogy centered on the World War II 
parachute regiment

Young paratrooper Theo Trickey has had a remarkable war. Boy soldier, commando, intel-
ligence officer—fighting from northern France to the African desert and in the mountains 
of Italy. He has already done more than should be asked of any man in war. But D-Day is 
looming and British intelligence have one more mission for Trickey: to negotiate with his 
extraordinary old acquaintance, General Erwin Rommel. There are rumors that Germany’s 
greatest general wants to save the Fatherland by any means possible . . . The Bridge is the fi-
nal installment of Radcliffe’s Airborne trilogy, which tells the extraordinary story of a young 
soldier, a new regiment and how, together, they changed the course of a war.

Robert Radcliffe is a journalist and advertising copywriter. He also spent 10 years working 
as a commercial pilot, flying all over the world. He is the author of The Lazarus Child, Under 
an English Heaven, and Dambuster.
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Kossuth Square
#2

Adam LeBor

The death of a local politician reveals the dangerous fractures running through Budapest 
in Adam LeBor’s latest dark police procedural  

When Gypsy cop Balthazar Kovacs is called out at dawn to his brother Gaspar’s brothel, he 
know it’s bad news. A customer has died in the VIP room. Worse still, he’s an Arab diplomat, 
connected to a massive investment program from the Gulf states that can transform Hungary. 
The signs point to a heart attack—but is that really the case? Kovacs soon discovers that the 
dark forces of corruption he thought were defeated are fighting back, more powerfully than 
ever. And when he uncovers a dark secret that his family has kept for 20 years, his mission 
becomes personal. Soon, Kovacs is drawn back into the Budapest underworld of people 
smuggling, blackmail, and soaring political tensions—always caught between the two worlds 
of the Gypsy and non-Gypsy, of the law and family loyalty.

Adam LeBor lives in Budapest and writes for the Economist, Newsweek, New York Times, 
Times, and other publications. He is the author of a number of nonfiction books, including 
the Orwell Prize shortlisted Hitler’s Secret Bankers.
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Widow’s Welcome
UK Airports
#1

D. K. Fields

The first novel in an fantasy crime trilogy

Dead bodies aren’t unusual in the alleyways of Fenest. Muggings, brawls gone bad, debts 
collected—Detective Cora Gorderheim has seen it all. Until she finds a Wayward man with 
his mouth sewn shut. As Detective Gorderheim pieces together the dead man’s story, she’s 
drawn into the most dangerous story in the Union of Realms: the election. Gorderheim just 
wants to find a killer but nothing’s that simple in an election year. Dark forces conspire 
against the Union and Gorderheim finds herself at the rotten core of it all. She’ll find the 
killer, but at what cost?

D.K. Fields is the pseudonym for poet/crime fiction writer Katherine Stansfield and SF author 
David Towsey writing together.

Mystery • 400 Pages • 5.71 x 8.98 • 9781789542493 • November  
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The Bad Place
#1

M. K. Hill

The first in a new thriller series set in the Thames estuary

The newspapers called it The Bad Place. A remote farm out on the Thames estuary, where 
six children were held captive for two weeks. Five of them got out alive. That was 20 years 
ago. Now adults, they meet up annually to hold a candlelit vigil for their friend who died. 
The only rule is that no one can talk about what happened the night they escaped. But at this 
year’s event, one of them witnesses a kidnapping. A young girl, Sammi, is bundled into a van 
in front of their eyes. Is history repeating itself? Is one of them responsible? Or is someone 
sending them a twisted message? DI Sasha Dawson, of Essex Police, is certain that the key to 
finding Sammi lies in finding out the truth about The Bad Place. But she also knows that with 
every second she spends trying to unlock the past, the clock ticks down for the missing girl.

M.K. Hill was a journalist and an award-winning music radio producer before becoming a 
full time writer.
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